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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

On 5 December 2007, the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 

Region (“Government”) commissioned the Public Policy Research Institute 

(“PPRI”) of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University to carry out the “Urban 

Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront: Stage 2 Public Engagement – 

Public Opinion Collection Exercise” (“the Consultancy”) to collect, collate and 

analyze the public views received for the Study.  This Report summarizes the 

results of the Consultancy. 

 

1.1 Background to the Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront 

 

The Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront (“the Study”) was 

commissioned by the Planning Department (PlanD) in March 2007 to refine the 

urban design framework for the Central Harbourfront and to prepare 

planning/design briefs for the key sites to guide future developments. The Study 

also examines the locations and design ideas for re-assembling the old Star Ferry 

Clock Tower and re-constructing Queen’s Pier. 

 

1.2 Public Engagement Programme  

 
1.2.1 The public engagement programme for the Study comprised two stages.  Stage 1, 

which took place from May to June 2007, focused on the urban design objectives, 

urban design issues and sustainable design assessment framework relating to the 

Central Harbourfront.   

 

1.2.2 The Stage 2 Public Engagement (“Stage 2 PE”) for the Study took place from 11 

April to end of July 2008.  The focus was on collecting public views and 

suggestions on, inter alia, the proposals for the refined urban design framework, 

design concepts for the key sites, and design concepts for re-assembling Queen’s 

Pier and reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower at different locations.  The 

study proposals are detailed in the Consultation Digest and webpage of the Study at 

http://www.pland.gov.hk/p_study/prog_s/UDS/eng_v1/images_eng/pdf_paper/dige

st_eng.pdf 

 

1.2.3 The Stage 2 PE has involved a wide range of activities and public views were 

collected through various channels, as set out below: 

 

(A) Public Exhibitions and Roving Exhibitions 

 

1.2.4 To facilitate the public to have a better understanding and visual appreciation of the 

design proposals, public exhibitions with physical models, virtual interactive 3D 

models and other illustrative materials were the focus of the public engagement 

events.  The public exhibitions were held at the Hong Kong Heritage Discovery 

Centre (HKHDC) from 12 April to 25 May 2008, and at the Queensway 

Government Offices from 27 May to 10 July 2008.  A total of about 13,700 visitors 

visited the public exhibitions. 
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1.2.5 Seven roving exhibitions, visited by a total of about 11,340 visitors, were held at 

various locations to supplement the public exhibitions: 

 

(a) HSBC’s Headquarters, Central (15 to 19 April 2008); 

(b) IFC One, Central (20 to 25 April 2008); 

(c) Exhibition Hall, Lower Block, City Hall, Central (6 to 14 May 2008); 

(d) Exhibition Gallery, Hong Kong Cultural Centre, Tsim Sha Tsui (2 to 6 June 2008); 

(e) Sheung Tak Shopping Centre, Tseung Kwan O (11 to 15 June 2008); 

(f) Sha Tin Town Hall, Shatin (17 to 22 June 2008); and 

(g) Lok Fu Shopping Centre, Wang Tau Hom (4 to 10 July 2008). 

 

(B) Comment Cards 

 

1.2.6 Comment cards were distributed at the exhibition venues for members of the public 

to complete and deposit into the collection boxes. Completed comment cards could 

also be mailed or faxed to the PlanD. Comment cards were also distributed to, and 

collected from, attendees at a Focus Group Workshop (FGW) held on 26 April 

2008, and a Community Engagement Forum (CEF) held on 24 May 2008.  

Samples of the comment card (English and Chinese versions) are provided in 

Appendices 1 and 2. A total of 1,872 comment cards were received. Appendix 3 

lists out the weekly distribution of comment cards received during the Stage 2 PE. 

 

1.2.7 The Consultancy Team, in consultation with the Government and the Harbour-

front Enhancement Committee (HEC) Task Group on the Study, designed the 

comment card to solicit the responses from the public regarding their views on the 

refined urban design vision, the design framework for the new Central harbourfront, 

and design concepts for key sites.  The comment card contains five parts: 

 

 Part 1: Design Vision 
 

1.2.8 Part 1 focuses on the level of public’s agreement to the overall design vision and 

the sustainable and balanced design approach. Part 1 contains: 

 

� two close-ended questions inviting the public to indicate their level of 

agreement/disagreement to (a) the design vision and (b) the sustainable and 

balanced approach; and  

� two open-ended questions inviting the public to provide their comments and 

suggestions on (a) and (b) above. 

 

 Part 2: Design Concepts for the Key Sites 
 

1.2.9 Part 2 focuses on the public’s preference for the design concepts for the key sites, 

including the design concepts for re-assembling Queen’s Pier and reconstructing 

the old Star Ferry Clock Tower. Part 2 contains: 

 

� eight close-ended questions, inviting the public to indicate their views on the 

design concepts for the key sites, including the design concepts for re-

assembling Queen’s Pier and reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower; 

and 

� eight open-ended questions, inviting the public to provide their comments and 

suggestions on the design concepts. 
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 Part 3: The Refined Urban Design Framework 
 

1.2.10 Part 3 focuses on the public’s perception on whether the proposals could satisfy the 

specific design principles of the Refined Urban Design Framework. Part 3 contains: 

 

� seven close-ended questions, inviting the public to indicate their level of 

agreement/disagreement to whether the proposals could satisfy specific 

sustainable design principles; 

� one close-ended question on whether the overall design could meet the public 

aspirations; and  

� one open-ended question, inviting the public to provide their other comments 

and suggestions on the refined urban design framework for a vibrant, green 

and accessible new Central harbourfront. 

 

 Part 4: Other Comments and Suggestions 
 

1.2.11 Part 4 is an open invitation to the public to add any other comments and 

suggestions relating to the Study. 

 

 Part 5: Profile of Respondents 
 

1.2.12 Part 5 is a section for the respondents to provide some personal information which 

can assist in the assessment of the demographic profile of the respondents. 

 

(C) Face-to-face Interviews 

 

1.2.13 Two rounds of face-to-face interviews were conducted on attendees at the exits of 

the two core exhibition venues on the Hong Kong Island and Kowloon from 23 

April to 16 May 2008 and from 2 to 24 June 2008 respectively.  A total of 365 

interviews were successfully completed. 

 

1.2.14 The questions in the interview questionnaire are basically the same as those in the 

comment card.  Interviewees, however, were encouraged to elaborate on the 

reasons for their choice and make other suggestions. Samples of face-to-face 

interview questionnaire (English and Chinese versions) are included in 

Appendices 4 and 5. 

 

(D) Telephone Polls 

 

1.2.15 Two telephone polls were carried out for the Stage 2 PE to solicit the views of the 

general public by means of random sampling. In the first Poll (from 30 May to 14 

June 2008) 1,233 people were successfully interviewed.  In the second Poll (from 2 

to 14 July 2008) 1,238 people were successfully interviewed. 

 

1.2.16 The questions used in the two telephone polls were selected from the comment 

card.  The questions selected were questions which respondents can reasonably 

answer without the benefit of viewing the exhibitions or reading the Consultation 

Digest. A sample of the telephone poll questionnaire (original Chinese version with 

English translated version) is included in Appendix 6. 
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(E) Public Submissions 

 

1.2.17 A total of 64 submissions (in the form of letters, faxes, emails, plans, etc.) were 

received from various organizations and individuals. The list has included public 

submissions received by the end of August 2008.  A list of the public submissions 

is at paragraph 5.1.2 of this Report. 

 

(F) Focus Group Workshop 

 

1.2.18 A FGW was held on 26 April 2008 at HKHDC.  49 participants from relevant 

professional and academic institutions attended the FGW. The participants were 

split into six groups for discussion. The views and suggestions have been recorded 

by CityU Professional Services Ltd (CPS), the public engagement consultant of the 

Study, and incorporated into this Report for analysis. A sample of the Comment 

Collection Sheet (for FGW and CEF) is listed in Appendix 7. 

 

(G) Community Engagement Forum 

 

1.2.19 A CEF was held on 24 May 2008 at HKHDC.  A total of 142 participants from 

members of the public, and relevant stakeholders, concern groups, professional 

groups, academic institutions, and public and advisory bodies attended the CEF.  

The participants were split into 12 groups for discussion. The views and 

suggestions have been recorded by CPS and incorporated into this Report for 

analysis. 

 

(H) Briefings to Relevant Public and Advisory Bodies 

 

1.2.20 Briefings on the study proposals were made to relevant public and advisory bodies 

including the Town Planning Board (TPB), HEC and its Task Group on the Study 

(TGUDS), Legislative Council (LegCo) Development Panel, LegCo Home Affairs 

Panel, Land & Building Advisory Committee (LBAC), Antiquities Advisory Board 

(AAB) and all the 18 District Councils (DCs).  The minutes of the briefings are 

provided in Annex One of this Report. The schedules of the briefings are set out in 

paragraph 6.1.2 below. 

 
1.2.21 In addition, upon invitation, interested professional institutes and other 

organizations, viz. the Hong Kong Institute of Architects (HKIA), the Hong Kong 

Institute of Planners (HKIP), and the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce 

were briefed on the study proposals on 15 April 2008, 23 April 2008, and 14 July 

2008 respectively.  

 

(I) Guided Tours 

 

1.2.22 Invitations have been sent to all secondary schools to visit the public exhibitions. 

Guided tours were provided to 7 schools and 2 interested organizations.  A 

schedule of the visits is set out below.  

 

Date Name of Schools / Organizations 

16 May 2008 AD & FDPOHL Leung Sing Tak College 

21 May 2008 Pok Oi Hospital Chan Kai Memorial College  
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(J) Consolidation Forum 

 

1.2.23 A Consolidation Forum (the Forum) was organized by the TGUDS on 28 February 

2009 at Auditorium, 5/F, North Point Government Offices. The main objectives are 

to report the public views gathered from different channels during the Stage 2 PE; 

to provide a platform for the public to present their alternative design proposals and 

other comments/suggestions, and the Study Team and concerned Government 

departments to respond; and to conduct a focused, in-depth and structured public 

discussion on the critical issues under the Study. 

 

The Forum was attended by about 140 members of the general public including 

some members from HEC, TPB, Central and Western DC, Wan Chai DC and 

Kowloon City DC, professional and academic institutes, and concerned groups and 

organizations, etc. A Report on the Forum prepared by CPS is at Annex Two.  

                                                                        

 

 

 

21 May 2008 Construction Industry Council Training Academy 

23 June 2008 St. Paul Co-educational College 

30 June 2008 Rosaryhill School (Secondary Section) 

2 July 2008 St. Bonaventure College and High School 

3 July 2008 Buddhist Wong Wan Tin College 

8 July 2008 Kwai Chung Methodist College 

9 July 2008 30s Group 
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1.3 The Consultancy Team 

 

The Consultancy Team was jointly led by Professor Lee Ngok and Professor Peter 

Yuen, Director of PPRI.  Other members included Professor Edwin Chan, Dr. 

Hanqin Zhang, Dr. K. K. Yuen, Dr. Florence Ho, Mr. Chan Wai-leung, Miss 

Queenie Tam, Miss Linda Suen and Mr. Kace Chiu.  The composition and 

organization structure of the PPRI Consultancy Team is at Appendix 8. 

 

1.4 Modus Operandi 

 

1.4.1 PPRI operates with total academic independence. On completing the Consultancy, 

PPRI will submit its Report directly to the Government. 

 

1.4.2 All members of the Consultancy Team have declared that they have no conflict of 

interest in undertaking the Consultancy. The analyses, findings and interpretation 

of the findings in this Final Report are the views of the PPRI, and are not 

necessarily those of the University or the Government. 

 

1.5 Scope of Services 

 

Under the Consultancy, PPRI was required to conduct an analysis of public views 

received during the Stage 2 PE, as collected in the comment cards, face-to-face 

interviews, telephone polls, public submissions received by the Government, and 

records/minutes of the various briefings to relevant public and advisory bodies, 

FGW and CEF. 

 

1.6 Objectives of the Consultancy 

 

1.6.1 The Consultancy sought to provide the Government with technical advice and an 

independent analysis of the public views received on the Study during the Stage 2 

PE. 

 

1.6.2 The Consultancy was divided into two major parts – Quantitative Analysis and 

Qualitative Analysis. 

 

1.6.3 Quantitative Analysis comprises an assessment of public views from the following 

sources: 

 

(a) responses to close-ended questions in comment cards; 

(b) responses to close-ended questions in face-to-face interviews; and 

(c) responses to close-ended questions in telephone polls. 

 

These are discussed in Chapter 2. 

 

1.6.4 Qualitative Analysis comprises an assessment of public views received from the 

following sources: 

 

(a) responses to open-ended questions in comment cards; 

(b) responses to open-ended questions in face-to-face interviews; 

(c) public submissions received by PlanD; 
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(d) records of the FGW and CEF; and 

(e) records/minutes of the briefings to relevant public and advisory bodies 

including DCs. 

 

These are discussed in Chapter 3. 

 

1.7 Schematic Representation of the Consultancy 

 

The components and processes of the Consultancy are shown schematically in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic Representation of the Consultancy 
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1.8 Data Analyzed in the Final Report 

 

1.8.1   This Report includes responses forwarded to the Government and received by PPRI 

as at 31 August 2008 (unless otherwise stated), and consists of: 

 

(a) Quantitative and qualitative views provided in 1,872 comment cards (1,413 

collected at the two core exhibition venues, 319 collected at the seven 

roving exhibition venues, 18 collected from the FGW, 29 collected from the 

CEF and 93 received by PlanD); 

 

(b) two rounds of face-to-face interviews held from 23 April to 16 May 2008 

and from 2 to 24 June 2008 respectively, totalling 365 successful interviews 

(i.e. 183 and 182 successful interviews for the first and second round 

respectively); 

 

(c) two telephone polls conducted from 30 May to 14 June (1,233 valid and 

successful cases) and 2 to 14 July 2008 (1,238 valid and successful cases), 

totalling 2,471 cases; 

 

(d) the records of FGW and CEF; 

 

(e) 25 sets of records/minutes of briefings to relevant public and advisory 

bodies and 18 DCs; and 

 

(f) 64 public submissions (63 written submissions and 1 set of plans) received 

by the PlanD. 

 

1.8.2 Both quantitative and qualitative methodological approaches were applied to the 

analysis. The quantitative approach involves essentially the counting of the 

responses to the close-ended questions in the research instruments. The qualitative 

approach involves essentially the conversion of all the written data into “text units” 

for the purpose of categorization and subsequent counting. 

 

1.8.3 This Report highlights views with high frequency count from the quantitative data, 

and high frequency count and high percentage in terms of number of mentions 

from the qualitative data.  Each type of evidence from either quantitative or 

qualitative views has its own strengths and weaknesses. It would be inappropriate 

to assign simplistic weights to a particular type of evidence. Nevertheless, this 

Report also gives prominence to well-thought-through and substantive views which 

are supported by facts and figures, etc., irrespective of their frequency count. 

 

1.9  Outline of the Report 

 

1.9.1   The Structure of the report is as follows: 

 

Chapter 1 provides an introduction of the Public Opinion Collection Exercise for 

Stage 2 PE of the Study. 

 

Chapter 2 outlines the methodology and summarizes the results of the Quantitative 

Data Analysis. 
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Chapter 3 outlines the methodology and summarizes the results of the Qualitative 

Data Analysis. 

 

Chapter 4 is a summary of the report on the FGW and CEF prepared by CPS. 

 

Chapter 5 provides a summary of the briefings to the relevant public and advisory 

bodies including the DCs. 

 

Chapter 6 provides a summary of the public submissions. 

 

Chapter 7 outlines the Consolidation Forum. 

 

Chapter 8 provides a summary of the overall findings. 
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CHAPTER 2: ANALYSIS OF QUANTITATIVE FINDINGS 

 

 

This Chapter presents the results of the analysis of the Quantitative Data. The data came 

from: 

 

(a)  responses to the close-ended questions in the comment cards;  

(b)  responses to the close-ended questions in the interview questionnaires; and  

(c)  responses to the telephone polls. 

 

2.1  Comment Cards 

 

The Consultancy Team, in consultation with the Government and HEC TGUDS, 

designed a Comment Card to solicit the responses from the public regarding their 

views on the refined urban design vision, the design framework for the new Central 

harbourfront, and design concepts for key sites. A total of 1,872 comment cards 

were received. 

 

2.2  Face-to-face Interviews 

 

2.2.1   Two rounds of face-to-face interviews were conducted at two public exhibitions.  

The questions in the interview questionnaire are basically the same as those in the 

Comment Card.  Interviewees, however, were encouraged to elaborate on the 

reasons for their choice as well as to make other suggestions.   

 

2.2.2   Interviewees were randomly selected from visitors at the public exhibitions. 183 

and 182 interviews were successfully conducted in the first and second round of 

interviews respectively.  A total of 365 interviews were completed. 

 

2.3  Telephone Polls 

 

2.3.1   Two rounds of telephone polls were conducted during the periods from 30 May to 

14 June 2008 and from 2 July to 14 July 2008 respectively.   

 

2.3.2  The questions used in the two telephone polls were selected from the comment 

card.  The questions selected were those which respondents can reasonably answer 

without the benefit of viewing the exhibitions or reading the Consultation Digest. 

 

2.3.3  Interviewees were randomly selected from the latest Residential Telephone 

Directory published by PCCW.  1,233 and 1,238 interviews for each round of 

telephone polls (making a total of 2,471) were successfully conducted. 
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2.4 Comment Cards: Summary of Results 

 

2.4.1  The following sections summarize the responses to the comment cards collected. 

 

Part 1: Design Vision 

 

Q.1 Do you agree with the overall design vision of “creating a vibrant, green and 

accessible New Central Harbourfront”? 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Agree 787 42.0 

Agree 786 42.0 

Neutral 163 8.7 

Disagree 28 1.5 

Strongly Disagree 20 1.1 

No Comments 8 0.4 

No Answer Indicated/ Invalid Answer 80 4.3 

Total: 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.2   An overwhelming majority of the respondents (84.0%) agreed or strongly agreed to 

the overall design. Less than one-tenth of the respondents (8.7%) showed a neutral 

stance. 

 

Q.2 Do you agree to adopt a sustainable and balanced approach in designing the New 

Central Harbourfront (i.e. a mix of commercial, leisure, recreational, open space, 

cultural uses, etc to enhance the uniqueness of Central as Hong Kong’s Central 

Business District (CBD), to provide diversified uses, and to enrich the waterfront as a 

place for leisure by locals and tourists)? 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Agree 667 35.6 

Agree 814 43.5 

Neutral  186 9.9 

Disagree 60 3.2 

Strongly Disagree 23 1.2 

No Comments 9 0.5 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 113 6.0 

Total: 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.3  The majority of the respondents (79.1%) agreed or strongly agreed. About one-tenth 

of the respondents (9.9%) showed a neutral stance. 
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Part 2: Design Concepts for the Key Sites 

 

Q.3 Sites 1 and 2: Comprehensive Development Area (CDA) Site adjoining Central 

Piers No. 4 to 6 and Commercial Site north of IFC II 

 

Concept A (Hotel & Office) 

Concept B (Office & Office) 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Like both Concepts A & B 173 9.2 

Like Concept A 1011 54.0 

Like Concept B 237 12.7 

No Preference 116 6.2 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 256 13.7 

No Comments 6 0.3 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 73 3.9 

Total  1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.4   More than half of the respondents (54.0%) liked Concept A, and about one-eighth 

(12.7%) liked Concept B. A sizeable minority (13.7%) disliked both Concepts A 

and B. 

 

Q.4 Site 3: CDA Site north of Statue Square 

 

Concept A (Reduced Landscaped Deck) 

Concept B (Larger Landscaped Deck) 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Like both Concepts A & B 141 7.5 

Like Concept A 420 22.4 

Like Concept B 1060 56.6 

No Preference 76 4.1 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 85 4.5 

No Comments 13 0.7 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 77 4.1 

Total: 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.5    More than half of the respondents (56.6%) liked Concept B, while about one 

quarter (22.4%) liked Concept A. 7.5% of the respondents liked both Concepts A 

and B, whereas a small minority (4.5%) disliked both of them. 
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Q.5 Site 4: Waterfront Related Commercial and Leisure Uses Site north of City Hall 

 

Concept A (More Separate Blocks with Star Ferry Clock Tower) 

Concept B (Fewer Separate Blocks) 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Like both Concepts A & B 130 6.9 

Like Concept A 800 42.7 

Like Concept B 623 33.3 

No Preference 132 7.1 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 104 5.6 

No Comments 12 0.6 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 71 3.8 

Total: 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.6   About two-fifths of the respondents (42.7%) liked Concept A, while about one-third 

(33.3%) liked Concept B. 7.1% of the respondents indicated that they had no 

particular preference for either concept. 

 

Q.6 Site 5: Arts and Cultural Precinct 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Like the Concept 1,226 65.5 

Dislike the Concept 436 23.3 

No Comments 31 1.7 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 179 9.6 

Total: 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.7   About two-thirds of the respondents (65.5%) liked the Concept in Site 5, and about 

one-fifth (23.3%) disliked it. 

 

Q.7 Site 6: Arts and Cultural Precinct 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Like the Concept 1,486 79.4 

Dislike the Concept 205 11.0 

No Comments 31 1.7 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 150 8.0 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.8    The majority of the respondents (79.4%) liked the Concept in Site 6, and about 

one-tenth (11.0%) disliked it. 
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Q.8 Site 7: Waterfront Promenade 

 

Concept A (Urban Park) 

Concept B (Urban Green) 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Like both Concepts A & B 275 14.7 

Like Concept A 478 25.5 

Like Concept B 871 46.5 

No Preference 100 5.3 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 62 3.3 

No Comments 10 0.5 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 76 4.1 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.9   Slightly less than half of the respondents (46.5%) liked Concept B, while about a 

quarter (25.5%) liked Concept A. 14.7% of the respondents liked both Concepts A 

and B. 

 

Q.9 Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8 

 

Concept A (Queen’s Pier by the Harbour) 

Concept B (Queen’s Pier at Original Location) 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Like both Concepts A & B 129 6.9 

Like Concept A 918 49.0 

Like Concept B 506 27.0 

No Preference 91 4.9 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 133 7.1 

No Comments 15 0.8 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 80 4.3 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.10   Almost half of the respondents (49.0%) liked Concept A, while more than one 

quarter (27.0%) liked Concept B. 6.9% of the respondents like both Concepts A 

and B, whereas 7.1% disliked both. 
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Q.10 Reconstructing Old Star Ferry Clock Tower 

 

Concept A (Clock Tower at Site 4) 

Concept B (Clock Tower close to Original Location) 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Like both Concepts A & B 109 5.8 

Like Concept A 908 48.5 

Like Concept B 414 22.1 

No Preference 143 7.6 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 202 10.8 

No Comments 13 0.7 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 83 4.4 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.11  Almost half of the respondents (48.5%) liked Concept A, while about one-fifth 

(22.1%) liked Concept B. A sizeable minority (10.8%) disliked both Concepts A 

and B.  

 

 

Part 3: The Refined Urban Design Framework 

 

Do you agree that the present urban design has satisfied the following sustainable 

design principles? 

 

Q.1(a) diverse uses and activities, e.g. a mix of commercial, leisure, recreational, open space 
and cultural uses 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Agree 333 17.8 

Agree 839 44.8 

Neutral 365 19.5 

Disagree 158 8.4 

Strongly Disagree 33 1.8 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 144 7.7 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.12   About three-fifths of the respondents (62.6%) agreed or strongly agreed to the 

question. A sizeable minority, about one-fifth of the respondents (19.5%), showed 

a neutral stance. 
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Q.1(b) respecting natural setting, e.g. lower development intensity, reduced building 

massing, view corridors to protect ridgeline, harbour view and waterfront setting 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Agree 593 31.7 

Agree 773 41.3 

Neutral 233 12.4 

Disagree 90 4.8 

Strongly Disagree 32 1.7 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 151 8.1 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.13  The majority of the respondents (73.0%) agreed or strongly agreed. About one-

eighth (12.4%) showed a neutral stance. 

 

Q.1(c) respecting existing urban fabric, e.g. urban environment, visual integration 

with the CBD and surrounding developments 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Agree 322 17.2 

Agree 795 42.5 

Neutral 433 23.1 

Disagree 118 6.3 

Strongly Disagree 37 2.0 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 167 8.9 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.14   About three-fifths of the respondents (59.7%) agreed or strongly agreed. A 

sizeable minority, about one quarter of the respondents (23.1%), showed a 

neutral stance. 

 

Q.1(d) promoting harbourfront enhancement, e.g. waterfront promenade and public 

open space 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Agree 617 33.0 

Agree 764 40.8 

Neutral 238 12.7 

Disagree 66 3.5 

Strongly Disagree 20 1.1 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 167 8.9 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.15   The majority of the respondents (73.8%) agreed or strongly agreed. A sizeable 

minority (12.7%) showed a neutral stance. 
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Q.1(e) respecting cultural heritage 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Agree 507 27.1 

Agree 541 28.9 

Neutral 446 23.8 

Disagree 159 8.5 

Strongly Disagree 64 3.4 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 155 8.3 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.16   More than half of the respondents (56.0%) agreed or strongly agreed. A sizeable 

minority, about one-fifth of the respondents (23.8%), showed a neutral stance. 

 

Q.1(f) ease of pedestrian access to harbourfront 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Agree 556 29.7 

Agree 769 41.1 

Neutral 281 15.0 

Disagree 71 3.8 

Strongly Disagree 27 1.4 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 168 9.0 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.17  The majority of the respondents (70.8%) agreed or strongly agreed. A sizeable 

minority (15.0%) showed a neutral stance. 

 

Q.1(g) promoting greening and environmentally friendly building design, e.g. green 

roofs and good air ventilation 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Agree 746 39.9 

Agree 685 36.6 

Neutral 210 11.2 

Disagree 49 2.6 

Strongly Disagree 23 1.2 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 159 8.5 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.18   The majority of the respondents (76.5%) agreed or strongly agreed. About one-

tenth (11.2%) showed a neutral stance. 
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 Q.2 Do you agree that the present overall urban design has met the public 

aspirations for a vibrant, green and accessible New Central Harbourfront? 

 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Agree 328 17.5 

Agree 675 36.1 

Neutral 480 25.6 

Disagree 162 8.7 

Strongly Disagree 56 3.0 

No comments 15 0.8 

No Answer Indicated / Invalid Answer 156 8.3 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.19   More than half of the respondents (53.6%) agreed or strongly agreed. A sizeable 

minority, about one quarter of the respondents (25.6%), showed a neutral stance. 

 

 

 

Part 5: Demographic Profile of Respondents 

 

(a) Age 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 
Distribution according 

to 2006 By-Census (%) 

Under 18 283 15.1 17.6 

18-29 568 30.3 16.7 

30-44 457 24.4 26.2 

45-59 299 16.0 23.5 

60 or over 82 4.4 16.0 

Refused to Answer / Invalid 

Answer 
136 7.3 

N/A 

FGW/CEF comment cards 

without demographics section 
47 2.5 

N/A 

Total 1,872 100.0 100.0 

 

2.4.20    The majority of the respondents (70.7%) were from the working age population 

(18 to 59). 
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(b) Gender 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 
Distribution according 

to 2006 By-Census (%) 

Male 1,000 53.4 47.7 

Female 667 35.6 52.3 

Refused to answer / Invalid 

Answer 
158 8.4 

N/A 

FGW/CEF comment cards without 

demographics section 
47 2.5 

N/A 

Total 1,872 100.0 100.0 

 

2.4.21   There were more male respondents (53.4%) than the female ones (35.6%). 

 

 

(c) Area of Residence 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 
Distribution according 

to 2006 By-Census (%) 

HK Island 347 18.5 18.5 

Kowloon 671 35.8 29.4 

NT & Islands 582 31.1 52.1 

Others 85 4.5 N/A 

Refused to answer / Invalid 

Answer 
140 7.5 

N/A 

FGW/CEF comment cards without 

demographics section 
47 2.5 

N/A 

Total 1,872 100.0 100.0 

 

2.4.22   There were more respondents residing in Kowloon and fewer respondents in the 

New Territories. 

 

 

(d) Do you pay frequent visit to Sheung Wan, Central, Admiralty or Wanchai? 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Yes  904 48.3 

No 754 40.3 

Refused to answer / Invalid Answer 167 8.9 

FGW/CEF comment cards without demographics 

section 
47 2.5 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.23   Almost half of the respondents (48.3%) stated that they were frequent visitors to 

Sheung Wan, Central, Admiralty or Wanchai. 
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(e) Have you participated in the Stage 1 Public Engagement? 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Yes  192 10.3 

No 1,461 78.0 

Refused to answer / Invalid Answer 172 9.2 

FGW/CEF comment cards without demographics section 47 2.5 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.24    The majority of the respondents (78.0%) stated they had not participated in Stage 

1 Public Engagement. Only one-tenth (10.3%) stated they had done so. 

 

 

(f) Have you visited any exhibitions or the study website on the Stage 2 Public 

Engagement? 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

Yes  950 50.7 

No 698 37.3 

Refused to answer / Invalid Answer 177 9.5 

FGW/CEF comment cards without demographics section 47 2.5 

Total 1,872 100.0 

 

2.4.25   About half of the respondents (50.7%) stated that they had visited the exhibitions 

or the website. About three-eighths (37.3%) stated that they had not done so. 
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Table 1 Summary of Comment Card Results (in percentages) 

 

Positive Answers = Strongly Agree / Agree 

Negative Answers = Strongly Disagree / Disagree 

Issues Question No. Positive 

Answers 

Neutral Negative 

Answers 

No Comment/ No answer indicated/ 

Don’t know 

Design vision of ‘creating a 

vibrant, green and accessible 

New Central Harbourfront’ 

Part 1: Q.1 84.0 

 

8.7 2.6 4.7 

Sustainable and balanced 

approach in designing the New 

Central Harbourfront 

Part 1: Q.2 79.1 9.9 4.4 6.5 

 

  Like both 

Concepts 

A & B 

Like 

Concept A 

Like 

Concept B 

No 

Preference 

Dislike 

both 

Concepts 

A & B 

No 

Comment / 

Don’t know 

Sites 1 and 2: CDA Site 

adjoining Central Piers No. 4 

and 6 and Commercial Site 

north of IFC II 

Part 2: Q.3 9.2 54.0 12.7 6.2 13.7 4.2 

Site 3: CDA site north of Statue 

Square 

Part 2: Q.4 7.5 22.4 56.6 4.1 4.5 4.8 

Site 4: Site north of City Hall Part 2: Q.5 6.9 42.7 33.3 7.1 5.6 4.4  

Site 7: Waterfront Promenade Part 2: Q.8 14.7 25.5 46.5 5.3 3.3 4.6 

Re-assembling Queen’s Pier 

and Site 8 

Part 2: Q.9 6.9 49.0 27.0 4.9 7.1 5.1 

Reconstructing Old Star Ferry 

Clock Tower 

Part 2: Q.10 5.8 48.5 22.1 7.6 10.8 5.1 

    Like the Concept Dislike the Concept No Comment / Don’t 

know 

Site 5: Site north of CITIC 

Tower 

Part 2: Q.6 65.5 

 

23.3 11.3 

Site 6: Site near HKCEC 

Extension 

Part 2: Q.7 79.4 11.0 9.7 

 

  Positive 

Answers 

Neutral Negative 

Answers 

No Comment/ No answer indicated/ 

Don’t know 

Sustainable design principles:  

(a) diverse uses and activities 

  

 

Part 3: Q.1a 

 

 

62.6 

 

 

19.5 

 

 

10.2 

 

 

7.7 

(b) respecting natural setting Part 3: Q.1b 73.0 12.4 6.5 8.1 

(c) respecting existing urban 

fabric 

Part 3: Q.1c 59.7 23.1 8.3 8.9 

(d) promoting harbourfront 

enhancement 

Part 3: Q.1d 73.8 12.7 4.6 8.9 

(e) respecting cultural heritage Part 3: Q.1e 56.0 23.8 11.9 8.3 

(f) ease of pedestrian access to 

harbourfront 

Part 3: Q.1f 70.8 15.0 5.2 9.0 

(g) promoting greening and 

environmentally friendly 

building design 

Part 3: Q.1g 76.5 11.2 3.8 8.5 

Meeting public aspirations for a 

vibrant, green and accessible 

New Central Harbourfront 

Part 3: Q.2 53.6 25.6 11.7 9.1 
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Part 1: Design Vision 

 

2.4.26   About four-fifths of the respondents (respectively 84.0% and 79.1%) agreed to the 

design vision of ‘creating a vibrant, green and accessible New Central 

Harbourfront and the adoption of a sustainable and balanced approach in the 

design. 

 

Part 2: Design Concepts for Key Sites 

  

2.4.27  For Sites 1 and 2, the majority (54.0%) preferred Concept A (Hotel and Office). 

 

2.4.28 For Site 3, the majority (56.6%) preferred Concept B (Larger Landscaped Deck). 

 

2.4.29  For Site 4, Concept A (More Separate Blocks with the Reconstructed Old Star 

Ferry Clock Tower) was preferred in most of the responses (42.7%). For 

reconstructing old Star Ferry Clock Tower, more responses (48.5%) preferred 

Concept A (Clock Tower at Site 4). 

 

2.4.30 Most respondents liked the design concepts for Site 5 (65.5%) and Site 6 (79.4%). 

 

2.4.31 For Site 7, the majority of the respondents (46.5%) preferred Concept B (Urban 

Green). 

 

2.4.32   For re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8, the majority of the respondents (49.0%) 

preferred Concept A (Queen’s Pier by the Harbour). 

 

Part 3: The Refined Urban Design Framework 

 

2.4.33   The majority of the respondents were of the view that the proposals could satisfy 

the stated sustainable design principles.  The principles of “respecting existing 

urban fabric” and of “respecting cultural heritage” received relatively lower level 

of agreement (59.7% and 56.0%) as compared to the other principles, which all 

received agreement levels in excess of 60%.   

 

2.4.34 More than half of the respondents (53.6%) agreed or strongly agreed that the 

present overall design has met the public aspirations for a vibrant, green and 

accessible New Central Harbourfront. 
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2.5  Face-to-face Interviews: Summary of Results 

 

2.5.1   Two rounds of face-to-face interviews were conducted at the public exhibitions.  

The interview questionnaire was designed on the basis of the comment cards with 

the addition of four questions regarding the Statue Square Corridor, Civic Corridor, 

Arts and Cultural Precinct and Pierside Corridor.  These interviews were intended 

to verify the results obtained from the submitted comment cards, given that the 

method for collecting comment cards is vulnerable to manipulation. 

 

2.5.2   Round 1 was conducted from 23 April to 16 May 2008 at the Hong Kong Heritage 

Discovery Centre (Kowloon Park), at the exit area of the Public Exhibition for this 

project. Subjects were selected on a systematic random sampling basis.  A total of 

183 interviews were successfully conducted. 

 

2.5.3  Round 2 was conducted from 2 June to 24 June 2008 at the High Block of 

Queensway Government Offices, also at the exit area of the exhibition, and 

subjects were also selected on a systematic random sampling basis. A total of 182 

interviews were successfully conducted.  

 

2.5.4  The results of each of the rounds are presented in Appendix 9.  A summary of 

aggregated results is shown below. 

 

Table 2  Summary of Interview Findings (in percentages) 

 
Legend:  
Positive Views = % of Strongly Agree + Agree 

Negative Views = % of Strongly Disagree + Disagree 

1st = % from First Round Interview 
2nd = % from Second Round Interview 

Agg. = % from aggregate results of First and Second Round Interviews 

 

INTERVIEWS 
Issues Positive Views Neutral Negative Views 

Part 1: Overall Design 1
st
 2

nd
 Agg. 1

st
 2

nd
 Agg. 1

st
 2

nd
 Agg. 

Design vision of ‘creating a 

vibrant, green and accessible 

New Central Harbourfront’ 

88.0 

 

91.2 

 

89.6 8.2 2.7 

 

5.5 3.8 6.0 

 

4.9 

Sustainable and balanced 

approach in designing the New 

Central Harbourfront 

81.4 88.5 

 

84.9 12.6 3.8 

 

8.2 6.0 7.7 

 

6.8 

 

 
Issues Like Both Like Concept A Like Concept B No Preference Dislike Both 

Part 2: Key Sites 1
st
 2

nd
 Agg 1

st
 2

nd
 Agg 1

st
 2

nd
 Agg 1

st
 2

nd
 Agg 1

st
 2

nd
 Agg 

Sites 1 & 2: CDA 

Site adjoining 

Central Piers No. 4 

& 6 and 

Commercial Site 

north of IFC II 

2.7 4.9 3.8 64.5 53.8 59.2 8.7 9.9 9.3 12.0 10.4 11.2 12.0 20.9 16.4 

Site 3: CDA site 

north of Statue 

Square 

2.2 1.6 1.9 

 

37.7 46.7 42.2 43.7 40.1 41.9 12.6 8.8 10.7 3.8 2.7 3.3 
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Site 4: Site north of 

City Hall 

0.5 1.6 1.1 53.6 51.6 52.6 31.1 30.8 31.0 9.3 7.7 8.5 4.4 8.2 6.3 

Site 7: Waterfront 

Promenade 

2.7 4.9 3.8 31.7 24.7 28.2 58.5 62.1 60.3 4.4 3.8 4.1 2.7 4.4 3.6 

Re-assembling 

Queen’s Pier and 

Site 8 

1.6 0.0 0.8 60.7 55.5 58.1 24.0 27.5 25.8 7.1 6.6 6.8 6.6 10.4 8.5 

Reconstructing Old 

Star Ferry Clock 

Tower 

0.5 1.1 0.8 30.6 27.5 29.0 41.5 42.3 41.9 16.9 13.2 15.1 10.4 15.4 12.9 

 
 

 
Issues Positive Views Neutral Negative Views 

Part 3: Sustainable design 

principles  

1
st
 2

nd
 Agg. 1

st
 2

nd
 Agg. 1

st
 2

nd
 Agg. 

 

 (a) diverse uses and activities 

 

79.8 

 

74.2 

 

77.0 

 

13.1 

 

18.1 

 

15.6 

 

6.6 

 

7.7 

 

 

7.1 

(b) respecting natural setting 69.9 73.1 71.5 18.6 17.0 17.8 11.5 9.9 10.7 

(c) respecting existing urban 

fabric 

61.2 67.0 64.1 24.6 20.3 22.5 13.7 12.1 12.9 

(d) promoting harbourfront 

enhancement 

83.6 85.7 84.7 7.7 9.3 8.5 8.7 4.9 6.8 

(e) respecting cultural heritage 56.8 52.2 54.5 25.1 31.3 28.2 18.0 16.5 17.3 

(f) ease of pedestrian access to 

harbourfront 

79.2 75.8 77.5 15.3 19.2 17.3 5.5 4.9 5.2 

(g) promoting greening and 

environmentally friendly 

building design 

81.4 75.8 78.6 12.6 17.0 14.8 5.5 7.1 6.3 

Meeting public aspirations for 

a vibrant, green and accessible 

New Central Harbourfront 

58.5 56.0 57.3 30.6 24.7 27.7 10.9 19.2 15.1 

 

 

Issues Like the Concept Neutral  No Preference Dislike the Concept 

Key Sites 1
st
 2

nd
 Agg. 1

st
 2

nd
 Agg. 1

st
 2

nd
 Agg. 1

st
 2

nd
 Agg. 

Site 5: Site north of 

CITIC Tower 

71.0 75.8 73.4 

 

16.4 12.1 14.2 N/A N/A N/A 12.6 12.1 12.3 

Site 6: Site near 

HKCEC Extension 

63.9 68.7 66.3 21.3 17.6 19.5 N/A N/A N/A 14.8 13.7 14.2 
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Discussions (Face-to-face Interviews) 

 

2.5.5   The results from the two rounds were generally similar, indicating a high degree of 

reliability. 

 

Part 1: Design Vision 

 

2.5.6   The interview respondents overwhelmingly (over 80%) agreed to the overall design 

vision and its sustainable and balanced approach. 

 

Part 2: Design Concepts for Key Sites 

  

2.5.7    For Sites 1 and 2, the majority (59.2%) preferred Concept A (Hotel and Office). 

 

2.5.8    For Site 3, the choice between Concept A (Reduced Landscaped Deck) (42.2%) 

and Concept B (Larger Landscaped Deck) (41.9%) were quite even. 

 

2.5.9   For Site 4, the majority (52.6%) preferred Concept A (More Separate Blocks with 

the Reconstructed Old Star Ferry Clock Tower).  For reconstructing old Star Ferry 

Clock Tower, most respondents (41.9%) preferred Concept B (Clock Tower close 

to Original Location). 

 

2.5.10  The majority of the respondents liked the design concepts for Site 5 (73.4%) and 

Site 6 (66.3%). 

 

2.5.11  About two-thirds of the respondents (66.3%) liked the concept for Site 6 (Arts and 

Cultural Precinct). 

 

2.5.12 For Site 7, the majority of the respondents (60.3%) preferred Concept B (urban 

green). 

 

2.5.13  For re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8, the majority of the respondents (58.1%) 

preferred Concept A (Queen’s Pier by the Harbour). 

 

Part 3: The Refined Urban Design Framework 

 

2.5.14  The majority of the respondents were of the view that the proposals could satisfy 

the sustainable design principles.  The principle of “respecting cultural heritage” 

received a relatively lower level of agreement (54.5%) as compared to the other 

principles, which all received agreement levels in excess of 60%.   

 

2.5.15 More than half of the respondents (57.3%) agreed or strongly agreed that the 

present overall design has met the public aspirations for a vibrant, green and 

accessible New Central Harbourfront. 
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2.6  Telephone Polls: Summary of Results 

 

2.6.1  An important component of this Consultancy is to collect public views on the study 

proposals through telephone polls.  The objective of the telephone polls is also to 

triangulate the results of the comment cards received and the results of the face-to-

face interviews. 

 

2.6.2  The questionnaire for the first telephone poll was developed by PPRI Consultants 

in consultation with the Government and the HEC Task Group on the Study. The 

questions used in the two telephone polls were selected from the Comment Card.  

The questions selected were those which respondents can reasonably answer 

without the benefit of viewing the exhibitions or reading the Consultation Digest.  

A sample of the Questionnaire is shown in Appendix 6. 

 

 Sampling Methods, the Sample, and Response Rate 

 

2.6.3 The first telephone poll was conducted from 30 May to 14 June 2008 and the 

second telephone poll was conducted from 2 July to 14 July 2008. This section 

summarizes the aggregated results of the close-ended questions from the two 

telephone polls. The detailed results of each poll are shown in Appendix 10. 

 

2.6.4 The survey covered Hong Kong land-based households having a residential 

telephone line. Random sampling of telephone numbers from the latest Residential 

Telephone Directory (English Version) published by PCCW was used for sample 

selection.  

 

2.6.5 Telephone interviewers dialled the numbers assigned automatically by the 

telephone interviewing computer programme (WinCATI for Windows). At least 

six attempts were made for every selected number. A standardized protocol was 

applied to verify that the dialled telephone number was associated with a household, 

and that there was at least one household resident who was eligible for the survey. 

One member (aged 18 or over) sampled by the Kish Grid method within each 

selected household was interviewed. If the interviewer was unable to complete the 

questionnaire during the first interview, the same respondent would be contacted at 

least three more times so as to complete the questionnaire or to confirm if the 

interview was a failed case.  

 

First Telephone Poll 

 

2.6.6   This survey was conducted during the period from 30 May to 14 June 2008, with a 

total of 1,337 cases. Upon quality check inspection, 104 cases were found to have 

procedural problems. As a result, all these problematic cases were all declared 

invalid and discarded. Finally, a total of 1,233 valid and successful cases were 

collected. The margin of error was +/- 2.79% at 95% confidence level. 

 

2.6.7   The full results of the first telephone poll are shown in Appendix 10. 
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Second Telephone Poll 

 

2.6.8  This survey was conducted in the period from 2 July to 14 July 2008, completing a 

total of 1,341 cases. Upon quality check inspection, 103 cases were found to have 

procedural problems. As a result, all these problem cases were all declared invalid 

and discarded. Finally, a total of 1,238 valid and successful cases were collected. 

The margin of error was +/- 2.79% at 95% confidence level. 

 

2.6.9   The full results of the second telephone poll are shown in Appendix 10. 

 

2.6.10  A table comparing the results of the first and second telephone polls is also listed in 

Appendix 10. 

 

Aggregate Results of the Two Telephone Polls 

 

2.6.11  The aggregate results of the two telephone polls are shown below: 
      

v5 Do you agree to the urban design vision of creating a vibrant, green and accessible New Central 
Harbourfront?  

    
Frequency Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Strongly Agree 556 22.5 22.5 

Agree 1439 58.2 80.7 

Neutral 268 10.8 91.6 

Disagree 62 2.5 94.1 

Strongly Disagree 21 0.8 94.9 

No Comments 118 4.8 99.7 

Refuse to Answer 7 0.3 100.0 

Valid 

Total 2471 100.0   

 
v6 Do you agree that the New Central Harbourfront urban design adopts a sustainable and balanced 

approach, that is, to include commercial, cultural, recreational and leisure open space for 
diversified uses? 

    
Frequency Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Strongly Agree 454 18.4 18.4 

Agree 1382 55.9 74.3 

Neutral 327 13.2 87.5 

Disagree 169 6.8 94.4 

Strongly Disagree 33 1.3 95.7 

No Comments 101 4.1 99.8 

Refuse to Answer 5 0.2 100.0 

Valid 

Total 2471 100.0   
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v7 For re-assembling Queen’s Pier, there are 2 design concepts: one is to re-assemble it near the 
shore and restore its pier function; another one is to re-assemble it at its original site, making it as 
a leisure spot. Which design concept do you like? 

    
Frequency Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Near waterfront 674 27.3 27.3 

At its original location 669 27.1 54.4 

Like both 246 10.0 64.3 

Dislike either 152 6.2 70.5 

No preference 657 26.6 97.0 

No comments 73 3.0 100.0 

Valid 

Total 2471 100.0   

 
v8 For reconstructing the Old Star Ferry Clock Tower, there are 2 design concepts: one is to rebuild it 

near the harbourfront just off the City Hall; another one is to rebuild it near its original site. Which 
design concept do you like? 

    
Frequency Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Near waterfront off 
City Hall 

577 23.4 23.4 

Near its original 
location 

964 39.0 62.4 

Like both 183 7.4 69.8 

Dislike either 105 4.2 74.0 

No preference 561 22.7 96.7 

No comments 79 3.2 99.9 

Refuse to answer 2 0.1 100.0 

Valid 

Total 2471 100.0   

 
v9 On the commercial site off IFC II in Central, there are 2 design concepts: one is to build 2 offices; 

another one is to build 1 hotel and 1 office. Which design concept do you like? 

    
Frequency Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Two office buildings 242 9.8 9.8 

One hotel and one 
office building 

764 30.9 40.7 

Like both 157 6.4 47.1 

Dislike either 491 19.9 66.9 

No preference 703 28.5 95.4 

No comments 111 4.5 99.9 

Refuse to answer 3 0.1 100.0 

Valid 

Total 2471 100.0   

 
v10 For the new waterfront promenade from Central to Admiralty, there are 2 design concepts: one is 

Urban Park, offering more varied facilities and scenic spots; another one is Urban Green,  adopting 
a more natural form of landscaping design and is comparatively more passive. Which design 
concept do you like? 

    
Frequency Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Urban Park 520 21.0 21.0 

Urban Green 1120 45.3 66.4 

Like both 385 15.6 82.0 

Dislike either 46 1.9 83.8 

No preference 344 13.9 97.7 

No comments 54 2.2 99.9 

Refuse to answer 2 0.1 100.0 

Valid 

Total 2471 100.0   
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v11 What is your age? 

    
Frequency Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

18 – 29 439 17.8 17.8 

30 – 44 730 29.5 47.3 

45 – 59 762 30.8 78.1 

60 or above 536 21.7 99.8 

Refuse to answer 4 0.2 100.0 

Valid 

Total 2471 100.0   

 
v4 Gender: 

    
Frequency Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Male 1124 45.5 45.5 

Female 1347 54.5 100.0 

Valid 

Total 2471 100.0   

    
v12 In which area do you live? 

          
Frequency Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

HK Island 560 22.7 22.7 

Kowloon 762 30.8 53.5 

NT 1094 44.3 97.8 

Outlying Islands 49 2.0 99.8 

Refuse to answer 6 0.2 100.0 

Valid 

Total 2471 100.0  

 
v13 Do you pay frequent visits to Sheung Wan, Central Admiralty or Wanchai?  

    
Frequency Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Frequently 713 28.9 28.9 

Occasionally 1115 45.1 74.0 

Rarely 604 24.4 98.4 

Never 37 1.5 99.9 

Don’t know 2 0.1 100.0 

Valid 

Total 2471 100.0   

      
v14 Did you know about this Public Engagement Exercise before this Telephone Survey? 

          
Frequency Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Yes 1251 50.6 50.6 

No 1214 49.1 99.8 

Refuse to answer 6 0.2 100.0 

Valid 

Total 2471 100.0  

 

2.6.12  The demographic characteristics of the respondents are similar to those of the Hong 

Kong population.  The results from the two telephone polls are basically similar. 

 

2.6.13 The aggregated results show that the majority of the telephone poll respondents 

agreed to the overall urban design vision and the sustainable and balanced 

approach. 

 

2.6.14  On the issue of re-assembling Queen’s Pier, there was no clear preference for either 

Concept A or Concept B (27.3% and 27.1% respectively).  A sizeable number of 

the respondents (26.6%) showed no particular preference for either option. 
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2.6.15 On the issue of re-constructing old Star Ferry Clock Tower, more respondents 

(39.0%) favoured re-constructing old Star Ferry Clock Tower near its original 

location. 

 

2.6.16  For the commercial land in front of IFC II, more respondents (30.9%) favoured the 

“Hotel and Office” concept than the “Office and Office” concept (9.8%). About 

19.9% disliked either concept and 28.5% had no particular preference for either 

option. 

 

2.6.17  For the waterfront promenade, there was a clear preference (45.3%) for the ‘Urban 

Green’ concept.
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2.7   Summary of Quantitative Data Findings 

 

2.7.1   The following table summarizes the results from the comment cards, face-to-face 

interviews and telephone polls. 

 

Table 3  Summary of All Quantitative Data 

 

Issues Positive Views Neutral Negative Views 

Overall Design CC IN PP CC IN PP CC IN PP 

Design Vision  84.0 89.6 

 

80.7 8.7 5.5 10.8 2.6 4.9 3.3 

Sustainable and Balanced Approach  79.1 84.9 74.3 9.9 8.2 13.2 4.4 6.8 8.1 

 

 

 

 

 

Issues Like the Concept Neutral No Comments Dislike the Concept 

Key Sites CC IN PP CC IN PP CC IN PP CC IN PP 

Site 5: Site North 

of CITIC Tower 

65.5 73.4 

 

NA NA 14.2 NA 1.7 NA NA 23.3 12.3 NA 

Site 6: Site near 

HKCEC 

Extension 

79.4 66.3 NA NA 19.5 NA 1.7 NA NA 11.0 14.3 NA 

Issues Like Both Concepts Like Concept A Like Concept B No Preference Dislike Both Concepts 

Key Sites CC IN PP CC IN PP CC IN PP CC IN PP CC IN PP 

Sites 1 and 2 9.2 3.8 6.4 54.0 59.2 30.9 12.7 9.3 9.8 6.2 11.2 28.5 13.7 16.4 19.9 

Site 3: CDA 

site north of 
Statue Square 

7.5 1.9 NA 22.4 42.2 NA 56.6 41.9 NA 4.1 10.7 NA 4.5 3.3 NA 

Site 4: Site 

north of City 
Hall 

6.9 1.1 NA 42.7 52.6 NA 33.3 31.0 NA 7.1 8.5 NA 5.6 6.3 NA 

Site 7: 

Waterfront 
Promenade 

14.7 3.8 15.6 25.5 28.2 21.0 46.5 60.3 45.3 5.3 4.1 13.9 3.3 3.6 1.9 

Re-assembling 

Queen’s Pier 
and Site 8 

6.9 0.8 10.0 49.0 58.1 27.3 27.0 25.8 27.1 4.9 6.8 26.6 7.1 8.5 6.2 

Reconstructing 

Old Star Ferry 
Clock Tower 

5.8 0.8 7.4 48.5 29.0 23.4 22.1 41.9 39.0 7.6 15.1 22.7 10.8 12.9 4.2 
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Issues Positive Views Neutral Negative Views 

Sustainable design principles: 

(a) diverse uses and activities 

62.6 77.0 NA 19.5 15.6 NA 10.2 7.1 NA 

(b) respecting natural setting 73.0 71.5 NA 12.4 17.8 NA 6.5 10.7 NA 

(c) respecting existing urban fabric 59.7 64.1 NA 23.1 22.5 NA 8.3 12.9 NA 

(d) promoting harbourfront enhancement 73.8 84.7 NA 12.7 8.5 NA 4.6 6.8 NA 

(e) respecting cultural heritage 56.0 54.5 NA 23.8 28.2 NA 11.9 17.3 NA 

(f) ease of pedestrian access to harbourfront 70.8 77.5 NA 15.0 17.3 NA 5.2 5.2 NA 

(g) promoting greening and environmentally 

friendly building design 

76.5 78.6 NA 11.2 14.8 NA 3.8 6.3 NA 

Meeting Public Aspirations  53.6 57.3 NA 25.6 27.7 NA 11.7 15.1 NA 

 

Legend: 

CC = comment cards 

IN = face-to-face interviews 

PP = telephone polls 

NA = Not Applicable 

Positive Views = Strongly Agree + Agree 

Negative Views = Strongly Disagree + Disagree 

 

The comparison table showing respective percentages (on selected items) is derived from all the three 

quantitative data sets (percentages may not add up to 100% for these selected items, IN and PP use 

aggregated percentages). 
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Part 1: Design Vision 

 

2.7.2   The three data sets all showed that the overwhelming majority of the 

respondents were in agreement with the overall design vision, as well as the 

“sustainable and balanced approach”. The percentages ranged from a minimum 

of 74.3% in the telephone polls to a maximum of 89.6% among the respondents 

in the face-to-face interviews. 

 

Part 2: Design Concepts for Key Sites 

 

2.7.3   For Sites 1 and 2 (CDA Site adjoining Central Piers No.4 and 6 and 

Commercial Site north of IFC II), there was a clear preference for Concept A 

(Hotel and Office) as compared to Concept B (Office and Office).   

 

2.7.4   For Site 3, the majority of the comment card respondents were in favour of 

Concept B (Larger Landscaped Deck).  The choice between Concept A 

(Reduced Landscaped Deck) and Concept B was quite even among the 

respondents in the face-to-face interviews. 

 

2.7.5   For Site 4, more comment card respondents and respondents in the face-to face 

interviews preferred Concept A (More Separate Blocks with Star Ferry Clock 

Tower), than Concept B (Fewer Separate Blocks). 

 

2.7.6   For Sites 5 and 6, a large majority of the respondents were in favour of the 

design concepts. 

 

2.7.7   For Site 7 (Waterfront Promenade), more comment card respondents and 

respondents from face-to face interviews and telephone polls preferred Concept 

B (Urban Green) to Concept A (Urban Park). 

 

2.7.8  For re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8, more comment card respondents 

and respondents from face-to-face interviews and telephone polls preferred 

Concept A (Queen’s Pier by the Harbour) to Concept B.  For the telephone poll 

respondents, there was quite an even distribution among those who preferred 

Concept A (27.3%), preferred Concept B (27.1%), and those with no preference 

(26.6%).   

 

2.7.9 For reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower, more comment card 

respondents preferred Concept A (Clock Tower at Site 4) to Concept B.  

However, more respondents from face-to face interviews and telephone polls 
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preferred Concept B (Clock Tower close to Original Location), while a sizable 

percentage of respondents had no preference, or disliked both concepts. 

 

Part 3: The Refined Urban Design Framework 

 

2.7.10   The majority of the respondents were of the view that the proposals could 

satisfy the sustainable design principles.  The principle of “respecting cultural 

heritage” received a relatively lower level of agreement as compared to the 

other principles. 

 

2.7.11   More than half of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed to the statement 

that the present overall design had met the public aspirations for a vibrant, 

green and accessible new Central harbourfront. 
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS OF QUALITATIVE FINDINGS 

 

3.1 The Sources of Qualitative Data 

 

3.1.1  The qualitative data are derived from the following sources: 

 

(a) written comments collected from the open-ended questions in the 

comment cards; 

(b) responses to the open-ended questions in the face-to-face interviews; 

(c) public submissions; 

(d) records of the FGW and CEF; and 

(e) records/minutes of the briefings to relevant public and advisory bodies 

including DCs. 

3.1.2  The number of items in each of the sources is tabulated below: 

 

Source Code / Sub-

Divisions 

Total 

(Items) 

Comment Cards PEE 1,413 

 PD 93 

 RV 319 

 FGW 18 

 CEF 29 

Face-to-face Interviews IN: Round 1 183 

 IN: Round 2 182 

Public Submissions  64 

Records/Minutes of Briefings 

to Public and Advisory Bodies, 

and District Councils 

 25 

Grand Total (Items)  2,326 

 

Legend: 

PEE = comment cards from public exhibitions 

PD = comment cards via Planning Department 

RV = comment cards from roving exhibitions 

FGW = comment cards from Focus Group Workshop 

CEF = comment cards from Community Engagement Forum 

IN = comments and views from face-to-face interviews 
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3.2 Development of the Analytical Framework 

 

3.2.1   All the qualitative data listed above were transcribed and coded by the 

research staff in a double-blind manner, in which initial coding was performed 

by one research staff, followed by a second research staff to review the coding 

to ensure appropriateness and objectivity.  In the event of disagreement 

between the two, a supervising staff would make the final classification 

decision. Comments and views were then transcribed and coded into “text 

units” – a sentence or a group of sentences expressing a particular point of 

opinions. Based on the comments and views received, an analytical framework 

consisting of themes, categories, and sub-categories was developed. The text 

units being categorized accordingly were then classified into positive 

comments, negative comments, and other suggestions where appropriate. The 

data structure was designed by the principal investigator, and the data were 

inputted into different categories and sub-categories by the research staff. 

  

3.2.2  A computer software, NUDIST (Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing 

Searching and Theorizing), was applied to collate and analyze the data. 

 

3.2.3  All the comments were categorized under the 16 broad themes: (1) Overall 

Design Vision, (2) Overall Sustainable and Balanced Approach, (3) Sites 1 & 

2, (4) Site 3, (5) Site 4, (6) Site 5, (7) Site 6, (8) Site 7,  (9) Re-assembling 

Queen’s Pier and Site 8, (10) Reconstructing Old Star Ferry Clock Tower, (11) 

Meeting Public Aspirations, (12) Statue Square Corridor, (13) Civic Corridor, 

(14) Arts and Cultural Precinct, (15) Pierside Corridor, and (16) Other 

Comments and Suggestions. 

 

3.2.4  Essentially, all except the last theme were subdivided into the following 

categories (a) positive comments, (b) negative comments, or alternatively (c) 

other views / concerns / suggestions. 

 

3.2.5  The last theme (i.e. theme 16) was a collection of items and issues beyond the 

confines of the Comment Card and the Interview Questionnaire. The research 

team identified 16 categories under this theme. 

 

3.2.6  The Analytical Framework is shown in Figure 2. The number of text units from 

the collected data under each theme and category are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2: Analytical Framework for the Study, showing illustrative examples of the breakdown into themes, categories and sub-categories 
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Figure 3: Analytical Framework for the Qualitative Data (with text unit 

frequency counts) 

 

The following shows the frequency counts in text units for all qualitative data: 

 

1. Overall Design Vision [904 text units] 
 

1.1 Positive views [533 text units] 
1.2 Negative views [63 text units] 
1.3 Other views and suggestions [308 text units] 

 

2. Sustainable and Balanced Approach [623 text units] 
 

2.1 Positive views [368 text units] 

2.2 Negative views [75 text units] 

2.3 Other views and suggestions [180 text units] 

 

3. Sites 1 & 2 (Comprehensive Development Area Site adjoining Central Piers No.4 to 

6 and Commercial Site north of IFC II) [923 text units] 

 

3.1 Concept A (Hotel & Office) [385 text units] 

  

3.1.1 Positive views [294 text units] 

 3.1.2 Negative views [12 text units] 

 3.1.3 Other views and suggestions [79 text units] 

 

3.2 Concept B (Office & Office) [89 text units] 

 

 3.2.1 Positive views [56 text units] 

 3.2.2 Negative views [16 text units] 

 3.2.3 Other views and suggestions [17 text units] 

 

3.3 Overall views on both concepts [449 text units] 

 

 3.3.1 Positive views [39 text units] 

 3.3.2 Negative views [246 text units] 

 3.3.3 Other views and suggestions [164 text units] 

 

4. Site 3 (Comprehensive Development Area Site north of Statue Square) [667 text 

units] 

 

4.1 Concept A (Reduced Landscaped Deck) [230 text units] 

 

 4.1.1 Positive views [187 text units] 

 4.1.2 Negative views [5 text units] 

 4.1.3 Other views and suggestions [38 text units] 

 

4.2 Concept B (Larger Landscaped Deck) [287 text units] 

 

 4.2.1 Positive views [212 text units] 

 4.2.2 Negative views [11 text units] 

 4.2.3 Other views and suggestions [64 text units] 
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4.3 Overall views on both concepts [150 text units] 

 

 4.3.1 Positive views [23 text units] 

 4.3.2 Negative views [53 text units] 

 4.3.3 Other views and suggestions [74 text units] 

 

5. Site 4 (Waterfront Related Commercial and Leisure Uses Site north of City Hall) 

[656 text units] 

 

5.1 Concept A (More Separate Blocks with Star Ferry Clock Tower) [319 text units] 

 

 5.1.1 Positive views [242 text units] 

 5.1.2 Negative views [11 text units] 

 5.1.3 Other views and suggestions [66 text units] 

 

5.2 Concept B (Fewer Separate Blocks) [183 text units] 

 

 5.2.1 Positive views [141 text units] 

 5.2.2 Negative views [4 text units] 

 5.2.3 Other views and suggestions [38 text units] 

 

5.3 Overall views on both concepts [154 text units] 

 

 5.3.1 Positive views [13 text units] 

 5.3.2 Negative views [59 text units] 

 5.3.3 Other views and suggestions [82 text units] 

 

6. Site 5 (Arts and Cultural Precinct: Site north of CITIC) [613 text units] 
 

6.1 Positive views [334 text units] 

6.2 Negative views [173 text units] 

6.3 Other views and suggestions [106 text units] 

 

7. Site 6 (Arts and Cultural Precinct: Site near HKCEC Extension) [525 text units] 
 

7.1 Positive views [303 text units] 

7.2 Negative views [123 text units] 

7.3 Other views and suggestions [99 text units] 

 

8. Site 7 (Waterfront Promenade) [777 text units] 

 

8.1 Concept A (Urban Park) [178 text units] 

 

8.1.1 Positive views [140 text units] 

8.1.2 Negative views [7 text units] 

8.1.3 Other views and suggestions [31 text units] 

8.2 Concept B (Urban Green) [371 text units] 

 

 8.2.1 Positive views [302 text units] 

 8.2.2 Negative views [9 text units] 

 8.2.3 Other views and suggestions [60 text units] 
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8.3 Overall views on both concepts [228 text units] 

 

 8.3.1 Positive views [43 text units] 

 8.3.2 Negative views [40 text units] 

 8.3.3 Other views and suggestions [145 text units] 

 

9. Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8 [926 text units] 

 

9.1 Concept A (Queen’s Pier by the Harbour) [406 text units] 

 

 9.1.1 Positive views [333 text units] 

 9.1.2 Negative views [21 text units] 

 9.1.3 Other views and suggestions [52 text units] 

 

9.2 Concept B (Queen’s Pier at Original Location) [311 text units] 

 

 9.2.1 Positive views [209 text units] 

 9.2.2 Negative views [56 text units] 

 9.2.3 Other views and suggestions [46 text units] 

 

9.3 Overall views on both concepts [209 text units] 

 

 9.3.1 Positive views [18 text units] 

 9.3.2 Negative views [121 text units] 

 9.3.3 Other views and suggestions [70 text units] 

 

10. Reconstructing Old Star Ferry Clock Tower [641 text units] 
 

10.1 Concept A (Clock Tower at Site 4) [197 text units] 

 

 10.1.1 Positive views [164 text units] 

 10.1.2 Negative views [6 text units] 

 10.1.3 Other views and suggestions [27 text units] 

 

10.2 Concept B (Clock Tower close to Original Location) [205 text units] 

 

 10.2.1 Positive views [174 text units] 

 10.2.2 Negative views [12 text units] 

 10.2.3 Other views and suggestions [19 text units] 

 

10.3 Overall views on both concepts [239 text units] 

 

 10.3.1 Positive views [12 text units] 

 10.3.2 Negative views [133 text units] 

 10.3.3 Other views and suggestions [94 text units] 

 

11. Meeting Public Aspirations [321 text units] 

 

11.1 Positive views [113 text units] 

11.2 Negative views [79 text units] 

11.3 Other views and suggestions [129 text units] 
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12. Statue Square Corridor [362 text units] 
 

12.1 Positive views [222 text units] 

12.2 Negative views [45 text units] 

12.3 Other views and suggestions [95 text units] 

 

13. Civic Corridor [319 text units] 
 

13.1 Positive views [205 text units] 

13.2 Negative views [43 text units] 

13.3 Other views and suggestions [71 text units] 

 

14. Arts and Cultural Precinct [387 text units] 
 

14.1 Positive views [251 text units] 

14.2 Negative views [47 text units] 

14.3 Other views and suggestions [89 text units] 

 

15. Pierside Corridor [361 text units] 
 

15.1 Positive views [256 text units] 

15.2 Negative views [22 text units] 

15.3 Other views and suggestions [83 text units] 

 

16. Other Comments and Suggestions [1198 text units] 

 

16.1 Consideration for all different users [47 text units] 

 

16.2 Reclamation issues [97 text units] 

 

16.3 Learning from overseas examples [48 text units] 

 

16.4 Issues involving the public engagement exercise and research instruments [90 text 

units] 

 

16.5 Harbourfront developments in other districts [24 text units] 

 

16.6 Need for more multi-purpose facilities [98 text units] 

 

16.7 Issues involving the proposal for cycle track [56 text units] 

 

16.8 Environmental concerns and eco-friendly facilities [169 text units] 

 

16.9 Considerations for road and pedestrian access [165 text units] 

 

16.10 Open space for all purposes [51 text units] 

 

16.11 Need for more innovative landscape / overall design [32 text units] 

 

16.12 Proper management of the Victoria Harbour (including water quality) [23 text 

units] 
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16.13 Management issues of harbourfront area [26 text units] 

 

16.14 Measures and subsidies to lower ferry fares [7 text units] 

 

16.15 Overall traffic solutions to Central and Wanchai [30 text units] 

 

16.16 Other miscellaneous issues and concerns [235 text units] 

 

 

3.3 Frequency Counts 

 

The coding of the text data involved classifying each transcribed “text unit” into one 

of the categories of the Analytical Framework.  Initial coding was performed by one 

research staff.  A second research staff would review the coding to ensure 

appropriateness.  In the event of disagreement between the two, a senior consultant 

would make the final classification decision. Figure 4 shows, in descending order, the 

number of comments (in text units) arranged by themes in the Analytical Framework 

from all the sources: 
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By themes (All sources)
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Figure 4   Themes identified in the Analytical Framework for Qualitative Analysis  

 

        
Legend  

The qualitative data items were received from or via the following sources: 

PEE = comment cards from public exhibitions 

PD = comment cards via Planning Department 

RV = comment cards from roving exhibitions 

FGW = comment cards from Focus Group Workshop 

CEF = comment cards from Community Engagement Forum 

IN = comments and views from face-to-face interviews 

Public Submissions = comments and views from public submissions 

DC = comments and views of District Councils 

P & A Bodies = Comments and views from public and advisory bodies 
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3.4 Analysis of Qualitative Data from All Sources 

 

3.4.1   The qualitative data from all the sources yielded a total of 10,203 text units of 

views expressed by the public. 

 

3.4.2  The distribution of the total text units on the 16 themes in the Analytical 

Framework is presented in Sections 3.4.4 to 3.4.19.  

 

3.4.3   The percentages (in the tables below) related to the positive, negative and 

other views and suggestions under each theme are calculated from their 

respective views of each applicable category or sub-category. The salient 

points are listed. 

 

3.4.4 Overall Design Vision [904 text units] 

 

  Total text 

units  

Positive views 

(%) 

Negative views 

(%) 

Other views 

(%) 

1. Overall Design 

Vision  

904 59.0% 7.0% 34.1% 

 

(a)   Positive Views 

�  In support of the design vision of creating a vibrant, green and accessible 

harbourfront.  

�  In support of reducing development intensity, promoting greening and 

providing quality open space and facilities. 

�  The design vision can create a harbourfront that is symbolic of Hong Kong 

and makes Hong Kong an international city.  

 

(b)   Negative Views  
� There is a lack of distinctive identity and a clear vision, and the relationship 

between the design vision and the design concepts is not clear. 
� Too much land is designated for transport infrastructure and commercial 

buildings.  
� There is a lack of mix of uses and human scale.  
 

(c)   Other Views and Suggestions 

�  The design vision should be inclusive of all walks of people including both 

local residents and visitors. 
�  There is a need for international benchmarking, evaluating the success of other 

waterfronts and comparing the scale, activities and locations. 
�  The Government should set a standard about greening and building 

construction, rather than leaving it to the developers. 
�  The harbourfront should be planned for people, not engineered by transport 

infrastructure, and it should be environmental, ecological and recreational with 

as little economical concept as possible. 
 

3.4.5   Sustainable and Balanced Approach [623 text units] 

 

 Total text 

units  

Positive 

views (%) 

Negative 

views (%) 

Other 

views (%) 

2.  Sustainable and 

Balanced Approach  

623 59.1% 12.0% 28.9% 
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(a)  Positive Views 

�  In support of the sustainable and balanced approach. 
�  The design fits well with the surrounding environment.  
�  The design is multi-functional, integrating different uses and meeting different 

public needs.  
 

(b)  Negative Views 

�  The balanced approach is not supported, since Central as a CBD should 

concentrate in commercial development.  
�  The design is not balanced because there are many tall buildings, but little 

open space and recreational facilities.  
�  The area cannot be further expanded, and the design is not good enough to 

address future traffic demand.  
 
(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

�  The Study should take a long-term perspective, and potential office 

development sites within close proximity of the CBD should be reviewed in 

conjunction with the Study. 
�  A sustainable approach balancing heritage conservation, economic needs and 

other public aspirations should be adopted. 
�  There is concern about the sustainability implications of the design proposals 

and the variations of sustainability implications amongst different design 

proposals.  
 

3.4.6   Sites 1 & 2 (Comprehensive Development Area Site adjoining Central Piers 

No.4 to 6 and Commercial Site north of IFC II) [923 text units] 

 

 Total text 

units  

Positive 

views (%) 

Negative 

views (%) 

Other views 

(%) 

3.  Sites 1 & 2 923 42.1% 29.7% 28.2% 

3.1  Concept A (Hotel 

& Office) 

385 76.4% 3.1% 20.5% 

3.2  Concept B (Office 

& Office) 

89 62.9% 18.0% 19.1% 

3.3  Overall views on 

both concepts 

449 8.7% 54.8% 36.5% 

 

3.4.6.1  Concept A (Hotel & Office) 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� Hotel and office developments are preferred to create a variety of uses at the 

harbourfront. 
� Hotel development can meet the demand for hotel accommodations, promote 

tourism, create jobs, vitalize the area, and increase Government revenues. 
� Hotel development is appropriate for the area with fantastic harbour views, 

and its iconic architecture could help foster the image of Hong Kong. 
 

(b) Negative Views 

� The proposed hotel and office tower will obstruct the harbour view and air 

flow.   
� The hotel design should be further improved. 
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� There are already too many hotels in Hong Kong and the hotel demand is not 

so high. 

 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� Some parts of lower floors of the hotel and office tower should be allocated 

for public use, e.g. public garden, local-style shops, exhibition hall and art 

gallery; and viewing platforms should be included for public enjoyment of the 

harbour view. 
� Design restrictions should be set out in the lease to guide development. 
� There should be ancillary facilities close to the hotel, e.g. retails and fast food 

shops.  
 

3.4.6.2 Concept B (Office & Office) 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� Pure office uses would alleviate some of the pent-up demand for offices in the 

CBD. 
� The physical appearance of the buildings in this concept is better and the 

design harmonizes with IFC II. 
� Offices are supposed to produce fewer pollutants than hotels. 
 

(b) Negative Views 

� There are already many office buildings in Central.  The area will become too 

commercialised and lack vitality. 
� Office development will obstruct the harbour view and air flow.  
� Office development will increase pedestrian flow and make the harbourfront 

more congested. 
 
(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 
� Office towers should not use mirror walls.    
� A wider distance should be allowed between the office buildings and the coast.  
� Ground floor of the office buildings should be reserved for public use. 
 

3.4.6.3 Overall views on both concepts 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� In support of commercial development at the sites to meet the strong demand 

in Central.  The proposed designs are very attractive and the development 

density is acceptable. 
� In support of enlivening the pierside area with suitable commercial elements, 

e.g. alfresco dining, cafes, retail shops, etc. 
� In support of adding decks on the ferry piers for public and commercial uses 

by commuters. This could help cross-subsidize the operation of the ferry 

services. 
� Locating an at-grade bus terminus is acceptable, and a well-designed bus 

terminus is vital to make the harbourfront more vibrant and accessible.  
 
(b) Negative Views 

� The waterfront area should be for public use.  
� Hotel and/or office developments will obstruct harbour view and air flow, and 

impede pedestrian connectivity. 
� The hotel and/or office towers match neither the IFC II in the background nor 
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the ferry piers in the foreground.  
� The hotel and/or office towers are visually intrusive.  
� Hotel and/or office developments at the waterfront are contradictory to the 

HEC’s Harbour Planning Principles.  
� The proposed bus terminus is not supported.  
 

(c) Other Views and Suggestions 

� GFA of the sites should be redistributed to other sites. 
� A pure hotel concept and residential or cultural uses at the sites should be 

considered. 
� Building disposition and building form should be reconsidered.  

� Small-scale commercial and public facilities should be provided on the 

additional floor(s) of Central Piers.  

 

3.4.7 Site 3 (Comprehensive Development Area Site north of Statue Square) [667         

text units] 

 

 Total text 

units  

Positive 

views (%) 

Negative 

views (%) 

Other 

views (%) 

4.  Site 3   667 63.3% 10.3% 26.4% 

4.1  Concept A (Reduced 

Landscaped Deck) 

230 81.3% 2.2% 16.5% 

4.2  Concept B (Larger 

Landscaped Deck) 

287 73.9% 3.8% 22.3% 

4.3  Overall views on both 

concepts 

150 15.3% 35.3% 49.3% 

 

3.4.7.1 Concept A (Reduced Landscaped Decks) 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� It can provide a choice of ground level access from Statue Square to the 

harbourfront, and enhance the visual corridor to the harbourfront at the ground 

level.  
� The green area and the public space could improve the quality of the 

environment. 
� It can improve the air ventilation of the area. 
 
(b)  Negative Views 

�  It is dangerous and inconvenient for pedestrians to cross the roads in order to 

reach the harbourfront. 
�  Walking on the ground level is less desirable because of pollution. 
�  There is much pollution along the thoroughfares at the site. 
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

�  The at-grade axis to the harbourfront should be further widened.  
�  Underground pedestrian connection from Statue Square to the pier area should 

be ensured. 
�  More shading should be provided for the open space. 
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3.4.7.2  Concept B (Larger Landscaped Decks) 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

�  The design looks less cluttered and the office/retail development in this 

concept looks nicer. 
�  It can provide an unimpeded pedestrian movement to the waterfront in a user-

friendly fashion, being away from the vehicular traffic, while providing open 

space and green area for public use.  
�  The spacious landscaped deck can provide an unobstructed view to the 

harbour. 
�  Pedestrians can have different experiences at different levels.  
 

(b)  Negative Views 

�  Dislike landscaped deck and there should be more open area on ground level. 
�  Landscaped deck may mislead people to think that it is a private place. 
�     Few people will use the landscaped deck because of the need to climb up and   
 down the raised platform.  
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

�  There should be all-weather travellators connecting Central Pier No. 7 with 

Site 3 and Central MTR Station, and underground passageways should be 

considered. 
�  The landscaped deck should be open to the public.  
�  The landscaped deck should be covered.    
 
3.4.7.3  Overall views on both concepts 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

�  Both concepts are good as there are decks and open spaces in both.  
�  In support of the proposed reduction in building density and breaking up the 

skyscraper into separate buildings to improve visual permeability and air 

ventilation. 
�  In support of the provision of retail facilities at the site. 
 

(b)  Negative Views 

�  The curving design will make the harbourfront look chaotic.  
�  The design concept lacks street-level activities. 
�  Objected to extending any development at Site 3 as there should be direct 

access from Statue Square to the piers. 
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

�  There should be a better building disposition to ensure good visual corridor 

from the inland to the waterfront. 
�  The development should be further split into several smaller separate blocks. 
�  Shopping malls and roads should be built underground.  
�  Shading and artistic elements should be included. 
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3.4.8 Site 4 (Waterfront Related Commercial and Leisure Uses Site north of City   

Hall) [656 text units] 

  

 Total 

text 

units  

Positive 

views (%) 

Negative 

views (%) 

Other 

views (%) 

5.  Site 4 656 60.4% 11.3% 28.4% 

5.1  Concept A (More Separate 

Blocks with Star Ferry 

Clock Tower) 

319 75.9% 3.4% 20.7% 

5.2  Concept B (Fewer Separate 

Blocks) 

183 77.0% 2.2% 20.8% 

5.3  Overall views on both 

concepts 

154 8.4% 38.3% 53.2% 

 

3.4.8.1 Concept A (More Separate Blocks with Star Ferry Clock Tower) 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

�  It is visually more enriching.   
�  The design with smaller buildings and open vista will create better visual 

appeal.  
�  It can provide better access to the harbourfront.  
 
(b)  Negative Views 

�  The design concept is odd, as the old Star Ferry Clock Tower should be 

reinstated at its original site, close to the City Hall. 

�  Reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower at Site 4 will make it look 

artificial. 

 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

�  More symbolic buildings/structures representing Hong Kong’s history should 

be added. 
�  Viewing platforms should be provided.  
�  A perpendicular disposition should be considered instead of the proposed 

parallel relationship with the shoreline, and buildings should be located at the 

south-west and south-east side of the City Hall in order not to obstruct the 

harbour view.  
 
3.4.8.2 Concept B (Fewer Separate Blocks) 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� The design looks tidier, more natural, and more comfortable. 
� Fewer buildings can reduce pollution and give a sense of spaciousness. 
� It can provide more space for leisure activities and a more direct access from 

the City Hall to the harbourfront.  
 

(b)  Negative Views  

� Access will be a problem. 
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� There should be a tourist information centre. 
� The proposed development should integrate with City Hall. 
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� Some public space should be allocated for the performers. 
 

3.4.8.3 Overall views on both concepts 

 

(a)  Positive Views  

� Both concepts are good and cost-effective. 
 
(b)  Negative Views 

� No building is needed at the harbourfront.   
� The proposed buildings do not match with the City Hall.  
� Small blocks are unlikely to attract major tenants and meet the long-term 

market demand.  
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� There should be a large esplanade for street performance and temporary 

exhibitions, and small cafes (open space or under cover) by the harbour.  
� “Waterfront Lan Kwei Fong” should be considered, which is similar to 

“Shanghai Xintiandi” with nicely designed traditional buildings.  
� Buildings should be shifted eastwards and scattered along the promenade to 

avoid blocking the City Hall, and the site could be re-configured accordingly. 
 

3.4.9   Site 5 (Arts and Cultural Precinct: Site north of CITIC) [613 text units] 

 

 Total text 

units  

Positive views 

(%) 

Negative views 

(%) 

Other views 

(%) 

6. Site 5 613 54.5% 28.2% 17.3% 

 

(a) Positive Views 

� In support of the proposed arts and cultural facilities at the site.  
� It matches with the surrounding environment. 
� The proposed facilities could enhance public access to the harbourfront. 
 
(b) Negative Views 

� It is a duplication to establish the Arts and Cultural Precinct in Central because 

similar establishment will be created in West Kowloon.  
� The site seems to be disjointed.  
� The design is too bulky and the tall building is not suitable for arts and cultural 

related uses.  
 
(c) Other Views and Suggestions 

� Commercial elements (e.g. hotel, flea market, etc) should be provided at the 

site to balance with the arts and cultural development. 
� There should be open courtyard areas and areas for displaying large-scale 

sculptures. 
� The site, which is located near the future Central Government Complex (CGC) 

and Legislative Council (LegCo) Building at Tamar, should be used to 

accommodate the Court of Final Appeal and the Department of Justice to 

establish the presence of the highest legislative, executive and judiciary 

authority in the area.  
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3.4.10  Site 6 (Arts and Cultural Precinct: Site near HKCEC Extension) [525 text 

units] 

 

 Total text 

units  

Positive views 

(%) 

Negative views 

(%) 

Other views 

(%) 

7. Site 6 525 57.7% 23.4% 18.9% 

 

(a) Positive Views 

� The design concept is compatible with the overall development plan. 
� Developing alfresco dining, outdoor performance venues and floating market 

can make the area a scenic spot and attract more visitors. 
� Outdoor performance venues along the promenade can help enhance the arts 

and cultural precinct concept. 
 

(b) Negative Views 

� Building blocks for alfresco dining will impede pedestrian access to the 

harbourfront.  

� The site lacks connection with the old districts. 

� The proposed floating market is not compatible with the setting of the area and 

may generate traffic problems and nuisance.  

 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� A marina, a public yacht club, a huge aquarium with exotic fish and marine 

life, a maritime museum, boutique hotels, recreational and sports facilities, and 

an open-air piazza where people can play musical instruments and perform 

should be considered. 

� More shading is needed. 

� Public arts installations, sculptures and exhibits should be provided in the Arts 

and Cultural Precinct.  

 

3.4.11   Site 7 (Waterfront Promenade) [777 text units] 

 

 Total text 

units  

Positive 

views (%) 

Negative 

views (%) 

Other views 

(%) 

8.  Site 7 777 62.4% 7.2% 30.4% 

8.1  Concept A (Urban 

Park) 

178 78.7% 3.9% 17.4% 

8.2  Concept B (Urban 

Green) 

371 81.4% 2.4% 16.2% 

8.3  Overall views on 

both concepts 

228 18.9% 17.5% 63.6% 

 

3.4.11.1 Concept A (Urban Park) 

 

(a) Positive Views 

� The design is more orderly and in harmony with the Tamar development. 

� It can have both green area and open space for leisure activities.  

� The design is more practical and multi-function, and can be a place suitable 

for family activities. 
 

(b)  Negative Views 

� The design is too ordinary and rigid. 
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� Leisure facilities are unnecessary because there will be few children in the 

commercial district. 
� It will be very noisy if many people congregate at the squares. 
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� Tramway should be provided along the promenade.  
� Consideration should be given to the maintenance of wooden boardwalks 

instead of stone and brick pavements.  
� More recreational facilities and indoor areas should be provided. 

 

3.4.11.2 Concept B (Urban Green) 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

�  It is a more simple and naturalistic design. 
� The design provides a pleasant, tranquil and greenery environment for public 

enjoyment. 
� The concept is more unique amidst the tall buildings in Central. 
 

(b)  Negative Views 

� It is not natural enough. 
� A too passive open space is not attractive. 
� It is a waste of land resources. 
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� Plant species should be carefully selected to adapt to different weather 

conditions.  
� A small forest or larger lawn should be considered. 
� The lawn should be open to public. 
 

3.4.11.3 Overall views on both concepts 

 

(a) Positive Views 

� Both concepts are acceptable because there is a lack of large green open space 

in Central and its neighbouring districts.  
� Both concepts have their own special characters.  
� The waterfront promenade will provide a good place for relaxation. 
 

(b)  Negative Views 

� Central is a business district and does not need a park at the harbourfront. 
� The PLA berth should not be part of the waterfront promenade.  
� There is a lack of themes and the design is too artificial.  
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� Concepts A and B should be suitably combined.  
� A diversity of all-weather/all-season nodal attractions, jogging trails, and an 

east-west transport system should be provided along the promenade. 
� Design of PLA berth should be integrated with the promenade and harmonious 

to the environment, or that it should be located offshore with bridges or 

causeway links to the main shoreline.  
� Waterfront Promenade should be extended along the northern shore of Hong 

Kong Island. 
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3.4.12  Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8 [926 text units] 

 

 Total text 

units  

Positive 

views (%) 

Negative 

views (%) 

Other 

views (%) 

9.  Re-assembling Queen’s 

Pier and Site 8 

926 60.5% 21.4% 18.1% 

9.1  Concept A (Queen’s 

Pier by the Harbour) 

406 82.0% 5.2% 12.8% 

9.2  Concept B (Queen’s 

Pier at Original 

Location) 

311 67.2% 18.0% 14.8% 

9.3  Overall views on both 

concepts 

209 8.6% 57.9% 33.5% 

 

3.4.12.1 Concepts A (Queen’s Pier by the Harbour) 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

�  Pier function of Queen’s Pier can be revived.  
�  A functional pier is the best for collective memory. 
�  The design looks more symmetrical, and the re-assembled Queen’s Pier at the 

waterfront can maintain an axial relationship with City Hall and the old Star 

Ferry Clock Tower. 
 
(b)  Negative Views 

� Re-assembling Queen’s Pier at another location will diminish its heritage 

value and destroy its spatial relationship with Edinburgh Place and City Hall.  
� There is no shortage of piers.   
� It will affect the ferry operation of the nearby piers. 
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� Central Piers No. 9 and 10 should be renamed as the ‘New Queen’s Pier’, and 

a plaque should be placed at the original location of the Queen’s Pier to 

commemorate its history.  
� Consideration should be given to the impacts of this design concept on the 

safety and berthing capacity of Central Piers No. 9 and 10. 
� Queen’s Pier should be re-assembled elsewhere, e.g. Stanley. 

� Re-assembling Queen’s Pier as a protruding pier or demolishing either Central 

Pier No.9 or 10 to provide more space for Queen’s Pier should be considered.  

� Queen’s Pier and the old Star Ferry Clock Tower should be placed together at 

the waterfront. 

 

3.4.12.2 Concept B (Queen’s Pier at Original Location) 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� Re-assembling Queen’s Pier at its original location can preserve its historical 

significance and spatial relationship with Edinburgh Place and the City Hall.   
� Re-assembling Queen’s Pier at its original location can mark its original 

shoreline location. 
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(b)  Negative Views 

� Re-assembling Queen’s Pier at its original location is meaningless and a waste 

of money and resources. 
� The re-assembled Queen’s Pier has no practical function. 
� It will affect the construction work of Road P2.  
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 
� More innovative designs, e.g. a waterway connecting the Queen’s Pier and the 

Harbour or a canal/sheltered bay instead of the shallow water feature, should 

be explored.  
� Re-assembling Queen’s Pier at the original location would not necessarily lead 

to the delay in the completion of Road P2, as it would depend on the sequence 

of works. 
� The shallow water feature should be eliminated. The area should be turned 

into a resting and gathering place possibly with bus stop and taxi drop-off. 
 

3.4.12.3 Overall Views on Both Concepts 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� Both concepts have their respective advantages, e.g. Concept A is more 

practical and Concept B has historical significance. 

� Both concepts are good and interesting.  

 

(b)  Negative Views 
� Re-assembling Queen’s Pier is a waste of money and resources.   
� A memorial plaque for the Queen’s Pier is more than enough.   
� Queen’s Pier has little architectural merit. 
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� Other re-assembling locations should be explored.  
� Commemorative plaques, monumental features or memorial plazas should be 

provided at the original location of Queen’s Pier to signify its historical 

significance. 
� The time frame for both concepts should be presented in a balanced manner 

for the public to make a choice.  

 

3.4.13  Reconstructing Old Star Ferry Clock Tower [641 text units] 

 

 Total 

text 

units  

Positive 

views (%) 

Negative 

views (%) 

Other 

views (%) 

10.  Reconstructing Old Star 

Ferry Clock Tower 

641 54.6% 23.6% 21.8% 

10.1 Concept A (Clock Tower 

at Site 4) 

197 83.2% 3.0% 13.7% 

10.2 Concept B (Clock Tower 

close to Original Location) 

205 84.9% 5.9% 9.3% 

10.3 Overall views on both 

concepts 

239 5.0% 55.6% 39.3% 
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3.4.13.1  Concept A (Clock Tower at Site 4) 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� The old Star Ferry Clock Tower can stand as a focal point, maintaining a axial 

relationship with City Hall and the re-assembled Queen’s Pier. 
� A linear axial relationship seems more integrating to the environment. 
� The design matches with the overall design. 
 
(b)  Negative Views 

� Reconstruction at a new location is meaningless. 
� It is too far and inconvenient for people to go there.  
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� An exhibition hall should be included to showcase the historical development 

of the old Star Ferry Clock Tower.  
� A piazza should be built around the old Star Ferry Clock Tower.  
� The old Star Ferry Clock Tower should be open for public visit.  

 
3.4.13.2 Concept B (Clock Tower close to the original location) 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� The design is more meaningful in terms of respecting the historical 

significance of the old Star Ferry Clock Tower.  
� The design has better educational value. 
� It is more accessible to the public. 

 

(b)  Negative Views 

� This is meaningless to restore the old Star Ferry Clock Tower close to the 

original location. 
� The design does not match with the surrounding environment.  
� The layout is a bit messy and congested with the nearby road networks.  
 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� The old Star Ferry Clock Tower should not be reconstructed in isolation and 

there should be some surrounding features, e.g. plaza, benches, and trees. 

� The old Star Ferry Clock Tower should be kept in its original form. 

� There should be an exhibition venue near the old Star Ferry Clock Tower. 

 

3.4.13.3 Overall views on Both Concepts 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� The old Star Ferry Clock Tower is a valuable asset and worth-reconstructing. 

� The designs are beautiful. 

� It can be reconstructed at any location as long as it is visible from all angles.  

 

(b)  Negative Views 

� Both concepts cannot restore the original status of the old Star Ferry Clock 

Tower.  

� Reconstruction of the old Star Ferry Clock Tower is a waste of money and 

resources. 

� Deliberately reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower will make it look 

artificial.   
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(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� Review the height of the reconstructed Star Ferry Clock Tower and attach it to 

a gallery. 

� Commemorative plaques, monumental features or memorial plazas should be 

provided at the original location of Star Ferry Clock Tower to signify its 

historical significance. 

� The old Star Ferry Clock Tower should be reconstructed in a more obvious 

nodal destination, and other reconstruction locations, e.g. the rooftop of Tsim 

Sha Tsui Star Ferry Pier, West Kowloon, and in-between Central Piers No. 9 

and 10, etc., should be explored.  

 

3.4.14 Meeting Public Aspirations [321 text units] 

 

 Total text 

units  

Positive 

views (%) 

Negative 

views (%) 

Other views 

(%) 

11.  Meeting Public 

Aspirations  

321 35.2% 24.6% 40.2% 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� The Government had incorporated a lot of public views into the current 

proposals.  

� The current proposals have given more consideration than in the past to 

relevant guidelines including the Urban Design Guidelines of the Hong Kong 

Planning Standards and Guidelines, and HEC’s Harbour Planning Principles 

and Guidelines.  

� The current proposals can address the community aspirations for improving 

the built environment along the Central harbourfront, in particular, reduced 

development intensity, improved accessibility to the harbourfront, provision of 

more landscaped areas and sustainable design.  

 

(b)  Negative Views 

� It does not meet the public aspiration for strengthening the visual connection 

to the waterfront as the design proposals will break the east-west connection of 

the waterfront and block the visual corridors from the west, the east and IFC.  

� It does not meet the public aspiration for a wide and free-at-all-times at-grade 

pedestrian connection between the old Star Ferry Pier Concourse and 

Edinburgh Place towards the new Central harbourfront.  

� The proposed reduction in development intensity was contrary to the demand 

of the commercial sector for Grade A offices and will lead to a substantial loss 

in public revenue.  

 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� Better have a shopping mall which could enhance attractiveness of the 

harbourfront. 

� Public expectations are the need for place-making or the creation of 

destinations and balancing them with each other.  
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3.4.15  Statue Square Corridor [362 text units] 

 

 Total text 

units  

Positive views 

(%) 

Negative views 

(%) 

Other views 

(%) 

12.  Statue Square 

Corridor  

362 61.3% 12.4% 26.2% 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� The design respects the historic places.  

� It helps preserve the history of Hong Kong for educating our younger 

generations and promoting tourism. 

� It provides easier access for the pedestrians and traffic.  

 

(b)  Negative Views 

� Central does not need more open space since there is a Victoria Park already.   

� It is strange to have a historical corridor in the middle of a downtown area.   

� It is not good for a corridor with a big road separating the areas in between.  

 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� A clear park and garden corridor should be provided by eliminating all the 

significant structures (including decks) above ground between HSBC and the 

Central Terminal Building, and the Corridor should be modified, extending all 

the way to the new Star Ferry Pier and widening the section between LegCo 

Building and Prince’s Building.  

� Street-level visibility of the old Star Ferry Clock Tower and old Central 

(LegCo Building/ Bank of China/ HSBC) from anywhere in the Corridor 

should be considered.  

� Diversity and choice of pedestrian links should be considered including 

walkway connecting the ferry piers and Chater House, and underpasses and 

street level crossings connecting the Corridor. 

 

3.4.16  Civic Corridor [319 text units] 

 

 Total text 

units  

Positive views 

(%) 

Negative views 

(%) 

Other views 

(%) 

13. Civic Corridor  319 64.3% 13.5% 22.3% 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� It can facilitate pedestrian flow between the Central Government Offices 

(CGC) and the harbourfront.   

� The design is good in combining public and leisure uses. 

� The design can become an attraction to visitors. 

 

 (b)  Negative Views 

� It lacks space for parade and public gathering. 

� It has no special character in its design. 

� It is not congruent to put CGC, the LegCo Building and the space for leisure at 

the same spot. 

 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� The design should harmonize with that of the CGC. 

� Construction works of the North Island Line (NIL) Tamar Station and CGC 
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should be actively pursued in parallel to avoid demolishing a major part of this 

Corridor during the construction of the future NIL.  

� Security issues should be considered when putting the CGC and LegCo 

Building right next to the leisure ground. 

 

3.4.17  Arts and Cultural Precinct [387 text units] 

 

 Total text 

units  

Positive views 

(%) 

Negative views 

(%) 

Other views 

(%) 

14. Arts and Cultural 

Precinct  

387 64.9% 12.1% 23.0% 

 

(a)   Positive Views 

� In support of the Arts and Cultural Precinct in promoting arts, cultural and 

leisure activities. 

� The arts and cultural facilities are needed on Hong Kong Island. 

� The cultural venues for performance could facilitate cultural development in 

Hong Kong.  

 

(b)  Negative Views 

� It is unnecessary to have the Arts and Cultural Precinct since arts and cultural 

facilities will be developed in West Kowloon.  

� The Arts and Cultural Precinct will not become a unifying public space for 

various arts and cultural venues as this area is inundated with traffic on Road 

P2 and other roads.  

� Central as a commercial district is not appropriate for arts and cultural 

activities. 

 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� The concept for this area should be a fringe arts and cultural campus, which is 

different from the more commercialized West Kowloon.  

� There should be multiple access points stretching from the Wan Chai 

waterfront to the centre of Wan Chai, and there is a need for much improved 

connections and extension of the sites with large elevated decks to navigate 

the roads.  

� Outdoor venues should be adaptable to both semi-open air and fully open air 

performances.  

 

3.4.18  Pierside Corridor [361 text units] 

 

 Total text 

units  

Positive 

views (%) 

Negative views 

(%) 

Other views 

(%) 

15. Pierside Corridor  361 70.9% 6.1% 23.0% 

 

(a)  Positive Views 

� In support of the Pierside Corridor linking up the ten Central Piers.  

� It is more convenient for the pedestrians. 

� It enhances the appearance of the pierside area.  

 

(b)  Negative Views 

� It lacks public transport and supporting facilities. 
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� The original design has already satisfied public needs, and the new concept is 

a mere repetition and a waste of resources. 

� The area is remote, and there is no real linkage between the piers and the 

promenade. 

 

(c)  Other Views and Suggestions 

� Pedestrian walkways should be covered with shade. 

� More transport facilities, e.g. feeder bus services, for ferry passengers should 

be considered.  

� Alfresco cafes, bars, shading, seating and railing should be added.  

 

3.4.19  Other Comments and Suggestions [1,198 text units] 

 

The salient points of these other comments and suggestions are listed below: 

 

3.4.19.1 Consideration for All Different Users [47 text units] 

 

• The design should include different thematic elements for different age groups. 

• People from different districts can easily reach and enjoy the waterfront area.  

• Should provide recreational facilities for children. 

• Should have more greenery and leisure space for the public and the elderly.  

• Should design for the disabled.  

• Should build a park for dogs. 

 

3.4.19.2  Reclamation Issues [97 text units] 

 

• The Government should review the need for reclamation. 

• No reclamation is needed. 

• Reclamation should be reduced.  

• Reclamation will narrow the harbour, destroy the environment and ecology, 

and affect marine operation. 

 

3.4.19.3  Learning from Overseas Examples [48 text units] 

 

• The design should not be like the waterfront promenades in Taikoo Shing and 

Tsimshatsui. It should be natural and spacious with lots of grass and piazzas, 

like those in the Louvre, Vatican, Milan, Lo Wu Train Station, Macau, etc.  

• Should provide a huge patch of green and make reference to Zhuhai waterfront 

and Deep Bay in Shenzhen.  Can add art work, cycling track, specially-

designed chairs, like Ropongi. 

• Should build a ferris wheel (100 m in diameter) on the harbourfront like 

Singapore, Shanghai, Japan, London, etc so that visitors can enjoy a better 

view from the height.  

• Should build a museum for cats, like the one in Japan, and there should be a 

place where people can stroll with our pet tortoise. 

• Should make reference to the Fisherman’s Wharf in San Francisco by 

including commercial activities, such as restaurants, street vendors, souvenir 

shops, etc.   

• Hong Kong should follow Boston and Sydney in forming a harbour authority 

with representation from the public. 

• Should study the examples of other countries and build more parks. 
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• The present design is too outdated and should be improved by studying the 

architectural styles of some foreign countries. The benchmarking should 

include a variety of waterfronts, including those in Baltimore, Singapore and 

London.  

• The Government should engage a group to study how cities like Sydney, 

Hamburg, Baltimore, and Vancouver have organized to undertake their 

waterfront development. 

 

3.4.19.4  Issues involving the Public Engagement Exercise and Research Instruments 

[90 text units] 

 

� It is good that the Government is willing to do such a public consultation and 

the public have the chance to express their views.  

• A very informative and illustrative Consultation Digest for public comments. 

• The Consultation Digest has sufficient contents, and the illustrations and 

explanatory notes are clear. The illustrative models and electronic 

demonstrations on different sites can help the public understand the relevant 

proposals.  

• Further public consultation should be conducted.  

• The Government should listen to the constructive views and should not ignore 

the views from the minority. 

• The period for collecting public views should be extended. 

• Two design concepts for each key site are not enough.  More alternatives or 

combinations of different concepts should be provided for public consultation. 

• Opinions of artistic groups or organizations should be consulted on the cultural 

development for the area. 

• More channels and ways of collecting opinions should be open to the public. 

• The content of the Consultation Digest is too difficult.  An abridged version 

should be prepared and they should be widely distributed throughout the 

territory. 

• It is inappropriate and unreasonable to limit the public consultation to the 

existing planning and design parameters.  

• There is a lack of information regarding traffic measures in the Consultation 

Digest. 

• Consultation is insufficient. Roving exhibitions should be held in all 18 

districts. 

• Unless people are willing to fill in the multiple columns and add comments/ 

suggestions, the comment form is too simple and it could miss important 

nuances of public opinion and reaction. 

 

3.4.19.5 Harbourfront Developments in Other Districts [24 text units] 

 

• Building a viewing platform in Central is not suitable. It should be built in 

Kowloon City or Kai Tak. 

• Floating market should be developed in Aberdeen, not Central.  

• There should be similar efforts for enhancing the harbourfronts in other 

districts of Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and the New Territories, like the one 

in Central. 

• There should be venues for arts-related activities in other areas.  

• It will be really good if similar facilities proposed in the Study are found in 

other areas of Hong Kong.  
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3.4.19.6  Need for More Multi-purpose Facilities [98 text units] 

 

• There should be an Inner Harbour for water-based activities. 

• There should be a big lawn area for sports competitions, like lawn bowl, 

hockey, tennis and rugby, as well as a small amphitheatre and a performance 

venue.  

• There should be a sports centre for badminton, tennis and squash for the office 

goers in Sheung Wan and Central. 

• There should be more water-based activities within the park area, e.g. shallow 

wading pools. 

• Hong Kong needs a theatre to promote arts and cultural activities, and a venue 

for classical music performance to enhance the cultural qualities of the Hong 

Kong people.  

• There should be open-air theatre, possibly with pontoon stage in the harbour. 

•  A fishing zone should be added.  

• There should be open market areas for small-scale retailers . 

• There should be facilities for swimming, dating, social dancing, shopping, 

farmer markets/open air bazaars, outdoor eating and drinking, outdoor hawker 

centres, street art, etc. 

• There should be more washrooms, especially more washrooms for females.  

• Library facilities should be expanded to provide not just the usual books but 

books for professionals, such as finance and law.  

• The most important part of our waterfront will be its public attractions, e.g. the 

restaurant clusters, museums, plaza, etc, so that the majority of the public will 

identify it as the Central Waterfront.  

• There should be a world-class Maritime Centre near Star Ferry, covering Hong 

Kong’s marine ecosystem as well as the harbour’s key role in Hong Kong’s 

development.  

 

3.4.19.7  Issues involving the Proposal for Cycle Track [56 text units] 

 

• A cycling track should be provided along the Central harbourfront as well as 

the northern shore of Hong Kong Island.  

• A bicycle rental system is proposed to allow bikes to be rented at any of the 

waterfront park entrances and dropped off at any other entrances.  

 

3.4.19.8  Environmental Concerns and Eco-friendly Facilities [169 text units] 

 

• Environmentally-friendly transport system along the waterfront should be 

adopted. 

• Sustainable building design including the application of natural renewable 

resources and environmentally friendly building materials should be promoted. 

• Greening ratio should be adopted. The overall green coverage ratio for the 

whole study area of about 20% is considered being comparatively low. A 

reasonable baseline for the overall green coverage ratio should be 30%. A 

more preferable benchmark is 40%. 

• Green network should be largely made up of a combination of defined urban 

spaces, plazas, courts and pedestrian precincts together with the waterfront 

park. 
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• Lawns and large trees will be required to cool and shade the area and there 

should be covered walkways as well as open spaces, sitting areas, etc. 

 

3.4.19.9  Considerations for Road and Pedestrian Access [165 text units] 

 

• Accessibility to and within the harbourfront should be further enhanced, e.g. 

an underground transport system from Statue Square to the Central Piers, an 

elevated rail from Central Piers No. 4 to 6, a pedestrian link from harbourfront 

to Peak Tram, an underground pedestrian connection from harbourfront to Lan 

Kwei Fong, etc. 

• The accessibility of the area can be further enhanced by several interconnected 

elevated walkways and landscaped decks linking various points of interest and 

transport modes. Through extensive landscaping, these pedestrian walkways 

can become a multi-level open space system. 

• Road P2 should be built underground/partly underground. The surface area 

can become a pedestrian walkway leading to the harbourfront.  

• Road P2 should be narrowed to a single two-lane carriageway (westbound) 

and pedestrian-priority zone should be designated. 

• Central harbourfront should be well-connected with the surrounding districts, 

including Wan Chai and Sheung Wan. 

• Water-taxis should be advocated.  

• Travellators, escalators and lifts should be provided. 

• Tramway should be introduced along the harbourfront and linked with the 

existing tramway system. 

• A barrier-free environment should be ensured. 

 

3.4.19.10 Open Space for All Purposes [51 text units] 

 

• Lawns are better than trees. 

• There should be more open space and green area, and fewer shopping malls. 

• The public should have the priority to use the open green spaces in the 

waterfront. 

• Open space at the waterfront should be distinguished and well defined, 

presenting opportunities for genuine waterfront activity during both daytime 

and evening with festival market-style activities and waterfront cafes, etc. 

• There is a need for more small-scale and individually managed commercial 

activities to encourage more active and sustainable use of the very large areas 

of open space along the waterfront. 

 

3.4.19.11   Need for more Innovative Landscape / Overall Design [32 text units] 

 

• A unique sense of place should be reinforced at different waterfront locations. 

Unity in diversity should be advocated. 

• A more continuous space/building should be developed across the key sites to 

establish a stronger progressive spatial relationship among the landscape and 

structures along the harbourfront. 

• Both sides of the Victoria Harbour, including Central and Kowloon (East and 

West) should be designed together. 

• Various design elements/concepts should be considered, e.g. provision of 

shading, seating and cooling area; provision of tourist attractions like flea 

market, open-air cafes and restaurants, iconic structures; avoidance of 
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unnecessary features and fencing along the waterfront; adoption of sunken 

piazzas; use of renewable energy for operating waterfront fountains; creation 

of a ‘Four Seasons Garden’; organizing orchestra performance in the 

waterfront promenade; and provision of a floating stage in the harbour, etc. 

 

3.4.19.12  Proper Management of the Victoria Harbour (including water quality) [23 

text units] 

 

• The Government should improve the water quality of the Victoria Harbour. 

For example, more water purification facilities should be installed.  

• The coastline of Hong Kong Island should not be straightened. Its natural 

curve should be kept. 

• A long-term plan for harbour protection is needed. 

 

3.4.19.13  Management Issues of the Harbourfront Area [26 text units] 

 

• There is much concern in the management mode of harbourfront.  

• A Shoreline Park Administration should be created. It should be mandated to 

run and manage the waterfront park as a whole. The Sydney Harbour 

Foreshore Authority is a reference.  

• The operation and maintenance of the harbourfront is vital to the success of a 

world-class waterfront. Flexibility should be allowed for the operator to keep 

up with the changing market. 

 

3.4.19.14  Measures and Subsidies to Lower Ferry Fares [7 text units] 

 

• Central Piers should be allowed to undertake commercial or retail activities on 

the added floors in order to gain profit for cross-subsidizing the operating cost 

of ferry services.  

• The Notes for “OU(Pier)-zone in the current OZP” should be amended to 

transfer some uses including ‘Fast Food Shop’, ‘Retail’, ‘Service Trades’, etc. 

from Column 2 to Column 1 and add ‘Shop and Services’ in Column 1 to 

allow greater flexibility in achieving the planning goal of diversity of uses.  

 

3.4.19.15  Overall Traffic Solutions to Central and Wanchai [30 text units] 

 

• Construction works of Road P2 and Central-Wanchai Bypass should be 

expedited to address the traffic congestion in Central and Wanchai. 

• Consideration should be given to review the land take of the planned 

infrastructure, particularly the width of Road P2, in view of the proposed 

reduction of development intensity.  

 

3.4.19.16    Other Miscellaneous Issues and Concerns [235 text units] 

 

• The study proposals should be implemented as soon as possible.  

• There is too much development in the overall development and design concept, 

and open space areas are not really adequate. 

• Electric road pricing should be implemented in the harbourfront. 

• Central is already too congested. The Government should decentralize the 

development to the New Territories.  

• The Study has placed too much emphasis on the western portion of the Study 
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Area (Sites 1 to 3).  Some GFA of these sites should be redistributed to other 

sites. 

• The proposal of making public car parking spaces accountable for GFA 

calculation should only apply to parking spaces above ground level. Otherwise, 

the developers would likely design the parking space with the bare minimum 

standards.  

• The electricity services buildings, tunnel vents, pump houses, and the ground 

level Central Ferry Terminal Building have been planned with little input from 

the community. There is an urge for all such infrastructure to be reviewed for 

its impact, possible integration, and other measures to ensure that they 

contribute to the use of the area.   

• The Government should allocate a place for the social enterprises to develop 

their regional economies.  

• Historical heritage should be preserved. 
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Table 4 Qualitative Data Analysis: Distribution of Views on Key Issues 

 

 

 

Items Concepts 

A or B 

Total 

Text 

Units 

Positive 

Views 

Negative 

Views 

Other 

Views 

Views / Preference as Indicated 

(shown in italicized figures) 

Design 

Vision 

--- 904 533 (59.0%) 63 (7.0%) 308 (34.1%) Majority in favour 

Sustainable 

& Balanced 

Approach 

--- 

623 368 (59.1%) 75 (12.0%) 180 (28.9%) Majority in favour 

Meeting 

Public 

Aspirations 

--- 321 113 (35.2%) 79 (24.6%) 129 (40.2%) More positive views (in text units) than 

negative views 

Sites 1 & 2 Concept A 

Concept B 

385 

89 

294 (76.4%) 

56   (62.9%) 

12 (3.1%) 

16 (18.0%) 

79 (20.5%) 

17 (19.1%) 

Majority in favour of Concept A 

Site 3 Concept A 

Concept B 

230 

287 

187 (81.3%) 

212 (73.9%) 

5   (2.2%) 

11 (3.8%) 

38 (16.5%) 

64 (22.3%) 

More positive views (in text units) in 

favour of Concept B than Concept A 

Site 4 Concept A 

Concept B 

319 

183 

242 (75.9%) 

141 (77.0%) 

11 (3.4%) 

4    (2.2%) 

66 (20.7%) 

38 (20.8%) 

Majority in favour of Concept A 

Site 5 --- 613 334 (54.5%) 173 (28.2%) 106 (17.3%) Majority in favour 

Site 6 --- 525 303 (57.7%) 123 (23.4%) 99 (18.9%) Majority in favour 

Site 7 Concept A 

Concept B 

178 

371 

140 (78.7%) 

302 (81.4%) 

7 (3.9%) 

9 (2.4%) 

31 (17.4%) 

60 (16.2%) 

Majority in favour of Concept B 

Queen’s Pier 

& Site 8 

Concept A 

Concept B 

406 

311 

333 (82.0%) 

209 (67.2%) 

21 (5.2%) 

56 (18.0%) 

52 (12.8%) 

46 (14.8%) 

Majority in favour of Concept A 

Old Star 

Ferry Clock 

Tower 

Concept A 

Concept B 

197 

205 

164 (83.2%) 

174 (84.9%) 

6 (3.0%) 

12 (5.9%) 

27 (13.7%) 

19 (9.3%) 

More positive views (in text units) in 

favour of Concept B than Concept A 

Statue 

Square 

Corridor 

--- 362 222 (61.3%) 45 (12.4%) 95 (26.2%) Majority in favour 

Civic 

Corridor 

--- 319 205 (64.3%) 43 (13.5%) 71 (22.3%) Majority in favour 

Arts and 

Cultural 

Precinct 

--- 387 251 (64.9%) 47 (12.1%) 89 (23.0%) Majority in favour 

Pierside 

Corridor 

--- 361 256 (70.9%) 22 (6.1%) 83 (23.0%) Majority in favour 
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3.5 Qualitative Data Analysis: Summary 

 

3.5.1   The majority of public views based on text unit frequency counts (533 text 

units or 59.0%) had positive views on the “Design Vision” identified in the 

Study. 

 

3.5.2  The majority (368 text units or 59.1%) had positive views on the “sustainable 

and balanced approach” adopted in the Study. 

 

3.5.3  The majority (113 text units or 35.2%) had positive views on the issue of 

whether the refined urban design framework has met the public aspirations. 

 

3.5.4 For Sites 1 & 2, there were more positive views (294 text units) in support of 

Concept A (Hotel & Office) than Concept B (Office & Office) (56 text units).  

3.5.5   For Site 3, there were more positive views (212 text units) in support of 

Concept B (Larger Landscaped Deck) than Concept A (Reduced Landscaped 

Deck) (187 text units). 

 

3.5.6   For Site 4, there were more positive views (242 text units) in support of 

Concept A (More Separate Blocks with Star Ferry Clock Tower) than Concept 

B (Fewer Separate Blocks) (141 text units). 

 

3.5.7   The majority were also in favour of the design concepts in Site 5 (334 text 

units or 54.5%) and Site 6 (303 text units or 57.7%). 

 

3.5.8   For Site 7 (Waterfront Promenade), there were more positive views (302 text 

units) in support of Concept B (Urban Green) as compared to Concept A 

(Urban Park) (140 text units). 

 

3.5.9   For “Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8”, there were more views (333 text 

units) in support of Concept A (Queen’s Pier by the Harbour) as compared to 

Concept B (Queen’s Pier at Original Location) (209 text units).  

 

3.5.10  For “Reconstructing Old Star Ferry Clock Tower”, there were more positive 

views (174 text units) in support of Concept B (Clock Tower close to Original 

Location) as compared to Concept A (Clock Tower at Site 4) (164 text units).  

 

3.5.11 For the Statue Square Corridor, there were more positive views (222 text units) 

in support of the design than negative views (45 text units). 

 

3.5.12 For the Civic Corridor, there were more positive views (205 text units) in 

support than negative ones (43 text units). 

 

3.5.13  For the Arts and Cultural Precinct, there were more positive views (251 text 

units) in favour than negative ones (47 text units). 

 

3.5.14 For the Pierside Corridor, there were more positive views (256 text units) in 

favour than negative ones (22 text units). 

 

3.5.15 Major positive views, negative views, as well as other comments and 

suggestions on each theme and category are highlighted in the preceding 

paragraphs of this section. 
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CHAPTER 4: FOCUS GROUP WORKSHOP AND  

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT FORUM 
 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

4.1.1 A FGW and a CEF for the Stage 2 PE were organized by CPS on 26 April 

2008 and 24 May 2008 respectively.  Both events were held at the HKHDC, 

together with the public exhibition for the Study.  

 

4.1.2 The purpose of the FGW and CEF was to collect public views on the study 

proposals for the Stage 2 PE in an informed and interactive manner whereby 

participants were briefed on the study proposals by the study consultants and 

had an opportunity to view the exhibited models, before exchanging their 

views in group discussions. 

 

4.1.3 Both FGW and CEF were chaired by Ir. Dr. Greg Wong, Vice-chairman of the 

TPB and Chairman of the HEC TGUDS.  After the introductory briefing by 

the Chairman, the organizer and study consultants, the participants were split 

into groups for discussion, each led by a group leader.  During the group 

discussion, the participants in each group were invited to cast votes on the 

questions set out in a Comment Collection Sheet (CCS), and to provide any 

other comments and suggestions on the issues relating to the design concepts 

for the key sites including the re-assembly of Queen’s Pier and reconstruction 

of the old Star Ferry Clock Tower, and the refined urban design framework 

with reference to sustainable design principles.  The votes and comments of 

each group were recorded in the CCS.  The CCS is basically identical to the 

Comments Card, but without the demographic data section.  The votes of all 

the groups in each event were also marked on a comment consolidation sheet 

which was shown for common reference at the concluding session.  The CCS 

of each group and the comment consolidation sheet in the FGW and CEF were 

complied by CPS and passed to PPRI for analysis.  At the end of the group 

discussions, the group leaders presented the overall comments of their 

respective groups, and the Chairman made some concluding remarks with 

reference to the comment consolidation sheet. Comments and views made 

during the FGW and CEF were content-analyzed and included in the 

qualitative data analysis presented in Chapter 3. The following paragraphs 

summarize the main points raised in the FGW and CEF. 

 

4.2 Focus Group Workshop 

 

4.2.1 The FGW was attended by a total of 49 participants (excluding the Chairman, 

group leaders, and representatives from government bureaux/departments and 

the study consultants who attended as observers and to clarify issues as 

needed).  Relevant professional groups and academic institutions were invited. 

The professional groups and academic institutions as well as other individuals 

attended included: 
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Participants No. of 

Participants 

Hong Kong Institute of Planners  8 

Hong Kong Institute of Architects  5 

Hong Kong Institute of Landscape Architects  2 

Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors 7 

Hong Kong Institute of Real Estate Administrators  1 

The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers/ 

Association of Engineering Professionals in Society 

Ltd  

11 

Urban Design Alliance 3 

Department of Building and Real Estate, PolyU 1 

Department of Architecture, The Chinese University 

of Hong Kong (CUHK) 

2 

Centre of Urban Planning and Environmental 

Management (CUPEM), The University of Hong 

Kong (HKU) 

2 

Centre of Environmental Policy and Resource 

Management, CUHK 

2 

Department of Geography, HKU 1 

HKU 1 

Individuals 3 

Total 49 

 

4.2.2 The participants were split into six groups for discussion, each led by a group 

leader who was also member of the TPB, HEC or its TGUDS: 

 

Group 1: Mr. Raymond Chan 

Group 2: Ms. Anna Kwong 

Group 3: Mr. Leung Kong Yui 

Group 4: Mr. Vincent Ng 

Group 5: Professor Bernard Lim 

Group 6: Mr. Kim Chan 

 

 Gist of Group Discussions 

 

4.2.3 The gist of group discussions as presented by each group leader at the 

concluding session is set out below.  The CCS recording the discussion of 

each group is at Appendix 7. 

 

(a) Group 1 

 

4.2.4 Group members generally concluded that local character should be respected, 

focusing on the distinctive character of the sites, and the design concepts 

should be integrated with the surrounding areas. They considered that the 18-

storey building at Site 1 was not in harmony with the IFC development.  It was 

suggested that the pier area should be further enhanced to integrate with its 

hinterland, possibly with the provision of elevated pedestrian linkages.  The 

key sites should have their own characters. For example, the PLA berth area 

should emphasize on its military character, and the area near the HKAPA 
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Extension should not be overlooked.  Greening ratio should be included in the 

development parameters.  

 

(b) Group 2 

 

4.2.5 Group members considered IFC and ICC being the landmarks of Hong Kong. 

However, the two proposed office/hotel towers in Sites 1 and 2 located 

between IFC and ICC were regarded as undesirable from the urban design 

angle.  These sites were also poorly connected with the surrounding districts, 

e.g. Sheung Wan and Western District.  Regarding the design layout of Site 3, 

they considered that it was bad from “fung shui” point of view and suggested 

that the public transport interchange should be spread over to the whole area 

instead of being concentrated in one location with a view to enhancing 

accessibility for people of different ages.  For re-assembling Queen’s Pier and 

reconstruction of the old Star Ferry Clock Tower, they questioned how the 

design could respect the cultural heritage.  For Site 7, they proposed more 

features to be added in order to enhance vibrancy and accessibility of the 

promenade.  Lastly, they suggested that the study area should be developed 

into a sustainable district. 

 

(c) Group 3 

 

4.2.6 Regarding Sites 1 and 2, some group members liked both concepts and some 

disliked both.  They claimed that urban design itself should put an emphasis 

on the local character of the district and considered that Sites 1 and 2 should 

be integrated with the surrounding development.  For Sites 5 and 6, group 

members liked the concept but urged the Government to emphasize on cultural 

development.  There were also concerns about the future management of green 

open space and the need for measurable indicators. 
 

(d) Group 4 

 

4.2.7 Group members agreed that hotel development in Site 2 could add vibrancy to 

the waterfront and make it an all-time waterfront.  For Site 7, they commented 

that there was a lack of information in relation to greening in the consultation 

materials, such as the amount of green open spaces in Urban Park and Urban 

Green.  With regard to re-assembling of Queen’s Pier, there were queries on 

the need for re-assembling Queen’s Pier and some considered that both 

Concept A and Concept B would be a waste of public money.  Group 

members considered that public engagement should not only be held at the 

conceptual design stage, but also at the detailed design stage. 

 

(e) Group 5 

 

4.2.8 Regarding Sites 1 and 2, group members generally disliked both Concepts A 

and B and suggested that cultural and residential uses should replace 

commercial uses in order to enhance vibrancy.  For Site 3, they required 

further design modification on Concept A such as enhancing landscaping 

treatment for the large “CDA” site and providing more at-grade activities so as 

to enhance physical integration between the new development and the existing 

urban fabric in Central.  For Sites 5 and 6, they commented that a clear 

definition for ‘precinct’ was needed.  Moreover, the development should 
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prevent creating a dead zone for the area by enhancing pedestrian connectivity 

amongst various arts and cultural activity nodes. 

 

(f) Group 6 

 

4.2.9 Group members generally supported hotel development in Site 2 as it could 

bring vibrancy to the area and it was in great demand.  They preferred to have 

a larger elevated deck with undisrupted, covered and multi-level pedestrian 

connections for Site 3 and that public artworks could be displayed along the 

corridor.  They suggested that some memorial elements of Queen’s Pier 

should be placed at its original location if Concept A was adopted.  They 

preferred to have more activities and diverse uses for the waterfront 

promenade, e.g. cycle path and children’s playground.  They favoured the 

design concepts for Site 5 and 6 as the proposed development would 

strengthen the function of the art and cultural precinct.  They considered that 

physical connection with the existing arts and cultural facilities were important.  

Group members welcomed the public engagement exercise which gave a 

chance for the public to express views on the Study. 

 

Summary of Votes 

 

4.2.10 A summary of the votes of all the groups on the questions in the CCS as 

recorded in the comment consolidation sheet for the FGW is set out below: 

 

Table 5     Summary of Findings in the FGW 

 
Issues Corresponding  

Questions in  

Comment 

Card 

Like both 

Concepts 

A & B 

Like 

Concept 

A 

Like 

Concept B 

No 

Preference 

Dislike 

both 

Concepts 

A & B 

Total 

no. of 

votes 

1. Sites 1 and 2: CDA 

Site adjoining Central 

Piers No. 4 and 6 and 

Commercial Site north 

of IFC II 

Part 2: Q.3 7 

(14.3%) 

15 

(30.6%) 

1 

(2.0%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

26 

(53.1%) 

49 

2. Site 3: CDA site north 

of Statue Square 

Part 2: Q.4 0 

(0.0%) 

19* 

(48.7%) 

19 

(48.7%) 

1 

(2.6%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

39 

3. Site 4: Site north of 

City Hall 

Part 2: Q.5 10 

(25.6%) 

5 

(12.8%) 

15 

(38.5%) 

1 

(2.6%) 

8 

(20.5%) 

39 

4. Site 7: Waterfront 

Promenade 

Part 2: Q.8 8 

(20.5%) 

12 

(30.8%) 

2 

(5.1%) 

13 

(33.3%) 

4 

(10.3%) 

39 

5. Re-assembling 

Queen’s Pier and Site 8 

Part 2: Q.9 10 

(20.4%) 

8 

(16.3%) 

19 

(38.8%) 

8 

(16.3%) 

4 

(8.2%) 

49 

6. Reconstructing Old 

Star Ferry Clock Tower 

Part 2: Q.10 0 

(0.0%) 

5 

(12.8%) 

22 

(56.4%) 

10 

(25.6%) 

2 

(5.1%) 

39 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Issues Corresponding  

Questions in  

Comment 

Card 

Like the 

Concept 

Dislike 

the 

Concept 

No 

Preference 

  Total 

no. of 

votes 

7. Site 5: Site north of 

CITIC Tower 

Part 2: Q.6 32 

(82.1%) 

7 

(17.9%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

  39 

8. Site 6: Site near Part 2: Q.7 42 7 0   49 
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HKCEC Extension (85.7%) (14.3%) (0.0%) 

Issues Corresponding  

Questions in  

Comment 

Card 

Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 

 

9. Do you agree to the 

design vision of 

‘creating a vibrant, green 

and accessible New 

Central Harbourfront’? 

Part 1: Q.1 39 

(86.7%) 

6 

(13.3%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

45 

10. Do you agree to 

adopt a sustainable and 

balanced approach in 

designing the New 

Central Harbourfront? 

Part 1: Q.2 38 

(79.2%) 

10 

(20.8%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

48 

11. Do you agree that the 

present urban design has 

satisfied the following 

sustainable design 

principles? 

11(a) diverse uses and 

activities 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 3: Q.1a 2 

(4.3%) 

35 

(76.1%) 

2 

(4.3%) 

7 

(15.2%) 

0 

(0.0%) 46 

11(b) respecting natural 

setting 

Part 3: Q.1b 1 

(2.2%) 

32 

(71.1%) 

1 

(2.2%) 

11 

(24.4%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

45 

11(c) respecting existing 

urban fabric 

Part 3: Q.1c 2 

(4.4%) 

24 

(53.3%) 

18 

(40.0%) 

1 

(2.2%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

45 

11(d) promoting 

harbourfront 

enhancement 

Part 3: Q.1d 4 

(8.3%) 

35 

(72.9%) 

9 

(18.8%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

48 

11(e) respecting cultural 

heritage [see note]# 

Part 3: Q.1e 1.5 

(3.3%) 

18.5 

(41.1%) 

19.5 

(43.3%) 

5.5 

(12.2%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

45 

11(f) ease of pedestrian 

access to harbourfront 

Part 3: Q.1f 8 

(17.8%) 

12 

(26.7%) 

14 

(31.1%) 

11 

(24.4%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

45 

11(g) promoting 

greening and 

environmentally friendly 

building design 

Part 3: Q.1g 0 

(0.0%) 

21 

(46.7%) 

3 

(6.7%) 

18 

(40.0%) 

3 

(6.7%) 

45 

12. Do you agree that the 

present overall design 

has met the public 

aspirations for a vibrant, 

green and accessible 

New Central 

Harbourfront? 

Part 3: Q.2 0 

(0.0%) 

39 

(81.3%) 

3 

(6.3%) 

6 

(12.5%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

48 

 
Note: 

*  Among the 19 participants, 12 showed a clear preference for Concept A, while 7 qualified that 

they preferred Concept A subject to further improvement to the at-grade pedestrian connections. 

 

#  The fractions are obtained because one group (Group 1) has casted its votes on the cultural 

aspect in relation to Concept A and Concept B for re-assembling Queen’s Pier separately.  The 

average figures were taken as the votes. 
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Summary of Views and Suggestions 

 

4.2.11 Overall speaking, the participants considered the public engagement process 

and the present urban design acceptable.  The participants generally agreed to 

the design vision of creating a vibrant, green and accessible new Central 

harbourfront and to adopting a sustainable and balanced approach in designing 

the new Central harbourfront.  On how well the present urban design had 

satisfied the seven identified sustainable design principles, the majority of 

participants were strongly agreeable or agreeable to the principles, while some 

adopted a neutral stance on certain aspects.  One particular group disagreed 

that the present urban design could satisfy the sustainable design principles.  A 

sizeable percentage (46.7%) had responded negatively to the questions on 

whether the present urban design had satisfied the principle of promoting 

greening and environmentally friendly building. Most participants raised that 

there should be adequate mechanism to ensure the achievement of design 

concepts, greening, and environmentally-friendly building design at the 

implementation stage.  In general, the majority considered that the present 

overall design had met the public aspirations for a vibrant, green and 

accessible new Central harbourfront, and there were calls for early 

implementation without further delay. 

 

4.2.12 As regards the design concepts for the key sites, the views were summarized 

as follows: 

 

Sites 1 and 2: CDA site adjoining Central Piers No. 4 to 6 and Commercial 

site north of IFC II 

 

4.2.13 About half the participants liked both Concepts A and B or either one of them.  

Among those who had indicated preference for Concept A or B, the majority 

preferred Concept A as the hotel element would likely enhance vibrancy.  For 

the half of the participants who disliked both concepts, most of them raised 

concern on the massing and built form. They were concerned about the 

development at Site 1, which is at the edge of the harbour, and considered that 

the massing at the site should be more spread out to the other sites.  

  

Site 3: CDA site north of Statue Square 

 

4.2.14 The majority considered that the lowered development intensity and the built 

form with smaller footprints generally acceptable.  The choice between 

Concepts A and B was quite even with a clearer preference on a larger deck 

under Concept B.  For some of those who preferred Concept A with 

modification, they qualified that there should be further improvement to 

facilitate the at-grade pedestrian connections. 

 

 Site 4: Site north of City Hall 

 

4.2.15 Most participants considered the concepts and building mass acceptable.  

Among those who had chosen between Concepts A and B, Concept B was 

preferred as the reconstructed old Star Ferry Clock Tower was erected close to 

the original location.  
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 Sites 5 and 6: Site north of CITIC Tower and sites near HKCEC Extension 

 

4.2.16 The vast majority liked the concepts. 

 

 Site 7: Waterfront Promenade 

 

4.2.17 Most participants liked the proposed concepts.  Only a few disliked both 

concepts.  The majority preferred the Urban Park concept.  Some commented 

that a military theme could be adopted in relation to the PLA berth to form a 

new attraction. Some advocated for a sustainable district at the waterfront. 

 

 Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8 

 

4.2.18 Among those who had a clear preference between Concepts A and B, the 

majority preferred Concept B (19 versus 8).  Views were diverse.  Among the 

votes recorded, 19 preferred Concept B (re-assembling Queen’s Pier at 

original location) and 8 preferred Concept A (re-assembling Queen’s Pier by 

the sea).  10 liked both concepts, 8 had no preference, and 4 disliked both 

concepts.  There was no clear consensus among the groups, except for Group 3 

which preferred Concept B and Group 6 who preferred the waterfront location 

under Concept A, suggesting memorial features or smaller structures for 

Queen’s Pier at the original location. 

 

 Reconstructing the Old Star Ferry Clock Tower 

 

4.2.19 The majority liked Concept B, i.e. reconstructing the Clock Tower close to the 

original location.  Some had no preference.  A few liked Concept A or disliked 

both concepts. 
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4.3 Community Engagement Forum (CEF) 

 

4.3.1 The CEF was attended by a total of 142 participants (excluding the Chairman, 

group leaders, representatives from government bureaux/departments, and the 

consultants). Members of the general public and relevant stakeholders, 

concern groups, professional groups, academic institutions, government 

bureaux/departments and public and advisory bodies have been invited.  The 

number of participants from the respective attended organizations is as follows: 

 

Participants No. of Participants 

Antiquities Advisory Board  1 

Business Environment Council Limited  1 

CUPEM, HKU 1 

Chinese University of Hong Kong  2 

Chu Hai College of Higher Education 1 

Civic Exchange  1 

Civic Party 1 

Designing Hong Kong 1 

Heritage Hong Kong  1 

Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce 2 

Hong Kong Institute of Planners  6 

The Hong Kong Institute of Architects 1 

The Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors  14 

The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers/ 

Association of Engineering Professionals in Society Ltd   6 

Hong Kong Ferry (Holdings) Co. Ltd. 1 

The Star Ferry Company Limited 1 

Hong Kong Tramway Limited 1 

Land and Building Advisory Committee  1 

MTR Corporation Ltd.  2 

The Conservancy Association 1 

The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups - 

Leadership 21 19 

The Professional Commons 1 

District Councils  9 

Area Committees of District Council 2 

Local Action 1 

Individuals 64 

Total  142 
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4.3.2 The participants were split into 12 groups for discussion, each led by a group 

leader: 

 

Group 1: Ms. Anna Kwong 

Group 2: Mr. Kim Chan 

Group 3: Mr. Samuel Mok 

Group 4: Professor Bernard Lim 

Group 5: Mr. Vincent Ng 

Group 6: Ms. Starry Lee 

Group 7: Mr. Nicholas Brooke 

Group 8: Dr. Alvin Kwok 

Group 9: Ir. Edmund Leung 

Group 10: Professor Nora Tam 

Group 11: Dr. Rebecca Chiu 

Group 12: Mr. Timothy Ma 

 

 Gist of Group Discussions 

 

4.3.3 The gist of group discussions as presented by each group leader at the 

concluding session is set out below.  The CCS recording the discussion of 

each group is at Appendix 7. 

 

(a) Group 1 

 

4.3.4 For Sites 1 and 2, group members suggested that the building height should be 

lower, while its development intensity could be spread out to Site 3.  There 

were concerns over the air ventilation and air quality in the waterfront area.  

For Site 7, group members suggested that there should be agreement from the 

Government on the public use of the PLA berth and the opening hours for 

public use.  There were queries on the 3m-high fences along the boundary of 

the PLA berth, which was not shown in the models and plans.  Regarding Site 

8, group members commented that the design of the fountain should be 

improved with reduction in its size and provision of more seats in the area. 

Group members generally preferred Concept A (i.e. re-assembling Queen’s 

Pier at the Harbour) to revive the pier function of Queen’s Pier, and suggested 

placing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower at the fountain location in Concept A 

so that it could be viewed by passengers alighting at Queen’s Pier and the new 

Star Ferry Pier.  There were also concerns over the future management on the 

whole waterfront promenade. 

 

(b) Group 2 

 

4.3.5 Group members agreed that hotel development in Sites 1 and 2 could add 

vibrancy to the waterfront.  They suggested that a convenient and accessible 

pedestrian link should be provided, and that details of the design should be set 

out in the lease condition.  For Site 3, more at-grade and underground 

pedestrian connections between the site and surroundings were suggested.  

Apart from planting shrubs/ trees on the landscaped deck, group members 

suggested that recreational facilities/fitness equipments could be added. 

Regarding Sites 4 and 8, group members preferred Concept A and suggested 

that the design should be improved to enhance the modern and metropolitan 

image of the area.  Some group members also suggested that more ancillary 
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facilities should be added to the old Star Ferry Clock Tower area.  For Sites 5 

and 6, group members suggested adding more features to enhance vibrancy, 

such as public exhibition venues, retail facilities and hotel.  Group members 

also commented that the connection between east and west should be 

strengthened, and details on the greening aspect should be provided. 

 

(c) Group 3 

 

4.3.6 For Sites 1 and 2, group members considered that varying building height 

would affect visual comfort, and that the building height should be lowered to 

harmonize with the pier development.  Some group members commented that 

more roads for connecting the pier area should be added.  With regard to Site 3, 

all participants liked Concept B (Larger Landscaped Deck) mainly on the 

ground that too many at-grade crossings were not preferred.  For Site 7, they 

preferred the Urban Park concept and suggested that the development should 

be allocated to the private sector.  For re-assembling Queen’s Pier and 

reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower, Concept A was generally 

preferred as it could revive the pier function of Queen’s Pier and the old Star 

Ferry Clock Tower could be reconstructed near the pier.  Some members 

suggested that the performing arts sector should be consulted on the design 

concepts for Sites 5 and 6.  

 

(d)       Group 4 
 

4.3.7 Regarding Sites 1 and 2, group members were concerned about the demand for 

hotel and the associated traffic generated.  Some suggested that the two sites 

should be integrated to form a larger site.  For Site 3, they highlighted that the 

connection between podium and footbridges should be planned with care as it 

would directly affect the pedestrian flow. Between the two design concepts for 

Site 4, members generally preferred Concept A with smaller and separate 

blocks.  For Site 7, Concept B (Urban Green) was preferred.  Relatively more 

group members preferred re-assembling Queen’s Pier at the Harbour, while 

the preference for reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower was less clear.  

Regarding the performance of the urban design framework with respect to the 

sustainable design principles, some members commented that the current 

design did not adequately respect the natural setting of Central District.  There 

were also concerns over excessive roads in the study area and the need to 

enhance pedestrian accessibility. 

 

(e) Group 5 

 

4.3.8 For Sites 1 and 2, group members generally disliked both Concepts A and B 

because there was too much emphasis on commercial element. They suggested 

that commercial uses should be replaced with leisure uses and greening.  For 

Site 3, more group members preferred a larger landscaped deck for connecting 

all sites.  For Sites 5 and 6, although group members liked the concept, they 

commented that the accessibility in the area should be improved.  For Site 7, 

Concept A (Urban Park) was generally preferred. For re-assembling Queen’s 

Pier, there was no clear preference and some members suggested re-

assembling Queen’s Pier at other locations which could still revive Queen’s 

Pier’s pier function.   
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(f) Group 6 

 

4.3.9 Group members disliked the two concepts for Sites 1 and 2 as the development 

would block the view of the Harbour.  Some members suggested spreading the 

GFA over the sites instead of building tall blocks and improving the pedestrian 

link to Sheung Wan. For Site 3, Concept A (Reduced Landscaped Deck) was 

generally preferred, and some members suggested that the road design should 

be improved to facilitate easy pedestrian access, and open spaces should be of 

good quality.  For Site 4, some members suggested arranging some outdoor 

activities to add vibrancy to the area.  For re-assembling Queen’s Pier, a 

balance should be struck between the historical background, function and 

spatial design of Queen’s Pier.  Most members disliked both concepts for 

reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower as they preferred reconstructing 

it at its original location at ground level instead of on a podium structure.  

Other major suggestions included the provision of more at-grade pedestrian 

connections and the provision of diverse uses for all walks of life. 

 

(g)  Group 7 

 

4.3.10 For Sites 1 and 2, some group members suggested that a wider pedestrian deck 

connecting IFC and the new waterfront should be provided and that the 

development at the sites could be re-located to the Sheung Wan district so that 

more open space could be released for the harbourfront area.  For Site 3, 

suggestions were put forth to further refine the design of the deck to minimize 

the web-like structure and to optimize the width of visual corridor for the 

Statue Square Corridor. With regard to the re-assembly of Queen’s Pier, more 

members preferred re-assembling Queen’s Pier by the Harbour.  Some 

members opined that if Queen’s Pier could not be re-assembled in-situ, there 

would be no need to re-assemble the pier.  As regards the reconstruction of the 

old Star Ferry Clock Tower, group members supported reconstructing it at its 

original location.  For Sites 5 and 6, the group did not support the “G/IC” uses 

and suggested a further review of the land use to add vibrancy to this area.  

Some group members had doubt in the sustainability of the ‘Arts and Cultural 

Precinct’ as the HKAPA and West Kowloon Cultural District would also be 

developed as cultural centres.  Alternative land uses such as hotel with 

supporting commercial/retail functions should be considered. 

 

(h) Group 8 

 

4.3.11 For Sites 1 and 2, while Concept A (Hotel and Office) was generally preferred 

as there was a strong demand for such facilities in the CBD, some disliked the 

concepts and considered that there should be no towers at the two sites.  The 

group liked the concepts for Sites 5 and 6.  Some commented that the HKAPA 

extension should be open to the public, and some suggested that pedestrian 

facilities, such as travellators, should be provided to improve accessibility.  

For Site 7, Concept A (Urban Park) was preferred.  The group considered that 

the old Star Ferry Clock Tower was a landmark and that it should be 

reconstructed at an accessible and visually prominent location.  There were 

diverse views on the re-assembly of Queen’s Pier.  Most of the members 

disliked both concepts.  Some suggested that there should have no re-assembly 

as its historical significance could not be recreated and there was no need for 
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more piers.  There was a suggestion for the setting up of an authority for the 

management of the harbourfront area. 

 

(i) Group 9 

 

4.3.12 For Sites 1 and 2, Concept B (Office and Office) was generally preferred but 

there was concern in the visual impact of the tall buildings at the sites.  For 

Site 3, Concept B (Larger Landscaped Deck) was generally preferred and 

group members opined that direct public accesses and subways should be 

provided.  For Site 7, Concept A (Urban Park) was generally preferred and 

there were suggestions for the provision of cycling tracks and water sports 

centres.  For re-assembly of Queen’s Pier, Concept A (Queen’s Pier by the 

Harbour) was generally preferred and some group members suggested that 

salvaged items of Queen’s Pier should be exhibited at the original location for 

memorial purpose. For the reconstruction of the old Star Ferry Clock Tower, 

group members generally disliked both concepts and opined that the integrity 

of the pier and the Clock Tower itself should be respected.  Other major 

suggestions included the provision of barrier-free facilities and convenient 

transport system. 

 

(j) Group 10 

 

4.3.13 For Sites 1 and 2, some group members suggested that building height should 

be reduced and spread over the sites, and that the size of the open spaces could 

be reduced since they were not accessible.  For Site 3, they supported Concept 

B (Larger Landscaped Deck) as they considered that a wider landscaped deck 

was more accessible.  For Site 4, group members generally preferred Concept 

A (Small and Separate Blocks with Star Ferry Clock Tower), and some 

considered it important to provide a critical mass for the facilities to attract 

people.  For Site 5, some group members were concerned about the types and 

details of art/cultural activities at the site.  For Site 7, Concept A (Urban Park) 

was preferred in terms of adding vibrancy to the area.  Some suggested that a 

zoo should be provided and a better design for a foldable gate should be 

explored for the PLA berth.  For the re-assembly of Queen’s Pier and 

reconstruction of the old Star Ferry Clock Tower, Concept A was preferred as 

it could revive the pier function of Queen’s Pier.   Other suggestions included 

the provision of sports hall and swimming pool at the waterfront for 

enjoyment of different age groups, and the maintenance of adequate distance 

between pedestrian walkway and vehicular access. 
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(k) Group 11 

 

4.3.14 Regarding Sites 1 and 2, group members generally had no preference or 

disliked both concepts.  Some considered that a ‘Hotel and Hotel’ concept 

should be explored, the office towers should be removed, or that the 

office/hotel development should be relocated to other sites, such as Site 5.  For 

Site 7, some members suggested that cycling tracks should be provided and 

extended to North Point.   As regards the re-assembly of Queen’s Pier, group 

members generally preferred Concept A (Queen’s Pier by the Harbour), and 

some suggested placing some memorial elements of Queen’s Pier at its 

original location if Concept A was adopted.  For the reconstruction of the old 

Star Ferry Clock Tower, while some group members liked Concept A, some 

considered that there was no significant difference in the reconstruction 

location as the old Star Ferry Clock Tower had been demolished.  For Sites 5 

and 6, group members generally liked the concepts.  Overall speaking, group 

members considered it important to add a variety of uses to enhance vibrancy.  

Some suggested that landmarks should be provided, such as a junk on the roof 

of the public pier.  There were also suggestions on improving pedestrian 

connectivity.  

 

(l) Group 12 

 

4.3.15 Group members considered the development in the study area lacked character 

and unique theme for the Central District or CBD.  Some of them suggested 

providing more recreational and sports facilities.  Socially friendly and 

community based design which aimed to attract non-CBD workers and low-

income groups was also suggested.  On the greening aspect, group members 

suggested that the green roofs should be defined as public open space and 

accessible by the public, and footbridges for connecting with the green roofs 

should also be considered. For re-assembling Queen’s Pier and reconstructing 

the old Star Ferry Clock Tower, more information should be provided to 

explain why they could not be placed in-situ. 
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Summary of Votes 

 

4.3.16 A summary of the votes of all the groups on the questions in the CCS as 

recorded in the comment consolidation sheet for the CEF is set out below: 

 

Table 6     Summary of Findings in the CEF  

 
Issues Corresponding  

Questions in  

Comment 

Card 

Like 

both 

Concepts 

A & B 

Like 

Concept 

A 

Like 

Concept B 

No 

Preference 

Dislike 

both 

Concepts 

A & B 

Total 

no. 

of 

votes 

1. Sites 1 and 2: 

CDA Site 

adjoining 

Central Piers 

No. 4 and 6 and 

Commercial 

Site north of 

IFC II 

Part 2: Q.3 3 

(2.2%) 

50 

(36.8%) 

13 

(9.6%) 

25 

(18.4%) 

45 

(33.1%) 

136 

2. Site 3: CDA 

site north of 

Statue Square 

Part 2: Q.4 5 

(3.6%) 

45 

(32.6%) 

73 

(52.9%) 

8 

(5.8%) 

7 

(5.1%) 

138 

3. Site 4: Site 

north of City 

Hall 

Part 2: Q.5 1 

(0.7%) 

45 

(31.7%) 

21 

(14.8%) 

47 

(33.1%) 

28 

(19.7%) 

142 

4. Site 7: 

Waterfront 

Promenade 

Part 2: Q.8 11 

(7.9%) 

65 

(46.8%) 

43 

(30.9%) 

4 

(2.9%) 

16 

(11.5%) 

139 

5. Re-

assembling 

Queen’s Pier 

and Site 8 

Part 2: Q.9 2 

(1.4%) 

76 

(55.1%) 

34 

(24.6%) 

18 

(13.0%) 

8 

(5.8%) 

138 

6. 

Reconstructing 

Old Star Ferry 

Clock Tower 

Part 2: Q.10 6 

(4.3%) 

59 

(42.1%) 

23 

(16.4%) 

14 

(10.0%) 

38 

(27.1%) 

140 

  Like the 

Concept 

Dislike 

the 

Concept 

No 

Preference 

   

7. Site 5: Site 

north of CITIC 

Tower 

Part 2: Q.6 94 

(76.4%) 

24 

(19.5%) 

5 

(4.1%) 

  123 

8. Site 6: Site 

near HKCEC 

Extension 

Part 2: Q.7 93 

(73.2%) 

31 

(24.4%) 

3 

(2.4%) 

  127 

  Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 

 

9. Do you agree 

to the design 

vision of 

‘creating a 

vibrant, green 

and accessible 

New Central 

Harbourfront’? 

Part 1: Q.1 79 

(70.5%) 

22 

(19.6%) 

8 

(7.1%) 

3 

(2.7%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

112 

10. Do you 

agree to adopt a 

sustainable and 

balanced 

approach in 

designing the 

Part 1: Q.2 57 

(49.6%) 

36 

(31.3%) 

16 

(13.9%) 

6 

(5.2%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

115 
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New Central 

Harbourfront? 

      11. Do you 

agree that the 

present urban 

design has 

satisfied the 

following 

sustainable 

design 

principles? 

11(a) diverse 

uses and 

activities 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 3: Q.1a 1 

(0.9%) 

67 

(57.8%) 

31 

(26.7%) 

13 

(11.2%) 

4 

(3.4%) 

116 

11(b) respecting 

natural setting 

Part 3: Q.1b 4 

(3.4%) 

67 

(56.8%) 

26 

(22.0%) 

19 

(16.1%) 

2 

(1.7%) 

118 

11(c) respecting 

existing urban 

fabric 

Part 3: Q.1c 2 

(1.7%) 

48 

(41.0%) 

33 

(28.2%) 

30 

(25.6%) 

4 

(3.4%) 

117 

11(d) promoting 

harbourfront 

enhancement 

Part 3: Q.1d 34 

(28.8%) 

61 

(51.7%) 

15 

(12.7%) 

6 

(5.1%) 

2 

(1.7%) 

118 

11(e) respecting 

cultural heritage 

Part 3: Q.1e 1 

(0.8%) 

42 

(35.3%) 

39 

(32.8%) 

21 

(17.6%) 

16 

(13.4%) 

119 

11(f) ease of 

pedestrian 

access to 

harbourfront 

Part 3: Q.1f 6 

(5.1%) 

55 

(46.6%) 

32 

(27.1%) 

18 

(15.3%) 

7 

(5.9%) 

118 

11(g) promoting 

greening and 

environmentally 

friendly 

building design 

Part 3: Q.1g 8 

(6.6%) 

62 

(51.2%) 

37 

(30.6%) 

7 

(5.8%) 

7 

(5.8%) 

121 

12. Do you 

agree that the 

present overall 

design has met 

the public 

aspirations for a 

vibrant, green 

and accessible 

New Central 

Harbourfront? 

Part 3: Q.2 0 

(0.0%) 

60 

(51.3%) 

39 

(33.3%) 

15 

(12.8%) 

3 

(2.6%) 

117 

 

Summary of Views and Suggestions 

 

4.3.17 The participants generally agreed to the design vision of creating a vibrant, 
green and accessible new Central harbourfront and to adopting a sustainable 

and balanced approach in designing the new Central harbourfront.  On how 

well the present urban design had satisfied the seven identified sustainable 

design principles, over 50% of the participants were strongly agreeable or 

agreeable to the principles, except for the principles relating to “respecting 

existing urban fabric” and “respecting cultural heritage”.  For the latter two 

principles, there was rather even distribution among the consenting, neutral 

and dissenting votes. 

 

4.3.18 In general, over half of the participants (51%) agreed that the present overall 

design had met the public aspirations for a vibrant, green and accessible new 

Central harbourfront; about 33% adopted a neutral stance; while 15% 
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disagreed or strongly disagreed.  A group considered that the aspiration for 

creating a vibrant waterfront had not been adequately met. 

 

4.3.19 As regards the design concepts for the key sites, the views were summarized 

as follows: 

 

Sites 1 and 2: CDA site adjoining Central Piers No. 4 to 6 and Commercial 

site north of IFC II 

 

4.3.20 About 49% of the participants (or 66 votes) liked both Concepts A and B or 

either one of them.  Among these participants, there was a clear preference (50 

votes) for Concept A as the hotel element would likely enhance vibrancy.  

About 18% of the participants (or 25 votes) had no preference.  For the 33% of 

the participants (or 45 votes) who disliked both concepts, some considered that 

the massing should be spread out to other sites; some considered that the 

building height should be further reduced; and some considered that there 

should be no commercial development at the sites.  Accessibility and 

connectivity to the adjacent areas were generally considered important for 

these sites. 

 

Site 3: CDA site north of Statue Square 

 

4.3.21 There was a clear preference (53% of the participants or 73 votes) for Concept 

B (i.e. larger landscaped deck).  Enhanced pedestrian connectivity, such as the 

provision of subways and travellators, was suggested for improving the 

concept.  There were also suggestions of adding sheltered areas, shades, and 

more activities on the landscaped deck. 

 

Site 4: Site north of City Hall 

 

4.3.22 Concept A (i.e. more separate blocks with the old Star Ferry Clock Tower 

reconstructed in the site) was more preferred as compared to Concept B.  It 

was chosen by 32% of the participants (or 45 votes).   The axial relationship 

and visual prominence of the reconstructed Clock Tower were emphasized.  

There were also about 20% of the participants (or 28 votes) who disliked both 

concepts, and 33% (or 47 votes) who had no preference.  There were 

suggestions that the reconstructed Clock Tower should not be an isolated 

structure, and the waterfront-related commercial uses should have a critical 

mass to make the place vibrant and attractive. 

 

Sites 5 and 6: Site north of CITIC Tower and sites near HKCEC Extension 

 

4.3.23 The majority liked the concepts, and the connectivity of these sites to Wan 

Chai was considered important.  Among those who disliked the concepts, 

commercial facilities (such as hotel and retail facilities) at Site 5 or spreading 

out the massing of Sites 1 and 2 to Site 5 to add vibrancy were suggested. 

 

Site 7: Waterfront Promenade 

 

4.3.24 Most participants (about 86% or 119 votes) liked both Concepts A and B or 

either one of them.  Between Concepts A and B, there was a clear preference 

(65 votes) for Concept A (i.e. Urban Park).  Greening and place-making at the 
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waterfront promenade were emphasized.  Some considered that there should 

be enhanced pedestrian connectivity, cycling tracks, other forms of 

environmentally friendly transport, better land-sea interface, clear 

implementation mechanisms, and good management.  Some asked for 

indication of the future design of the fences at the PLA berth. 

 

Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8 

 

4.3.25 There was a clear preference for Concept A (i.e. re-assembling Queen’s Pier 

by the Harbour) (55% of the participants or 76 votes).   Among the remaining 

votes, 2 liked both concepts, 34 liked Concept B (i.e. re-assembling Queen’s 

Pier at the original location), 18 had no preference, and 8 disliked both 

concepts. 

 

Reconstructing the Old Star Ferry Clock Tower 

 

4.3.26 Concept A (i.e. reconstructing the Clock Tower at Site 4) was preferred as 

compared to Concept B (i.e. reconstructing the Clock Tower close to its 

original location).  It was chosen by about 42% of the participants (or 59 

votes).  There were also about 27% of the participants (or 38 votes) who 

disliked both concepts, while 10% (or 14 votes) had no preference. 

 

Other Comments/Suggestions 

 

4.3.27 Several groups had mentioned about the importance of detailed design and 

good management of the public open space to take forward the design concept.  

Some considered that the design of the public open space should be people-

oriented, and more thoughts should be given to the patronage of the area by 

low income groups, the elderly, and the disabled.  Some considered that the 

waterfront design should be unique and representative of the Central Business 

District or Central District.  Some considered that the design of Road P2 

should complement rather than dominate the waterfront design. Some 

suggested that there should be further consultation on the detailed design. 
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CHAPTER 5: PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS 

 

5.1       Introduction 
 

5.1.1 A total of 64 submissions were received from the public during the Stage 2 PE.  

Comments and views in the public submissions were content-analyzed and 

included in the qualitative data analysis presented in Chapter 3. The main 

points of the submissions are highlighted in this Chapter. 

 
5.1.2 The list of public submissions is as follows: 

 

 Written Submissions 

 

No. Individuals/Organizations Date of Submission 

1 Doris Liu 11.4.2008 

2 Tammie Chan 12.4.2008 

3 Tay Wing Kit, Paul 12.4.2008 

4 Icy Hung  13.4.2008 

5 Eric Kwan  15.4.2008 

6 Richard Ho 9.5.2008 

7 Lam Tsz Leung 15.5.2008 

8 Suet Ling Sik, Woman 19.5.2008 

9 Jacqueline Wong 20.5.2008 

10 Ho Loy 20.5.2008 

11 Cheung Chau Bela Vista Villa Owners’ Incorporation (Kwok 

Cheuk Kin) 

21.5.2008 

12 Margaret and Nicholas Brooke 28.5.2008 

13 Peter Wood 6.6.2008 

14 Wilson Chao 9.6.2008 

15 Dakota Smith 10.6.2008 

16 Save Our Shorelines (John Bowden) 23.6.2008 

17 The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (Ir Dr Lo Wai Kwok) 26.6.2008 

18 Angela Spaxman 26.6.2008 

19 Yu Kin Chun 27.6.2008 

20 Wong Sai Kit 28.6.2008 

21 Eric Larson 1.7.2008 

22 Hon. Miriam Lau 2.7.2008 

23 MTR Corporation Ltd (Steve Yiu) 4.7.2008 

24 Society for Protection of the Harbour (Christine Loh) 4.7.2008 

25 Raymond Tam 7.7.2008 

26 Trevor Lu 8.7.2008 

27 Hong Kong Resort Co Ltd (Wilson Cheung) 8.7.2008 

28 Centre for Environmental Policy and Resource Management, 

Department of Geography and Resource Management, The 

Chinese University of Hong Kong (Dr. Joanna Lee) 

8.7.2008 

29 Lo Shing Kai 9.7.2008 

30 The Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors (Yu Kam Hung) 9.7.2008 

31 Civic Party (Amy Wong) 9.7.2008 

32 Chan Ka Hon 9.7.2008 

33 Green Sense (Roy Tam) 10.7.2008 

34 Paul Zimmerman (Report on the ‘Make the Central Waterfront 9.7.2008 
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No. Individuals/Organizations Date of Submission 

Everyone’s Favourite Destination’ Public Workshop) 

35 Richard Yu 10.7.2008 

36 The Conservancy Association 10.7.2008 

37 Shu Lok Shing 10.7.2008 

38 Hongkong Land Ltd (Y.K. Pang) 10.7.2008 

39 Democratic Party C&WDC Councillors (Kam Nai Wai, Wong 

Kin Shing, Yuen Bun Keung, Ho Chun Ki, Yeung Sui Yin, 

and Cheng Lai King) 

10.7.2008 

40 Chow Mung Har 10.7.2008 

41 Action Group on Protection of the Harbour (Cheng Lai King) 10.7.2008 

42 Designing Hong Kong Ltd (Paul Zimmerman) 10.7.2008 

43 Local Action (Chen Yun Chung, Szeto May and Ip Lam 

Chong) 

10.7.2008 

44 Democratic Party (Kam Nai Wai) 10.7.2008 

45 The Hong Kong Institute of Planners (Kim Chan) 10.7.2008 

46 United Social Service Centre Ltd (Cheng Lai King) 10.7.2008 

47 The Hong Kong Institute of Architects (Dr Ronald Lu) 10.7.2008 

48 IFC Development Ltd (David Dumigan) 10.7.2008 

49 Hong Kong Urban Design Alliance (Dr. Peter Cookson Smith) 10.7.2008 & 

18.8.2008 

50 Jonathan 10.7.2008 

51 Benny Wai 10.7.2008 

52 Yomei Shaw 10.7.2008 

53 The British Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong 

(Brigadier Christopher Hammerbeck) 

10.7.2008 

54 Harbour Business Forum (Jon Addis) 11.7.2008 

55 Chinese-Scottish Band 9.7.2008 

56 Yeung Cheung Sing, Lawrence 9.7.2008 

57 Alexander M. Duggie 10.7.2008 

58 Wong Yuet Hin 17.7.2008 

59 Keith Ng 20.7.2008 

60 Doug Woodring 25.6.2008 

61 Lau Siu Wah 25.7.2008 

62 Retail Development Consultants 13.8.2008 

63 Hong Kong & Kowloon Ferry Ltd 28.8.2008 

 

 Plans 

 

No. Individuals/Organizations Date of Submission 

1 Tony Chan 24.5.2008 
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5.2      Major Views and Suggestions 
 

5.2.1 The major views and suggestions being raised at the briefings and public 

submissions are included in the following sections: 

 

 Design Vision 

 

5.2.2 The proposed urban design vision of ‘a vibrant, green and accessible new 

Central harbourfront’ was generally agreed by the professional institutes (e.g. 

Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE), Hong Kong Institute of 

Surveyors (HKIS), and Hong Kong Institute of Architects (HKIA)) as well as 

the MTR Corporation Ltd (MTRC). Nevertheless, some organizations and 

individuals (e.g. Hong Kong Urban Design Alliance (HKUDA), Retail 

Development Consultants (RDC), and Mr. Paul Zimmerman (based on the 

‘Make the Central Waterfront Everyone’s Favourite Destination’ Public 

Workshop (PZPW), have suggested further scope for improvements to better 

achieve the design vision, especially in terms of enhancing vibrancy, creating 

a harmonious building design, and projecting a distinctive identity of the 

Central harbourfront. 

 

 Sustainable and Balanced Approach 

 

5.2.3 HKIE as well as some individuals have written in support of the sustainable 

and balanced design approach adopted for the Study.  In addition, there was 

suggestion for using indicators to measure sustainability, vibrancy and 

attractiveness.  Hongkong Land Ltd. supported the latest proposal to address 

the community aspirations for improving the built environment along the 

Central harbourfront and to ensuring sustainability of the CBD. 

 

 Design Concepts for the Key Sites 

 

5.2.4 In addition to commenting on the design concepts for the key sites, some of 

the submissions such as those from HKUDA, RDC, IFC Development Ltd 

(IFCD), Designing Hong Kong (DHK) and several individuals have included 

alternative proposals.  The proposals of HKUDA and RDC were similar and 

some common features included replacing the waterfront promenade with 

clusters of low-rise mixed use buildings and open spaces to enhance vibrancy, 

an inner harbour with Queen’s Pier re-assembled at the original location as the 

focus, and removal of the proposed hotel and offices and the bus terminus in 

front of IFC (also proposed by IFC Development Ltd).  Some extracts of the 

proposals of HKUDA, RDC and IFCD are in Plates 1 to 3. 

 

5.2.5  The major views and alternative proposals for the key sites are as summarized 

as follows: 
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Sites 1 and 2 

 

5.2.6   Diverse views were expressed for the sites: 

 

(a) the British Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong (BCC) supported office 

development at the sites with a view to alleviating the pent-up demand in 

the CBD; 

 

(b) HKIP, Centre of Environmental Policy and Resource Management of the 

Chinese University of Hong Kong, and some individuals supported the 

hotel use for its potential in creating an iconic architecture and stimulating 

a wider variety of uses at the new harbourfront.  However, HKIP 

considered the development scale and building height at Site 1 excessive 

and suggested transferring the GFA to Site 5 or other sites; 

 

(c) HKIA suggested conducting a detailed visual analysis and reviewing the 
positioning of the tower building on Site 1; 

 

(d) HKIE has no particular preference on the two design concepts proposed in 
the Study as long as the chosen concept taken together with the final 

designs of the other sites can provide a balanced enhancement of facilities 

and accessibility to the pier area; 

 

(e) some groups (e.g. DHK, Conservancy Association (CA), Democratic Party 

(DP), Harbour Business Forum (HBF), HKIS, MTRC, IFCD, Action 

Group on Protection of the Harbour (AGPH), United Social Service Centre 

Ltd (USSC)) and some individuals opposed to large-scale commercial 

development (hotel/office) at the sites, especially Site 1, for blocking 

views, obstructing the waterfront, or not giving recognition to the adjacent 

IFC II which is an icon building.  Some suggested deleting the hotel and 

office altogether, changing to low-rise, transferring the GFA to Site 5 or 

other sites, or reducing the GFA; and 

 

(f) there were also suggestions for providing direct linkages and wider 
landscaped deck to connect IFC, the piers and the hinterland; removing the 

bus terminus and replacing it with drop-off; providing as much greening 

space as possible in the area; imposing design restrictions in the lease to 

guide future development; and including all Central Piers in the Study for 

better design and integration and allowing ferry operators to undertake 

commercial or retail activities on additional floors to help cross-

subsidizing the operating cost of ferry services. 

 

5.2.7    Some major alternative proposals included: 

 

(a) the ‘Central Waterfront’ plan comprising new urban waterfront spaces 

abutting IFC, multi-level café-bars and terraces, a Waterfront Esplanade 

with a series of elevated walkways and connectors, and a series of 

improvements to the existing ground level spaces (IFCD); 

 

(b) using the land for greening, open spaces and public uses (DP C&WDC 

Councillors, AGPH, and USSC); 
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(c) a proposed service apartment in low 3-storey block in front of IFC over a 

3 storey podium, and bus terminus replaced with drop-off at ground level 

under the podium (HKUDA); 

 

(d) developing the area as ‘Convenience for Commuters’, recognizing that 

this area is Hong Kong’s largest inter-modal transport interchange 

(PZPW and DHK); and 

 

(e) developing flea market or ‘Innovative Bazaar’ like the Sheung Wan Gala, 

with characteristic street stalls and night market (CA and USSC). 

 

 Site 3 

 

5.2.8   The proposed reduction of building density and separate building blocks were 

generally supported.  Some (e.g. Save Our Shorelines (SOS), Civic Party, 

DHK and several individuals) preferred Concept A (Reduced Landscaped 

Deck) or a modified version with wider at-grade axis to the shoreline and 

enhanced street level visibility.  Concept B (Larger Landscaped Deck) was 

preferred by HKIE, HKIS, BCC and some individuals as it would provide 

unimpeded and vehicular-free pedestrian environment.  HKIP and a couple of 

individuals considered the choice of either concept inappropriate. 

 

5.2.9 There were suggestions for opening the landscaped deck on rooftop for public 

use; refining the building disposition to ensure better visual corridor from 

inland to the waterfront; and inclusion of different types of pedestrian linkages 

to facilitate easy access from the CBD to the new waterfront. 

 

5.2.10 Some major alternative proposals included: 

 

(a) a proposed Statue Square Esplanade area lined with low-rise buildings on 

either side ranging from 2 to 6 storeys with some over a 3-storey podium.  

A 2-storey basement under the esplanade for indoor sports facilities, car 

parking and vehicular access and one level retail use.  Drop-off facilities 

at ground level under the podium and basement (HKUDA); 

 

(b) turning the area into a ‘Green Break for Everyone’ with enhanced street 

level visibility of the new clock tower and old Central; breaking up the 

groundscraper to provide east-west visual corridors and pedestrian 

mobility at street level; providing a park atmosphere; and increasing the 

building height and allowing for below-ground development under the 

properties to compensate the lost GFA, etc (PZPW and DHK); 

 

(c) earmarking the whole site for office uses to help ease market demand and 

to retain the reputation of the CBD as the financial hub of Asia (BCC); 

and 
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(d) rezoning the site to “G/IC” for a ‘Central Sports Ground’; and retaining 

the General Post Office and the existing Car Park (individual commenter). 

 

 Site 4 and Reconstructing the Old Star Ferry Clock Tower 

 

5.2.11 The small and separate blocks were generally supported and many suggested 

that the proposed buildings should be designed in a way which could preserve 

the visual corridor between City Hall and the waterfront.  There were different 

views on the preferred design concepts.  Those who preferred Concept A 

(More Separate Blocks with Star Ferry Clock Tower) (e.g. HKIE and HKIS) 

supported the concept of reinstating the Clock Tower as a focal point.  For 

those who preferred Concept B (Clock Tower close to the Original Location) 

(e.g. DP, AGPH, HKIP and HKIA), some commented that the Clock Tower 

should not be reconstructed in isolation.  Some individuals considered that 

there was no need for reconstructing the Clock Tower or that the Star Ferry 

Clock Tower should be reconstructed away from Central. 

 

5.2.12  Some suggested developing Site 4 as an Inner Harbour area with Queen’s Pier 

and Star Ferry Clock Tower reconstructed at their original locations; 

‘Waterfront Lan Kwai Fong’; ‘The New Central Praya’ characterized by 19
th
 

century buildings of 1 to 3 storeys for waterfront-related commercial and 

leisure uses (together with Site 6); developing Sites 4, 7 and 8 as a ‘Must Go 

Leisure Destination’ with a wide variety of facilities; a group of small-scale 

and low-rise buildings in random settings amidst open parkland.  In addition, 

HKIS and BCC had commented on the need to ensure economic viability of 

the proposed floor space and accessibility to the waterfront, and HKIP 

suggested re-configurating Site 4 by reducing the width in the east-west 

direction and extended towards the north to bring people closer to the 

waterfront, and relaxing the building height on the site for design flexibility. 

 

 Sites 5 and 6 

 

5.2.13  The design concept for the Arts and Cultural Precinct was supported by HKIE, 

HKIS, SOS, etc., while BCC and a few individuals were concerned about the 

possible duplication of arts and cultural facilities here and those planned in the 

West Kowloon Cultural District.  There were suggestions for enhancing 

accessibility and vibrancy (e.g. provision of retail bridges or wider landscaped 

walkways, and provision of areas for street performance); provision of water-

based activities such as Maritime Museum or water-based hydro theatre; and 

integrating the design of the sites with the surrounding roads, open spaces and 

the waterfront. 

 

5.2.14 Some specific proposals included: 

 

(a) developing hotel complex with service apartments, commercial and retail 

uses with restaurants and outdoor dining facilities at Site 5; and 

developing a Marine Basin with a pedestrian causeway, Marine Walk and 

a floating hotel as well as an ‘Arts and Culture Corner’ around Site 6 

(HKUDA); 

 

(b) developing the area for ‘Fringe Arts and Culture Campus’ with a focus on 

arts and culture education and development (PZPW and DHK); 
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(c) considering possibilities of an APA extension or Arts Centre II in the 

vicinity (HKIA); 

 

(d) developing the area as a Civic Centre for NGOs (Civic Party); 

 

(e) including hotel uses in the area (PZPW and several individuals); 

 

(f) developing a ‘New Fenwick Pier Thematic Tourist Area’ with exhibition 

gallery, bars, restaurants, and tourist shopping areas (individual 

commenter); 

 

(g) developing the site together with Site 4 as ‘The New Central Praya’ 

characterized by 19
th
 century buildings of 1 to 3 storeys for waterfront-

related commercial and leisure uses (individual commenter); and 

 

(h) including the Court of Final Appeal and Department of Justice in Site 5 

such that, together with the future Central Government Complex (CGC) 

and LegCo Building, the tri-authority of legislative, executive and 

judiciary would be in the same area (individual commenter). 

 

 Site 7 

 

5.2.15 Diverse views were obtained on the preferred design concepts.  Some (e.g. 

HKIP, BCC, and a few individuals) preferred Concept A (Urban Park) as it 

may include more activity spaces.  Some (e.g. DP and few individuals) 

preferred Concept B (Urban Green) for a more natural setting.  Some (e.g. 

SOS and HKIE) suggested a hybrid concept by incorporating the design merits 

of both Concepts A and B. 

 

5.2.16 There were suggestions for including more variety of design concepts and     

all-weather attractions; designing waterfront activities integrally with the open 

space along the harbourfront; extending the waterfront promenade to Sai Wan 

and Wan Chai; providing landscaped decks to enhance pedestrian connectivity; 

providing cycle track, jogging trail and/or tram line; providing the PLA berth 

offshore or ensuring an integrated design of the PLA berth with the waterfront 

promenade and turning it into an attraction; and integrating the design of the 

CGC with the waterfront promenade (e.g. establishing a ‘Return of 

Sovereignty Square’ with a huge fountain and a memorial stone in front of 

CGC as a central feature, and inward curving and delineated array of 

waterfront developments)); and developing the area with Sites 4 and 8 as a 

‘Must Go Leisure Destination’ with beach or wetland. 

 

 Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8 

 

5.2.17 HKIE, HKIS, SOS and several individuals preferred Concept A (Queen’s Pier 

by the Harbour) so as to revive its pier functions.  On the other hand, quite a 

number of submissions (e.g. Civic Party, Green Sense, DHK, CA, DP, AGPH, 

Local Action, HKIA and some individuals) preferred re-assembling Queen’s 

Pier at the original location to achieve an integrated design with City Hall and 

Edinburgh Place.  DHK also suggested re-assembling Edinburgh Place by 

placing Queen’s Pier at its original location after completion of the 
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underground work for North Island Line/Airport Express Overrun Tunnel and 

the adjustment to the alignment of Road P2, and to eliminate the water pond 

and allow Queen’s Pier to be used as a shaded resting and gathering place and 

possible bus stop or taxi drop-off.  HKIP indicated that a majority of the 

responses to their survey preferred Concept B. 

 

 Other Major Issues/Suggestions 

 

5.2.18 Other major issues/suggestions raised included enhancing vibrancy; creating 

more nodal attractions (e.g. Maritime Museum, inner harbour, pedestrian 

esplanade, a new HKCEC extension, pet park, Emprise Inn, etc) for place-

making; redistributing GFA to achieve harmonized design at the waterfront; 

better land-water interface; improving accessibility (e.g. providing cycle tracks, 

tramway and automatic people movers); providing more at-grade pedestrian 

links and wider landscaped decks; reducing the width of Road P2 and 

providing a tree-lined boulevard; achieving better defined open spaces; 

promoting environmentally-friendly building design; introducing greening 

ratio; refining the landscape strategy; ensuring effective implementation 

mechanisms; setting up an authority for waterfront development; and widening 

the scope of the Study beyond the existing OZP planning framework, etc. 
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Plate 1: Extracts of Submission from HKUDA 

  

 

 
 

 

The proposal consists of 8 nodes along the harbourfront: 

 

� Harbour Place at Central Ferry Piers with low block service apartments, retail 

bridge links from IFC to the ferry piers, and a tram line along the piers 

connecting to the Esplanade and the Central Boulevard, etc. 

� Statue Square Esplanade with street markets, historic rickshaws, reinstated 

Star Ferry Clock Tower plaza in its original location, restaurants and alfresco 

dining, shops, indoor sports complex and parking below the Esplanade, etc. 

� Inner Harbour with Queen’s Pier reinstated in its original location and 

restaurants around, fireworks and laser shows and small boat rides in inner 

harbour, etc. 

� Central Waterfront Promenade with restaurants, cycling activities, historic 

tram line, PLA Pier Temporary Urban Beach, PLA Pier LIDO (public 

swimming pool), and Central Boulevard etc. 

� Tamar Green with City Vision Urban Centre, Citizen Square, and Bauhinia 

Plaza, etc. 

� Central Harbour and Floating Hotel at Site 5. 

� Eco Park and APA Arts Corner. 

� Maritime Museum and Marine Basin, and water taxi pick up point in the east. 
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Plate 2: Extracts of Submission from RDC 

 

 

 
 

 

The proposal’s vision is to develop the Central Waterfront as a ‘Gateway’.  Key 

proposals are: 

 

� The most important part of the waterfront will be the public attractions – the 

restaurant clusters, museums, plazas, etc.  It is proposed to allocate 30% of the 

planned built space to the waterfront public uses, and 70% for commercial, mix-

use development (including residential) to achieve a vibrant district with public 

attractions. 

� Benchmarking on a range of waterfronts including those in Baltimore, 

Singapore and London, the key features of the proposal include an Inner 

Harbour centred by the restored Queen’s Pier and ringed by waterfront 

restaurants and bars, restoring the old Star Ferry Clock Tower in its original 

location, a tree-lined boulevard with waterfront tram, a Maritime Centre located 

near Star Ferry, and a beach, etc. 

� A process-led concept is recommended, starting with a vision of a low-density, 

low-rise, and mixed use urban district.  The Government should then 

commission a team of commercial experts to develop a program specifying the 

type and mix of residential, office and hotel space that should be built.  Then, a 

team of urban thinkers and planners should be commissioned to organize the 

program into a model cityscape.  Integration of public and private space should 

be achieved by weaving public elements in along the length of the cityscape.  

World-class development should be promoted by dividing the district into 

numerous small development projects to spur innovation through competition. 

� The waterfront development would best be led by an authority or corporate 

entity. 
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Plate 3: Extracts of Submission from IFCD 
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CHAPTER 6:  

BRIEFINGS TO THE RELEVANT PUBLIC AND ADVISORY BODIES 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

6.1.1  As part of the Stage 2 PE, briefings were made to the relevant public and 

advisory bodies including TPB, HEC and its Task Group on the Study, 

relevant LegCo Panels, AAB, LBAC, and all 18 District Councils (DCs). 

Comments and views made during the briefing meetings were content 

analyzed and included in the qualitative data analysis presented in Chapter 3. 

The following paragraphs summarize the main points of the minutes of the 

briefing meetings. Relevant minutes of the briefings are appended in the 

Annex One.   

6.1.2     The schedules of the briefings are set out below: 

Briefings to Relevant Public and Advisory Bodies: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Briefings to 18 District Councils (DCs): 

 
Date DC 

24 April 2008  Eastern  

6 May 2008  Tuen Mun  

6 May 2008 Kwun Tong 

15 May 2008  Central & Western 

20 May 5008  Wan Chai  

27 May 2008  Sai Kung  

27 May 2008 Tsuen Wan  

5 June 2008  North  

16 June 2008  Islands 

17 June 2008  Sham Shui Po 

26 June 2008  Yuen Long  

26 June 2008 Southern  

26 June 2008 Yau Tsim Mong  

8 July 2008 Tai Po  

8 July 2008 Wong Tai Sin 

10 July 2008  Kwai Tsing  

24 July 2008  Kowloon City  

24 July 2008 Sha Tin  

 

 

 

 

 

Date Public and Advisory Bodies 

11 April 2008 LegCo Home Affairs Panel 

11 April 2008 TPB 

22 April 2008 LegCo Development Panel 

23 April 2008 HEC TGUDS 

29 April 2008 HEC 

29 May 2008 LBAC 

26 June 2008 AAB 
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6.2 Town Planning Board 

 

6.2.1 The TPB meeting was held on 11 April 2008. Members generally welcomed 

the design concepts for the new Central harbourfront. Major suggestions raised 

were: 

 

(a) environmentally friendly transport should be promoted such as the 

provision of cycle track and travellator system; 

(b) public engagement exercise should be broadened and enriched with the 

involvement of elderly, provision of more combinations of different 

design concepts for public discussion and provision of more illustrative 

tools for ease of public understanding; 

(c) at-grade greening and thematic landscape design should be promoted; and 

(d) the management mode of the new harbourfront should be considered. 

 

6.2.2 Regarding Queen’s Pier and the old Star Ferry Clock Tower, some members 

raised concerns over the impact on the current operation of Central Piers No. 9 

and 10 when re-assembling Queen’s Pier on the waterfront, and the detailed 

design of the water feature when re-assembling Queen’s Pier at the original 

location. Some suggested that the old Star Ferry Clock Tower should be 

revitalized and its original function of clock tolling for the public should be 

kept. 

 

6.3 Harbour-front Enhancement Committee and Task Group for Urban 

Design Study 

 

 The HEC TGUDS and HEC meetings were held on 23 and 29 April 2008 

respectively. Members had given comments and suggestions on various 

aspects of the study proposals. Major comments and questions included, inter 

alia, integration of the existing and new Central harbourfront, the proposed 

office/hotel use in front of IFC II, the need of the bus terminus at Site 2, the 

implications of re-assembling Queen’s Pier at the original location on the 

programme of Road P2, the implementation of greening and sustainable 

design in land sale conditions, and the application of greening ratio, etc. As 

regards Queen’s Pier, some members suggested that more innovative designs 

could be adopted for the setting of the re-assembled Queen’s Pier at the 

original location, and requested for detailed explanation on the delay in the 

completion of Road P2 should Queen’s Pier be re-assembled at the original 

location.  

 

6.4 LegCo Development Panel and LegCo Home Affairs Panel 

 

The LegCo Panel on Home Affairs and the LegCo Panel on Development 

were held on 11 and 22 April 2008 respectively. Some members commented 

that the current design proposals had incorporated a lot of public views and 

catered for the needs of different sectors. There was concern over the need for 

office and/or hotel developments at Sites 1 and 2, while there was also concern 

over the substantial loss of public revenue due to the reduction in development 

intensities. Some supported the provision of additional floors on the Central 

Piers which could cross-subsidize the operation of ferry services. Other major 

issues raised including the necessity of revising the width of Road P2 in view 

of the reduction of development intensity, impact of high-rise commercial 
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development on pedestrian accessibility to the harbourfront, the time frame for 

the implementation of Road P2 and its related traffic management issues, and 

the implementation authority for the harbourfront, etc. With regard to Queen’s 

Pier, there was suggestion that innovative design, such as a canal connecting 

Queen’s Pier to the harbour, could be explored should Queen’s Pier be re-

assembled at the original location.  

 

6.5 Land and Building Advisory Committee 

 

The LBAC meeting was held on 29 May 2008. Some members considered that 

the design proposals were meritorious and supported the inclusion of 

commercial activities in the pier areas. A member supported office and hotel 

development at Sites 1 and 2 in view of the high rental and strong demand for 

Grade A office in Central. Members also put forth various ideas on the 

detailed design of the new Central harbourfront such as provision of covered 

walkways/shading areas/sunken piazzas, provision of ventilation and lighting 

of space beneath landscaped podiums, designation of outdoor performance and 

display areas, placing monumental landmarks at the original locations of 

Queen’s Pier and the old Star Ferry Clock Tower should they be relocated 

elsewhere and avoidance of unnecessary features/fencing along the waterfront, 

etc. There were concerns about the management mode of the new Central 

harbourfront, the accessibility of the new Central harbourfront including the 

provision of public transport and parking facilities, and the coordination of 

cultural activities in the new Central harbourfront and the West Kowloon 

Cultural District, etc. 

 

6.6 Antiquities Advisory Board 

 

The AAB meeting was held on 26 June 2008. Members had diverse views on 

the re-assembling location of Queen’s Pier. Members who favoured re-

assembling Queen’s Pier on the waterfront considered that it could maintain an 

axial relationship with the old Star Ferry Clock Tower and City Hall, and 

revive the pier function of Queen’s Pier. Members who favoured re-

assembling Queen’s Pier at the original location considered that the historical 

and cultural significance of Queen’s Pier with City Hall and Edinburgh Place 

was more important than its pier function. Besides, some members raised 

concerns over the appropriateness of re-assembling Queen’s Pier between 

Central Piers No. 9 and 10, and suggested demolishing either Pier 9 or Pier 10 

to provide more space for the re-assembled Queen’s Pier, designing Queen’s 

Pier as a protruding pier and exploring alternative waterfront location for the 

re-assembled Queen’s Pier.   

 

6.7 District Councils 

 

6.7.1 Briefings were provided to all 18 DCs. Among the 18 DCs, 16 of them have 

passed the motions in support of re-assembling Queen’s Pier at the 

harbourfront for public use and the design vision of creating a vibrant, green 

and accessible new Central harbourfront. The motions also supported catering 

for the development of the CBD while consideration be given to lowering the 

development intensity, promoting greening, providing abundant quality open 

space and facilities for the public. Of the remaining two DCs (viz. Wong Tai 

Sin DC and Sham Shui Po DC), the Chairman of Wong Tai Sin DC has made 
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similar concluding remarks, and the Chairman of Sham Shui Po DC concluded 

that the refined urban design framework for the new Central harbourfront was 

generally supported by Members. Some DCs have also made specific requests 

relating to their districts, e.g. the Eastern DC and Central and Western DC 

have requested for early implementation of the Central-Wan Chai Bypass. 

 

6.7.2 The major comments/suggestions of the respective DC were summarized 

below: 

 

 Central and Western DC 

 

6.7.3 Members by a majority supported re-assembling Queen’s Pier at the 

harbourfront to revive the pier function. Some members suggested 

incorporating commercial elements in the harbourfront to attract visitors, 

improving accessibility to and within the harbourfront by offering various 

modes of transport connections, controlling the building height of the new 

development, and providing environmentally friendly transport facilities and 

provisions etc. Some members also urged for the early completion of Road P2, 

and some were concerned about the heavy traffic that might be brought about 

by the new office developments. 

 

 Wanchai DC 

 

6.7.4 Members suggested providing a barrier-free environment and cycle track, 

integrating PLA berth and waterfront promenade, incorporating greening 

elements, and providing basement car parks, etc. Some members were 

concerned about the impact on the operation of Central Piers No. 9 and 10 

should Queen’s Pier be re-assembled at the harbourfront and some proposed 

placing monumental landmarks at the original locations of Queen’s Pier and 

the old Star Ferry Clock Tower. 

 

 Eastern DC 

 

6.7.5 Several members supported re-assembling Queen’s Pier on the waterfront to 

revive the pier function. Some members urged for the early implementation of 

the study proposals to alleviate traffic congestion problem in Central and 

Wanchai, and suggested a comprehensive urban design on both sides of 

Victoria Harbour (including Central, West Kowloon and Tsim Sha Tsui), 

extending waterfront promenade from Kennedy Town to Siu Sai Wan, and 

incorporating greening elements, etc. Some members also requested for the 

details of the environmentally friendly transport and suggested holding roving 

exhibitions in all 18 districts.  

 

 Southern DC 

 

6.7.6 Members urged for early completion of Road P2 and the Central-Wanchai 

Bypass to alleviate traffic congestion problem which affected the Southern 

District, and suggested incorporating more greening elements, etc. 
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 Kwun Tong DC 

 

6.7.7 Some members welcomed the proposed low-density development and 

greening concept. Some suggested further improvement to the accessibility to 

and within the harbourfront, providing public arts installations and cultural 

activities in the Arts and Cultural Precinct, and providing similar improvement 

works in the Kwun Tong district.  

 

 Sham Shui Po DC 

 

6.7.8 Members generally appreciated the refined design framework. There were 

suggestions for the provision of basement car parks and parking facilities, the 

provision of shading/seating/dining facilities along the promenade, improving 

the accessibility to and within the harbourfront, adopting greening ratio, and 

early implementation of the study proposals, etc. 

 

 Kowloon City DC 

 

6.7.9 Members suggested providing new vantage points for viewing the harbour 

(such as ferris wheel), creating landmark buildings, consideration of the ‘hotel 

and hotel’ concept, providing water taxis, early completion of Road P2 to 

alleviate traffic congestion in Central and Wanchai, early implementation of 

the study proposals, providing environmentally friendly transport along the 

promenade, etc. 

 

 Yau Tsim Mong DC 

 

6.7.10 Members generally supported a balanced development at the new Central 

harbourfront and re-assembling Queen’s Pier on the waterfront to revive its 

pier function. 

 

 Wong Tai Sin DC 

 

6.7.11 Some members supported the ‘Office and Hotel’ concept for the Pierside 

Corridor; Concept B for the Statue Square Corridor, Site 4 and the Arts and 

Cultural Precinct; and the ‘Urban Park’ Concept for the Waterfront Promenade. 

Members also suggested the provision of basement car parks and cycle track, 

etc. 

 

 Kwai Tsing DC 

 

6.7.12 Some members considered that the refined urban design framework could 

achieve a sustainable and balanced design. There were concerns about the 

provision of open space for both active and passive recreational uses, the 

management mode of the Arts and Cultural Precinct, and the additional traffic 

and pedestrian flow generated by the new developments, etc. 

 

 Tsuen Wan DC 

 

6.7.13 Members generally supported re-assembling Queen’s Pier on the waterfront. 

There were suggestions for the provision of basement car parks, the 
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incorporation of thematic elements, and early implementation of the study 

proposals, etc. 

 

 Sai Kung DC 

 

6.7.14 Some members urged for early completion of Road P2 to alleviate traffic 

congestion and an early decision on the design concepts adopted for the Study. 

There were suggestions for adding the theme of return of sovereignty in the 

design concepts, placing art installations, separating pedestrians from traffic, 

providing seating along the promenade, and holding more roving exhibitions 

for better public engagement. 

 

 Sha Tin DC 

 

6.7.15 Members generally supported the design proposals and considered the 

proposed separation of pedestrians from traffic appropriate and urged for early 

implementation of the study proposals. 

 

 Tai Po DC 

 

6.7.16 Members suggested providing a facilitating management mode for the Arts 

and Cultural Precinct, providing more shading/planting along the promenade, 

and giving more consideration to solving traffic congestion in Central and 

Wanchai, etc. 

 

 Yuen Long DC 

 

6.7.17 Some members urged for early completion of Road P2 and early 

implementation of the study proposals. Some suggested setting out the 

development intensity and building height restrictions for the waterfront 

development, early implementation of the North Island Line, use of natural 

landscaping, and providing environmentally friendly transport, etc. Diverse 

views were raised over the need for the hotel and/or office development 

though land reservation for office and hotel uses was supported by several 

members. 

  

 Tuen Mun DC 

 

6.7.18 Members suggested enhancing the new Central harbourfront for arts and 

cultural uses, providing public gathering places for viewing fireworks, 

providing a comprehensive pedestrian network, ensuring sustainable 

development, and providing similar improvement works for the Tuen Mun 

district. 

 

 Islands DC 

 

6.7.19 Some members suggested developing Site 1 as a tourist centre for promoting 

activities on the outlying islands, use of sustainable and environmentally 

friendly building materials, adding a roof level at Central Piers No. 4 to 6 for 

commercial and exhibition uses to help cross-subsidize ferry operations, 

providing environmentally friendly transport along the promenade, and giving 
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more consideration to alleviating traffic congestion in Central and Wanchai,  

management of public open space, etc.  

 

 North DC 

 

6.7.20 Some members suggested controlling building height, minimizing commercial 

uses at the harbourfront, providing basement car parks and parking facilities, 

providing a barrier-free environment and cycle track/environmentally friendly 

transport/shading along the promenade, adopting thematic design for the new 

harbourfront, and providing land for NGOs to facilitate the underprivileged to 

start business ventures, etc.  

 

6.8       Summary 

 

The briefing series had kept relevant public and advisory bodies, and the DCs 

informed of the progress of the Study.  Many suggestions on design as well as 

management issues were made during the meetings.  While there were diverse 

opinions on a number of specific design issues, there was general support for 

the overall design vision of creating a vibrant, green and accessible new 

Central harbourfront.  Many expressed the desire to see an early 

implementation of the proposal. A vast majority of the DCs consulted (i.e. 16 

among the 18 DCs) explicitly supported re-assembling Queen’s Pier at the 

harbourfront. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONSOLIDATION FORUM 

 

7.1 With a view to inviting the community to come together and to consolidate the   

public views on the design concepts and proposals pertaining to the Stage 2 PE 

of the Study, a Consolidation Forum was organized by the TGUDS of the 

HEC with the support of PlanD. The objectives of the Forum are (i) to report 

the public views gathered from different channels during the Stage 2 Public 

Engagement; (ii) to provide a platform for the public to present their 

alternative design proposals and other comments/suggestions, and for the 

Study Team and concerned Government departments to respond, and (iii) to 

conduct a focused, in-depth and structured public discussion on the critical 

issues. 

 

7.2 The Forum was held on 28 February 2009 from 9 am to 6:15 pm at 

Auditorium, 5/F, North Point Government Offices. Letters were sent to the 

relevant public and advisory bodies, professional and academic institutions, 

concerned groups and organizations, and the public who had participated in 

the Stages 1 and 2 PE to invite them to attend the Forum. Letters were also 

sent to the concerned parties who had submitted their written submissions 

during the Stage 2 Public Engagement to invite them to give presentations on 

their alternative design proposals in the Forum. The Forum was attended by 

about 140 members of the general public. The Report on Consolidation Forum 

prepared by CPS is at Annex Two. 

 

7.3 The Forum was divided into two sessions: the morning public presentation 

session and the afternoon public discussion session. The programme outline is 

at Appendix II of the Report on the Consolidation Forum (Annex Two). 16 

presenters who had submitted written comments to PlanD gave presentations 

on their alternative design proposals and it was then followed by floor 

discussion. To conclude the morning session, the Chairman consolidated the 

public comments gathered into five major critical issues for structured 

discussion in the afternoon session. At the end of the afternoon session, the 

Chairman summarized the discussion, identified areas to be followed up by the 

relevant government departments and the Study Team, and gave the closing 

remarks.   

 

7.4   A comment form (Appendix IV of Annex Two) was distributed to all 

participants at the Forum to solicit further views and suggestions on the 

proposals or issues presented at the Forum.  A total of 17 completed forms 

and 3 public comments were received at/after the forum and they had been 

uploaded to the Study website. These comments are noted but not included in 

the Quantitative and Qualitative analysis in Chapter 2 & 3. 
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CHAPTER 8: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

 

8.1  Introduction 

 

8.1.1 This Chapter integrates the findings from both the qualitative and quantitative 

data and triangulates them to outline the main contours of public opinions 

obtained during the Stage 2 PE.  The data include the following: 

 

(a) quantitative data derived from the responses to close-ended questions of 

the comment cards, face-to-face interviews, and telephone polls; 

(b) quantitative data recorded in the FGW and CEF; and 

(c) qualitative data transcribed and coded into a total of 10,203 text units (i.e. 

a sentence or a group of sentences expressing a particular view) as 

derived from the written comments provided in comment cards, face-to-

face interviews, FGW and CEF, public submissions, and records of 

briefings to the relevant public and advisory bodies. 

 

8.1.2 Overall speaking, the results from the responses to the close-ended questions 

of the comment cards, face-to-face interviews and telephone polls generally 

corroborated with each other for most of the issues.  The number of positive 

comments, in terms of the number of text units in the qualitative analysis, on 

the various themes, also supported the results from the quantitative data in 

most of the issues.  The summary of findings is set out in sections 8.2 to 8.6 

below. 

 

8.1.3 This Consultancy seeks to assess, summarize, and compare the views of (1) 

interest parties, (2) interested members of the public and (3) relevant statutory 

and advisory bodies, and (4) members of the general public regarding the 

design of the New Central Harbourfront. It would be inappropriate to have a 

priority system for these groups.  

 

Opinions collected via Comment Cards, face-to-face interviews, submissions, 

and forums/meetings, in general, represent the opinions of the first three 

groups, while the Telephone Polls target the fourth group.   

 

Since the evidence from Telephone Polls was collected in an unbiased manner, 

and can be demonstrated to be statistically reliable and valid, it is often argued 

that greater weight should be assigned to them. Moreover, from a public 

policy perspective, the opinions of the general public must deserve the utmost 

attention. On the other hand, members of the public are often not well 

informed about the issue.  They did not have the benefit of viewing the 

graphical presentation of the proposals before answering. Hence, their 

opinions must also be viewed in that light.  Furthermore, there are limitations 

as to what can be asked in a telephone interview. 

 

The opinions of interested individuals and organizations, who took the time 

and effort to gain understanding on the issue and the trouble to submit their 

views, deserve special attention. The evidence from Comment Cards, face-to-

face interviews, submissions, and records of public forums captured the 

opinions of this group. It must, however, be pointed out that, unlike the 

Telephone Polls in which a large number of the respondents were selected in a 

randomised manner, frequency counts and percentages from Comment Cards, 
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written submissions, and meeting/forum records must be interpreted with great 

caution, as no statistical inferences can be made with this evidence. A high 

percentage of opinion in favour or against a certain proposal from these 

sources does not necessarily suggest that a similar high percentage exists in 

the general population. To claim that a similar percentage exists in the general 

population on the basis of this evidence would normally require the 

convergence of other pieces of such evidence. 

 

Relevant professional bodies, concern groups, the District Councils, and 

relevant statutory and advisory bodies are often the most well-informed. Many 

such parties are likely to be affected by the design, and hence should be 

listened to.  The opinions of these groups are often insightful and supported by 

facts and figures. Submissions from these organizations and individuals must 

therefore be given due consideration as well, even though the number of such 

submissions are relatively small. 

 

In short, each type of evidence has its strengths and weaknesses, and it would 

not be appropriate to assign simplistic weights to a particular type of evidence.  

 

This Report highlights views with high frequency count from the quantitative 

data, and high frequency count and high percentage in terms of number of 

mentions from the qualitative data.  It has also given more prominence to well-

thought-through views as well as those supported by facts, figures, irrespective 

of their frequency count. 

 

8.2 Overall Design Vision  

 

8.2.1 There was an overwhelming support for the overall design vision of creating a 

vibrant, green and accessible new Central harbourfront.  Based on the 

quantitative findings, the respondents/participants of the following agreed or 

strongly agreed to the overall design vision: 

 

Comment cards 84% 

Face-to-face interviews 90% 

Telephone polls 81% 

FGW 100% 

CEF 90% 

 

8.2.2 About 59% of the relevant views recorded in the qualitative analysis, in terms 

of the number of text units, were considered positive.  The major views were 

that the overall design vision of creating a vibrant, green and accessible new 

Central harbourfront was generally supported and the reduced development 

intensity proposed in the refined urban design framework was generally 

appreciated.  On the other hand, some members of the public considered that 

the design vision lacked a distinctive identity and mix of uses.  The major 

suggestions relating to the overall design vision were that the proposals should 

be people-oriented and be able to cater for all including both locals and 

tourists; and that there was further scope for improvements to better achieve 

the design vision, especially in terms of enhancing vibrancy, creating a 

harmonious building design, and projecting a distinctive identity of the Central 

harbourfront.  
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8.3 Sustainable and Balanced Approach  

 

8.3.1 There was general support for adopting a sustainable and balanced approach in 

designing the new Central harbourfront.  The quantitative data show that the 

majority of the respondents/participants agreed or strongly agreed to the 

sustainable and balanced approach: 

 

Comment cards 79% 

Face-to-face interviews 85% 

Telephone polls 74% 

FGW 100% 

CEF 81% 

 

8.3.2 About 59% the relevant views recorded in the qualitative analysis were 

considered positive.  The public were generally in agreement with the 

sustainable and balanced approach in designing the new Central harbourfront, 

and some considered that the design was multi-functional and fit well with the 

surrounding environment.  It is worth mentioning that the DCs consulted 

generally considered that the proposals should cater for the development of the 

CBD while giving consideration to lowering the development intensity, 

promoting greening, and providing abundant quality open space and facilities 

for the public.  On the other hand, some members of the public considered it 

more appropriate to concentrate commercial development in the CBD while 

others preferred more open space and recreational facilities.  The major 

suggestions relating to this aspect were that there was a need to review the 

potential office development sites within the close proximity of the CBD in 

conjunction with the Study, and that due consideration should be given to 

balancing heritage conservation, economic needs and other public aspirations. 

 

8.4 The Refined Urban Design Framework  

 

8.4.1 The following data present the percentages of the respondents/participants 

who agreed or strongly agreed that the refined urban design framework has 

satisfied the following sustainable design principles: 

 

Sustainable design principles Comment 

cards 

Face-to-face 

interviews 

FGW CEF 

(i)  Diverse uses and 

activities 

63% 77% 80% 59% 

(ii)  Respecting natural 

setting 

73% 72% 73% 60% 

(iii)  Respecting existing 

urban fabric 

60% 64% 58% 43%
1
 

(iv) Promoting harbourfront 

enhancement 

74% 85% 81% 81% 

(v)  Respecting cultural 

heritage 

56% 55% 44%
2
 36%

3
 

(vi) Ease of pedestrian access 
to harbourfront 

 

71% 78% 45%
4
 52% 

(vii) Promoting Greening and 

Environmentally Friendly 

77% 79% 47%
5
 58% 
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Sustainable design principles Comment 

cards 

Face-to-face 

interviews 

FGW CEF 

Building Design 

 
1
 For the CEF, about 29% of the participants disagreed or strongly disagreed, and about 

28% adopted a neutral stance in respect of the principle on “respecting existing urban 

fabric”. 
2 
 For the FGW, about 12% of the participants disagreed or strongly disagreed, and about 

43% adopted a neutral stance in respect of the principle on “respecting cultural heritage”. 
3 

For the CEF, about 31% of the participants disagreed or strongly disagreed, and about 

33% adopted a neutral stance in respect of the principle on “respecting cultural heritage”. 
4
 For the FGW, about 24% of the participants disagreed or strongly disagreed, and about 

31% adopted a neutral stance in respect of the principle on “ease of pedestrian access to 

harbourfront”. 
5
 For the FGW, about 47% of the participants disagreed or strongly disagreed, and about 7% 

adopted a neutral stance in respect of the principle on “promoting greening and 

environmentally friendly building design”. 

 

8.4.2 The quantitative data sets show that the majority agreed that the refined urban 

design framework has generally satisfied the sustainable design principles.  

Nevertheless, there was no clear agreement in the FGW that the refined urban 

design framework has satisfied the principle of “promoting greening and 

environmentally friendly building design”, and the participants opined that 

there should be adequate mechanism to ensure the achievement of the design 

concepts, greening and environmentally-friendly building design at the 

implementation stage.  There was a relatively lower level of agreement that the 

principle of “respecting cultural heritage” has been satisfied. 

 

8.4.3 The majority of the respondents/participants agreed or strongly agreed that the 

refined urban design framework has met the public aspirations for a vibrant, 

green and accessible new Central harbourfront: 

 

Comment cards 54% 

Face-to-face interviews 57% 

FGW 81% 

CEF 51% 

 

8.4.4 About 35% of the relevant views recorded in the qualitative analysis were 

considered positive, 25% negative, and 40% with other suggestions (such as 

further scope of improvement in terms of enhancing vibrancy and the need for 

place-making). 
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8.5 Design Concepts for Key Sites 

 

 Sites 1 and 2 (CDA Site adjoining Central Piers No. 4 to 6 and Commercial 

Site north of IFC II) 

 

8.5.1 The proposed design concepts for Sites 1 and 2 were generally supported, 

particularly as shown in the quantitative findings of the comment cards and 

face-to-face interviews.  However, about half of the participants in the FGW 

disliked both Concept A (Hotel & Office) and Concept B (Office & Office).  

For those who had chosen between Concepts A and B, there was a clear 

preference for Concept A as compared to Concept B: 

 

 Like both 

concepts 

Prefer 

Concept 

A 

Prefer 

Concept 

B 

No 

preference 

Dislike 

both 

concepts 

Comment cards 9% 54% 13% 6% 14% 

Face-to-face 

interviews 

4% 59% 9% 11% 16% 

Telephone polls 6% 31% 10% 29% 20% 

FGW 14% 31% 2% 0% 53% 

CEF 2% 37% 10% 18% 33% 

 

8.5.2 About 84% of the relevant positive views recorded in the qualitative analysis 

were related to Concept A, while about 16% were related to Concept B.  The 

supportive views generally showed that commercial development at the site 

was needed, the development intensity was acceptable, and the design was 

attractive.  The negative views were related to the hotel and office buildings at 

the sites, in particular Site 1, for blocking views, obstructing air flow and 

pedestrian circulation, or not giving recognition to the adjacent iconic building, 

i.e. IFC II.  Major suggestions included, inter alia, reviewing the building 

design and disposition of the proposed development; setting back the 

development at Site 1 from the shore; reviewing the need for commercial 

development at the sites; redistributing the gross floor area of the sites 

elsewhere; reviewing the need for the proposed at-grade bus terminus at Site 2; 

improving the accessibility and connectivity of the sites to the adjacent areas 

such as providing wider landscaped decks connecting IFC, the piers and the 

hinterland; providing more green space; integrating all Central Piers to achieve 

better design; and stipulating design restrictions in the lease to guide future 

development.  In addition, alternative proposals such as replacing office/hotel 

development with multi-level café bars and terraces abutting IFC and a 

‘Waterfront Esplanade’ with a series of elevated walkways and connectors; 

using the land for green spaces and public spaces; developing low-rise service 

apartment in front of IFC; developing the area as ‘Convenience for 

Commuters’ recognizing that this area is Hong Kong’s largest inter-modal 

transport interchange; and developing flea market in the area, etc have been 

put forward. 
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Site 3 (CDA site north of Statue Square) 

 

8.5.3 The proposed design concepts for Site 3 were generally supported.  There was 

more support for Concept B (Larger Landscaped Deck) as compared to 

Concept A (Reduced Landscaped Deck), though the preference was not clear 

in the face-to-face interviews and FGW: 

 

 Like both 

concepts 

Prefer 

Concept 

A 

Prefer 

Concept 

B 

No 

preference 

Dislike 

both 

concepts 

Comment cards 8% 22% 57% 4% 5% 

Face-to-face 

interviews 

2% 42% 42% 11% 3% 

FGW 0%  49%
6
 49% 3% 0% 

CEF 4%    33% 53% 6% 5% 

 
6
 For the FGW, about 49% of the participants (i.e. 19 participants) preferred Concept A.  

Among them, 12 showed a clear preference for Concept A while 7 qualified that they 

preferred Concept A subject to further improvement to the at-grade pedestrian connection. 

 

8.5.4 About 53% of the relevant positive views recorded in the qualitative analysis 

were related to Concept B, while about 47% were related to Concept A.  The 

proposed reduction in building density, the breaking up of the site into smaller 

footprints, the provision of multi-level links for pedestrian choice, the 

provision of landscaped decks and open spaces, and the provision of retail 

facilities at the site were generally supported.  The negative views were 

generally related to the design of the landscaped deck and the lack of street-

level activities.  Major suggestions included, inter alia, simplifying the 

configuration of the landscaped decks; improving the building disposition to 

ensure visual permeability from inland to the waterfront as well as at street 

level; improving at-grade pedestrian connections; incorporating different types 

of pedestrian linkages (e.g. providing all-weather travellators connecting 

Central Pier No. 7 with the site and Central MTR Station as well as 

underground passageways); providing more shaded areas and artistic elements; 

and ensuring public access to the landscaped decks and rooftops.  In addition, 

alternative proposals such as a ‘Statue Square Esplanade’ area with low-rise 

buildings; a ‘Green Break’ with a park environment; an office hub; and a 

‘Central Sports Ground’, etc have been put forward. 

 

 Site 4 (Site north of City Hall) 

 

8.5.5 The design concepts had received general support.  Most responses in the 

comment cards, face-to-face interviews, and CEF were in favour of Concept A 

(More Separate Blocks with Star Ferry Clock Tower) as compared to Concept 

B (Fewer Separate Blocks without Star Ferry Clock Tower).  On the other 

hand, Concept B was preferred in the FGW. 
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 Like both 

concepts 

Prefer 

Concept 

A 

Prefer 

Concept 

B 

No 

preference 

Dislike 

both 

concepts 

Comment cards 7% 43% 33% 7% 6% 

Face-to-face 

interviews 

1% 53% 31% 9% 6% 

FGW 26% 13% 39% 3% 21% 

CEF 1% 32% 15% 33% 20% 

 

8.5.6 About 63% of the relevant positive views recorded in the qualitative analysis 

were related to Concept A, and 37% were related to Concept B. The small and 

separate blocks with open vista in the design concepts were generally 

supported.  The negative views were mainly related to whether the proposed 

building would match with City Hall and whether the small blocks would 

likely to attract tenants.  Major suggestions included, inter alia, preserving the 

visual corridor between City Hall and the waterfront; avoiding reconstructing 

the Clock Tower as an isolated structure; providing viewing platforms; 

providing a large esplanade for street performance and temporary exhibitions; 

and ensuring the provision of a critical mass for the waterfront-related 

commercial uses so as to make the place vibrant and attractive.  In addition, 

alternative proposals such as developing the site as an ‘Inner Harbour’ area 

with Queen’s Pier and the old Star Ferry Clock Tower reinstated at their 

respective original locations; a ‘Waterfront Lan Kwai Fong’; a ‘New Central 

Praya’ characterized by 19
th
 century buildings of 1 to 3 storeys for waterfront-

related commercial and leisure uses (together with Site 6); developing Sites 4, 

7 and 8 as a ‘Must Go Leisure Destination’ with a wide variety of facilities; 

and developing a group of small-scale and low-rise buildings in random 

settings amidst open parkland, etc have been put forward. 

 

 Sites 5 and 6 (Site north of CITIC Tower and near the HKCEC Extension) 

 

8.5.7 For Sites 5 and 6, the majority of the respondents/participants liked the design 

concepts for the sites: 

 

Site 5 

Comment cards 66% 

Face-to-face interviews 73% 

FGW 82% 

CEF 76% 

 

Site 6 

Comment cards 79% 

Face-to-face interviews 66% 

FGW 86% 

CEF 73% 

 

8.5.8 For Sites 5 and 6, about 55% and 58% of the relevant views recorded 

respectively in the qualitative analysis were positive.  The proposed arts and 

cultural facilities at the sites were generally supported.  There were concerns 

on the possible duplication of such facilities with those in West Kowloon, and 

the need for further improvement to the accessibility and vibrancy of the area 
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(e.g. provision of retail bridges or wider landscaped walkways, and provision 

of areas for street performance).  Some considered that the proposed design 

was too bulky and not suitable for arts and cultural related uses. Major 

suggestions included, inter alia, the provision of commercial elements (e.g. 

hotel and flea market) to balance with the arts and cultural development; the 

provision of open courtyards for displaying sculptures; the provision of water-

based activities such as Maritime Museum or water-based hydro theatre; and 

integrating the design of the sites with the surrounding roads, open spaces and 

the waterfront.  Major alternative proposals that have been put forward 

included hotel complex with service apartments, commercial and retail uses 

with restaurants and outdoor dining facilities at Site 5; developing a ‘Marine 

Basin’ with a pedestrian causeway, ‘Marine Walk’ and a floating hotel as well 

as an ‘Arts and Culture Corner’ around Site 6; developing the area for ‘Fringe 

Arts and Culture Campus’ with a focus on arts and culture education and 

development; developing the sites for APA extension or Arts Centre II; 

developing the area as a Civic Centre for NGOs; developing a ‘New Fenwick 

Pier Thematic Tourist Area’ with exhibition gallery, bars, restaurants, and 

tourist shopping areas; developing the site together with Site 4 as ‘The New 

Central Praya’; and accommodating the Court of Final Appeal and the 

Department of Justice at Site 5. 

 

 Site 7 (Waterfront Promenade) 

 

8.5.9 The proposed design concepts were generally supported.  The majority of the 

responses in the comment cards, face-to-face interviews, and telephone polls 

were in favour of Concept B (Urban Green), while more participants in the 

FGW and CEF were in favour of Concept A (Urban Park).   

 

 Like both 

concepts 

Prefer 

Concept 

A 

Prefer 

Concept 

B 

No 

preference 

Dislike 

both 

concepts 

Comment cards 15% 26% 47% 5% 3% 

Face-to-face 

interviews 

4% 28% 60% 4% 4% 

Telephone polls 16% 21% 45% 14% 2% 

FGW 21% 31% 5% 33% 10% 

CEF 8% 47% 31% 3% 12% 

 

8.5.10  The majority (i.e. about 68%) of the relevant positive views in the qualitative 

analysis were related to Concept B, while about 32% were related to Concept 

A.  There were positive views on the design concepts, which were considered 

to be commendable and having their own special characters.  The negative 

views were mainly relating to the design and themes of the proposed 

promenade.  Major suggestions and proposals included, inter alia, enhancing 

the vibrancy of the promenade by adding more nodal attractions; incorporating 

the design merits in both Concepts A and B; enhancing pedestrian connectivity; 

providing cycling tracks or other forms of environmentally friendly transport; 

providing tramline, jogging trails and better land-sea interface; ensuring clear 

implementation mechanisms and good management; providing the PLA berth 

offshore or ensuring an integrated design of the PLA berth with the waterfront 

promenade and turning it into an attraction; extending the waterfront 

promenade; integrating the design of the future Central Government Complex 
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(CGC) with the waterfront promenade; and developing the area with Sites 4 

and 8 as a ‘Must Go Leisure Destination’ with a beach or wetland, etc. 

 

Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8  

 

8.5.11 The proposed design concepts were generally supported.  The majority of the 

responses in the comment cards, face-to-face interviews, and CEF were in 

favour of Concept A (Queen’s Pier by the Harbour).  There was also clear 

support from the DCs for Concept A in that 16 out of the 18 DCs consulted 

have passed motion in support of, inter alia, re-assembling Queen’s Pier at the 

harbourfront for public use.  For the FGW, while more responses were in 

favour of Concept B (Queen’s Pier at Original Location), the views were 

diverse among those who liked both concepts, liked Concept A and had no 

preference.  For the telephone polls, there was quite an even distribution 

among those who preferred Concept A, those who preferred Concept B, and 

those with no preference.  The findings are as follows: 

 

 Like both 

concepts 

Prefer 

Concept 

A 

Prefer 

Concept 

B 

No 

preference 

Dislike 

both 

concepts 

Comment cards 7% 49% 27% 5% 7% 

Face-to-face 

interviews 

1% 58% 26% 7% 9% 

Telephone polls 10% 27% 27% 27% 6% 

FGW 20% 16% 39% 16% 8% 

CEF 1% 55% 25% 13% 6% 

 

8.5.12 The majority (about 61%) of the relevant positive views recorded in the 

qualitative analysis were related to Concept A, while about 39% were related 

to Concept B.  There were positive views on each of the proposed design 

concepts: Concept A could revive the pier function of Queen’s Pier and the 

design looked symmetrical, while Concept B could respect the historical 

significance of Queen’s Pier and its spatial relationship with Edinburgh Place 

and City Hall.  On the other hand, there were concerns about the time and 

resources implications for re-assembling the pier.  Major suggestions included, 

inter alia, strengthening the memorial elements at the original site of Queen’s 

Pier if the in-situ re-assembling concept was not pursued; re-assembling the 

pier at other locations; placing Queen’s Pier at its original location after 

completion of the underground work for North Island Line/Airport Express 

Overrun Tunnel and adjustment to the alignment of Road P2; and re-

assembling Queen’s Pier in-situ and using it as a shaded resting and gathering 

place and possible bus stop or taxi drop-off. 

 

Reconstructing Old Star Ferry Clock Tower 

 

8.5.13 There was a general support for the proposed design concepts.  However, there 

was no obvious convergence of views on their preference.  More responses in 

the comment cards and CEF liked Concept A (Clock Tower at Site 4), while 

more responses in the face-to-face interviews, telephone polls, and FGW liked 

Concept B (Clock Tower close to Original Location).  The findings are 

summarized as follows: 
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 Like both 

concepts 

Prefer 

Concept 

A 

Prefer 

Concept 

B 

No 

preference 

Dislike 

both 

concepts 

Comment cards 6% 49% 22% 8% 11% 

Face-to-face 

interviews 

1% 29% 42% 15% 13% 

Telephone polls 7% 23% 39% 23% 4% 

FGW 0% 13% 56% 26% 5% 

CEF 4% 42% 16% 10% 27% 

 

8.5.14 The relevant positive views in the qualitative analysis were quite evenly 

distributed between Concepts A and B. About 49% of the relevant positive 

views recorded in the qualitative analysis were related to Concept A, while 

51% were related to Concept B.  The design concept for turning the old Star 

Ferry Clock Tower as a focal point and maintaining an axial relationship with 

City Hall and the re-assembled Queen’s Pier was generally supported.  There 

were, however, other views that there was no need to reconstruct the Clock 

Tower and that the design did not match with the surrounding environment.  

Major suggestions included, inter alia, avoiding reconstructing the old Star 

Ferry Clock Tower in isolation; building an exhibition hall or a piazza around 

the reconstructed Clock Tower; and reconstructing the Clock Tower away 

from Central. 

 

8.6 Other Issues 

 

Other issues that were raised in many of the comments received included 

environmental concerns and provision of eco-friendly facilities, concerns of 

roads and pedestrian access, a broad landscape design for a tree-lined 

boulevard along Road P2, provision of more multi-purpose facilities, the 

public engagement process for the Study, harbour reclamation, proposals for 

cycling tracks or other environmentally friendly transport modes, and 

management of the harbourfront development. 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

Sample of Comment Card 

(English Version)  



Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront - Stage 2 Public Engagement Public Opinion Collection Exercise
Comment Card

Based on the public views collected in the Stage 1 Public Engagement launched last year, a refined urban design framework and diflerent design
concepts for the key sites have been prepared to achieve an overall vision of creating a "vibrant, green and accessible New Central
Harbourfront". You can "mix and match" the alternative design concepts. Other ideas are also welcome. We would like to know your views.
Please fill in your comments and suggestions.

Location Plan of the Study Area and Key Sites
Key

o
@

@

@

@

@

@

@

Sites :

Comprehensive Development Area (CDA)
Site adjoining Central Piers No. 4 to 6

Commercial Site north of IFCII

CDA Site north of Statue Square

Waterfront Related Commercial and
Leisure Use Site north of City Hall

Govemment, Institution or Community Site
north of CITIC Tower

Waterfront Related Commercial and
Leisure Use Sites near HKCEC Extension

Waterfront Promenade

Waterfront Related Commercial and
Leisure Use Site near Central Piers No. 9
and 10



Illustrative Master Layout Plans showing Possible Combinations of Alternative Design Concepts for the Key Sites
These combinations are not exhaustive.

Part 1: Design Vision
(1) Do you agree to the design vision of"creating a vibrant, green and

Agree
access

flStrongly Agree

(1a) Any other comments? Any other suggestions?

ible New Central
Neutral

Harbourfront"? (please tick ( { ) one appropriate box)
Strongly DisagreeDisagree tr

Model Photo of Illustrative Master Model Photo of Illustrative Master

tr No Comments

Do you agree to adopt a sustainable and balanced approach in designing the New Central Harbourfront (i.e. a mix of commercial, leisure, recreational,
open space, cultural uses, etc to enhance the uniqueness of Central as Hong Kong's Central Business District (CBD), to provide diversified uses, and

to enrich the waterfront as a place for leisure by locals and tourists)? (please tick ( { ) one appropriate box)

tr StronglyAgree tr Agree tr Neutral tr Disagree tr Strongly Disagree

(2a) Any other comments? Any other suggestions?

(2)

f No Comments



Part 2z Design Concepts for the Key Sites

Please tick ( { ) one appropriate box to indicate your views on the design concepts proposed for the following key sites.

Common features:
o Additional floor at Central

Piers No. 4 to 6 for retail,
dining and other
waterfront-related uses

o Boardwalks along the

harbourfront
o Elevated walkway system

connecting the adjacent
areas

o Bus terminus on ground
floor of Site 2

Facelift of the pier area
Enhance accessibility

A Office

A Hotel

Å Central Piers
No.4to6

(3)

Hotel and office developments (18 and 30 storeys)
Adding vibrancy with variety in uses

(3a) Any

Like both
Concepts A & B

other comments?

a Two offrce developments (16 and 30 storeys)
Meeting demandfor super Grade A ffices in Central

Like ConceptA tr Like Concept B tr No Preference tr Dislike both
Concepts A & B

fl No Comments

Any other suggestions?



Site 3: CDA Site north of Statue Square

A lReduced Landscaned Deck

o Reduced landscaped deck
- A series ofopen space at ground level
- Extension of Statue Square to the waterfront
- Pedestrian movement through at-grade pedestrian crossings, elevated

walkways and subway
- I4sual corridor from Des Voeux Rood Central to the waterfront
- Building interaction at street level

t Landscaped Deck ( 1 to 2 storeys ) * At-grade Open Space

Common features:
o Reduced development intensity with 4 to 6 interconnected

blocks and cascading design for 8 to 10 storeys office/retail
facilities in the west

o Mini-bus, coach and taxi drop-off facilities on ground level

tr Like ConceptALike both
Concepts A &

(4a) Any other comments? Any other suggestions?

o Larger landscaped deck
- Public open space primarily on landscaped deck
- Continuous open space extendedfrom Stotue Square to the waterfront
- Unimpeded pedestrian movement to the waterfront separatedfrom

vehicular trffic
- Wsuol corridor maintainedfrom the landscaped deck
- Building interaction at both street and deck levels

Retail, public car park, and ancillary car park in the basements

Smaller buildingfootprints and building bulk
Enhanc e v is ual c onnect iv ity

(4) Dislike both
Concepts A & B

f-l No Commentsl-¡

tr Like Concept B tr No Preference



rate Blocks with Star Ferry Clock Tower

Site 4: úVaterfront Related Commercial and Leisure Uses Site north of Cìtv Hall

o Six small and separate blocks with reconstructed Star Ferry Clock Tower
- Smaller buildingþotprints and building massing

Common features:
o Small and separate I to 3 storey waterfront related commercial and leisure uses

- Enrich harbourfront experience
- Enhance visual connectivity to the harbour

Fewer but large bloclrs on smaller site area (due to realigned Road P2 to
accommodate the re-assembled Queenb Pier)

tr Like Concept B tr No Preference Dislike both
Concepts A & B

(5)

(5a

Like both
Concepts A & B

) Any other comments?

tr Like ConceptA

Any other suggestions?

Four small and separate blocks

fl No Comments



Sites 5 and 6: Arts and Cultural Precìnct

Design tr'eatures:

Site 5:
o A complex of three separate blocks of l3 to l7

storeys primarily for arts and culture related
facilities

- Meet public aspirationfor arts and culture related
uses at the site

Site 6:
o Boardwalks, public landing steps and a floating

market as tourist attractions
o Four 1-3 storey small blocks for alfresco dining

and outdoor activities
o Arts and culture related uses
- Provide leisure and entertoinment facilities

supporting the adjacent arts and culturalfacilities
- Maintain visual connectionfrom the city core to

the harbour

(6)

(6a)

Site 5 tr Like the Concept

Any other comrnents? Any other suggestions?

Dislike the Concept

(7) Site 6 [ Like the Concept

(7a) Any other comments? Any other suggestions?

Dislike the Concept

tr No Comments



Urban Park

Site 7: Waterfront Promenade

o Designed with a park setting with a greater variety of
facilities (e.g. featuredpiazza and waterfront event plaza)

- More activity spaces

(8) Like both
Concepts A & B

(8a) Any other comments? Any other suggestions?

Like ConceptA tr Like Concept B tr No Preference

Designed with a more natural form of landscaping and more
green areas

More greenery and more passive recreational uses

Dislike both
Concepts A & B

Common features:
o Promenade, open

space, boardwalk,
viewing deck, seating,
etc, along the
waterfront

o PlAberth will be part
of the promenade and
open for public access

when it is not in
military use

o Areserve for
environmentally
friendly transport

- Provide extensive open
space

- Integrate the PLA
berth with the
promenade to allow
public access

- Provide
environmentally

friendly transport

f-l lio Commentst-l



Re-assembling Oueen's Pier and Site I
's Pier bv the Harbour

Queen's Pier re-assembled at the waterfront between Central Piers No. 9

and 10, design of Central Piers No. 9 and 10 to integrate with Queen's Pier,
pier function revived
Landscaped forecourt at Site 8

Queenb Pier re-assembled with horbour setting and pier function
maintained
Involves reconstruction of seawall caissons and refurbishment of Central
Piers No.9 and l0
The estimated re-assembly of Queen's Pier and associated works are about
HK$220 million
Estimated to complete in 2012 (assuming location determined by end 2008)

Re-assembled Queen's Pier A Central Piers No. 9 and 10

Like both
Concepts A & B

(9a) Any other comments? Any other suggestions?

Queen's Pier re-assembled at the original location, used as a sitting out area

1 to 2 storey entrance and viewing deck at Site 8 for Central Piers No. 9 and

l0

Queenb Pier at original location and its relationship with City Hall and
Edinburgh P lace maintained
Involves advance worlçs of the Airport Railway Extended Overrun Tunnel
Involves realignment of Road P2 and delay of completion
The estimated re-assembly of Queen's Pier and associated works are about
HK8200 million
Estimoted to complete in 2013 (assuming location determined by end 2008)

Dislike both
Concepts A & B

a
a

a

*
(e) Like ConceptA

n No Commentsr-¡

tr Like Concept B tr No Preference



Reconstructing Old Star Fenv Clock Tower

o Clock Tower reconstructed at Site 4

A (Clock Tower at Site 4 Co t B (Clock Tower close to O I Location

o Clock'l'ower reconstructed at Site 4 c Clock Tower reconstructed close to the original location at the
landscaped deck at Site 3 (reconstruction at the original location is not
possible due to underground infrastructure)

- Clock Tbwer as a focal point with a linear axial relationship with City - Clock Tbwer reconstructed close to the original location
Hall and the re-qssembled Queenb Pier

Reconstructed Clock Tower A Central Piers No. 9 and 10

(10) tr Like ConceptA tr Like Concept B No Preference Dislike both
Concepts A & B

(10a) Any other comments? Any other suggestions?

Like both
Concepts A & B

tr No Comments



Part 3: The Refïned IJrban Design Framework
Please indicate, by a tick ( ! ), vour level of

2(a) Any other comments? Any other suggestions?

tldi ment to the followi ts ofthe overall urban desi for the New Central Harbourfront.

l. Do you agree that the present urban design has satisfied the following
sustainable design principles:

(a) diverse uses and activities, e.g. a mix of commercial, leisure, recreational,
n space and cultural uses

(b) respecting natural setting, e.g. lower development intensity, reduced building
massing, view corridors to protect ridgeline, harbour view and waterfront

(c) respecting existing urban fabric, e.g. urban environment, visual integration
with the CBD and surroundins deve

(d) promoting harbourfront enhancement, e.g. waterfront promenade and public

(e) respecting cultural heritage

(f) ease ofpedestrian access to harbourfront

(g) promoting greening and environmentally friendly building design, e.g. green
roofs and sood air ventilation

2. Do you agree that the present overall urban design has met the public
rations for a vibrant. sreen and accessible New Central Harbourfront?

D No Comments

10



(a) Age: 1. tr under 18 2.FJ18-29

(b) Gender: 1. tr Male 2. E Female

(c) Area of residence: l. tr HK Island 2. E Kowloon

(d) Do you pay frequent visit to Sheung Wan, Central, Admiraþ or
Wanchai:

(e) Have you participated in the Stage 1 Public Engagement?

(Ð lave you visited any exhibitions or the study website on the Stage 2
Public Engagement?

(g) Optional: Are you interested in a follow-up interview?
If yes, please leave your contacts with us:

3.rl30-44

3.trNT&Islands

L EI Yes

l. EI Yes

1. E Yes

4. E 45-s9

4. E Others

2.DNo

2.trNo

2. trNo

5. E 60 orover

ffi,ÜJ ã
PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Please return the Comment Card by 10 July 2008 :

. By depositing in the collection box at the exhibition venues.

. By post: Special Duties Section, Planning Department, 15Æ North Point Government Offrces,
333 JavaRoad, North Point, Hong Kong

. Byfax:25773075

. By email : sdpd@pland.gov.hk

ThankYou!

11





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

APPENDIX 2 

 

Weekly Distribution of Comment Cards 

Received 



 

      Weekly Distribution of Comment Cards Received 

 

            A weekly breakdown of Comment Cards received is shown below: 
 

Date 

Received 

at the 

public 

exhibition 

venues 

Received 

at the 

roving 

exhibition 

venues 

Comment 

Cards sent 

to Planning 

Department 

Received 

from Focus 

Group 

Workshop 

Received from 

Community 

Engagement 

Forum 

Total 

Batch 1  

(12/04 – 

16/04)  

30 13 2 0 0 45 

Batch 2  

(17/04 – 

21/04) 
4 22 2 0 0 28 

Batch 3  

(22/04 – 

30/04) 

74        0 11 18 0 103 

Batch 4 

(01/05– 

07/05) 
37 0 2 0 0 39 

Batch 5 

(08/05 – 

14/05) 

237 30 4 0 0 271 

Batch 6 

(15/05 – 

21/05) 

305 0 4 0 0 309 

Batch 7 

(22/05 – 

28/05) 

297 0 2 0 29    328 

Batch 8 

(29/05 – 

04/06) 

64 0 1 0 0     65 

Batch 9 

(05/06 – 

11/06) 
44 0 2 0 0 46 

Batch 10 

(12/06 – 

18/06) 

64 6 4 0 0     74 

Batch 11 

(19/06 – 

25/06) 
68 0 13 0 0 81 

Batch 12 

(26/06 – 

2/07) 

73 63 7 0 0 143 



 

Batch 13 

(3/07 – 

9/07) 

92 0 17 0 0 109 

Batch 14 

(10/07 – 

16/07) 
24 0 21 0 0 45 

Batch 15 

(17/07 – 

23/07) 

0 0 185 0 0 185 

Batch 16 

(24/07 – 

30/07) 

0 0 1 0 0 1 

Batch 17 

(31/07 – 

6/08) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total  

(12/04 – 

6/08) 

1413 319 93 18 29 1872 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 3 

 

Sample of Face-to-face Interview 

Questionnaire 

(English Version) 



 

 
 

 
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 

Urban Design Study for the  

New Central Harbourfront –  

Public Opinion Survey 
 

 

Interviewer No :    1-3 Case No          :     4 -7 

Date :       YY/MM/DD 8-13    

Time  :     HH:MM 14-17 District         :   18-19 01Admiralty 02Kowloon Park 

PaParkPark

          

Introduction：：：： 

「「「「Good Morning/Good Afternoon, Sir/Madam, We are conducting a survey related to the urban 

design study for the New Central Harbourfront，，，，Would you like to spare a few minutes 

answering our questionnaire?」」」」 

 

 
Based on the public views collected in the Stage 1 Public Engagement launched last year, a 

refined urban design framework and different design concepts for the key sites have been 

prepared to achieve an overall vision of creating a “vibrant, green and accessible New Central 

Harbourfront”.  You can “mix and match” the alternative design concepts.  Other ideas are also 

welcome.  We would like to know your views.  Please fill in your comments and suggestions. 

 

 

 

Part 1: Design Vision (please express your views on the Design Vision for the key sites of the New Central 
Harbourfront.) 
(1) 

 

Do you agree to the design vision of “creating a 

vibrant, green and accessible New Central 

Harbourfront” 

 

Strongly 

Agree 

� 

 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

(1a) Please explain your choice： 

(1b) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

(2) Do you agree to adopt a sustainable and balanced 

approach in designing the New Central 

Harbourfront (i.e. a mix of commercial, leisure, 

recreational, open space, cultural uses to provide 

diversified uses)？？？？ 

 

Strongly 

Agree 

� 

 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

(2a) Please explain your choice： 

 

 

 

Staff Use Only：：：： 

 

Checker︰︰︰︰_____________ 

Case No︰︰︰︰_____________ 

Date︰︰︰︰____/_____/_______  



 

(2b) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

 Please express your views on the four Principal Design Corridors proposed in the refined urban design framework. 

 

(3a) Statue Square Corridor (Red Framework) 

The Statue Square Corridor is a major Open 

Space Corridor and a Historic Corridor extending 

from the core of the Central Business District 

(CBD) to the new Star Ferry Pier. 

 

Strongly 

Agree 

� 

 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

(3b) Please explain your choice： 

 

 

(3c) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

(3d) Civic Corridor (Blue Framework) 

The Civic Corridor embraces the Tamar Central 

Government Complex, new Legislative Council 

Complex and a large public open space.  It will 

connect to the waterfront promenade. 

 

Strongly 

Agree 

� 

 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

(3e) Please explain your choice： 

 

 

 

(3f) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

(3g) Arts and Cultural Precinct (Yellow Framework) 

The Arts and Cultural Precinct will become an 

arts and cultural destination by the harbour.  It is 

a significant open space for outdoor performance 

and become a unifying public space for various 

arts and cultural venues. 

 

Strongly 

Agree 

� 

 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

(3h) Please explain your choice： 

 

(3i) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ No 

Comments 

���� 

(3j) Pierside Corridor (Orange Framework) 

The Pierside Corridor will link up the ten Central 

Piers.  It is suggested to improve the outlook of 

Pierside and connection of pedestrians. 

 

Strongly 

Agree 

� 

 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

(3k) Please explain your choice： 



 

(3l) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

Part 2: Design Concepts for the Key Sites (Please express your views on the design concepts proposed for 

the following key sites.) 

(4) Sites 1 and 2 ：：：：Comprehensive Development Area 

(CDA) Site adjoining Central Piers No. 4 to 6 and 

Commercial Site north of IFC II 

 

 

Like both 

Concepts 

A & B 

� 

Like 

Concept A 
� 

Like 

Concept B 
� 

No 

Preference 

� 

Dislike both 

Concepts  

A & B 

� 

(4a) Please explain your choice： 

 

 

 

 

(4b) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

(5) Site 3 ：：：：CDA Site north of Statue Square  Like both 

Concepts 

A & B 

� 

Like 

Concept A 
� 

Like 

Concept B 
� 

No 

Preference 
� 

Dislike both 

Concepts  

A & B 

� 
(5a) Please explain your choice： 

 

 

 

 

(5b) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

(6) Site 4 ：：：：Waterfront Related Commercial and 

Leisure Uses Site north of City Hall 

 

 

Like both 

Concepts 

A & B 
� 

Like 

Concept A 
� 

Like 

Concept B 
� 

No 

Preference 

� 

Dislike both 

Concepts  

A & B 
� 

(6a) Please explain your choice： 

 

 

 

 

(6b) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

(7) Site 5：：：：Arts and Cultural Precinct  

 
Like this 

Concept  
� 

Neutral 

� 

Dislike 

this 

Concept 
� 

 



 

(7a) Please explain your choice： 

 

 

 

(7b) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

(8) Site 6 ：：：：Arts and Cultural Precinct  

 
Like this 

Concept  
� 

Neutral 

� 

Dislike 

this 

Concept 
� 

 

(8a) Please explain your choice： 

 

 

 

 

 

(8b) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

(9) Site 7 ：：：：Waterfront Promenade 

 

Like both 

Concepts 

A & B 
� 

Like 

Concept A 
� 

Like 

Concept B 
� 

No 

Preference 

� 

Dislike both 

Concepts  

A & B 
� 

(9a) Please explain your choice： 

 

 

 

 

 

(9b) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

(10) Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8 

 
Like both 

Concepts 

A & B 
� 

Like 

Concept A 
� 

Like 

Concept B 
� 

No 

Preference 

� 

Dislike both 

Concepts  

A & B 
� 

(10a) Please explain your choice： 

 

 

 

 

 

(10b) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

(11) Reconstructing Old Star Ferry Clock Tower Like both 

Concepts 

A & B 

� 

Like 

Concept A 
� 

Like 

Concept B 
� 

No 

Preference 
� 

Dislike both 

Concepts  

A & B 

� 



 

(11a) Please explain your choice： 

 

 

 

(11b) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

Part 3: The Refined Urban Design Framework (Please indicate your level of agreement to the following 

aspects of the overall urban design for the New Central Harbourfront.) 
 Do you agree that the present urban design has satisfied the following sustainable design principles ：：：： 

1(a) diverse uses and activities, e.g. a mix of commercial, 

leisure,  recreational, open space and cultural uses 
Strongly 

Agree 

� 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

1(b) respecting natural setting, e.g. lower development 

intensity, reduced building massing, view corridors to 

protect ridgeline, harbour view and waterfront setting  

Strongly 

Agree 

� 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

1(c) respecting existing urban fabric, e.g. urban 

environment, visual integration with the CBD and 

surrounding developments  

Strongly 

Agree 

� 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

1(d) promoting harbourfront enhancement, e.g. waterfront 

promenade and public open space 
Strongly 

Agree 

� 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

1(e) respecting cultural heritage  

 
Strongly 

Agree 

� 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

1(f) ease of pedestrian access to harbourfront  

 
Strongly 

Agree 

� 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

1(g) promoting greening and environmentally friendly 

building design, e.g. green roofs and good air 

ventilation  

Strongly 

Agree 

� 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

(2) Do you agree that the present overall urban design 

has met the public aspirations for a vibrant, green and 

accessible New Central Harbourfront？ 

Strongly 

Agree 

� 

Agree 

� 

Neutral 

� 

Disagree 

� 

Strongly 

Disagree 

� 

(2a) Any other comments？  Any other suggestions？ 

 

 

No 

Comments 

���� 

Part 4: Other Comments and Suggestions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Part 5: Profile of respondent 
       
(a) Age 1. � under 18         2. � 18-29         3. � 30-44           

  4. � 45-59         5. � 60 or over 6. � Refuse to answer    

(b) Gender 1. � Male 2. � Female 3. � Refuse to answer    

(c) Area of residence 1. � HK Island 2. � Kowloon 3. � NT & Islands 4. � Others, please specify: 
___________________ 

  

  5. � Refuse to answer     

(d) Do you pay frequent visit to Sheung 

Wan, Central, Admiralty or Wanchai？ 

1. � Yes 2. � No 3. � Refuse to answer   

(e) Have you participated in the Stage 1 

Public Engagement？ 

1. � Yes 2. � No 3. � Refuse to answer   

(f) Do you complete the comment card of 

Stage II Public Engagement？ 

1. � Yes 2. � No 3. � Refuse to answer   

Thank you! 

Additional Opinion Interviewer No ：：：： Case No ：：：： 

Question 

Number 

Opinion & Suggestion 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 4  

 

Sample of Telephone Poll Questionnaire 

(Original Chinese Version with  

English Translated Version) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

香港理工大學香港理工大學香港理工大學香港理工大學 

應用社會科學系應用社會科學系應用社會科學系應用社會科學系 

社會政策研究中心社會政策研究中心社會政策研究中心社會政策研究中心 

中環新海濱城市設計意見調查 

電話訪問調查 (R1) 

 

 2008 年 5 月至 6 月 

 
 

 

 

「喂，你好，請問哩度嘅電話係唔係 xxxx xxxx 呢？（如果唔係，訪問員請講『對唔住，打錯，拜

拜！』，然後請再重試。）我地係香港理工大學社會政策研究中心打嚟嘅，我地而家進行緊一項有

關「中環新海濱城市設計」嘅民意調查，呢個調查嘅訪問對象係 18 歲或以上嘅人士，請問府上有

幾多位呢類家庭成員呢？」 

 

住戶反應: 1.  □ 答應合作---------------------------------------------------------------- >〔開始程

序 B〕 

(記錄)     2.  □ 接通即拒絕/拒絕合作/中途拒絕----------------------------------- >〔結束〕 

         3. □ 電話有問題(長鳴、怪聲不能分辨)------------------------------- >〔結束〕 

           4.  □ 非目標樣本(沒有受訪對象、FAX、非住宅)-------------------- >〔結束〕 

           5.  □ 無人接聽/電話留言機/暫時唔得閒/線路正在使用------------- >〔須重

試〕 

 

(重試記錄:        

 

程序程序程序程序 B: B: B: B: 選出合適受訪者選出合適受訪者選出合適受訪者選出合適受訪者    

(Official Use) 

[v1] 電話號碼︰_________________ 

 

[v2] 呢個調查嘅訪問對象係 18 歲或以上嘅人士，請問府上有幾多位呢類家庭成員呢？ 

    

    【【【【如果多過一個以上如果多過一個以上如果多過一個以上如果多過一個以上，，，，訪問員請用訪問員請用訪問員請用訪問員請用 Random GeneratorRandom GeneratorRandom GeneratorRandom Generator 根據根據根據根據 Kish GridKish GridKish GridKish Grid 方法抽出一位合資格嘅最終方法抽出一位合資格嘅最終方法抽出一位合資格嘅最終方法抽出一位合資格嘅最終

受訪者受訪者受訪者受訪者。。。。    

  � 如該住戶只得一位 18 歲或以上人士，則直接進行訪問 

 

[v3] 根據抽樣結果，按年齡排列由大到小，唔該請年齡排第___位大嘅家庭成員嚟聽電話。 

 1 □ 我係   � [開始問卷 – 程序 C]  � [如有需要，請讀出簡介文字] 

 2 □ 唔方便講  � [必須確認]   � [核實或預約時間]  � [結束訪

問]  � [記錄] 

 3 □ 佢唔係度  � [預約時間]    � [結束訪問]    � [記錄] 

 

〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜 

 

 

[v4] 〔由訪問員自行填寫〕 

程序程序程序程序 A:A:A:A:自我介紹自我介紹自我介紹自我介紹    

1 3 4 2 5 6 ) 



 

受訪者性別: 1. □男   2. □女    (以下稱受訪者為〝先生〞或〝小姐〞)。 

   

 如果最終受訪者不是接聽電話人士，請向最終受訪者讀出：「喂，先生／小姐你好，我地係

香港理工大學社會政策研究中心打嚟嘅，我依家想花你兩、三分鐘時間，同你做一項有關

「中環新海濱城市設計」嘅民意調查。閣下所提供嘅意見，我地會作綜合分析，然後收納喺

研究報告內。至於你嘅個人資料，我地係會絕對保密嘅，請你放心。」 

 



 

 

程序程序程序程序 C: C: C: C: 開始訪問開始訪問開始訪問開始訪問    

 

V5. 你同唔同意以締造一個朝氣蓬勃、綠化和暢達的中環新海濱作為中環新海濱

的城市設計理想呢？係十分同意、同意、中立、不同意定係十分不同意呢？ 

 

1 十分同意 2 同意 3 中立 4 不同意 5 十分不同意 

6 唔知道/無意見 7 拒絕回答    

 

V6. 你同唔同意中環新海濱城市設計採納一個可持續發展及平衡的方式，即係包

括商業、文娛及休憩用地等多樣化用途呢？係十分同意、同意、中立、不同
意定係十分不同意呢？ 

 

1 十分同意 2 同意 3 中立 4 不同意 5 十分不同意 

6 唔知道/無意見 7 拒絕回答    

 

V7. 就重組皇后碼頭，而家有兩個設計概念，一個係响海邊重組，並恢復佢碼頭

嘅作用；另一個係响原址重組，作為一個休閒地點。你鍾意邊個設計概念

呢？（請讀出選項 1-5） 

 

1 鍾意响海邊重組 2 鍾意响原址重組 3 兩個都鍾意 4 兩個都唔鍾

意 

5 冇所謂 6 唔知道/無意見 7 拒絕回答  

 

V8. 就重建舊天星鐘樓，而家有兩個設計概念，一個係响大會堂對出的新海濱重

建，成為新海濱的中心景點；另一個係响原址附近重建，以回應部分公眾人

士响原址重建的期望。你鍾意邊個設計概念呢？（請讀出選項 1-5） 

 

     1 鍾意响大會堂對出的新 

        海濱重建 

2 鍾意响原址附近重

建 

3 兩個都鍾意 4 兩個都唔鍾  

   意 

     5 冇所謂 6 唔知道/無意見 7 拒絕回答  

 

V9. 响中區國際金融中心二期對出嘅商業用地，而家有兩個設計概念，一個係興

建兩幢辦公室大樓；另一個係興建一幢酒店和一幢辦公室大樓。你鍾意邊個

設計概念呢？（請讀出選項 1-5） 

 

1 鍾意兩幢辦公室大樓 2 鍾意一幢酒店和一幢 

   辦公室 

3 兩個都鍾    

   意 

4 兩個都唔鍾意 

5 冇所謂 6 唔知道/無意見 7 拒絕回答  



 

    

V10. 就中環到金鐘嘅新海濱長廊，而家有兩個設計概念，一個係都市公園，提供
較多樣化的設施和景點；另一個係都市綠洲，採用自然風格的園景設計，比
較靜態一啲。你鍾意邊個設計概念呢？（請讀出選項 1-5） 

 

1 鍾意都市公園 2 鍾意都市綠洲 3 兩個都鍾意 4 兩個都唔鍾

意 

5 冇所謂 6 唔知道/無意見 7 拒絕回答  

個人背景資料個人背景資料個人背景資料個人背景資料    

 

V11. 請問你嘅年齡係…？(以上一次生日計算) 

 

1  18 – 29 歲 

2  30 – 44 歲 

3  45 – 59 歲 

4  60 歲或以上 

5  拒絶回答 

 

V12. 請問你居住的地區係…？ 

 

1 香港島 

2 九龍 

3 新界 

4 離島 

5 拒絕回答 

 

V13. 請問你是否經常去上環、中環、金鐘或灣仔區？係經常、間中、很少、定係

從不？ 

 

1 經常 

2 間中 

3 很少 

4 從不 

5 唔知道/好難講 

6 拒絶回答 

 

（先生／小姐）唔該你，訪問已經完成，拜拜。 



 

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 

Department of Applied Social Sciences 

Centre for Social Policy Studies 

Urban Design Study for the 

New Central Harbourfront 

Telephone Poll (R1) 
May – June 2008 

 

 
“Hello, is this telephone number XXXX XXXX? [Interviewer: if you have dialled the wrong number 

please say: “Sorry, I think I’ve dialled the wrong number. Bye-bye.” Then please try to dial the correct 

number at once.]” 

 

“I am a telephone interviewer from the Centre for Social Policy Studies at the Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University. We are now conducting an opinion survey on “Urban Design Study for the New Central 

Harbourfront” and would like to do a short interview with you. The eligible respondents of this survey are 

Hong Kong citizens aged 18 or above. I would like to know how many household members are aged 18 or 

above? ” 

 

Responses:  

Situation 1. Respondent cooperates ------------------------------------------------------------>〔Procedure B〕 

Situation 2. Cuts at once/ Turns down the request/ Terminates mid-way ------------------------->〔End〕 

Situation 3. Invalid Numbers (Long dialling tone / Strange or unidentified tone) --------------->〔End〕 

Situation 4. Non-Target (No eligible respondent/ Fax/ Non-Residential Line) ------------------->〔End〕 

Situation 5. No Answer/ Answering Machine/ Not available right now /Busy Line ----------->〔Retry〕 

 

Interview/ Attempt 

History: 

1st 

Attempt 

���� 

2nd 

Attempt 

���� 

3rd 

Attempt 

���� 

4th 

Attempt 

���� 

5th 

Attempt 

���� 

6th 

Attempt 

���� 

 

Procedure B: Sample Selection 
(Official Use) 
[v5] Telephone Number: ______________ 

 

[v6] The eligible respondents of this survey are Hong Kong citizens aged 18 or above. I would like to 

know how many household members are aged 18 or above? 

 

[If there is more than one eligible respondent in the same household, please use the Random Generator with 

the Kish Grid method to randomly select one of the eligible respondents to conduct the survey.] 

 

[v3]  According to the sampling result, we have selected the __ oldest member of your household as 

respondent, would you mind if I invite this household member to conduct the survey now?  

 

1 □  I am �[Start questionnaire, go to Procedure C] � [If necessary, please read the survey introduction 

again] 

2 □   Not convenient right now � [Confirmation required] � [Confirmation or Arrange appointment: 

_______] �  [End interview] � [Record down] 

3 □  Not here right now � [Arrange appointment:_______ ] � [End interview] � [Record Down] 

Procedure A: Self Introduction 



 

[v4]  

Sex of the Respondent:  1 □  Male  2 □  Female  

Please call the respondent “Mr” or “Miss” 

 

If the call receiver is not the designated interview respondent, please invite the designated respondent and 

read: “Hello, Mr/Miss, how are you? I am a telephone interviewer from the Centre for Social Policy Studies 

at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. We are now conducting an opinion survey on “Urban Design 

Study for the New Central Harbourfront” and would like to do a 2-3-minute interview with you. Your 

opinions will be given an integrated analysis and be included in the Study Report. Please be assured that the 

information you provide will be kept strictly confidential.” 

 

Procedure C: Start Interview 

 

[v5] Do you agree to the urban design vision of creating a vibrant, green and accessible 

New Central Harbourfront? Do you “strongly agree”, “agree”, “neutral”, “disagree” or 

“strongly disagree”? 

 

1. strongly agree 2. agree 3. neutral  

4. disagree  5. strongly disagree 6. don’t know / no opinions 7. refuse to answer 

 

[v6] Do you agree to adopt a sustainable and balanced approach in designing the New 

Central Harbourfront, that is, to include diversified uses such as commercial, cultural, 

recreational, open space etc? Do you “strongly agree”, “agree”, “neutral”, “disagree” or 

“strongly disagree”? 

 

1. strongly agree 2. agree 3. neutral  

4. disagree  5. strongly disagree 6. don’t know / no opinions 7. refuse to answer 

 

[v7] For re-assembling Queen’s Pier, there are 2 design concepts: one is to re-assemble it 

at the harbourfront and revive its pier function; another one is to re-assemble it at its 

original location, using it as a sitting out area. Which design concept do you like? [Please 

read out options 1 to 5.] 

 

1. like to re-assemble it at the harbourfront 

2. like to re-assemble it at its original location 

3. like both concepts  4. don’t like either 5. no preference 

6. don’t know / no opinions 7. refuse to answer 

 

[v8] For reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower, there are 2 design concepts: one 

is to reconstruct it at the new harbourfront just off City Hall to form a focal point at the 

new harbourfront; another one is to reconstruct it close to its original location to meet the 

aspiration of some members of the public to reconstruct the Clock Tower at the original 

location. Which design concept do you like? [Please read out options 1 to 5.] 

 

1. like to reconstruct it at the new harbourfront just off City Hall 

2. like to reconstruct it close to its original location 

3. like both concepts  4. don’t like either 5. no preference 

6. don’t know / no opinions 7. refuse to answer 



 

[v9] For the commercial land just off IFC II in Central, there are 2 design concepts: one is 

to build 2 office buildings; another one is to build one hotel and one office building. 

Which design concept do you like? [Please read out options 1 to 5.] 

 

1. like 2 office buildings 2. like one hotel and one office building  

3. like both concepts  4. don’t like either 5. no preference 

6. don’t know / no opinions 7. refuse to answer 

 

[v10] For the new waterfront promenade from Central to Admiralty, there are 2 design 

concepts: one is Urban Park, offering more variety of facilities and scenic spots; another 

one is Urban Green, adopting a more natural form of landscaping design and 

comparatively more passive recreation. Which design concept do you like? [Please read 

out options 1 to 5.] 

 

1. like Urban Park  2. like Urban Green  

3. like both concepts      4. don’t like either 5. no preference 

6. don’t know / no opinions 7. refuse to answer 

 

Personal Demographics: 

 

[v11] What is your age? (According to the last birthday) 

1. 18-29 

2. 30-44 

3. 45-59 

4. 60 or above 

5. Refuse to answer 
 

[v12]  In which area are you living? 

1. Hong Kong Island 

2. Kowloon 

3. New Territories  

4. Outlying Islands 

5. Refuse to answer 

 

[v13] Do you pay frequent visits to Sheung Wan, Central, Admiralty or Wanchai? Is it 

“frequently”, “occasionally”, “rarely” or “never”? 

1. frequently 

2. occasionally 

3. rarely 

4. never 

5. don’t know / hard to say 

6. refuse to answer 



 

[v14] Before this telephone interview, were you aware that the Government is currently 

undertaking a public engagement on the "Urban Design Study for the New Central 

Harbourfront"? 

  

1. Yes    2. No     3. Refuse to answer 

  

 

[Mr / Miss, thank you. The interview is now completed. Good Bye.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 5 

 

Sample of Comments Collection Sheet 

 (For FGW and CEF)



 



 



 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 6 

 

PPRI Consultancy Team



 

 

 

 

Organization Structure of the Consultancy Team 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Peter Yuen 

(Team Leader) 

Prof. Edwin Chan 

Dr. Hanqin Zhang 

(Expert advisors) 
Prof. Lee Ngok 

(Team Co-Leader) 

Dr. K.K. Yuen 

Miss Queenie Tam 

Miss Linda Suen 

Mr. Kace Chiu 

Mr. Wai-leung Chan 

 

Interviewers 

(Telephone Polls)  

 

Qualitative Analysis Team 

 

Quantitative Analysis Team 

Dr. Florence Ho 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 7 

 

Results of the Face-to-face Interviews 



 

 

Interviews (Round 1) 

 

Round 1 of the Face-to-Face Interviews was conducted from 23 April to 16 May 

2008 at the Hong Kong Heritage Discovery Centre (Kowloon Park), at the exit point 

of the Public Exhibition for this project. A total of 183 interviews were successfully 

collected and their findings are tabulated below. 

 

Do you agree to the design vision of “creating a vibrant, green and accessible New 

Central Harbourfront”? 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 27 14.8 

Agree 134 73.2 

Neutral 15 8.2 

Disagree 6 3.3 

Strongly Disagree 1 0.5 

No Comments / Don’t Know 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

Do you agree to adopt a sustainable and balanced approach in designing the New 

Central Harbourfront (i.e. a mix of commercial, leisure, recreational, open space, 

cultural uses to provide diversified uses)？？？？ 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 34 18.6 

Agree 115 62.8 

Neutral 23 12.6 

Disagree 10 5.5 

Strongly Disagree 1 0.5 

No Comments / Don’t Know 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

 

Please express your views on the four Principal Design Corridors proposed in the 

refined urban design framework. 

 

3a. Statue Square Corridor 

The Statue Square Corridor is a major Open Space Corridor and a Historic 

Corridor extending from the core of the Central Business District (CBD) to the new 

Star Ferry Pier. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 11 6.0 

Agree 113 61.7 

Neutral 37 20.2 

Disagree 22 12.0 

Strongly Disagree 0 0.0 

No Comments / Don’t Know 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

3d. Civic Corridor 

The Civic Corridor embraces the Tamar Central Government Complex, new 

Legislative Council Complex and a large public open space.  It will connect to the 

waterfront promenade. 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 15 8.2 

Agree 118 64.5 

Neutral 31 16.9 

Disagree 18 9.8 

Strongly Disagree 1 0.5 

No Comments / Don’t Know 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

3g. Arts and Cultural Precinct 

The Arts and Cultural Precinct will become an arts and cultural destination by the 

harbour.  It is a significant open space for outdoor performance and become a 

unifying public space for various arts and cultural venues. 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 24 13.1 

Agree 109 59.6 

Neutral 34 18.6 

Disagree 15 8.2 

Strongly Disagree 1 0.5 

No Comments / Don’t Know 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

3j. Pierside Corridor 

The Pierside Corridor will link up the ten Central Piers.  It is suggested to improve 

the outlook of Pierside and connection of pedestrians. 

 

 Frequency  Percentage 

Strongly Agree 23 12.6 

Agree 128 69.9 

Neutral 21 11.5 

Disagree 9 4.9 

Strongly Disagree 1 0.5 

No Comments / Don’t Know 1 0.5 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

 

Part 2: Design Concepts for the Key Sites (Please express your views on the design 

concepts proposed for the following key sites.) 

 

Sites 1 and 2: Comprehensive Development Area (CDA) Site adjoining Central 

Piers No. 4 to 6 and Commercial Site north of IFC II 

 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like both Concepts A & B 5 2.7 

Like Concept A 118 64.5 

Like Concept B 16 8.7 

No Preference 22 12.0 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 22 12.0 

No Comments / Don’t Know 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

Site 3 ：：：：CDA Site north of Statue Square  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like both Concepts A & B 4 2.2 

Like Concept A 69 37.7 

Like Concept B 80 43.7 

No Preference 23 12.6 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 7 3.8 

No Comments / Don’t Know 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

 



 

 

Site 4: Waterfront Related Commercial and Leisure Uses Site north of City Hall 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like both Concepts A & B 1 0.5 

Like Concept A 98 53.6 

Like Concept B 57 31.1 

No Preference 17 9.3 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 8 4.4 

No Comments / Don’t Know 2 1.1 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

Site 5: Arts and Cultural Precinct 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like the Concept 130 71.0 

Neutral 30 16.4 

Dislike the Concept 23 12.6 

No Comments / Don’t Know 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

Site 6: Arts and Cultural Precinct 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like the Concept 117 63.9 

Neutral 39 21.3 

Dislike the Concept 27 14.8 

No Comments / Don’t Know 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

Site 7: Waterfront Promenade 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like both Concepts A & B 5 2.7 

Like Concept A 58 31.7 

Like Concept B 107 58.5 

No Preference 8 4.4 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 5 2.7 

No Comments / Don’t Know 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like both Concepts A & B 3 1.6 

Like Concept A 111 60.7 

Like Concept B 44 24.0 

No Preference 13 7.1 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 12 6.6 

No Comments / Don’t Know 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

Reconstructing Old Star Ferry Clock Tower 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like both Concepts A & B 1 0.5 

Like Concept A 56 30.6 

Like Concept B 76 41.5 

No Preference 31 16.9 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 19 10.4 

No Comments / Don’t Know 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

Part 3: The Refined Urban Design Framework (Please indicate your level of 

agreement to the following aspects of the overall urban design for the New Central 

Harbourfront.) 

 

Do you agree that the present urban design has satisfied the following sustainable 

design principles 

 

Part 3: 1(a) diverse uses and activities, e.g. a mix of commercial, leisure, recreational, 

open space and cultural uses 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 15 8.2 

Agree 131 71.6 

Neutral 24 13.1 

Disagree 9 4.9 

Strongly Disagree 3 1.6 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
1 0.5 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 



 

 

Part 3: 1(b) respecting natural setting, e.g. lower development intensity, reduced 

building massing, view corridors to protect ridgeline, harbour view and waterfront 

setting  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 20 10.9 

Agree 108 59.0 

Neutral 34 18.6 

Disagree 19 10.4 

Strongly Disagree 2 1.1 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

Part 3: 1(c) respecting existing urban fabric, e.g. urban environment, visual 

integration with the CBD and surrounding developments  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 13 7.1 

Agree 99 54.1 

Neutral 45 24.6 

Disagree 22 12.0 

Strongly Disagree 3 1.6 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
1 0.5 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

Part 3: 1(d) promoting harbourfront enhancement, e.g. waterfront promenade and 

public open space 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 29 15.8 

Agree 124 67.8 

Neutral 14 7.7 

Disagree 12 6.6 

Strongly Disagree 4 2.2 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Part 3: 1(e) respecting cultural heritage  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 21 11.5 

Agree 83 45.4 

Neutral 46 25.1 

Disagree 27 14.8 

Strongly Disagree 6 3.3 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

 

Part 3: 1(f) ease of pedestrian access to harbourfront  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 28 15.3 

Agree 117 63.9 

Neutral 28 15.3 

Disagree 9 4.9 

Strongly Disagree 1 0.5 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

 

Part 3: 1(g) promoting greening and environmentally friendly building design, e.g. 

green roofs and good air ventilation  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 32 17.5 

Agree 117 63.9 

Neutral 23 12.6 

Disagree 9 4.9 

Strongly Disagree 1 0.5 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
1 0.5 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Part 3: 2 Do you agree that the present overall urban design has met the public 

aspirations for a vibrant, green and accessible New Central Harbourfront？？？？ 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 14 7.7 

Agree 93 50.8 

Neutral 56 30.6 

Disagree 18 9.8 

Strongly Disagree 2 1.1 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

Part 5 

 

Age  

 Frequency Percentage 

Under 18 32 17.5 

18-29 38 20.8 

30-44 59 32.2 

45-59 36 19.7 

60 or over 17 9.3 

Refuse to Answer 1 0.5 

Total 183 100.0 

 

Gender 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Male 101 55.2 

Female 82 44.8 

Total 183 100.0 

 

Area of Residence 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Hong Kong Island 29 15.8 

Kowloon 65 35.5 

NT & Islands 60 32.8 

Others (tourists) 29 15.8 

Refuse to Answer 0 0.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

 



 

 

Do you pay frequent visit to Sheung Wan, Central, Admiralty or Wanchai? 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Yes 86 47.0 

No 97 53.0 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

Have you participated in the Stage 1 Public Engagement? 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Yes 11 6.0 

No 171 93.4 

Refuse to Answer 1 0.5 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 

Have you completed the comment card of Stage 2 Public Engagement? 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Yes 23 12.6 

No 156 85.2 

Refuse to Answer 4 2.2 

Total 183 100.0 

 

 



 

 

Interviews (Round 2) 

 

Round 2 of the Face-to-Face Interviews was conducted from 2 June to 24 June 2008 

at the High Block of Queensway Government Offices, at the exit point of the Public 

Exhibition for this project. A total of 182 interviews were successfully collected and 

their findings are tabulated below. 

 

Do you agree to the design vision of “creating a vibrant, green and accessible New 

Central Harbourfront”? 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 34 18.7 

Agree 132 72.5 

Neutral 5 2.7 

Disagree 8 4.4 

Strongly Disagree 3 1.6 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Do you agree to adopt a sustainable and balanced approach in designing the New 

Central Harbourfront (i.e. a mix of commercial, leisure, recreational, open space, 

cultural uses to provide diversified uses)？？？？ 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 34 18.7 

Agree 127 69.8 

Neutral 7 3.8 

Disagree 14 7.7 

Strongly Disagree 0 0.0 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Please express your views on the four Principal Design Corridors proposed in the 

refined urban design framework. 

 

3a. Statue Square Corridor 

The Statue Square Corridor is a major Open Space Corridor and a Historic 

Corridor extending from the core of the Central Business District (CBD) to the new 

Star Ferry Pier. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 15 8.2 

Agree 126 69.2 

Neutral 31 17.0 

Disagree 9 4.9 

Strongly Disagree 1 0.5 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

 

3d. Civic Corridor 

The Civic Corridor embraces the Tamar Central Government Complex, new 

Legislative Council Complex and a large public open space.  It will connect to the 

waterfront promenade. 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 9 4.9 

Agree 131 72.0 

Neutral 29 15.9 

Disagree 11 6.0 

Strongly Disagree 2 1.1 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

 

3g. Arts and Cultural Precinct  

The Arts and Cultural Precinct will become an arts and cultural destination by the 

harbour.  It is a significant open space for outdoor performance and become a 

unifying public space for various arts and cultural venues. 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 23 12.6 

Agree 131 72.0 

Neutral 12 6.6 

Disagree 14 7.7 

Strongly Disagree 2 1.1 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

3j. Pierside Corridor 

The Pierside Corridor will link up the ten Central Piers.  It is suggested to improve 

the outlook of Pierside and connection of pedestrians. 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 11 6.0 

Agree 141 77.5 

Neutral 21 11.5 

Disagree 8 4.4 

Strongly Disagree 1 0.5 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Part 2: Design Concepts for the Key Sites (Please express your views on the design 

concepts proposed for the following key sites.) 

 

 

Sites 1 and 2: Comprehensive Development Area (CDA) Site adjoining Central 

Piers No. 4 to 6 and Commercial Site north of IFC II 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like both Concepts A & B 9 4.9 

Like Concept A 98 53.8 

Like Concept B 18 9.9 

No Preference 19 10.4 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 38 20.9 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100. 

 

 

Site 3: CDA Site north of Statue Square  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like both Concepts A & B 3 1.6 

Like Concept A 85 46.7 

Like Concept B 73 40.1 

No Preference 16 8.8 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 5 2.7 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Site 4: Waterfront Related Commercial and Leisure Uses Site north of City Hall 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like both Concepts A & B 3 1.6 

Like Concept A 94 51.6 

Like Concept B 56 30.8 

No Preference 14 7.7 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 15 8.2 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Site 5: Arts and Cultural Precinct 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like the Concept 138 75.8 

Neutral 22 12.1 

Dislike the Concept 22 12.1 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Site 6: Arts and Cultural Precinct 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like the Concept 125 68.7 

Neutral 32 17.6 

Dislike the Concept 25 13.7 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Site 7: Waterfront Promenade 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like both Concepts A & B 9 4.9 

Like Concept A 45 24.7 

Like Concept B 113 62.1 

No Preference 7 3.8 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 8 4.4 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

 



 

 

Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like both Concepts A & B 0 0.0 

Like Concept A 101 55.5 

Like Concept B 50 27.5 

No Preference 12 6.6 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 19 10.4 

No Comments / Don't Know 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Reconstructing Old Star Ferry Clock Tower 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Like both Concepts A & B 2 1.1 

Like Concept A 50 27.5 

Like Concept B 77 42.3 

No Preference 24 13.2 

Dislike both Concepts A & B 28 15.4 

No Comments / Don't Know 1 0.5 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

 

Part 3: The Refined Urban Design Framework (Please indicate your level of 

agreement to the following aspects of the overall urban design for the New Central 

Harbourfront.) 

 

Do you agree that the present urban design has satisfied the following sustainable 

design principles:  

 

Part 3: 1(a) diverse uses and activities, e.g. a mix of commercial, leisure, recreational, 

open space and cultural uses 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 16 8.8 

Agree 119 65.4 

Neutral 33 18.1 

Disagree 10 5.5 

Strongly Disagree 4 2.2 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 



 

 

 

Part 3: 1(b) respecting natural setting, e.g. lower development intensity, reduced 

building massing, view corridors to protect ridgeline, harbour view and waterfront 

setting  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 24 13.2 

Agree 109 59.9 

Neutral 31 17 

Disagree 15 8.2 

Strongly Disagree 3 1.6 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Part 3: 1(c) respecting existing urban fabric, e.g. urban environment, visual 

integration with the CBD and surrounding developments  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 14 7.7 

Agree 108 59.3 

Neutral 37 20.3 

Disagree 19 10.4 

Strongly Disagree 3 1.6 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
1 0.5 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Part 3: 1(d) promoting harbourfront enhancement, e.g. waterfront promenade and 

public open space 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 29 15.9 

Agree 127 69.8 

Neutral 17 9.3 

Disagree 6 3.3 

Strongly Disagree 3 1.6 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

 



 

 

Part 3: 1(e) respecting cultural heritage  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 19 10.4 

Agree 76 41.8 

Neutral 57 31.3 

Disagree 22 12.1 

Strongly Disagree 8 4.4 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Part 3: 1(f) ease of pedestrian access to harbourfront  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 26 14.3 

Agree 112 61.5 

Neutral 35 19.2 

Disagree 6 3.3 

Strongly Disagree 3 1.6 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Part 3: 1(g) promoting greening and environmentally friendly building design, e.g. 

green roofs and good air ventilation  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 24 13.2 

Agree 114 62.6 

Neutral 31 17.0 

Disagree 9 4.9 

Strongly Disagree 4 2.2 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Part 3: 2 Do you agree that the present overall urban design has met the public 

aspirations for a vibrant, green and accessible New Central Harbourfront？？？？ 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Strongly Agree 12 6.6 

Agree 90 49.5 

Neutral 45 24.7 

Disagree 26 14.3 

Strongly Disagree 9 4.9 

No Comments / No Answers 

Indicated 
0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

Part 5 

 

Age  

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Under 18 8 4.4 

18-29 47 25.8 

30-44 60 33.0 

45-59 49 26.9 

60 or over 17 9.3 

Refuse to Answer 1 0.5 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Gender 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Male 124 68.1 

Female 58 31.9 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Area of Residence 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Hong Kong Island 67 36.8 

Kowloon 54 29.7 

NT & Islands 56 30.8 

Others (tourists) 4 2.2 

Refuse to Answer 1 0.5 

Total 182 100.0 

 



 

 

Do you pay frequent visit to Sheung Wan, Central, Admiralty or Wanchai? 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Yes 146 80.2 

No 36 19.8 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Have you participated in the Stage 1 Public Engagement? 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Yes 14 7.7 

No 168 92.3 

Refuse to Answer 0 0.0 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

Have you completed the comment card of Stage 2 Public Engagement? 

 

 Frequency Percentage 

Yes 59 32.4 

No 122 67.0 

Refuse to Answer 1 0.5 

Total 182 100.0 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 8 

 

Results of the Telephone Polls 



 

 

Telephone Polls and the Sampling Method, Sample and Cooperation Rate 
 

An important component of this Consultancy is to collect views from Hong Kong citizens 

on the New Central Harbourfront Project through Telephone Polls.  

 

The first Telephone Poll was conducted from 30 May to 14 June 2008 and the second 

Telephone Poll was conducted from 2 July to 14 July 2008.  

 

The survey covered Hong Kong land-based households having a residential telephone 

line. Random sampling of telephone numbers from the latest Residential Telephone 

Directory (English Version) published by PCCW was employed for sample selection.  

 

Telephone interviewers dialed the numbers assigned automatically by the telephone 

interviewing computer program (WinCATI for Windows). At least six attempts were 

made for every selected number. A standardized protocol was applied to verify that the 

dialed telephone number was associated with a household, and that there was at least one 

household resident who was eligible for the survey. One member (aged 18 or over) 

sampled by the Kish Grid method within each selected household was interviewed. If the 

interviewer was unable to complete the questionnaire during the first interview, the same 

respondent would be contacted at least three more times so as to complete the 

questionnaire or to confirm if the interview was a failed case.  

 

First Telephone Poll 

 

This survey was conducted in the period 30 May to 14 June 2008, completing a total of 

1,337 cases. Upon quality check inspection, 104 cases were found to have procedural 

problems. As a result, all these problem cases were all declared invalid and destroyed. 

Finally, a total of 1,233 valid and successful cases were collected. The margin of error 

was +/- 2.79% at 95% confidence level. 

 

Categories Frequency 

Respondent cooperates （I） 1233 

Mid-way termination （P） 14 

Refusal （R） 1168 

Non-Target (No eligible respondent or not sure with/without respondent age 

18 or above)（NE） 
227 

Not available right now/appointment is made for interview on another date C)   () 2278 

Other non-interviewed telephone lines (including strange tone/no tone/ 

password required/non-residential line/fax/incorrect telephone number/no 

answer) （NI） 

5971 

Total telephone number dialled 10891 

Applying Groves (1989)
1
’s Contact Rate and Co-operation Rate, the results are as follows: 

                                                 
1
 Groves, R. (1989). Survey Errors and Survey Costs. John Wiley & Sons, pp.144-145. 



 

 

 1st phone poll 

Contact Rate  78.64% 

Co-operation Rate  51.06% 

 

Summary of First Telephone Poll Results (in percentages) 

Issues Positive 

Views 

Neutral Negative 

Views 

No Comment/ No answer indicated/ Don’t 

know 

V.5= Urban design vision of 

creating a vibrant, green 

and accessible New Central 

Harbourfront 

79.6 

 

11.0 3.9 5.6 

 

V.6= Sustainable and 

balanced approach in 

designing the New Central 

Harbourfront, 

74.5 12.7 8.4 4.4 

 

 Like both 

concepts 

Like to re-

assemble / re-

construct it at 

the 

harbourfront 

Like to re-

assemble / 

re-construct 

it near its 

original 

location 

No 

Preference 

Don’t like 

either 

No 

Comment/ 

No answer 

indicated/ 

Don’t know 

V.7= Re-assembling 

Queen’s Pier,  

9.2 28.2 28.3 24.5 6.3 3.4 

V.8= Reconstructing the old 

Star Ferry Clock Tower,  

6.4 24.0 41.2 20.4 4.0 4.1 

 Like both 2 Offices Hotel+Office No 

Preference 

Don’t like 

either 

No 

comment / 

No answer 

indicated / 

Don’t know 

V.9= Commercial land just 

off IFC II in Central 

6.1 10.5 33.7 26.4 18.4 5.0  

 Like both Urban Park Urban Green No 

Preference 

Don’t like 

either 

No 

comment / 

No answer 

indicated / 

Don’t know 

V.10= New waterfront 

promenade  

13.2 21.7 48.3 12.3 2.1 2.4 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
Contact Rate = (I+P+R+NI)/(I+P+R+NI+NC), 

Cooperation rate = I/(I+P+R). 



 

 

Discussions (First Phone Poll) 

 

The majority of the First Telephone Poll respondents were in agreement with the urban 

design vision as well as the sustainable and balanced approach adopted for the Study.  

 

About four-fifths of the respondents (79.6%) gave positive answers (= strongly agree / 

agree) to Q.v5. 

 

About three quarters of the respondents (74.5%) gave positive answers (= strongly agree / 

agree) to Q.v6. 

 

On the issue of re-assembling the Queen’s Pier (Q.v7), respondents were fairly divided in 

their preferences. 28.2% of them preferred re-assembling it at the harbourfront and 28.3% 

preferred re-assembling it at its original site. One quarter of the respondents (24.5%) 

showed no particular preference on this issue. 

 

On the issue of reconstructing the Old Star Ferry Clock Tower (Q.v8), most respondents 

(41.2%) preferred reconstructing it near its original site. About one quarter of the 

respondents (24.0%) preferred reconstructing it at the harbourfront in front of the City 

Hall. One-fifth of the respondents showed no particular preference for the concepts. 

 

For the commercial land in front of IFCII (i.e. Sites 1 and 2; Q.v9), most of the 

respondents (33.7%) preferred building a hotel and an office there. About one quarter 

(26.4%) showed no particular preference for the concepts. A sizeable minority (18.4%) 

did not like either concept. 

 

For the design of the waterfront promenade (Q.v10), most respondents (48.3%) preferred 

the ‘Urban Green’ concept.  About one-fifth (21.7%) preferred the ‘Urban Park’ concept.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Second Telephone Poll 

 

This survey was conducted in the period 2 July to 14 July 2008, completing a total of 

1,341 cases. Upon quality check inspection, 103 cases were found to have procedural 

problems. As a result, all these problem cases were all declared invalid and destroyed. 

Finally, a total of 1,238 valid and successful cases were collected. The margin of error 

was +/- 2.79% at 95% confidence level. 

 

Categories Frequency 

Respondent cooperates （I） 1238 

Mid-way termination （P） 56 

Refusal （R） 910 

Non-Target (No eligible respondent or not sure with/without respondent age 

18 or above)（NE） 
257 

Not available right now/appointment is made for interview on another date C)   () 2062 

Other non-interviewed telephone lines (including strange tone/no tone/ 

password required/non-residential line/fax/incorrect telephone number/no 

answer) （NI） 

6371 

Total telephone number dialled 10894 

 

Applying Groves (1989)
2
’s Contact Rate and Co-operation Rate, the results are as follows: 

 2nd phone poll 

Contact Rate  80.61% 

Co-operation Rate  56.17% 

 

 

                                                 
2
 Groves, R. (1989). Survey Errors and Survey Costs. John Wiley & Sons, pp.144-145. 

Contact Rate = (I+P+R+NI)/(I+P+R+NI+NC), 

Cooperation rate = I/(I+P+R). 



 

 

Summary of Second Telephone Poll Results (in percentages) 

 

Issues Positive 

Views 

Neutral Negative 

Views 

No Comment/ No answer indicated/ Don’t 

know 

V.5= Urban design vision of 

creating a vibrant, green 

and accessible New Central 

Harbourfront 

81.9 10.7 2.9 4.5 

V.6= Sustainable and 

balanced approach in 

designing the New Central 

Harbourfront 

74.1 13.8 7.9 4.2 

 Like both 

concepts 

Like to re-

assemble it at 

the harbour-

front 

Like to re-

assemble it 

near its 

original 

location 

No 

Preference 

Don’t like 

either 

No 

Comment/ 

No answer 

indicated/ 

Don’t know 

V.7= Re-assembling 

Queen’s Pier 

10.7 26.3 25.8 28.7 6.0 2.5 

V.8= Reconstructing the old 

Star Ferry Clock Tower 

8.4 22.7 36.8 25.0 4.5 2.5 

 Like both 2 Offices Hotel+Office No 

Preference 

Don’t like 

either 

No 

Comment/ 

No answer 

indicated/ 

Don’t know 

V.9= Commercial land just 

off IFC II in Central 

6.6 9.0 28.2 30.5 21.3 4.3 

 Like both Urban Park Urban Green No 

Preference 

Don’t like 

either 

No 

comment/ 

No answer 

indicated/ 

Don’t know 

V.10= New waterfront 

promenade  

17.9 20.4 42.4 15.5 1.6 2.2 

 

Discussions (Second Phone Poll) 

 

The majority of the Second Telephone Poll respondents were in agreement with the urban 

design vision as well as the sustainable and balanced approach adopted for the Study.  

 

About four-fifths of the respondents (81.9%) gave positive answers (= strongly agree / 

agree) to Q.v5. 

 

About three quarters of the respondents (74.1%) gave positive answers (= strongly agree / 

agree) to Q.v6. 

 

On the issue of re-assembling the Queen’s Pier (Q.v7), respondents were fairly divided in 



 

 

their preferences. 26.3% of them preferred re-assembling it at the harbourfront and 25.8% 

preferred re-assembling it at its original site. More than one quarter of the respondents 

(28.7%) showed no particular preference on this issue. 

 

On the issue of reconstructing the Old Star Ferry Clock Tower (Q.v8), most respondents 

(36.8%) preferred reconstructing it near its original site. About one quarter of the 

respondents (22.7%) preferred reconstructing it at the harbourfront in front of the City 

Hall. One quarter of the respondents (25.0%) showed no particular preference on this 

issue. 

 

For the commercial land in front of IFC II (i.e. Sites 1 and 2; Q.v9), most of the 

respondents (28.2%) preferred building a hotel and an office there. About 30.5% showed 

no particular preference for the concepts. A sizeable minority (21.3%) did not like either 

concept. 

 

For the design of the waterfront promenade (Q.v10), most respondents (42.4%) preferred 

the ‘Urban Green’ concept. About one-fifth (20.4%) preferred the ‘Urban Park’ concept. 

A sizeable minority (15.5%) showed no particular preference for the concepts. 

 



 

 

Comparison of the Two Telephone Polls (for selected items and in percentages) 

 

Issues  Positive 

views 

Neutral Negative 

views 

No comment/ Refuse to answer 

V.5= Urban design vision of 

creating a vibrant, green and 

accessible New Central 

Harbourfront 

R1 

R2 

 

Agg. 

79.6 

81.9 

 

80.7 

11.0 

10.7 

 

10.8 

3.9 

2.9 

 

3.3 

5.6 

4.5 

 

5.1 

V.6= Sustainable and 

balanced approach in 

designing the New Central 

Harbourfront 

R1 

R2 

 

Agg. 

74.5 

74.1 

 

74.3 

12.7 

13.8 

 

13.2 

8.4 

7.9 

 

8.1 

4.4 

4.2 

 

4.3 

  Like both 

concepts 

Like to re-

assemble it at 

the harbour-

front 

Like to re-

assemble it 

near its 

original 

location 

No 

preference 

Don’t like 

either 

No comment/ 

Refuse to 

answer 

V.7= Re-assembling Queen’s 

Pier, 

R1 

R2 

 

Agg. 

9.2 

10.7 

 

10.0 

28.2 

26.3 

 

27.3 

28.3 

25.8 

 

27.1 

24.5 

28.7 

 

26.6 

6.3 

6.0 

 

6.2 

3.4 

2.5 

 

3.0 

V.8= Reconstructing the old 

Star Ferry Clock Tower 

R1 

R2 

 

Agg. 

6.4 

8.4 

 

7.4 

24.0 

22.7 

 

23.4 

41.2 

36.8 

 

39.0 

20.4 

25.0 

 

22.7 

4.0 

4.5 

 

4.2 

4.1 

2.5 

 

3.3 

  Like both 2 Offices Hotel+Office No 

preference 

Don’t like 

either 

No comment/ 

Refuse to 

answer 

V.9= Commercial land just 

off IFC II in Central 

R1 

R2 

 

Agg. 

6.1 

6.6 

 

6.4 

10.5 

9.0 

 

9.8 

33.7 

28.2 

 

30.9 

26.4 

30.5 

 

28.5 

18.4 

21.3 

 

19.9 

5.0 

4.3 

 

4.6 

  Like both Urban Park Urban Green No 

preference 

Don’t like 

either 

No comment/ 

Refuse to 

answer 

V.10= New waterfront 

promenade  

R1 

R2 

 

Agg. 

13.2 

17.9 

 

15.6 

21.7 

20.4 

 

21.0 

48.3 

42.4 

 

45.3 

12.3 

15.5 

 

13.9 

2.1 

1.6 

 

1.9 

2.4 

2.2 

 

2.3 
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Bodies including District Councils 



 

Annex One: Minutes of Various Briefings to Public and Advisory 

Bodies including District Councils 

 

Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront 

Stage 2 Public Engagement 

 

Briefings to Relevant Public and Advisory Bodies 

 

 

Briefings to the 18 District Councils (DCs) 

 

Item Date DC 

(8) 24 April 2008  Eastern  

(9) 6 May 2008  Tuen Mun  

(10) 6 May 2008 Kwun Tong 

(11) 15 May 2008  Central & Western 

(12) 20 May 5008  Wan Chai  

(13) 27 May 2008  Sai Kung  

(14) 27 May 2008 Tsuen Wan  

(15) 5 June 2008  North  

(16) 16 June 2008  Islands 

(17) 17 June 2008  Sham Shui Po 

(18) 26 June 2008  Yuen Long  

(19) 26 June 2008 Southern  

(20) 26 June 2008 Yau Tsim Mong  

(21) 8 July 2008 Tai Po  

Item Date Public and Advisory Bodies 

(1) 11 April 2008 Legislative Council (LegCo) Home Affairs 
Panel 

(2) 11 April 2008 Town Planning Board (TPB) 

(3) 22 April 2008 LegCo Development Panel 

(4) 23 April 2008 Harbour-front Enhancement Committee 
(HEC) Task Group on Urban Design 
Study 

(5) 29 April 2008 HEC 

(6) 29 May 2008 Land and Building Advisory Committee 
(LBAC) 

(7) 26 June 2008 Antiquities Advisory Board (AAB) 



 

 

Item Date DC 

(22) 8 July 2008 Wong Tai Sin 

(23) 10 July 2008  Kwai Tsing  

(24) 24 July 2008  Kowloon City  

(25) 24 July 2008 Sha Tin  

 
 
Extracts of the relevant parts of the minutes of the above briefings are 
provided in the annex. 
 



 

(1) 11 April 2008 – Legislative Council Home Affairs Panel 

 

立法會 

Legislative Council  
                                                                              

                                                                           
LC Paper No. CB(2)2722/07-08                 
(These minutes have been seen by 
the Administration) 

  Ref : CB2/PL/HA 
Panel on Home Affairs 

 

Minutes of meeting  

held on Friday, 11 April 2008, at 9:30 am  

in the Chamber of the Legislative  Council Building 
 

Members  :  Hon CHOY So-yuk, JP (Chairman) 

 present   Hon Albert HO Chun-yan (Deputy Chairman)  
  Hon James TIEN Pei-chun, GBS, JP  

  Hon James TO Kun-sun  
  Hon CHEUNG Man-kwong  

  Hon CHAN Yuen-han, SBS, JP  

  Dr Hon Philip WONG Yu-hong, GBS  

  Hon LAU Wong-fat, GBM, GBS, JP  

  Hon Emily LAU Wai-hing, JP  

  Hon Andrew CHENG Kar-foo  
  Hon Tommy CHEUNG Yu-yan, SBS, JP  

  Hon Albert CHAN Wai-yip  

  Hon LI Kwok-ying, MH, JP  
  Dr Hon Fernando CHEUNG Chiu-hung  

  Hon CHEUNG Hok-ming, SBS, JP  

  Hon WONG Ting-kwong, BBS  

  Prof Hon Patrick LAU Sau-shing, SBS, JP  

  Hon TAM Heung-man  
 

Members :         Hon Alan LEONG Kah-kit, SC 
attending           Dr Hon KWOK Ka-ki  
 

Members :        Hon WONG Yung-kan, SBS, JP  
absent               Hon Timothy FOK Tsun-ting, GBS, JP   
                          Hon Daniel LAM Wai-keung, SBS, JP   



 

Public Officers attending            Item III 

                                                 Development Bureau  

                                                Mrs Carrie LAM  

                                                Secretary for Development  

                                                Mrs Susan MAK  

                                                Deputy Secretary for Development (Planning and              
                          Lands) 1 

                                                Planning Department  

                                                Mrs Ava NG  

                                                Director of Planning  
 

                                                Item IV  

                                                Home Affairs Bureau  

                                                Mr Donald TONG  
                                                Acting Permanent Secretary for Home Affairs   
 
                                                Miss Janet WONG Chin-kiu  
                                                Principal Assistant Secretary (Recreation & Sport)  
 
                                                Leisure and Cultural Services Department  
 
                                                Miss Olivia CHAN 
                                                Assistant Director (Leisure Services)2  
 
                                                Architectural Services Department  
 
                                                Mr CHAN Wing-tak 
                                                Chief Technical Advisor/Subvented Projects  
 
                                                Hong Kong Sports Institute Limited  
 
                                                Dr Eric LI Ka-cheung 



 

                                                Chairman, Hong Kong Sports Institute Limited  
 
                                                Mr Tommy YIM  

Member, Hong Kong Sports Institute     
Redevelopment   Project Steering Committee   

 

                                                Dr Trisha LEAHY  
  Chief Executive, Hong Kong Sports Institute                            
  Limited    

 

  Mr Kevin YIP Project Manager (Redevelopment),    
  Hong Kong Sports  Institute Limited 

 
  Mr Joel CHAN Project Director, P&T Architects   
  and Engineers Limited  

 

  Mr William SIU Associate Director, Northcroft    
  Hong Kong Limited 

 
  Item V  
 
  Home Affairs Bureau  
 
  Mr Donald TONG 

                                                Acting Permanent Secretary for Home Affairs  
 
                                                Leisure and Cultural Services Department  
                                             

   Mr Vincent LIU 
   Acting Director of Leisure and Cultural Services 

 
   Miss Olivia CHAN  
   Assistant Director (Leisure Services) 2  
 
   Home Affairs Department  
 
   Miss Amy CHAN 
   Assistant Director (1) 
 

                                               Transport Department  
 

Mr Albert SU Principal Transport Officer/Urban    
Hong Kong Police Force  



 

 
Mr Tony WONG  
Commandant (Police Tactical Unit)  

 
*** 
 

III.  Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront Stage 2 Public 

Engagement including options on reassembling Queen's Pier and 

reconstructing the clock tower of the old Star Ferry Pier included in the 

Study   

[LC Paper Nos. CB(2)1545/07-08(01), CB(2)2659/06-07 and CB(1)2440/06-07]  
 

5.      The Chairman said that, at the request of the Administration, this item had 
been added to the agenda for this meeting.  She said that the Secretary for 
Development (SDEV) hoped to take the earliest opportunity to brief members on 
the Stage 2 Public Engagement of the Urban Design Study for the New Central 
Harbourfront (the Study), before the release of the relevant details in that 
afternoon. The Chairman informed members that the Panel on Development 
would schedule a meeting shortly for discussion on the full range of proposals for 
the Stage 2 Public Engagement of the Study.   
 

6.     SDEV and Director of Planning gave a Powerpoint presentation on the 
proposals for the Stage 2 Public Engagement of the Study.  After the presentation, 
the Chairman suggested that, as members could discuss the relevant proposals in 
detail at a meeting of the Panel on Development, they could state their views in 
brief at this meeting for an overall response by the  
Administration.   
 
7.      Dr KWOK Ka-ki expressed dissatisfaction with the current proposal which, 
in his view, had included too much commercial developments at the new Central 
waterfront, such as the proposed development of an 18-storey hotel next to Central 
Piers No. 4 to 6.  Ms Emily LAU echoed Dr KWOK's concern. She was 
particularly concerned about the office building of 30 storeys proposed under the 
design concepts.  She urged the Administration to consider reducing the amount of 
area for commercial developments so that more green open space could be 
provided.  She considered that arts and cultural facilities and only small-scale 
commercial use such as alfresco dining areas should be allowed at the 
harbourfront.    
 
8.      Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong considered that the natural coast as well as green 
and quality open space should be the main components of the new Central 
harbourfront. He expressed dissatisfaction that the design concepts for Sites 1 and 
2 included, either, the combination of an 18-storey hotel and a 30storey office 



 

tower, or the combination of two office buildings of 16 and 30 storeys. He said 
that IFC II had already destroyed the ridgeline and harbour view and the same 
mistake must not be committed again.  He further said that he did not see why 
additional office towers and hotels still needed to be provided at the new Central 
harbourfront as such uses were already quite sufficient in Central. He considered 
that the Administration should seek to provide an unobstructed harbour frontage as 
far as possible.    
 

9.     Mr Albert CHAN remarked that members' demands for maximized provision 
of green open space at the new Central harbourfront should be complemented with 
a review of the location of the new Legislative Council (LegCo) Complex which 
would also occupy the harbour frontage.  Dr KWOK Ka-ki, however, pointed out 
that it was not the expressed wish of LegCo Members to construct the new LegCo 
Complex at the Tamar Site and they had little say on this issue.  
 

10.  Ms Emily LAU expressed support for the Administration's proposal of 
facilitating the operation of ferry services at the new Central harbourfront.  She, 
however, expressed concern about the strong odor created by the marine diesel 
used by ferries which had been much complained about by the public.  She 
requested SDEV to tackle the issue in collaboration with the relevant policy 
bureau.  
 

11.    Professor Patrick LAU asked whether it was the Administration's plan to 
build the Central-Wan Chai Bypass (CWB) first before the implementation of the 
Central harbourfront project.  He said that there was not enough reduction of the 
development intensity as compared to that permitted under the Outline Zoning 
Plans (OZPs), and he agreed with other members' views that the development 
density for Sites 1 to 4 was still too high.  As regards the two design concepts 
proposed for re-assembling Queen's Pier and reconstructing the Old Star Ferry 
Clock Tower, Professor LAU expressed support for Concept B under which 
Queen's Pier would be re-assembled at its original location.  He considered that 
there was no need to include Concept A in the consultation exercise which would 
only confuse the people.  He further said that even professional architects would 
find the presentation of the refined urban design framework difficult to understand 
as it had included too many unnecessary elements. 
 
12.  Miss TAM Heung-man enquired about the time frame for the implementation 
of Road P2 and whether there would be provision of temporary roads to ease the 
traffic demands should there be delay in the implementation.    
 
13.  At the invitation of the Chairman, SDEV made the following initial response - 
 

    -  the proposed office/hotel developments were proposed in response to the              



 

shortage of hotel development in Central for the business and tourism sectors,      
and in order to meet the high demand for Grade A offices especially in Central for 
maintaining the competitiveness of Hong Kong;  
 

   - in response to community aspirations for lowering development intensity,     
the current proposed Gross Floor Area of 5 key sites had been largely reduced 

from 346 000 m
2
 to only 260 000 m

2
;  

 

   -  to add vibrancy to the harbourfront, diverse activities and a mix of uses   
would be necessary and they would also enhance its accessibility and pedestrian 
flow;  
 

   - Concept B for re-assembling Queen's Pier at its original location would involve 
the realignment of Road P2 northwards. This required gazetting of the amendment 
to Road P2 and would inevitably delay the completion of Road P2; and  
 

   - the implementation schedule of CWB could be discussed in detail at the      
meeting of the Panel on Development to be scheduled shortly.   
 

(Post-meeting note: the Panel on Development discussed this item at its meeting 
held on 22 April 2008.)  
 

 
 
Council Business Division 2 
Legislative Council Secretariat  
14 August 2008 



 

 (2) 11 April 2008 – Town Planning Board 

 

Minutes of 908th Meeting of the 

Town Planning Board held on 11.4.2008 

Present 

 
Permanent Secretary for Development (Planning and Lands) Chairman 
Mr. Raymond Young 
 
Mr. Nelson W.Y. Chan 
 
Mr. David W.M. Chan 
 
Professor David Dudgeon 
 
Mr. Tony C.N. Kan 
 
Mr. Edmund K.H. Leung 
 
Professor N.K. Leung 
 
Dr. C.N. Ng 
 
Dr. Daniel B.M. To 
 
Mr. Stanley Y.F. Wong 
 
Mr. Alfred Donald Yap 
 
Ms. Sylvia S.F. Yau 
 
Mr. B.W. Chan 
 
Mr. Walter K.L. Chan 
 
Ms. Maggie M.K. Chan 
 

Mr. Y.K. Cheng 
 
Mr. Felix W. Fong 
 
Ms. Anna S.Y. Kwong 
 
Professor Paul K.S. Lam 
 
Dr. James C.W. Lau 
 



 

Mr. K.Y. Leung 
 
Professor Edwin H.W. Chan 
 
Mr. Rock C.N. Chen 
 
Mr. Maurice W.M. Lee 
 
Mr. Timothy K.W. Ma 
 
Dr. Winnie S.M. Tang 
 
Assistant Director (2), Home Affairs Department 
Ms. Margaret Hsia 
 
Deputy Director of Environmental Protection 
Dr. Michael Chiu 
 
Director of Lands 
Miss Annie Tam 
 
Director of Planning 
Mrs. Ava Ng 
 
Deputy Director of Planning/District    Secretary 
Miss Ophelia Y.S. Wong 
 

Absent with Apologies 

 
Dr. Greg C.Y. Wong    Vice-chairman 
 
Mr. Leslie H.C. Chen 
 
Professor Bernard V.W.F. Lim 
 
Mr. Raymond Y.M. Chan 
 
Ms. Starry W.K. Lee 
 
Dr. Ellen Y.Y. Lau 
 
Principal Assistant Secretary (Transport) 
Transport and Housing Bureau 
Ms. Ava Chiu 
 

In Attendance 



 

 

Assistant Director of Planning/Board 
Mr. S. Lau 
 
Chief Town Planner/Town Planning Board 
Ms. Christine K.C. Tse 
 
Senior Town Planner/Town Planning Board 
Mr. W.S. Lau 
 
*** 

 

Agenda Item 3 

[Open Meeting (Presentation and Question Session only)] 

Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront – Stage 2 Public Engagement 

(Open Meeting) 

(TPB Paper No. 8058) 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

[The meeting was conducted in Cantonese.] 

Declaration of Interest 

 

13.       Professor Edwin H.W. Chan declared interest on the item as he was part of the 

consultant team of the Study and left the meeting temporarily at this point. Professor Paul 

K.S. Lam, Ms. Maggie M.K. Chan and Mr. Rock C.N. Chen also declared interest for 

being members of academic staff, the Council and the Board of Management respectively 

of the City University (CityU). The CityU Professional Services Ltd., a member of the 

consultant team, was a company of the University. As this was a briefing session, 

Members agreed that their interests were indirect and they could stay in the meeting and 

joined the discussion. 

 



 

14.     The following Government representatives and the consultants were invited to the 

meeting to brief Members: 

                     Ms. Phyllis Li          -        Chief Town Planner, Planning Department 
                      
                     Mr. Eric Fung          -        Chief Engineer, Civil Engineering and 
                                                               Development Department 
  
                     Mr. H.L. Cheng       -        Chief Traffic Engineer, Transport 
                                                               Department 
 
                     Mr. Kyran Sze          )        Aedas Ltd. 
 
                     Ms. Irene Ip              ) 
 
                     Mr. Tony Yeung       ) 
                     Miss Aaurafe Poon   ) 
 
                   Professor Andrew Leung ]        CityU Professional Services Ltd. 
                                                            ] 
                   Mr. C.M. Tam                  ] 
  
                   Professor Lee Ngok          )       Public Policy Research Institute, HKPolyU 
                                                             ) 
                                                             ) 
 
                   Professor Edwin Chan      ) 
                                                             ) 
                   Dr. Hanqin Zhang             ) 
                                                             ) 
                       Dr. K.K. Yuen                  ) 
 
15.         The Chairman extended a welcome and invited Ms. Phyllis Li to brief Members 

on the Paper. 

 

Presentation Session 

16.      Ms. Phyllis Li briefly introduced the background of the Urban Design Study for 

the New Central Harbourfront (the Study) which commenced in March 2007. The Board 

was briefed in May 2007 when the Stage 1 Public Engagement was launched. The Study 



 

Team would brief Members on the Stage 2 Public Engagement of the Study in this 

meeting. She showed a video on the proposals for the new Central Waterfront. 

 

17.     With the aid of a Powerpoint presentation, Mr. Kyran Sze made the following main 

points: 

      Focus of Engagement 

(a) the focus of the Stage 2 Public Engagement was on the refined urban design 

framework for the new Central Harbourfront, alternative design concepts for the 

key sites and re-assembly of Queen’s Pier (QP) and reconstruction of the old 

Star Ferry (SF) Clock Tower; 

 

     Refined Urban Design Framework 

    (b)      the overall urban design vision was to create a vibrant, green and accessible new 

              Central harbourfront; 

 

    (c)      the refined urban design framework provided a coherent and legible structure of 

  uses, building forms, open space and connectivity. It was built upon a waterfront   

  promenade and four principal design corridors (i.e. Statue Square Corridor,  

  Civic Corridor, Pierside Corridor, and Arts and Cultural Precinct), each of which   

  with its own character; 

 

Urban Design Emphases 

 

       (d)    the six urban design emphases were: 



 

 

(1) diversity and vibrancy – design corridors, precincts, nodal attractions, 

anchoring spaces and a mix of commercial, retail, recreational, arts, 

cultural and tourism uses at different locations were proposed; 

 

(2)  development intensity in harmony with the harbourfront – a controlled 

massing approach was adopted and the development intensities of five key 

sites were reduced by a total GFA of 61,460m² or 86,235m² as compared 

to the permissible level under the OZPs; 

 

(3)  respecting natural context and existing urban fabric – six key view 

corridors were defined to enhance visual connectivity to the new 

harbourfront. Varying building height descending towards the harbour 

with emphasis on low and medium rise buildings would complement the 

existing skyline; 

 

(4)  ease of access and pedestrian connectivity – the new harbourfront was 

easily accessible by a multi-modal transport system and a comprehensive 

multi-level pedestrian network. A reserve for an environmental friendly 

transport system was proposed; 

 



 

(5)  respecting cultural heritage – the historical context and setting for the               

heritage assets were maintained. QP would be re-assembled and the old SF 

Clock Tower would be reconstructed; and 

 

(6)  promoting environmentally friendly design and greening – environmentally 

friendly design features and a comprehensive greening network were 

proposed to enhance air ventilation, microclimate and energy conservation; 

 

Design Concepts for Key Sites 

(e) alternative design concepts as detailed in paragraph 5 of the Paper and the           

Consultation Digest had been developed for the key sites. The design concepts           

were not exhaustive and other ideas from the public were welcome; 

 

    (f)   ‘mix and match’ of the different design concepts was possible. Two illustrative 

Master Layout Plans were prepared to show how various design concepts for the 

key sites could be put together. The combinations were not exhaustive; 

 

Pierside Corridor (Sites 1 and 2) 

 

    (g)  there would be a facelift for Central Piers No. 4 to 6 by adding an additional floor 

for retail, dining and other waterfront-related facilities as well as a Pier Walk 

along the waterfront; 

 



 

    (h)  to the north of International Finance Centre II, two alternative concepts for            

office/hotel development were proposed: 

 

          − Concept A (‘Hotel and Office’): a 18-storey hotel and a 30-storey office               

tower above a bus terminus to add vibrancy with variety of uses; 

 

  − Concept B (‘Office and Office’): two office buildings of 16 and 30 storeys              

(including a bus terminus) to meet existing demand of Grade A office in Central; 

 

Statue Square Corridor (Site 3) 

(i)  the key design features included reduced development intensity and smaller 

building mass with interconnected smaller blocks. 4 to 6 office/retail blocks of 8 

to 10 storeys with cascading design, setbacks, roof gardens, etc. were proposed in 

the west; 

 

(j)  in the east, a low-rise landscape deck and at-grade landscape pedestrian areas            

with two alternative concepts were proposed. Concept A involved a reduced            

landscape deck with a series of public open space at ground level while Concept 

B involved a larger landscape deck with public open space primarily on deck 

level providing unimpeded pedestrian movement to the waterfront; 

 

 

 



 

Site North of City Hall (Site 4) 

 

(k)  the key design features included 1 to 3 storeys waterfront-related commercial          

and leisure development named “Harbour Place” for al fresco dining, café and 

other leisure and tourism uses. Two alternative design concepts were proposed. 

Concept A included the old SF Clock Tower together with a Clock Tower Gallery 

in the site and smaller and more separated blocks. Concept B did not include the 

old SF Clock Tower and there would be fewer and larger blocks on a smaller site 

area; 

 

Arts and Cultural Precinct (Sites 5 and 6) 

 

(l)  in the site north of CITIC Tower (Site 5), 3 separate blocks of 13 to 17 storeys    

primarily for arts and cultural facilities were proposed; 

 

(m) in the site near Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (Site 6), there           

would be a Bayside Walk along the harbourfront and small-scale commercial and 

leisure uses in a cluster of 1 to 3-storey blocks named “Marine Place” for alfresco 

dining and outdoor performance; 

 

 

 

 



 

The Waterfront Promenade (Site 7) 

 

 (n) there were 3 walking zones with different characters. The People’s Liberation 

Army berth would be part of the promenade and open for public access when it 

was not in military use. A reserve had been provided for environmentally friendly 

transport system; 

 

(o) there would be luxuriant landscape setting with two alternative concepts: Urban   

Park and Urban Green. The former was a park setting with a great variety of nodal 

attractions and more activity space while the latter would emphasize a more 

natural form of landscaping to provide a green icon at the waterfront; 

 

Site Near Central Piers No. 9 and 10 (Site 8) 

(p) two alternative concepts were explored. For Concept A, the site would be the        

landscape forecourt for the re-assembled QP at the waterfront with the pier 

function of QP revived. For Concept B, the site would be developed with a small 

structure of 1 to 2 storeys as an entrance and viewing deck for Central Piers No. 9 

and 10; 

 

Re-assembling QP and Reconstructing Old SF Clock Tower  

OP by the Harbour 

 



 

(q)  two concepts were proposed for re-assembling QP. Concept A was to re-assemble 

QP at the harbourfront between Central Piers No. 9 and 10, revive the pier 

function and maintain an axial relationship among City Hall, the old SF Clock 

Tower and the re-assembled QP. The design of Central Piers No. 9 and 10 would 

be integrated with that of the re-assembled QP. The old SF Clock Tower would be 

reconstructed on the western portion of Site 4 with a Clock Tower Gallery; 

 

(r) this concept would require reconstruction of seawall caissons, ground stabilization 

works and refurbishment of Central Piers No. 9 and 10. The estimated re-

assembly and associated cost was about HK$220 million. The re-assembled QP 

would be completed in late 2012 while Road P2 would be completed in late 2009; 

 

QP at the Original Location 

(s)  Concept B was to re-assemble QP at its original location, reconstruct the old SF         

Clock Tower close to its original location, and maintain its relationship with City 

Hall and Edinburgh Place. QP would be re-assembled as a sitting-out area with a 

proposed water feature around. The old SF Clock Tower would be re-constructed 

close to its original location at Site 3 together with a Clock Tower Gallery; 

 

(t) in Concept B, the QP would maintain its relationship with City Hall and 

Edinburgh Place but would lose the harbour setting and pier function. The 

proposal required the re-alignment of Road P2 northwards. The estimated re-

assembly and associated cost was about HK$200 million. The re-assembled QP 



 

would be completed in late 2013 and there would be delay in the completion of 

Road P2; and 

 

Sustainability Assessment 

(u)  preliminary sustainability assessment indicated that the refined urban design 

framework would bring a range of benefits particularly on economic, social and 

mobility aspects. Further sustainability assessment would be conducted in 

drawing up the recommendations after the Stage 2 Public Engagement. 

 

18.   With the aid of a Powerpoint presentation, Professor Andrew Leung made the 

following main points: 

   (a)   the Stage 2 public engagement would last for 3 months from 11 April to 10 

July 2008; 

 

  (b)  the engagement activities would include public exhibition at Hong Kong 

Heritage Discovery Centre and Queensway Government Offices 

supplemented by roving exhibitions in different parts of Hong Kong; briefings 

to relevant statutory and advisory bodies, LegCo Panel, the 18 District 

Councils, professional institutes; focus group workshops and community 

engagement forum; and 

 

(c) public views would be collected through different channels including 

comment cards, interview questionnaires and telephone interviews. A 



 

concluding forum was planned towards the end of the public engagement 

exercise with a view to consolidating ideas and facilitating consensus building 

before finalizing the study proposals and recommendations. 

 

19.      Members then spent some time examining the models displayed in the meeting. 

 

Discussion Session 

 

20.       The comments/questions raised by Members were summarized below: 

 

   Design Concepts 

   (a)  Members generally welcomed the design concepts for the new harbourfront. 

A Member indicated that the reduction in development intensities and 

massing of key sites, in particular Site 3 would help minimise the wall effect 

and improve air ventilation at the waterfront; 

 

  (b) the planning concepts were good but they needed to be accompanied by good 

arrchitectural design which could portrait the image of Hong Kong as a 

world city; 

 

   (c) whether the alternative design concepts of key sites could be mixed and 

matched. The inter-relationship of certain design concepts which might 



 

restrict their ‘mix and match’ should be spelt out in the public consultation 

exercise; 

 

(d) whether accessibility to the waterfront could be further enhanced. A Member 

asked if it would be possible to provide pedestrian access to the new 

waterfront at an interval of about 100m; 

 

(e)  the design of the new waterfront should include facilities such as shading 

and seating to encourage people to stay; 

 

(f) in planning for the waterfront, a sustainable approach balancing heritage 

conservation, economic needs and other public aspirations should be adopted; 

 

      QP and old SF Clock Tower 
 
 

(g) whether the re-assembling of QP between Piers No. 9 and 10 would affect      

the current operation of the two piers; 

 

    (h)  the design of the new waterfront should integrate the old SF Clock Tower 

with the surrounding area; 

 

              (i)  the old SF Clock Tower should be revitalized and keep its original function      

                    of clock tolling for the public; 

 



 

        (j)  noting that a water feature was proposed around the re-assembled QP at the 

                  original location under Concept B, a Member asked about the size and depth   

                    of the water feature and the function it carried; 

 

Environmentally Friendly Transport 

 

  (k)  what sort of environmental friendly transport mode was contemplated for the 

waterfront promenade. How the conflict between pedestrians and vehicles    

would be resolved with the introduction of a transport system in the new 

waterfront; 

 

(l)  a travelator system was suggested to enhance accessibility to and within      

the waterfront; 

 

              (m) whether cycling could be promoted as a mode of transport in the new 

harbourfront; 

 

Open Space/Landscape 

 

              (n)  the proposed large-scale greening in the new waterfront was supported. 

Greening should more preferably be provided at-grade than on podium deck; 

 



 

(o)  the design should include different thematic elements for different age 

groups;  

 

      (p)  consideration should be given to provide tree groups in the form of 

woodland rather than just lines of trees; 

 

(q)   the use of green earth bunds should be considered to replace conventional  

noise barrier should it be required for Road P2; 

 

(r)    Bauhinia, Hong Kong’s emblematic tree, should be included as a theme in  

the landscape design; 

 

Public Engagement 

 

 (s)  the public engagement exercise should involve the elderly. Relevant social 

       service organizations should be approached to collect comments from the         

elderly; 

 

 (t)  apart from the two Master Layout Plans, consideration should be given to 

put forward more combinations of the different design concepts for public          

consultation; 

 

 (u) given the variety of urban design concepts for key sites and the complexity 

of the combinations involved, how public comments would be collected 



 

and whether QP and the old SF Clock Tower were the main focus in 

seeking public comments; 

 

  (v) apart from video, models and Powerpoint presentation, consideration should 

be given to employ more illustrative tools like photomontage and other 

techniques to illustrate the various concepts to the public in the consultation 

exercise; 

 

 (w) whether the public consultation materials would be uploaded to Planning           

Department (PlanD)’s web site and whether it was technically feasible to 

access the virtual 3-D model displayed in the public exhibition on the 

internet; 

 

Study Timetable 

 

(x)  the completion time of the Study; and 

 

Others 

(y)  there was concern on the management of the new waterfront including 

control on eating and drinking activities to keep the area neat and tidy. The 

management mode of the new harbourfront should be considered. 

 



 

21.    In response to Members’ comments/questions, Ms. Phyllis Li, Mr. Kyran Sze, Ms. 

Irene Ip, Professors Andrew Leung and Lee Ngok, and Mr. Eric Fung made the following 

main points : 

 

    Design Concepts 

 

    (a)  efforts had been made to reduce the development intensities and the overall          

building mass at the new harbourfront. The total GFA of Site 3 was reduced from 

190,000m²  to 157,400m² . At the same time, the public car park and public 

transport interchange to be provided within the site would be accountable for 

GFA calculation and there would not be any GFA “bonus” claim for public 

passage. The resultant mass of the development at Site 3 would be significantly 

reduced as compared to the previous proposal; 

 

    (b)   the Study focused on the urban design perspective. The architectural design of            

individual buildings could be considered in future; 

 

    (c)  the alternative design concepts for the key sites could be mixed and matched           

flexibly. The two Master Layout Plans were just illustrative schemes for the           

public’s reference; 

 

    (d)  there would be a number of new underground connections, at-grade crossings,           

elevated walkways and podium decks enhancing pedestrian access to the           



 

waterfront. The suggestion of pedestrian access network to the waterfront at an 

interval of 100m could be explored; 

 

    (e) in the new waterfront, there would be a wide variety of anchoring spaces and 

nodal attractions that would attract people to stay. Resting places would also be 

provided at suitable locations along the waterfront;  

 

    (f)  the new waterfront provided a good opportunity for sustainable development in 

Central. The proposed uses along the new waterfront had balanced the demand for 

office use in the Central Business District, the public demand for public open 

space and the introduction of waterfront-related commercial uses and cultural 

facilities to add vibrancy to the waterfront promenade; 

 

QP and SF Clock Tower 

 

    (g)   if QP was re-assembled between Central Piers No. 9 and 10, the pier function 

could be revived; 

 

    (h) the design of the old SF Clock Tower was not done in isolation. In Concept A, the 

Clock Tower and the Clock Tower Gallery would be a focal point with a linear 

axial relationship with City Hall and the re-assembled QP. In Concept B, the 

Clock Tower was reconstructed close to its original location and would maintain 

its relationship with City Hall and Edinburgh Place. The design of the landscaped 

deck would highlight the location of the Clock Tower; 

 

     (i)  the function of the re-constructed old SF Clock Tower for clock toll could be 

revived; 

 

     (j)   the water feature around the re-assembled QP in Concept A was intended to re- 

create a waterfront setting for the pier. The water feature proposed in the design  



 

concept was about 120m in length and 1m in depth. The depth was constrained by 

the extension of MTR over-run tunnel and infrastructural facilities underneath;  

           [Mr. K.Y. Leung arrived to join the meeting at this point.] 

 

Environmental Friendly Transport 

 

     (k)    whilst the specific type of environmental friendly transport system had not      

been determined, sufficient space had been reserved at the waterfront promenade. 

The transport system would not be one of those used currently on the existing 

road network because of potential conflicts with pedestrians and safety concerns. 

The suitability of similar types of transport system used in Darling Harbour and 

Kobe had to be further explored. The proposal of a travelator system might be 

possible in the “Comprehensive Development Area” sites but it would be subject 

to greater constraints along the waterfront promenade where many other 

facilities were located;             

 

Open Space/Landscape 

 

(l)  the design of thematic spaces for different age groups could be 

incorporated in the future design brief;  

 

(m)  according to the environmental impact assessment, no noise barrier was 

required for Road P2; 

 



 

(n)   there was a landscape strategy for the new waterfront. A Bauhinia Walk had      

        been proposed near the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre; 

 

Public Engagement 

 

(o)  the views of the elderly would be sought as proposed;  

 

(p)  in addition to the two Master Layout Plans, 1:750 models showing 4 

different possible combinations involving Site 3, 4, 8 and QP were also 

prepared for the public exhibitions; 

 

(q)   in view of the complexity of the issues involved, the Consultant team 

would conduct both quantitative and qualitative analysis on the public 

comments received. The comments obtained from different channels like 

comment cards, telephone survey, interviews and workshop would be 

counter-checked against each other. The professional analysis on the 

public comments collected would be highly reliable. The reassembly of 

QP and the old SF Clock Tower were key issues in the public consultation 

exercise; 

 

(r)  in the public exhibitions, a variety of illustrative tools would be employed 

to illustrate the proposals to members of the public. It included display 



 

panels, photomontages, two 1:1500 models and eight 1:750 models, 

virtual interactive 3-D model, video, etc.; 

 

(s)  the public consultation materials had been uploaded to PlanD’s web site 

for public viewing. The virtual interactive 3-D model could not be 

accessed via the internet. Interested parties were invited to visit the public 

exhibition venue to try out the model; and Study Time-table 

 

(t)  the Study would be completed by the end of 2008. 

 

22.  On promotion of cycling in the waterfront, Mr. H.L. Cheng said that it would be 

difficult to allow cycling along the entire waterfront for safety reasons as the promenade 

was designed primarily for pedestrians. It would also be impractical to promote cycling 

as a transport mode in the new harbourfront, as its connection with the adjoining area was 

constrained by the absence of a cycle track network along the northern part of Hong 

Kong Island. 

 

23.   In response to the concern on the management of the new harbourfront, the 

Chairman said that the Task Group on Management Model for Harbour-front under the 

Harbour-front Enhancement Committee was exploring the framework for the sustainable 

management of the new harbourfront, including public-private partnership. 

 



 

24.  As Members had no further questions, the Chairman asked the consultants to take 

into account the views expressed by Members in drawing up the recommendations of the 

Study. 

 

25.  The Chairman thanked the Government representatives and the study consultants 

for attending the meeting. They left the meeting at this point. 
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*** 

 

V  Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront Stage 2 Public 

Engagement 

 
(LC Paper No. CB(1)1273/07-08(05) --   Information paper provided by 

the Administration) 
 

27.  Members noted the submission dated 22 April 2008 from Designing Hong 
Kong Limited which was tabled at the meeting. 
 

(Post-meeting note: The submission (LC Paper No. CB(1)1350/07-08(01)) 
was subsequently issued to members on 23 April 2008.) 
 

28.  With the aid of a short video, SDEV briefed members on the 
Administration's design proposals for the new Central harbourfront which aimed at 
creating a vibrant, green and accessible harbourfront in Central. 
 
29.  Dr KWOK Ka-ki expressed reservation on the Administration's plan to 
include an 18-storey hotel on Site 1. He was worried that, like the International 
Finance Centre II, the hotel would eventually become an eyesore at the 
harbourfront and block the sea view. Besides, to make the harbourfront lively and 
vibrant, he believed that Hong Kong should follow Boston and Sydney in forming 
a harbour authority with representation from members of the public. Otherwise, 
the new harbourfront might end up one day as a place of expensive shopping 

Action 



 

arcades and restaurants serving only affluent people. He also considered that there 
should be plenty of green areas in the harbourfront. 
 
30.  In response, SDEV pointed out that there would be a 2-kilometre 
continuous waterfront promenade for people to walk on and enjoy the harbour 
view. Further to that, there would also be vantage points at different locations of 
the harbourfront for visitors to enjoy the harbour view. As for the proposed 
formation of a harbour authority, she said that there were no plans for an all-
embracing harbour authority but a subcommittee under the Harbour-front 
Enhancement Committee was studying the best model to manage the harbourfront. 
 
31.  Mr WONG Kwok-hing commended the Administration for agreeing to add 
an additional floor to the Central Piers 4 to 6 as a means to subsidize outlying 
islands ferry services. Such a move represented a major breakthrough in the 
Administration's response to the problem. However, in his opinions, the addition 
of a single floor for retail and dinning facilities above the piers would not be 
adequate to generate sufficient income to cross-subsidize the ferry services. In this 
regard, the Administration might consider adding more floors above the piers for 
commercial activities. As a supplementary measure, he suggested that the 
Administration set aside a portion of the revenue from land sales of the 
harbourfront sites to support the ferry services. 
 
32.  In response, SDEV thanked Mr WONG for his views and commented that 
it would not be feasible for the Administration to appropriate part of the revenue 
from land sales to support a particular cause. On other suggestions to help improve 
the viability of outlying ferry services which was basically a transport policy 
matter, she undertook to relay them to the Secretary for Transport and Housing for 
consideration. 
 
33.  Miss CHOY So-yuk recalled that a major reason given by the 
Administration for the reclamation of the harbour in Central was the urgency to 
construct the Central-Wan Chai Bypass (CWB) to relieve traffic congestion in 
Central. Now that the construction of CWB remained yet to be decided, she asked 
whether Road P2 alone was adequate to ease traffic congestion in the area. On the 
proposed re-assembly of Queen's Pier in-situ, she suggested that a canal, like those 
in Netherlands, should be built to connect the pier to the harbour so that the pier 
could resume its original function. Further, she also pointed out that apart from 
green areas, facilities such as open areas that could cater for art performances and 
restaurants would be necessary to attract people flow. 
 
34.  In response, SDEV explained that works on Road P2 had started and in 
future the road would relieve part of the traffic congestion in Central. As for the 
proposal to construct a canal linking the re-assembled Queen's Pier to the harbour, 
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she pointed out that technically it would be very difficult, given the presence of 
Road P2 and other facilities between the original site of Queen's Pier and the 
harbour. She agreed with Miss CHOY that facilities that could attract people flow 
should be provided at different locations along the harbourfront to enhance 
vibrancy of the harbourfront. 
 
35.  Mr CHAN Kam-lam supported the Administration's proposals and 
commented that they had taken care of the needs and interests of all social sectors. 
Nevertheless, he pointed out that the Administration's decision to reduce 
development intensities was contrary to the demand of the commercial sector for 
Grade A offices and would lead to a substantial loss in public revenue. Meanwhile, 
he did not wish to see any further delay of the project since this might imply 
further loss in terms of public revenue. Besides, to address the aggravating traffic 
condition in Central, construction of CWB should proceed as soon as possible. 
Concerning re-assembly of the Queen's Pier, he did not think that it should be 
turned into a sitting-out area resembling a pavilion on land. Instead, it should be 
placed at the waterfront to resume its pier function. 
 
36.  In response, SDEV said she agreed entirely with Mr CHAN that CWB 
deserved a higher priority than other development components in the area. 
Nevertheless, since the Administration had lost in a recent judicial review 
regarding the temporary reclamation for the Wan Chai section of CWB, progress 
of CWB might be held up. As regard Mr CHAN's view on Queen's Pier, she said 
discussion on the re-assembly location was open and she welcomed different 
views.  
 
37.  Mr LEE Wing-tat commended that the Administration had indeed 
incorporated a lot of public views into the present proposals. As for surface traffic, 
he was concerned with the unusual width of Road P2 which appeared to exceed 
the normal configurations of a dual-two road. He wondered whether it was 
possible for the Administration to revise the design of the road so that more space 
could be released for leisure purposes in the habourfront. He was also concerned 
with the accessibility of the harbourfront and enquired what had been planned for 
in this regard. As a related issue, he noticed that due to the presence of 
Government facilities at the Central Government Pier, a section of the pedestrian 
link connecting Central to Shun Tak Centre was diverted away from the waterfront, 
thereby depriving pedestrians of a good view of the harbour. He hoped that the 
Administration could bear this in mind when enhancing this part of the 
harbourfront. 
 
38.  In response, SDEV welcomed the views of Mr LEE and said that the width 
of Road P2 was based on genuine needs. Since construction of the road had 
already been gazetted and started, it would not be easy to bring about major 



 

changes to its design. As for arrangements to enhance public access to the 
harbourfront, the Deputy Director of Planning/District responded that the new 
Central habourfront would be served by a multi-modal transport system and a 
multi-level (underground, at-grade and elevated) pedestrian network. On Mr LEE's 
suggestion about the pedestrian link, SDEV said the Administration would 
consider relocating facilities/premises by the waterfront that would block public 
accessibility. She would bear Mr LEE's suggestion in mind when improvement 
works were extended to that portion of the harbourfront. 
 
39.  Prof Patrick LAU noticed that of all the sites in the study area, Site 6 was 
the site with the most reduction in GFA. He questioned the reasons behind and 
wondered whether it was possible for the Administration to even out the GFA 
reductions among the sites, in particular Sites 1 and 2. Besides, with the lowering 
of the development intensities of the harbourfront, he enquired whether it was still 
necessary to maintain the existing width of Road P2.  
 
40.  In response, SDEV thanked Prof LAU for his views and said that the 
reduction in GFA was decided in response to public aspirations to reduce 
development intensities of the new harbourfront. The reduction was done in a 
cautious manner with due consideration given to different factors and hence 
further reduction or adjustments would be extremely difficult. On Road P2, she 
reiterated that there was already a pressing need for the road at present and hence, 
the 25% reduction in GFA of the future developments would not affect the road's 
design. 
 
41.  Miss CHAN Yuen-han was concerned about whether Queen's Pier would 
be re-assembled in-situ and queried whether adequate consultation had been made 
with professional bodies on the design proposals. She requested the 
Administration to draw reference from the design of the Chicago river banks. She 
also expressed concern on the likelihood of obstruction that the high-rise buildings 
on Sites 1 and 2 might pose to passers-by traveling to and from the waterfront 
promenade. Further, knowing that the Administration was considering the 
relocation of the Hong Kong Maritime Museum from Stanley to Central Pier No. 8, 
she urged the Administration to exercise extra care in this matter concerning 
private museums in Hong Kong as the arrangement might invite lots of queries 
and challenges from non-government organizations. 
 
42.  Responding to Miss CHAN, SDEV said the design proposals for re-
assembling Queen's Pier were prepared by professionals of the Planning 
Department based on views received and further views from members and the 
public were welcome. On public access to the harbourfront, she reassured 
members that adequate provisions for easy access had been made. Insofar as the 
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Hong Kong Maritime Museum was concerned, she would relay Miss CHAN's 
views to the Home Affairs Bureau for consideration. 

 

*** 
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Absent with Apologies 

 
Mr. Nicholas Brooke  
Mr. Jimmy Kwok  
Mr. Patrick Lau  
 

Item 1 Confirmation of Minutes of First Meeting 

 Action 

 
1.1 The Secretary reported that the draft minutes of the 

second meeting were circulated to Members for 
comment on 18.4.2008, and Mr. Samuel Mok had 
proposed to amend paragraph 4.16 of the draft minutes 
to read: 

 
“Mr. Samuel Mok said that the public should be 
informed in case the Stage 2 Public Engagement would 
be the final stage for collecting public views in order to 
avoid arising further public comments after the 
engagement exercise.  In response, Miss Ophelia Wong 
advised that …...” 

 
1.2 Mr. Paul Zimmerman said that it was not correct to 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

record in the draft minutes that Mr. Hardy Lok was 
“absent with apologies” as he was no longer 
representing SPH as a member of the Task Group at the 
time of the second meeting, which was held on 
31.1.2008.  Mr. Zimmerman said that a letter regarding 
the change of representation for SPH was sent out to the 
HEC Secretary in December 2007.  The Secretary 
clarified that the Task Group Secretariat had not 
received any notification of the change of representation 
from SPH before the second meeting.  Miss Amy Yuen 
supplemented that SPH had written to the HEC 
Secretary in December 2007 and on 30.1.2008.  The 
former was to seek clarification on the matter of 
representation and the latter was a request for change of 
representation.  The HEC was subsequently notified of 
the change, and the change was accepted on 20.2.2008.  
The Chairman suggested that the draft minutes could 
be amended to reflect that Mr. Lok did not apologize 
for his absence.  

 
1.3 As there were no further comments on the draft minutes, 

the meeting confirmed the minutes of the second 
meeting subject to the above amendments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Secretary 

 

 

 

 

Item 2 Matters Arising 
 
2.1 The Chairman said that there were no matters arising 

from the second meeting and the Task Group had held 
two internal working meetings before the launch of the 
Stage 2 Public Engagement. 

 

 

 

 

 

Item 3 Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront 
 Stage 2 Public Engagement (Paper No. 3/2008) 

  
3.1 The Chairman invited the study team to brief Members 

on the Paper.  Ms. Phyllis Li introduced the Paper with 
the aid of a video.  Ms. Irene Ip then briefed Members 
on the study proposals in more details with the aid of a 
powerpoint presentation. 

 
3.2 The key points raised by individual Members were 

summarized as follows: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Sustainability Implications 
 

 (a) Mr. Kim Chan enquired about the sustainability 
implications of the proposals.  Dr. Ng Mee-kam 
asked whether such implications would vary with 
the alternative design concepts; 

 
Urban Design Objectives 

 
 (b) Dr. Ng Mee-kam opined that the Central District 

already had a strong identity as a Central Business 
District (CBD) but lacked open space.  The 
objective of ensuring a sustainable design and 
greening was supported.  With respect to the 
objective of improving accessibility to the 
harbourfront, consideration should be given to 
ensuring a barrier-free design and allowing for 
environmentally friendly transport.  The electricity 
supply buildings (ESBs) at the harbourfront might 
impede pedestrian circulation; 

 
Sites 1 and 2 

 
(c) Dr. Alvin Kwok said that for Sites 1 and 2, high-

rise commercial developments at the new Central 
harbourfront should be avoided and the east-west 
pedestrian connectivity along the harbourfront 
should not be obstructed, as raised during the 
public engagement activities conducted for the 
Central Harbourfront and Me (CHarM); 

 
(d) Mr. Paul Zimmerman said that for the proposed 

developments in front of IFC II, the siting of the 
bus terminus on the ground level should be re-
examined as it would obstruct ground level 
pedestrian movement.  There should be further 
discussion with TD on the issue; 

 
(e) Mr. Roger Nissim said that the existing PTI was 

constructed in the 1990s.  The harbourfront site 
was too valuable to be used for the PTI.  The 
ground level should be given back to the people to 
enhance accessibility to the harbourfront.  The 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

buildings were once proposed to be about 50mPD 
only.  The buildings currently proposed were far 
too tall.  The provision of more office buildings at 
the CBD would not solve the problem of office 
shortage as office decentralization was the trend.  
There was a huge amount of redundant industrial 
land zoned “Other Specified Uses” annotated 
“Business” which could be used for office 
development.  The market should be allowed to 
adjust the supply and demand situation; 

 

(f) Professor S.C. Wong said that a well-designed 
bus terminus was vital to make the harbourfront 
more vibrant and more accessible to the general 
public and to serve the ferry pier area.  It was 
acceptable to locate a bus terminus at ground level, 
and locating it below a building would be an 
efficient use of land; 

 
(g) Mr. Samuel Mok said that commercial 

development should be retained at the sites as 
planned to meet the strong demand in Central.  
After all, government revenue from land disposal 
was also public asset;  

 
Site 3 

 
(h) Mr. Paul Zimmerman said that the proposed 

elevated deck would likely be enjoyed only by 
those patronizing the luxurious shops along the 
deck, and that the design concept lacked street 
level excitement; 

 
Site 4 

 
(i) Mr. Paul Zimmerman said that the site should be 

further broken up to allow more smaller 
developments to promote vibrancy; 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Sites 5 and 6 
 

(j) Mr. Paul Zimmerman said that a mix of uses and 
vibrancy were lacking in the design concepts for 
the sites; 

 
Site 7 

 
(k) Mr. Paul Zimmerman said that the proposed 

design concepts only differed in terms of their 
external appearance.  He said that there should be a 
good mix of active and passive uses, as shown in 
the winning entries of the design competition 
organized by Designing Hong Kong (DHK); 

 
Queen’s Pier 

 
(l) Dr. Alvin Kwok asked whether more innovative 

designs could be adopted for the setting of re-
assembling Queen’s Pier at the original location, 
for example, by creating a canal or a sheltered bay 
instead of a shallow pool of water; 

 
(m) Mr. Andy Leung said that HKIA supported re-

assembling the pier at the original location.  The 
Government should provide detailed information to 
explain the delay in the completion of Road P2 
relating to Concept B.  Innovative designs should 
not be precluded by technical constraints; 

 
(n) Mr. Paul Zimmerman said that re-assembling 

Queen’s Pier at the original location would not 
necessarily lead to a delay in the completion of 
Road P2, as it would depend on the sequence of 
works.  The Government could proceed first with 
the building of Road P2 in accordance with the 
authorized alignment, gazetting and building a 
realigned Road P2 which would not affect Queen’s 
Pier, and then re-assembling the pier upon 
completing the realigned Road P2.  He said that 
SPH supported re-assembling the pier at the 
original location; 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Road P2 
 

(o) Mr. Andy Leung said that consideration should be 
given to reviewing the land take of the planned 
infrastructure, particularly the width of Road P2, in 
view of the proposed reduction of development 
intensity as compared to the development 
restrictions set out in the Outline Zoning Plans 
(OZPs); 

 
Other Comments/Suggestions 

 
(p) Dr. Alvin Kwok suggested adopting more 

innovative design ideas such as using renewable 
energy for operating waterfront fountains, creating 
a “Four Seasons Garden”, organizing orchestra 
performance in the waterfront promenade, etc.  He 
also said that the public should not be given an 
impression that the choice of urban design 
concepts was only between Concepts A and B; 

 
(q) Mr. Andy Leung said that attention should be 

given to enhancing the integration and connectivity 
between the existing and new districts, particularly 
for Sites 5 and 6 near the Wan Chai area; 

 
(r) Mr. Andy Leung said that consideration should be 

given to providing guidelines on the greening ratio; 
 
(s) Mr. Andy Leung suggested that the proposal of 

making public car parking spaces accountable for 
GFA calculation should only apply to parking 
spaces above ground level.  Otherwise, the 
developers would likely design the parking spaces 
with the bare minimum standards.  Professor S.C. 
Wong suggested that consideration could be given 
to ensuring a reasonable standard in the design of 
carparking spaces; 

 
(t) Mr. Paul Zimmerman enquired about the status 

of the ESB marked with an asterisk on the plan and 
shown as “require planning application under s.16 
of the Town Planning Ordinance” on page 5 of the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Consultation Digest.  He also said that a tramway 
was what the public looked for in the harbourfront; 

 
(u) Mr. Samuel Mok said that the public should be 

informed of the time frame of the entire public 
engagement process and the Study; and 

 
(v) Mr. Paul Zimmerman said that SPH would like 

to invite the Government to provide a briefing on 
the Study similar to that provided to HKIA. 

 
3.3 Mr. Paul Zimmerman informed Members that DHK 

had written to the Legislative Council Development 
Panel about the Study on 22.4.2008 and SPH had 
written to the Secretary for Development and the HEC 
Chairman on 31.3.2008.  Copies of the letters were 
passed to the Secretary at the meeting for Members’ 
information (Annexes 1 and 2). 

 
3.4 In response to the comments and questions, the study 

team and PlanD made the following key points: 
 

Sustainability Implications 
 

(a) the sustainability implications were highlighted in 
the Consultation Digest for the Stage 2 Public 
Engagement.  A preliminary sustainability 
assessment (PSA) had been carried out using the 
CASET tool for the proposed refined urban design 
framework, which was based on the sustainable 
design assessment framework formulated for the 
Stage 1 Public Engagement of the Study.  The PSA 
was available on the study website.  It indicated 
that the refined urban design framework would 
bring a range of benefits particularly in the 
economic, social and mobility aspects.  Both 
Concepts A and B were covered in the PSA and 
they did not differ much in terms of sustainability 
implications; 

 
Urban Design Objectives 

 
 (b)  the proposed low to medium rise building height 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All to note 



 

profile at the new Central harbourfront would 
harmonize with the existing skyline to create a 
distinctive identity for the CBD, and the waterfront 
promenade would provide an iconic unifying green 
edge.  Universal or barrier-free design would be 
promoted in the detailed design at a later stage of 
the Study.  A reserve of 6m to 8m wide route had 
been provided for environmentally friendly 
transport such as trolley buses, while the detailed 
design would be examined later; 

  
Sites 1 and 2 
 
(c) the pier area along the waterfront would be well 

connected to facilitate pedestrian movement in 
both the east-west and north-south directions; 

 
 (d) according to the Hong Kong 2030 Study, the net 

total requirement of CBD Grade A offices would 
be 2.7 million m2.  Apart from office 
decentralization, it was important to ensure a 
steady supply of land for “Super Grade A Offices” 
in the CBD to sustain the growth of our financial 
and business services sector and to maintain our 
position as a choice location for corporate 
headquarters; 

 
(e) the development intensities of Sites 1 and 2 had 

been significantly reduced as compared to that 
permitted under the OZP; 

 
(f) the proposed bus terminus was for reprovisioning 

the existing one which was required to provide 
modal interchange in the Central Ferry Piers 
catchment area and to cater for operational 
purpose; 

 
(g) Mr. Chan Chung-yuen stated that TD would 

require an alternative reprovisioning site for the 
bus terminus if it could not be incorporated in the 
development at Site 2.  Miss Ophelia Wong said 
that while PlanD would examine the possibility of 
more suitable alternative sites, it would be more 



 

appropriate to first consolidate all the public views 
and suggestions collected during the Stage 2 Public 
Engagement before further liaison with TD; 

 
Site 3 

 
 (h) visual connectivity to the harbour was allowed for 

in the proposed landscaped deck from Statue 
Square to the new Star Ferry Pier, as shown in the 
photomontages in the Consultation Digest.  Other 
suggestions would be welcome.  The open space 
on the deck was targeted for the patronage of all 
members of the public and active frontages with 
shops, outdoor cafes and other facilities were 
planned along the deck; 

 
Site 4 

 
 (i) the development at Site 4 had already been broken 

up into smaller and separated blocks.  Other 
suggestions for improvement would be welcome; 

 
Sites 5 and 6 

 
 (j) a variety of arts, cultural, leisure and civic uses, 

such as outdoor theatre and amphitheatre, would be 
distributed along the waterfront to add vibrancy to 
the area; 

 
Site 7 

 
 (k) a mix of uses was proposed at the new Central 

harbourfront and various nodal attractions and 
anchoring spaces would be provided along the 
waterfront promenade to promote vibrancy both 
day and night and in all seasons.  The two design 
concepts were two different ones, one with an 
emphasis on more activities and the other on a 
more natural form of landscaping with more 
passive recreational uses.  The public was welcome 
to make other suggestions.  The design would be 
further refined and public suggestions on issues 
like greening ratio would be examined at the next 



 

stage of the Study; 
 

Queen’s Pier 
 

 (l) there were technical constraints posed by the 
underground infrastructure in constructing a canal 
or sheltered bay as suggested.  The study team 
would consolidate various design ideas collected 
during the Stage 2 Public Engagement and 
examine them further; 

 
Road P2 

 
 (m) regarding the comments relating to Road P2, Mr. 

Chan Chung-yuen said that the functions and 
layout of Road P2 was detailed in the Paper 
considered by the then the Legislative Council 
Panel on Planning, Lands and Works 
Subcommittee to Review the Planning for the 
Central Waterfront (including the Tamar Site) on 
7.5.2007.  Road P2 would provide an alternative 
access to the existing developments in the Central 
Reclamation area and relieve the traffic congestion 
around the Connaught Road Central and 
Connaught Place junction in the short term.  In the 
medium to long term, after the completion of the 
Central-Wan Chai Bypass, Road P2 would serve to 
distribute traffic from the strategic east-west traffic 
corridor.  It was essentially a dual 2-lane road.  
Some dedicated turning pockets in front of signal 
controlled junctions were provided in order to 
avoid extensive queuing problem in front of 
junctions.  At one location, a short extra lane was 
provided to allow safe and smooth merging of 
traffic.  The reduction of development intensities of 
the future developments did not affect the present 
need for Road P2; 

 
Other Comments/Suggestions 

 
(n) Members’ other suggestions were noted and would 

be further examined.  On inviting innovative ideas, 
the comment cards and face-to-face questionnaires 



 

had been designed to allow the respondents to fill 
in other comments and suggestions.  The 
participants of the Focus Group Workshop and 
Community Engagement Workshop could also 
raise other design ideas.  In addition, the public 
could send in written submissions.  The 3D 
interactive computer model provided at the public 
exhibitions was an innovative tool to  illustrate the 
design concepts for the public to visualize the 
possible combination of concepts; 

 
(o) as shown in the pedestrian network plan in the 

Consultation Digest, the new and old districts 
would be well integrated.  There would be more 
pedestrian linkages.  Pedestrian footbridges would 
be provided to link through Sites 1 and 2 with the 
existing footbridge system.  A potential 
underground linkage from the MTR Central Station 
to Site 3 was under study.  There would be 
landscaped deck and a “Green Carpet” linking 
Admiralty through the Tamar development to the 
waterfront promenade.  At-grade pedestrian links 
were planned for the Arts and Cultural Precinct 
(Sites 5 and 6), and the area north of the Hong 
Kong Academy for Performing Arts would be 
designated for open space uses.  Anchoring public 
spaces and streetscape enhancement were proposed 
for the new Central harbourfront; 

 
(p) the issue of greening ratio was also raised at the 

briefing to HKIA.  There was not yet any proposed 
greening ratio and it would be examined at the next 
stage of the Study.  Landscape master plan and 
planning/design briefs with more details on the 
greening areas and open space provision would 
also be prepared at the next stage.  There should be 
no problem in creating a green harbourfront as 
ample open space had been planned for the 
waterfront promenade and within the key sites; 

 
(q) the proposal of making public car park accountable 

for GFA calculation was to avoid inflating the 
building massing originally planned for the area.  



 

More detailed guidelines would be set out in the 
planning/design briefs and for incorporation in the 
lease conditions.  In addition, for the 
“Comprehensive Development Area” (“CDA”) 
zones, planning permission and submission of 
master layout plans would be required for future 
developments; 

 
(r) to lower the building massing at the new Central 

harbourfront and to reduce pedestrian-vehicule 
conflict, the carparking provision would adopt a 
lower range provision requirement as set out in the 
Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines.  
No carparking provision was proposed for Sites 4 
and 6.  A total of 150 carparking spaces were 
proposed for reprovisioning the Star Ferry Car 
Park, which had a current provision of about 300 
carparking spaces; 

 
(s) there could be different forms of environmentally 

friendly transport.  TD did not support a tramway 
system in view of the conflict with the surface road 
system.  The Town Planning Board (TPB) had 
previously considered a tram line proposal in 
SPH’s rezoning application and did not accept the 
proposal on traffic grounds.  TPB agreed to include 
in the Explanatory Statement of the OZP that the 
feasibility and design of an environmentally and 
pedestrian-friendly transport system on the 
promenade would be studied.  A reserve for an 
environmentally friendly transport system, e.g. 
electric trolley bus system was proposed at the 
waterfront promenade to enhance east-west 
connection, as shown on page 30 of the 
Consultation Digest (near annotation “15”); 

 
(t) the ESB and pump houses marked with an asterisk 

on page 5 of the Consultation Digest were the 
subject of an approved s.16 application (No. 
A/H24/8); 

 
(u) regarding the time frame of the Study, the public 

opinion collection consultant would consolidate 



 

and analyze all the public views and suggestions 
collected during the Stage 2 Public Engagement 
and the main stream opinions would be identified.  
Towards the end of the Stage 2 Public 
Engagement, a concluding forum would be held to 
facilitate consensus building before drawing up the 
final recommendations and proposals.  The entire 
study was scheduled for completion in end-2008.  
The study findings and recommendations would be 
submitted to the TPB for endorsement; and 

 
(v) the study team would consider providing a briefing 

to SPH upon invitation. 
 

3.5 Regarding the re-assembly of Queen’s Pier, Mr. Eric 
Fung said that a section of the Airport Railway 
Extended Overrun Tunnel (AREOT) was directly 
underneath part of Road P2 and part of Queen’s Pier.  In 
order to safeguard the structural integrity of the re-
assembled Queen’s Pier, advance works for the AREOT 
would have to be carried out before re-assembling 
Queen’s Pier at the original location under Concept B.  
Advance works for the AREOT also had to be carried 
out before the construction of Road P2.  Mr. Chan 
Chung-yuen said that the information in the 
Consultation Digest was based on the assumption that 
Queen’s Pier should be re-assembled within a 
reasonable period, and Mr. Zimmerman’s suggested 
sequence of works for Road P2 would result in a further 
delay in the re-assembly of Queen’s Pier. 

 
3.6 The Chairman requested CEDD to provide information 

to Members on the delay of the completion of Road P2 
under Concept B.  He said that CEDD should be ready 
for answering similar enquiries on the delay of Road P2 
during the Focus Group Workshop scheduled for 
26.4.2008. 

 
3.7 In response to Members’ enquiries about the need of the 

section of AREOT interfacing with the in-situ re-
assembly of Queen’s Pier, Miss Amy Yuen said that the 
MTR Tung Chung Line would reach its full capacity in 
2016, and a review of the AREOT was expected to be 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CEDD 

 



 

conducted near to the time. 
  

Item 4 Any Other Business 
 

4.1 There being no other business, the meeting was closed 
at 5:25 pm. 
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                                                                                                                                      Action  

 

 
B. Task Group on Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront      
(TGUDS) (Paper No. 5/2008)  
 
3.3 Ir Dr Greg Wong presented the progress report. He reported that the 
TGUDS held twoworking meetings in March 2008 and one site visit before the 
launch of the Stage 2 Public Engagement details of which would be discussed 
under agenda Item 5. The study team briefed Members on the work plan for the 
Stage 2 Public Engagement, the public engagement materials, the public opinion 
collection exercise and the study proposals. Members provided comments and 
suggestions which where appropriate were taken into account in revising and 
finalizing the public engagement materials. The public exhibitions of the Stage 2 
Public Engagement were launched on 12 April 2008. The Task Group held its 
third meeting on 23 April before the Focus Group Workshop on 26 April 2008. 
 
 
3.4   In respect of the process, Mr Paul Zimmerman felt that when the TGUDS 
discussed the Stage 2 Public Engagement, nothing could be changed - venues had 
been booked, dates had been set, models had been built and documents had been 
written. Ir Dr Wong said that, from the point of view of the TGUDS, it would 
have been better if Members had been consulted on the specifics of the public 
engagement activities. On the design proposals, he had seen changes in the 
development intensity and layout of the ground scraper and was optimistic about 
public aspirations and rational discussion being taken into account.  
 



 

3.5   Mrs Ava Ng said that the launch of the Stage 2 Public Engagement had 
been discussed by the TGUDS. TGUDS had also been consulted on the work plan 
and endorsed the booking of venues for the public engagement activities prior to 
the re-appointment of Mr Zimmerman to the HEC and the Task Group. She hoped 
Members would appreciate the time constraints with the booking of venues and 
other logistical arrangement. With regard to the design proposals, there had been 
amendments after deliberations of the Task Group and there could be further 
changes arising from the Stage 2 Public Engagement.  
 
3.6   Mr Zimmerman said that there were factual errors in the Stage 2 Public 
Engagement Consultation Digest (Digest). On page 5 it was stated that a planning 
application under Section 16 of the Town Planning Ordinance was required for 
the electricity supply buildings (ESBs) along Road P2. He understood that such 
approval had already been given in 2006. On page 29 of the Digest, it was 
stipulated that Concept B of re-assembling Queen’s Pier at its original location 
would delay the completion of Road P2. He said that, in response to his request, 
CEDD confirmed last Saturday that there could be delay to the re-assembling of 
Queen’s Pier but not necessarily the completion of Road P2. He remarked that 
these two errors would not have been made if the Task Group had been consulted. 
In response to Mr Zimmerman, Mr C K Hon clarified that last Saturday Mr 
Zimmerman enquired about the possibility of first constructing the already 
designed Road P2, then constructing a new Road P2 and abandoning the built one 
such that Queen’s Pier could be re-assembled at its original location without any 
delay of Road P2. Concepts A and B on pages28 and 29 of the Digest were made 
on the same footing that Queen’s Pier would be re-assembled as soon as possible. 
If there were to be different assumptions, the comparison would be different. He 
did not agree that the information about the delay of the completion of Road P2 
on page 29 of the Digest was wrong. The meeting noted that further enquiries on 
the UDS Stage 2 Public Engagement would be addressed under Item 5. Mr 
Zimmerman reiterated the importance of discussion with the Task Group before 
issue of any public documents. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 

Item 5 UDS Stage 2 Public Engagement (Paper No. 7/2008)  

5.1   The Chairman welcomed Miss Ophelia Wong and Ms Phyllis Li of PlanD, 
Ms Irene Ip and Mr Tony Yeung of Aedas Ltd, Prof Andrew Leung of CityU 
Professional Services Ltd and Dr K K Yuen of Polytechnic University. At this 
point, Mrs Ava Ng responded to Mr Zimmerman’searlier question on the factual 
error on page 5 of the Digest (para. 3.6 refers). She said that the statement with an 
asterisk on the Design Constraints Drawing only reflected the factual information 
that ESB use required planning application as a statutory requirement, and did not 
agree that the statement was a factual error. Miss Wong then introduced and Mr 
Yeung presented a PowerPoint on the item.  
 
5.2    Dr Ng Mee-kam said that the design concepts of the UDS were good and 
hoped that PlanD could ensure the implementation of the concepts of roof garden, 
greening and sustainable design by means of conditions of land sale. Mr Patrick 
Lau agreed that thedesign principles should be clearly stated in conditions of land 
sale. He enquired how the design principles such as in the form of greening ratios 
could be implemented. Mr Vincent Ng considered that the design proposals in the 
Stage 2 Public Engagement such as the reduction in development intensity, 
breaking up the building massing of the ground scraper into smaller blocks and 
respect for historical buildings and HPPs were great improvement over the 
previous design. While reiterating HKIA’s stance of re-assembling Queen’s Pier 
at its original location, he asked what compromise had to be made particularly for 
Central Piers Nos. 9 and 10 to restore the marine function of Queen’s Pier. 
 
5.3   Ms Y Y Pong said that she supported re-assembling Queen’s Pier at its 
original location and breaking up the building massing of the groundscraper. In 
respect of the development parameters of the groundscraper atSite 3 on page 19 of 
the Digest, she enquired about the major difference between the gross floor area 
(GFA) originally estimated and currentlyproposed. Mr Paul Zimmerman asked 
how long the Central Reclamation Phase III (CRIII) site would remain a 
construction site. Regarding infrastructural facilities along the Central waterfront 
like the ESBs and air ventilation shafts, there did not seem to have been enough 
specific discussion by the TGUDS. He looked forward to confirmation that 
Queen’s Pier could be put back at its original location at some stage in the future 
without a delay to resolving the traffic congestion.  
 
5.4    In reply to Dr Ng and Mr Lau, Miss Wong said that, once the major views of 
the public had been analyzed, design briefs for the key sites would be prepared. 
Greening ratios and landscape master plan could also be prepared at the next 
stage. Roof greening and other environmentally-friendly designs could be 
included in the conditions of land sale. In reply to Mr Ng’s enquiry about the 
effects of the possible re-assembly of Queen’s Pier on the waterfront on Central 



 

Piers Nos. 9 and 10, Miss Wong said that the consultant had advised that for 
marine safety, if Queen’s Pier was to be re-assembled between the two piers, one 
set of landing steps each at those two piers closest to Queen’s Pier would be 
closed off and one out of the three setsof the re-assembled landing steps at 
Queen’s Pier would be used. The seawall caissons would need to be re-
constructed and the external design of the two piers would be modified to match 
that of Queen’s Pier. The total costwas about $220 million, while $200 million 
would be involved if Queen’s Pier was to be re-assembled at its original location. 
 
5.5   In response to Ms Pong, Miss Wong said that the original estimated GFA for 
Site 3 was 190,000 m2, including public car park but excluding facilities for mini-
bus, taxi and coaches. The GFA currently proposed was 157,400 m2, with public 
car park, mini-bus, taxi and coach facilities included. For Site 6 where 
reclamation would be reduced greatly, the decrease in GFA was more than 20,000 
m2. 
 
5.6   Regarding Mr Zimmerman’s enquiry, Miss Wong said that, as explained at 
TGUDS meetings, the planning application for the ESBs was submitted to the 
TPB in 2005 by CEDD and the TPB had approved the planning application for 
the ESBs in 2006 after submission of a revised design. Under the current UDS, 
the consultant would propose design enhancements for the ESBs and air 
ventilation shaft which could be integrated with the new waterfront. In respect of 
Mr Zimmerman’s proposed variation to the construction of Road P2, Mr C K Hon 
said that the proposed variation was technically feasible. However, Concepts A 
and B of Queen’s Pier had sought to address the aspiration for re-assembling 
Queen’s Pier as soon as possible and that a permanent Road P2 would be built as 
required. He said that the programme for the Central-Wan Chai Bypass (CWB) 
had been delayed, while that for the North Hong Kong Island Line had yet to be 
determined. Mr Hon remarked that implementation of items in the Public Works 
Programme could only commence after the relevant procedures were 
accomplished and the requisite funding applications were approved.  
 
5.7   In reply to Dr Ng, Miss Wong said that, depending on the response, there 
could be more public forums in addition to consultation with District Councils 
(DCs) and professional bodies. An interactive 3-D computer model had been 
installed in the computers at the exhibition venues but there were technical 
difficulties in uploading it onto the Internet.  
 
5.8   In response to Mr Derrick Pang, Miss Wong said that models had been 
produced to illustrate the GFA proposed for the various sites. The Digest had 
clearly stipulated the GFA for the key sites. There had been views in the Stage 1 
Public Engagement that Queen’s Pier should not be preserved, other than 
suggestions to relocate it to the waterfront or re-assemble it at the original 



 

location. She hoped that a clearer majority view would emerge after the Stage 2 
Public Engagement. She said that the implementation programme of the key sites 
would become clearer upon the completion of the UDS. She stressed that all 
works would be implemented as soon as possible. 
 
5.9   In reply to Ir Dr Wong, Mr C K Hon said that while the costs of Road P2 
under different scenarios could always be estimated, Mr Zimmerman’s proposal 
to build Road P2 and then to discard the newly built Road P2 would involve 
additional as well as abortive costs. Road P2 was included in the existing CRIII 
contract and construction should continue until a decision was reached on the re-
assembly location of Queen’s Pier otherwise monetary claims would arise. Mr 
Brooke saw the need to manage public expectation as by the end of 2009 a large 
tract of land would be formed by reclamation which the public could not enjoy 
because of further infrastructural works.  
 
5.10  Mr Ng commented that the minority view of not to re-assemble Queen’s 
Pier should not be taken on board as it had been promised that Queen’s Pier 
would be re-assembled either on the waterfront or at its original location. Miss 
Wong noted that only a few had suggested not to re-assemble Queen’s Pier.  

5.11  In response to Mr Samuel Mok’s question on the views of the participants in 
the Focus Group Workshop on 26 April 2008 relating to the re-assembly of 
Queen’s Pier, Miss Wong said that views were diverse. Among those who 
indicated a clear preference on the waterfront or original location, more preferred 
the original location. However, there were also some participants who preferred 
the waterfront location and at the same time suggested memorial features at the 
original location. Some had no preference, and some disliked both locations. Mr 
Mok was concerned that the views of the silent majority who had not attended the 
public engagement activities might not be taken into account. Miss Wong said 
that a telephone interview would be conducted later and all the 18 DCs would be 
consulted.  
 
5.12 Mr Zimmerman said that there had been no reference to or mentioning of the 
heritage principles in the Digest, nor recognition of Queen’s Pier as a graded 
structure and Antiquities Advisory Board’s grading of Queen’s Pier. Miss Wong 
said that page 15 of the Digest explained the historic value of Queen’s Pier and 
provided the information that Queen’s Pier was a Grade I Historical Building. She 
believed that given the wide media coverage of Queen’s Pier, Hong Kong people 
were well aware of the background of Queen’s Pier. 

 



 

5.13 The Chairman thanked the representatives of PlanD and the 
consultants for their presentation and discussion with the HEC. He said 
that the TGUDS would further follow up on issues relating to the UDS.  
 
*** 

TGUDS 
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*** 

Agenda Item No. 3 

Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront Stage 2 

Public Engagement (LBAC Paper No. 6/08)  

 

4. Upon the Chairman’s invitation, Miss Ophelia Wong introduced 

the paper on Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront 

(NCH) Stage 2 Public Engagement.  She highlighted that the study had 

taken into account the public views collected in the Stage 1 Public 

Engagement, the Urban Design Guidelines in the Hong Kong Planning 

Standards and Guidelines, the Harbour Planning Principles and 

Guidelines promulgated by the Harbour-front Enhancement Committee 

(HEC) and the Vision Statement for Victoria Harbour of the Town 

Planning Board (TPB).  The key elements in the study proposals  

included –  

 

(a) a continuous east-west waterfront promenade of about 11 

hectares linking the Central Piers to Hong Kong Convention 

and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC), which together with other 

nearby existing and planned open spaces would provide a 

total of about 17 hectares of extensive open space in the 

NCH; 

(b) lowering development intensity for 5 key sites; 

(c) restricting building height with the tallest new building being 

one of no more than 30 storeys north of IFC II; 

(d) comprehensive multi-level pedestrian network linking the 

NCH and the hinterland to enhance its accessibility; and 

(e) alternative reconstruction and re-assembly arrangements of 

the old Star Ferry Clock Tower and Queen’s Pier.    

 

5.  Mr Tony Yeung briefed Members on the details of the two design 

proposals with a video show and a powerpoint presentation.  

 

6.  Miss Ophelia Wong supplemented that a concluding forum would 

be held towards the end of the public engagement exercise with a view to 

consolidating ideas and striving for consensus.  The final proposal would 

be submitted to the TPB for consideration.  Planning/design briefs with 

clear design parameters and guidelines would be prepared for the key 



 

 

sites to guide future design and implementation.  

 

7.  Mr Wong Chi-kui declared that he was a member of the study 

team and had been involved in a part of the proposal.  He asked if he 

should withdraw from the discussion.  The Chairman commented that it 

was not necessary for Mr Wong to withdraw from the meeting as the 

paper was for information and consultation.                                                                                                                                                              

 

8.  Dr Rebecca Chiu said the publication of design proposals for 

public consultation was a significant milestone and the two  design 

concepts  had their own merits.  As large areas of open space were 

proposed, she pointed out the importance of providing adequate shading 

for users.  Also, special attention should be paid to the ventilation and 

lighting of the space beneath the landscaped podiums.  Dr Chiu asked 

about the impact of Road P2 on the accessibility of NCH, and measures 

to reduce the travelling time between the Central Piers and the Central 

Business District (CBD).  She  agreed to the vision of creating a vibrant 

harbourfront, and hoped that more people would be attracted to the NCH.  

She also suggested placing monumental landmarks at the original 

locations of the old Star Ferry Clock Tower and Queen’s Pier, if they 

were to be reconstructed and re-assembled elsewhere.  

 

9. Miss Wong Lai-chun appreciated that extensive greening and 

open space would be provided at the NCH.  She shared Dr Rebecca 

Chiu’s views about the need to enhance the vibrancy of the NCH, 

particularly after office hours.  She suggested that the proposed water 

feature in front of the Central Piers under Concept A could be turned into 

a piazza for leisure and cultural activities.  To facilitate the use by elderly 

citizens, more seating facilities and access points should be provided.  

Miss Wong also asked about the mode of management for the NCH – 

whether one single party would coordinate the overall management of the 

whole area. 

 

10. Dr Simon Kwan put forth the idea of sinking some ancillary 

facilities below ground level and create “sunken piazzas”, so as to 

provide an unobstructed view of the Victoria Harbour and bring in more 

natural light to the development.  

 



 

 

11. Ms Pong Yuen-yee asked to what extent the two design concepts 

could be mixed and matched.  Given that the existing Central Piers were 

far away from the core CBD and were quiet at night, she supported the 

provision of commercial activities at the Central Piers, such as open air 

markets, kiosks, alfresco dining and teahouses, etc. in order to attract 

more people to the NCH from day to night.  She remarked that the NCH 

was a rare and valuable land resource in Hong Kong and the best should 

be made out of it.  Speaking on cultural facilities, she highlighted the 

importance of coordinating the cultural activities to be held in the NCH 

and the West Kowloon Cultural District.  

 

12. Mr Conrad Wong appreciated that both design concepts would 

provide a pleasant green environment for all.  In view of the hot and 

humid climate in Hong Kong, he proposed to furnish the NCH with 

covered walkways to provide shading from the sun and rain, and to install 

fogging system for cooling down the ambient temperature.  Besides, he 

suggested designating some areas for outdoor performance and arts 

display. 

 

13. Taking the Fisherman’s Wharf in San Francisco as an example, 

Professor Anothony Yeh suggested enhancing the Central Piers by 

including commercial activities such as restaurants, street vendors and 

souvenir shops, etc.   While the western part of the NCH where the piers 

and land transport hub were located could be made more dynamic, the 

eastern end of the NCH could be developed into a more leisurely and 

quiet area. 

 

14. Mr Bernard Hui suggested conducting a commercial study on 

how the vibrancy of the commercial activities in the CBD could be 

extended to the NCH.  He asked if the number of landing steps at Central 

Piers No. 9 and 10 would be reduced if the Queen’s Pier were to be re-

assembled at the waterfront.  

 

15. Mr Yu Kam-hung welcomed both design concepts.  Highlighting 

the high rental and strong demand for Grade A office in Central, he 

supported the inclusion of commercial sites for office and hotel 

development at Sites 1 and 2.  He would like to know more about the 

detailed management of the NCH, e.g. its opening hours, whether pets are 



 

 

allowed, handling of crowds, etc. 

 

16. Mr David Lee commented that attention should be paid to the 

details of design, such as avoiding unnecessary features/fencing along the 

waterfront that would obstruct the sea view.  

 

17. Dr Linda Fan was concerned about the accessibility of the NCH 

by public transport and the provision of parking facilities.  She pointed 

out that adequate public car parking spaces should be provided in the 

NCH for people who might wish to drive there.  

 

18. Dr Rebecca Chiu further asked if there would be any iconic 

architecture at the NCH and how a sense of place could be created. 

 

19. Mr Stephen Yip commented that the NCH should be designed in 

a way that it would be enjoyable and attractive to different sectors of the 

community.  The commercial and retail services to be provided should 

cater for the interests and needs of different classes of people. 

 

20. Miss Ophelia Wong thanked Members for their encouraging 

remarks and valuable advice.  She highlighted the following points in 

response to Members’ comments and suggestions:  

 

(i) Extensive natural shading and covered walkways had been 

planned for the waterfront promenade as these were 

important design features to create a pleasant and 

comfortable waterfront for users.  The suggestion of setting 

up fogging system in the area would be taken into 

consideration in the preparation of planning/design brief.  

The idea of incorporating more “sunken piazzas” would also 

be looked into by the study team. 

 

(ii) For the landscaped deck at Site 3, the use, setting, lighting 

and air ventilation of each floor of the proposed structure had 

been considered carefully in formulating the design 

proposals.  More openings and atriums would be introduced 

to the lower portion of the development in order to allow 

better air ventilation and penetration of natural light. 



 

 

 

(iii) Detailed feasibility studies had previously been conducted to 

help design a vibrant waterfront with a diversity of uses 

comprising commercial, retail, recreational and tourism 

activities. Various activity nodes and key attraction points 

were planned to enhance the experience of pedestrians 

travelling to and from the ferry piers. 

 

(iv) Good accessibility to the waterfront for the public was 

crucial to attract patronage to the promenade. A 

comprehensive multi-level (underground, at-grade and 

elevated) pedestrian network linking the waterfront and the 

hinterland had been proposed, in particular, there would be 

nine at-grade signal-controlled crossings or grade-separated 

pedestrian links along Road P2 within the study area.  

 

(v) Vibrancy was one of the key design objectives for the NCH.  

A mix of commercial, retail, leisure, arts, cultural, and 

tourism uses were proposed in different locations to enhance 

the vibrancy of the harbourfront.  Design corridors and 

precincts, each with its own character, would add diversity 

and vibrancy to the NCH.  The design proposals would be 

further refined subject to the opinions collected during the 

Stage 2 Public Engagement. Care would be taken to strike a 

delicate balance between greening/open space and 

commercial use. 

 

(vi) “Mix and match” between the different design concepts was 

possible.  The design concepts were not exhaustive and other 

ideas from the public were welcome.  

 

(vii) The Arts and Cultural Precinct would become an arts and 

cultural destination by the harbour.  Extensive open space 

was proposed to accommodate outdoor performance, variety 

shows, art display, etc.  The coordination of arts and cultural 

activities between this Arts and Cultural Precinct and the 

West Kowloon Cultural District was of paramount 

importance and would certainly be studied in detail. 



 

 

 

(viii) The proposed Pierside Corridor would link up the ten Central 

Piers.  An open public plaza at the new Star Ferry Pier would 

be the focus of this thriving transport hub.  Additional floor 

for alfresco dinning, retail and other water-front related uses 

at Central Piers No. 4 to 6 was planned.  The proposal of 

relocating the Hong Kong Maritime Museum to Pier 8 was 

also being studied.  To enhance water-related experience, 

landing steps and a floating market at the harbourfront next 

to the HKCEC was proposed. 

 

(ix) Re-assembling Queen’s Pier between Central Piers No. 9 and 

10 with revived pier function would result in decrease of one 

set of landing steps each at the two Central Piers.  However, 

as new landing steps would be constructed near the HKCEC, 

there would be no decrease in the total number of landing 

steps.  The idea of creating landmarks at the original 

locations of the old Star Ferry Clock Tower and Queen’s Pier 

for commemorative purpose would be considered.   

 

(x) While the administration has received calls for a waterfront 

with extensive greenery, there was also strong support for 

including an appropriate amount of commercial uses in the 

NCH.  Some office, hotel and retail uses in the new 

harbourfront compatible with the existing urban context were 

therefore planned to meet the demand for Grade A offices in 

the CBD. 

 

(xi) “Barrier-free” design requirements would be complied with 

in preparing detailed planning/design briefs to ensure that the 

disabled, the elderly, and different sectors of the community 

could access and use the services and facilities of the NCH. 

 

(xii) Public car parking spaces would be provided for in the 

Comprehensive Development Area (CDA) site north of 

Statue Square (Site 3).  There would be planned underground 

pedestrian connection with the Central MTR Station and 

extension of the MTR network with the planned Shatin-to-



 

 

Central Link and North Hong Kong Island Line.  

 

(xiii) The waterfront promenade linking up with the city core 

through a network of open space, green corridors and 

pedestrian links would itself be an icon of the NCH.  The 

NCH would provide a coherent and distinct structure of uses, 

building forms, open spaces, connectivity and character 

precincts to create a sense of place.  The Tamar Central 

Government Complex adopting the winning “Open Door” 

design would also become a significant landmark by the 

harbour.  

 

(xiv) The design of the NCH should balance between economic 

and environmental considerations, and should be created for 

the enjoyment and benefits of all sectors.  The Government 

would continue to listen to the views of the community on 

the refined urban design framework and alternative design 

concepts for the key sites with a view to creating a vibrant, 

green and accessible Central harbourfront. 

 

21. In response to the Chairman’s enquiry on the estimated time of 

completion of the NCH, Mrs Carrie Lam remarked that the development 

of the NCH, which were mainly on reclaimed land, would hinge upon the 

completion of the Central-Wan Chai Bypass (CWB) to be built 

underneath.  In view of the Court judgment regarding the temporary 

reclamation in Causeway Bay, it would be difficult to tell at this stage 

when the CWB would be completed.  Nevertheless, the Government 

would endeavour to implement the NCH as early as possible.  As to 

Members’s questions regarding the management of the NCH, she 

considered that active management was important to ensure the vibrancy 

of the waterfront.  A task group under the HEC had been formed to study 

various management models with reference to overseas experiences and 

to make recommendations. 

 

22. The Chairman thanked the study team for the briefing. 

 

Development Bureau 
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 Ms Susanna Chiu Lai-kuen 
 Mr Patrick Fung Pak-tung, SC 
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 Prof Bernard Lim Wan-fung 
 Dr Ng Cho-nam, BBS 
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 Prof Simon Shen Xu-hui 
 Ms Miranda Szeto Shiu-ching 
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 Prof Leslie Chen Hung-chi 
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 Mr Andrew Lam Siu-lo 
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Item 2 Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront Stage 2 

Public Engagement 
 (Board Paper AAB/62/2007-08) 

 
2. The Chairman introduced the following presentation team: 

 

(a) Mrs Ava Ng, JP, Director of Planning, Planning Department 

(b) Ms Phyllis Li, Chief Town Planner/Special Duties, Planning 

Department 

(c) Mr Fung Kit-wing, Chief Engineer/Hong Kong, Civil Engineering and 

Development Department 

(d) Miss Santafe Poon, Aedas Limited, Consultant for the Study 

(e) Dr Florence Ho, PolyU Public Policy Research Institute, Consultant 

for the Study 

(f) Dr Ivan Fung, CityU Professional Services Limited, Consultant for the 

Study 

 

Presentation Session 

 

8. Mrs Ava Ng briefed members on the overall urban design vision and 

objectives for the New Central Harbourfront (the Study).  She said that in response to 

public aspirations, the Study had  developed different design concepts for re-

assembling Queen’s Pier and reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower, amongst 

other urban design proposals. She noted that members requested to be consulted on 

the Study at the AAB meetings in December 2006 and October 2007 and therefore 

took the opportunity to seek members’ views and comments on the Study.      

 

9. Miss Santafe Poon then presented a short video, followed by a PowerPoint 

presentation on the key features of the Study.  She highlighted the two alternative 

Design Concepts for re-assembling Queen’s Pier.   

 

Discussion Session 

 

10. In reply to the Chairman’s enquiry, Mrs Ava Ng informed the meeting that 

the Stage 2 Public Engagement had commenced in mid April and would last until late 



 

 

July. Exhibitions and consultation sessions would be arranged. The public could visit 

Planning Department’s website at www.pland.gov.hk for information on the Study 

and the public engagement activities. Views and suggestions were most welcomed. 

 

11. A member asked how Government would make reference to public views 

collected during the Public Engagement.  Mrs Ava Ng responded that the consultants 

would use the sustainable design asessment framework and the sustainability criteria 

widely consulted in the Stage 1 Public Engagment as the basis to assess views 

received in the Strage 2 Public Engagment and refine the design concepts. A 

concluding forum would also be held to consolidate ideas for a consensus before 

finalizing the study proposals.  

 

12. In response to a member’s views on the pros and cons of the two Design 

Concepts, Mrs Ava Ng responded that if Concept A was adopted, markings to show 

Queen’s Pier’s original location could be considered. Alternatively, information or 

interpretation of the history of Queen’s Pier could also be provided at Queen’s Pier’s 

new location.  The memebr further inquired if either Pier 9 or Pier 10 could be 

dispensed with so as to widen the access to the relocated Queen’s Pier.  Mrs Ava Ng 

said that the number of the landing space of Piers 9 and 10 was proposed to be 

reduced to allow easy access to the landing steps of Queen’s Pier.  

 

13. A member preferred Concept A, which looked more symmetrical in overall 

design with the reconstructed old Star Ferry Clock Tower as a focal point, 

maintaining an axial relationship with City Hall and Queen’s Pier whereas for 

Concept B, Queen’s Pier would lose its pier function though it would be reassembled 

at its original location.  

 

14. The Chairman shared similar view that for Concept A, Queen’s Pier looked 

more spacious in the foreground with an open visual link with  the old Star Ferry 

Clock Tower while for Concept B, the layout seemed a bit messy and congested with 

the nearby road.  He hoped that an unobstructed view amongst the three components, 

i.e. Queen’s Pier, the old Star Ferry Clock Tower and City Hall could be maintained if 

Concept A would be adopted.   

 



 

 

15. A member opined that apart from considering its pier function, the overall 

significance of Queen’s Pier together with City Hall and Edinburgh Place in the 

context of Hong Kong’s historical and cultural development should be an important 

factor for the AAB’s consideration.  For Concept A, he commented that if the design 

of Piers 9 and 10 could not integrate well with Queen’s Pier, formerly a protruding 

pier, it would affect pier safety and Queen’s Pier’s historic status.  For Concept B, he 

did not mind that Queen’s Pier would lose its pier function as he considered its 

historical and cultural values more important. 

 

16. A member considered that the AAB should comment on the proposals from 

a historical and heritage perspective, as this was the purpose of the current 

consultation.  He commented that Concept A to reassemble Queen’s Pier at the 

harbourfront could not reveal the relative location of Queen’s Pier and the old Star 

Ferry Clock Tower.   

 

17. A memebr considered Concept A of reviving Queen’s Pier’s function at the 

waterfront more acceptable though the issue of land and sea transport needed to be 

addressed.  He referred to the long distance that passengers had to travel to the 

relocated Star Ferry Pier and hoped that Planning Department would consider 

passengers convenience when Queen’s Pier was relocated.   

 

18. A member preferred Concept B as it could preserve Queen’s Pier’s group 

value and historical significance. He considered reviving Queen’s Pier’s function not 

essential given that several public piers were available.  

 

19. A member said that the revitalization of Queen’s Pier should not be 

overlooked.  He remarked that Concept B of reassembling Queen’s Pier as a sitting-

out area with a water feature far away from the seafront did not give due regard to 

Queen’s Pier’s revitalization. He inclined towards Concept A.  

 

20. A member said that the AAB’s comments should be consistent with the 

Grade I status it had accorded to Queen’s Pier.  He remarked that for Concept B, the 

reassembled Queen’s Pier could serve as a landmark to remind people of the former 

coastline and its relationship with City Hall and Edinburgh Place though it could not 



 

 

revive its pier function.  For Concept A, he suspected that the insertion of Queen’s 

Pier between Piers 9 and 10 might necessitate the redesign and affect the functions of 

the latter two piers.  He suggested either to demolish Pier 9 or Pier 10 so as to provide 

more space for Queen’s Pier or to reassemble Queen’s Pier at Stanley similar to 

Murray Building.  He also asked if Queen’s Pier would be designed as a protruding 

pier as in the past or would juxtapose with Piers 9 and 10.   

 

21. A member did not think that the general public was fully aware of the axial 

relationship between Queen’s Pier, City Hall and Edinburgh Place.  She referred to 

Concept A and asked if Pier 9 or Pier 10 could be demolished and be replaced by 

Queen’s Pier to make it more spacious if these two piers had to be redesigned to 

accommodate Queen’s Pier.   

 

22. A member remarked that it would be rather funny to reassemble a pier where 

there was no water.  Since placing the reassembled Queen’s Pier between Piers 9 and 

10 was not entirely satisfactory, he hoped that Government would consider alternative 

proposal of reassembling Queen’s Pier at the waterfront.   

 

23. A member was of the view that Queen’s Pier could be considered as 

revitalized as long as it was reassembled at its original location near the City Hall and 

Edinburgh Place where the public would continue to go.   

 

24. In response to members’ foregoing views and suggestions, Mrs Ava Ng 

responded that for Concept A, various land and sea transport modes would be 

provided at the ferry plaza to improve accessibility to the harbourfront but landing 

steps could only be available along the main frontage of the Pier abutting the harbour 

while the steps on the two sides could not be reprovided as the reassembled Pier could 

not protrude onto the harbour  due to compliance with the Protection of the Harbour 

Ordinance.  She said that the public consultation revealed that the public’s memories 

of the Pier were generally associated with waterfront activities/setting whereas their 

impression of the City Hall and Edinburgh Place context and the activities there were 

relatively vague.  

 

25. A member asked about the future of Fenwick Pier at the Wanchai 



 

 

harbourfront.  Mrs Ava Ng said that the site for the pier and associated buildings was 

rezoned as public open space in the relevant Outline Zoning Plan. 

 

26. A member commended Government’s efforts in reconstructing the former 

Star Ferry Clock Tower in both proposals.  He suggested reviewing the height of the 

reconstructed Star Ferry Clock Tower and the need to attach it to a gallery.  

 

27. Mrs Ava Ng responded that the original height of the Clock Tower and its 

base was around 24 metres which would be maintained.  There were, however, 

diverse views on whether the reconstructed Clock Tower should be free standing or 

attached to a gallery.   

 

28. Noting that there was no consensus view and different comments were 

expressed by Members, the Chairman hoped that the Planning Department would take 

into account members’ comments in finalising the design proposal for the new Central 

harbourfront.  Mrs Ava Ng thanked members for their valuable views and suggestions. 

 

 
 
 
Antiquities and Monuments Office  
Leisure and Cultural Services Department 
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Briefings to the 18 District Councils 

 

(1) Eastern DC (24 April 2008) 

 

II. Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront Stage 2 Public 

Engagement 

 

      (EDC Paper No. 51/08) 
 
    The views expressed by the Councillors were summarized as follows : 
 
(a) A number of Councillors who expressed their views at the meeting supported 
the idea of reorganizing the Queen’s Pier at the waterfront and resuming the functions 
of the pier, i.e. concept A. 
 
(b) A Councillor hoped that the authorities would implement the plan of the urban 
design study for the Central Harbourfront as soon as possible in order to solve the 
serious traffic congestion problem from Eastern District to Wan Chai and Central, and 
to keep a smooth traffic flow. 
 
(c) A Councillor pointed out that the feature of the Hong Kong harbour was two-
way, therefore the authorities should in the study make an analysis of which vantage 
point to set up a rest area so as to stand out the characteristics of the Victoria Harbour.  
Such a design also affected the landscape looking from Kowloon side to Central and 
the lighting design at night.  He considered that in the course of subtle urban design, 
each of the foregoing points should be noted.  
 
(d) A Councillor expressed that the option stated in the paper not only could retain 
the original function of the pier but also could improve the traffic congestion problem 
in Eastern District, therefore he hoped that the option could be implemented as soon 
as possible. 
 
(e) A Councillor stated that the field of vision of the position suggested in the 
paper for reprovisioning of the Queen’s Pier was not broad enough and suggested that 
other more suitable place could be considered.  He was also concerned about the 
traffic linkage of the northern coast of Hong Kong Island.  
 
(f) A Councillor had no objection against the construction of hotels and 
commercial buildings in the major land use because it could create opportunity of 
employment and moreover the revenue from land sale by the government could also 
benefit the citizens.  In addition, she suggested that the area of the green belt in 
Central should be designed a bit bigger so as to relieve the pressure of the working 
class in Central.  
 
(g) A Councillor considered that the prime thing was to solve the problem of traffic 
congestion in Eastern District and hoped that the project should not be delayed any 
more.  Regarding conservation, he considered that the authorities should take into 
consideration the opinions of the major shareholders.  In addition, he hoped that the 
concept of design could reduce the commercial elements as far as possible and 
supported the construction of the Waterfront Promenade from Siu Sai Wan to Western 



 

 

District. 
 
(h) A Councillor expressed that the study options stated in the paper had already 
collected proposals from various sectors and appropriate adjustments had been made 
such that a balance would be struck as far as possible between the development of 
economy and conservation to increase city dynamics and attain an ideal environment.  
She supported the height limit applied to the new buildings imposed by the 
government and the enlargement of the green belt space.  She hoped that all sectors of 
the community could reach a consensus with respect to the Queen’s Pier, so as to 
implement the plan of constructing a dynamic New Central Harbourfront as soon as 
possible. 
 
After discussion, Councillors carried the following motion : 
 
   “In view of the serious traffic congestion in Central and Wan Chai, especially the 
section from Island Eastern Corridor heading westward which has seriously 
affected the daily life of few hundred thousand residents of Eastern District and 
the situation has come to a point which brooks no delay.  The Eastern District 
Council (EDC) requested the government to construct the Wan Chai Bypass 
quickly in order to alleviate the traffic problem.  With regard to the planning and 
design of the New Central Harbourfront, the EDC considered that the government 
should reduce the density of development, promote greening and provide quality 
rest area and facilities.  The EDC also supports the reprovisioning of the Queen’s 
Pier in the New Central Harbourfront as depicted in the option of the “The 
planning and design of the New Central Harbourfront”, as it not only makes 
conservation workable, but also could be used practically as a pier, and could 
further reduce the time and cost needed in the whole project.”                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

(2) Tuen Mun DC (6 May 2008) 

 

Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront 

 
3. The Deputy Secretary for Development (Planning and Lands)1 and the 
representatives of the Planning Department and the Civil Engineering and 
Development Department briefed the Council on the Urban Design Study for the New 
Central Harbourfront.  Members made enquiries and comments to the Deputy 
Secretary and the representatives of the two Departments about the Study.  Then they 
moved an original motion and an amended motion regarding the Study before the 
Council passed the original motion as follows: 
 
“Subject: The Tuen Mun District Council supports the New Central Harbourfront 
Project.  To support the New Central Harbourfront Project that the development of the 
Central commercial centre should be in step with the lowering of development 
intensity, the promotion of greening and an ample provision of open space and leisure 
facilities to the public, ultimately giving the Harbour back to the community, and with 
the hope that the Government will re-assemble the Queen’s Pier at the Central 
Harbourfront.” 



 

 

 (3) Kwun Tong DC (6 May 2008) 
 
Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront 
 
12.  The paper was presented to the meeting. 
 
13.  Representative of the Development Bureau (DEVB) made responses to 
Councillors’ enquiries as follows: 
 

13.1 According to planning intention, the military pier would be 
taken as a part of the Promenade and opened to the public when 
no military uses were required. 
 

13.2 It was stressed in the paper that accessibility to the Promenade 
was very important.  Besides, the Bureau was ready to consider 
Councillors’ requests on the Kwun Tong Promenade. 

 
14.  The Chairman informed the meeting that the following motion was 
received: 
 
“The Kwun Tong District Council welcomes the move of the Government to conduct 
public consultation on the New Central Harbourfront.  The Kwun Tong District 
Council hopes that the Government can reduce the development density and create an 
attractive and appealing green promenade and quality leisure space for the public and 
achieve the objective of “a harbour for the people” while fostering the development of 
the Central Business District.  The Kwun Tong District Council is also supportive of 
reconstructing the Queen’s Pier along the Central waterfront for the use of all.” 
 
15.  After voting by a show of hands, the motion was adopted with 28 
Councillors voted for, 0 voted against and 2 abstained. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

(4) Central and Western DC (15 May 2008) 

 

(1) Stage 2 Public Engagement for the Urban Design Study of the New Central 

Harbourfront 

The representatives of the Development Bureau and the consultant company 
presented details of the Stage 2 Public Engagement for the Urban Design study of the 
New Central Harbourfront.  Most members were glad that the design had been 
modified in response to public views collected in the Stage 1 public engagement 
exercise, with reduced gross floor area and size of developments, additional public 
open space and improved pedestrian connections.  They supported injecting 
commercial elements, such as café and shops with local characteristics, into the 
waterfront promenade to attract tourists.  Several members supported the proposal of 
reassembling the Queen’s Pier by the harbour to resume its pier function.  They called 
for the provision of supporting transport facilities at the New Central Harbourfront as 
well as more effective traffic network across the island.  Some members suggested 
building a circular route of electric-powered shuttle train across the waterfront 
promenade to link up scenic spots. 
Some members considered that the government should respect local culture and 
history by reassembling the Queen’s Pier in-situ and restore the layout of the Queen’s 
Pier, Star Ferry Pier, City Hall and Edinburgh Place.  They also had reservation over 
the development of office buildings and hotels near the new waterfront because they 
worried that the P2 road could not afford the heavy traffic brought about by these new 
commercial developments.  The consequence will call for the need for further 
reclamation and road expansion. 
After discussion, the C&W DC adopted the following motions: 

Motion 1： This Council supports that the government should construct an easily 

accessible and vibrant New Central Waterfront as soon as possible.  To achieve the 
objective of “a harbour for the people, a harbour of life”, the design should be 
compatible with the water front environment, development density should be reduced, 
greening should be extensive while public space and facilities should be enhanced. 

Motion 2： This Council supports that the Queen’s Pier should be reassembled 

along the harbour front of Central to resume its pier functions for public use. 

Motion3： This Council requested that the Central-Wan Chai Bypass should be 

built in separate phases.  The Central section should be built first to relieve the traffic 
congestion in Central and to facilitate the development of the public space and 
waterfront promenade in the new Central reclamation area. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

(5) Wan Chai DC (20 May 2008) 

 

1. Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront Stage 2 Public Engagement

Representatives of Development Bureau, Planning Department, Civil Engineering 
and Development Department, Transport and consultancy firm briefed District 
Councillors on the above project.  The New Central Harbourfront has 6 design 
concept emphases: Diversity and Vibrancy; Development Intensity in Harmony with 
the Harbourfront; Respecting the natural Context and existing Urban Fabric; Ease of 
Access and Pedestrian Connectivity; promoting Environmentally Friendly Design 
and Greening as well as Respecting Cultural Heritage.  As for the key sites, 
representative of Development Bureau expressed that there were two different design 
concepts on Queen’s Pier and the Old Star Ferry Clock Tower for the public to 
consider.   

 

After discussion and expressing views, District Councillors passed the following 
motion: 

 
(i) “Support the creation of a vibrant and accessible New Central Harbourfront; 

reducing the development intensities and promoting greening in line with the 
development of Central commercial centre, thus providing ample quality 
leisure grounds and facilities to the public and in turn returning the harbour to 
the public.” 

(ii) “Support the re-assembling of Queen’s Pier at the Central waterfront and 
resuming its ferry function for the public.” 

 



 

 

(6) Sai Kung DC (27 May 2008) (Chinese Only) 

 

 

III 新議事項  

(i)(a) 中環新海濱城市設計研究–第二階段公眾參與(SKDC(M)文件第55/08號)  

 

27.  主席歡迎以下人士出席會議，包括：  

(i)  發展局副秘書長(規劃及地政)1麥駱雪玲女士，JP；  

(ii)  規劃署總城巿規劃師/特別職務李志苗女士；  

(iii)  土木工程拓展署高級工程師(港島發展部1) 李錦生先生；  

(iv)  凱達環球有限公司楊式堂先生；  

(v)  香港理工大學袁國強博士；以及  

(vi)  香港城市大學梁以德教授。  

 

28.  麥駱雪玲女士作出以下介紹﹕  

(i)  中環新海濱位於香港的商業中心，而維多利亞港更是全港市民的寶貴資

產，與香港人息息相關。因此，局方希望透過全港性的諮詢，讓公眾在過

程中參與設計，締造一個朝氣蓬勃、綠化和暢達的中環新海濱；  

(ii)  有關設計概念已參考了海港規劃和城市設計指引，適當地降低建築物高度

和發展密度；  

(iii)  設計概念亦參考了公眾的意見和民間團體舉辦的設計比賽的部分設計概

念；  

(iv)  政府曾承諾重組皇后碼頭，其中一個設計概念是在原址重組該碼頭，另一

個概念是把碼頭於海邊位置重組，以恢復其碼頭功能；  

(v)  研究建議把中環四號至六號碼頭加建一層，作為零售和食肆用途，相信這

會對離島渡輪收費有正面影響。  

 

29.  接著楊式堂先生播放約七分鐘介紹設計概念的短片。短片播放完畢後，楊

式堂先生再以電腦投影片簡介研究所提出不同的設計概念，內容撮要如

下﹕ (i) 在二零零七年五月舉行了第一階段公眾參與，公眾普遍的期望

是：  

 一個朝氣蓬勃的海濱  

 較低的發展密度以配合海濱環境  

 良好的通達性  

 綠化和可持續設計  

 尊重歷史文化  

(ii) 在重組皇后碼頭和重建舊天星碼頭鐘樓方面，公眾有不同意見，部分公眾

人士喜歡原址重組／重建，部分喜歡海濱位置及恢復皇后碼頭的碼頭功

能，亦有部分提議其他地點重組／重建，或不要重組／重建；  

(iii) 在第二階段公眾參與，公眾可就經優化的中環新海濱城市設計大綱、主要

用地的不同設計概念以及重組皇后碼頭及重建舊天星碼頭鐘樓的設計概念

提出意見；  

(iv) 主要用地的設計概念在附件二列明；  



 

 

(v)  為方便公眾理解不同的設計概念，當局製作了兩個示意總綱發展藍圖，但

這並不代表只有兩個組合，公眾可按不同的意見和組合，拼出他們心目中

最理想的總網發展藍圖。  

 

30.  柯耀林先生認為，整個研究的具體概念並不清晰。此外，研究著力介紹基

建設施，並沒有就灣仔至中環一帶地面行車交通的擠塞問題提出改善建議。最

後，概念A和概念B各有優點缺點，建議把兩個概念合併，衍生更合適的方案。  

 

31.  陸平才先生表示，中環是香港的商業中心，星期一至五大部分市民只會到

該區上班，星期日則有很多菲律賓傭工在該處聚集，香港市民其實很少機會享

用中環海濱區，他質疑政府是為了發展該區的地產項目才進行有關設計研究。

他建議活化皇后碼頭，恢復其碼頭功能，並於碼頭的原址設置標記。  

 

32.  陳國旗先生建議於海邊重組皇后碼頭，恢復其碼頭功能。維多利亞港是香

港人共享的天然資源，政府在收集公眾意見後，應盡快決定設計方案。他查詢

主席是否接納他提出臨時動議，向政府表明區議會對有關研究的立場。  

 

33.  溫悅昌先生表示，中環新海濱的設計對提升香港的形象十分重要，他支持

有關設計，並建議將皇后碼頭於海邊重組，恢復其碼頭功能，供市民使用。  

 

34.  溫悅球先生表示，維多利亞港和中環海濱是屬於全港市民的，很高興當局

諮詢西貢區議會的意見。他認為設計的確造到朝氣蓬勃、綠化和暢達，並建議

皇后碼頭應於海邊重組，恢復其碼頭功能。  

 

35.  邱戊秀先生對於設計概念A或B也表示歡迎。他認為政府應盡快興建P2路，

以疏導中環至灣仔一帶的交通。  

 

36.  劉京科先生表示，設計概念A或B也相當完美。他建議於設計中加入香港回

歸祖國後的歷史元素。  

 

37.  何觀順先生查詢，如果把皇后碼頭重組於中環九號和十號碼頭之間，對於

有關碼頭的運輸安全會否造成影響。  

 

38.  范國威先生建議新中環海濱設置永久的公眾藝術品。他建議在原址重組皇

后碼頭，以保留其原有的設計特色，如果於原址重組皇后碼頭，設置中環九號

及十號碼頭可能會影響皇后碼頭一帶的視覺景觀。  

 

39.  方國珊女士對於政府諮詢區議會，並積極回應公眾的意見表示歡迎。她對

於文件中提及的北港島線不包括在中環新海濱計劃中表示失望。  

 

40.  周賢明先生建議進一步加強人車分路、沿海濱長廊增加座椅，以及廣植喬

木。  

 

41.  陳繼偉先生表示，四號、六號和八號用地也將用作與海濱有關的商業及休

閒用途，希望政府制訂清晰業權和使用權，避免引起爭拗。此外，他建議當局

增加巡迴展覽的地點。  



 

 

 

42.  麥駱雪玲女士作出以下回應﹕  

 

(i)  公眾諮詢方面，當局除了諮詢十八區區議會外，亦會進行問卷調查及電話

訪問等，以不同的渠道蒐集市民的意見。此外，至今已進行多次巡迴展

覽，並將於六月在將軍澳尚德商場展出。大型展覽方面，目前正在金鐘政

府合署進行公眾展覽，以便市民更易了解設計的建議。同時，理工大學和

城市大學也會協助收集意見，諮詢期至七月下旬。  

(ii)  局方會盡量在保育和發展兩者之間取得平衡，根據現階段的擬議設計概

念，研究範圍內的建築物高度及發展密度將降低，在5個主要用地共減少約

共86,000平方米的建築樓面面積；  

(iii)  九號及十號碼頭的設計較為現代化，如果於上述兩個碼頭之間重組皇后碼

頭，便需改變該兩個碼頭的設計，使風格較為統一。根據海事處提供的資

料，於九號及十號碼頭之間重組皇后碼頭，對於船隻的停泊不會造成負面

影響。  

(iv)  局方希望未來的中環新海濱可為市民享用，因此需要廣泛徵詢公眾意見。  

 

43. 李志苗女士作出以下回應﹕  

 

(i)  中環新填海區對於香港島的策略性運輸系統扮演重要角色，運輸系統包括

中環灣仔繞道，P2路和港鐵北港島線；  

(ii)  發展概念方面，中環是香港的商業中心和金融中心，設計會預留小部分土

地作為商業的持續發展，同時會提供充裕的公共休憩空間，以達致平衡發

展。  

(iii)  交通設施方面，中環灣仔繞道將以隧道形式興建，而P2路則鄰近康樂廣場

和干諾道中，預計將於二零零九年落成，可望紓緩該區的交通。規劃中已

為北港島線預留土地，並擬設置添馬站和會展站，當局會按照各項基建工

程的先後次序，逐步開展有關工程；以及  

(iv)  中環新海濱會利用園景平台及高架行人路連接各項設施，務求做到人車分

隔。  

 

44.  陳國旗先生提出以下臨時動議﹕“本會支持締造一個朝氣蓬勃、綠化和暢達

的中環新海濱的整體設計概念，期望計劃在配合中環商業中心發展的同

時，能夠進一步降低發展密度和綠化環境，我們亦贊成重建舊天星碼頭的

鐘樓和海濱重組皇后碼頭，恢復其碼頭功能，供市民大眾使用＂。  

 

45.  邱戊秀先生和議。  

 

46.  何民傑先生請主席交代接納陳國旗先生提出的臨時動議的原因和標準，並

把有關原因和準則套用於日後的會議上。  

 

47.  主席表示，他以往不接納臨時動議的原因，是由於有關事項屬地區性問

題，尚有時間在地區進行諮詢和研究，但現時討論的是全港性問題，給予

部門清晰的意見可便利部門工作，日後，他會根據事件的重要性來決定是

否接納臨時動議，並願意接受議員的批評。  



 

 

 

48.  范國威先生認為主席處理臨時動議的標準並不劃一，建議陳國旗先生把臨

時動議由一個分拆為兩個。  

 

49.  陸平才先生表示，臨時動議是否獲得通過並沒有實際功能，而且議員有充

足時間閱讀有關文件和提出正式的動議，因此他不理解為何主席接納有關

的臨時動議，稍後進行表決時，他會避席。  

 

50.  溫悅球先生表示，議員對於皇后碼頭的重組方案有不同意見，因此有表決

的必要。  

 

51.  主席請議員就臨時動議進行表決，結果18票支持，0票反對，7票棄  

權，臨時動議獲得通過。  

 

(討論完畢，麥駱雪玲女士等人先行離席。) 



 

 

(7) Tsuen Wan DC (27 May 2008) 

 

Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront – Stage 2 Public 

Engagement  
7. Some Councillors supported the concept of re-assembling the Queen’s Pier at the 
waterfront and reviving the pier function. They thought the concept would enhance 
Hong Kong’s image of international metropolitan and attracted more tourists. A 
Councillor supported the concept of re-assembling the Pier at the original location for 
historical reason. A Councillor would like to know if the Government had any 
resolution to deal with the big waves created by the reclamation works. Another 
Councillor asked whether there was any special feature to attract the public or tourists 
to the green area and open space of the harbourfront. A Councillor urged the 
Government to start the works as soon as possible.  
8. The representative of Development Bureau explained that under the concept of re-
assembling the Queen’s Pier at the waterfront, the pier function could be revived and 
the design of Central Piers No. 9 and 10 also integrated with the design of the 
Queen’s Pier. Different elements of design and areas with special features were 
included in the urban design for the new Central harbourfront, with a view to 
increasing the energy of the location. The Government understood Councillors would 
like the works to start early. However, as the commencement date of the construction 
of Central-Wan Chai Bybass had not been confirmed yet, the construction of some 
new harbourfront facilities which were on the bypass was affected. The new Central 
harbourfront would be developed in phases, so that the public could enjoy the 
facilities as soon as possible.  
9. Councillors passed a motion: “Tsuen Wan District Council supports the Urban 
Design Study for the New Central Waterfront. The development density of Central 
business centre shall be reduced and the greening work shall be actively implemented, 
with a view to provide large amount of open space and facilities for Hong Kong 
people. This Council wishes the Queen’s Pier can be revived at Central waterfront as 
soon as possible.”  



 

 

 (8) North DC (5 June 2008) (Chinese Only) 
 

第 2 (丙)項：中環新海濱城市設計研究第二階段公眾參與(文件第 32/2008

號) 

第 2 (丁)項：動議:「北區區議會支持構建一個健康有活力的海濱，在注重環

保綠化以外亦顧及發展的重要，保持我們商業中心交通暢達。北區區議會同

時支持在中環海傍重組皇后碼頭，恢復其原來公眾碼頭的功能。」 (文件第

37/2008號) 

 

35. 主席歡迎規劃署署長伍謝淑瑩太平紳士、發展局副秘書長 (規劃及地

政)1 麥駱雪玲太平紳士，以及下列來賓出席會議： 

規劃署總城市規劃師／特別職務李志苗女士； 

土木工程拓展署高級工程師(港島發展部 1)李錦生先生； 

凱達環球有限公司楊式堂先生； 

香港理工大學何巧淸博士；及 

香港城市大學梁以德教授 

 

36. 主席表示，大會將先討論諮詢文件，稍後再跟進動議文件。 

 

37. 麥駱雪玲女士以錄影短片介紹文件。 

 

38.  楊式堂先生以電腦投影片介紹文件。 

 

39. 葉曜丞先生讚賞當局用心制訂重組皇后碼頭方案。他詢問當局在原址

重組皇后碼頭後會否恢復其碼頭功能。 

 

40.  麥駱雪玲女士解釋，皇后碼頭只有另址在海濱重組才可恢復其碼頭功

能。 

 

41. 葉曜丞先生表示，為恢復其碼頭功能，他贊成另址重組皇后碼頭。他

續就政府的設計發表以下意見: 

(i) 葉先生贊成興建地庫停車場，因為會較環保及可騰出更多發展空間； 

(ii) 葉先生認為，現時大會堂已不敷應用，而計劃內亦會於其他用地提供

藝術及文化的設施，故此，如非為了保留集體回憶，他建議政府重建

大會堂，將其發展為類似法國龐比度中心的現代化地標； 

(iii) 葉先生認為，外籍傭工假日在愛丁堡廣場聚集，影響市民享用該處的

設施，他促請政府在設計場地時考慮這個情況及日後加強愛丁堡廣場

的管理； 

(iv) 葉先生認為，應為海濱長廊加建上蓋，以免市民受日曬雨淋之苦。 

 

42. 陳祟輝先生認為建議方案的設計優美，應會受到市民歡迎。他建議政

府參考巴黎及巴塞隆拿的做法，於海濱長廊設立單車徑，以鼓勵市民踏單車

上下班及於午膳時段做運動。 

 

43. 盧佩珍女士表示贊同另址重組皇后碼頭及鐘樓。她認為另址重組皇后



 

 

碼頭以恢復其碼頭功能，比原址重組但失去碼頭功能為佳。 

 

44. 黃成智先生大致認同設計的概念，但認為政府應讓公眾人士更多機會

使用中環新海濱的用地。他建議除增加休憩用地外，當局更應撥出其中一塊

主要用地供民政事務總署租借給市民舉辦文娛康樂活動或供社會福利署租借

給社會企業開辦扶助弱勢社群的就業計劃，例如開設露天食肆，使中環新海

濱不但發展為一個優美的海濱，更可發揮實質的功能。 

 

45. 陳勇先生讚賞政府的設計具專業水平，而且優美，但為了令市民更樂

意接受有關設計，他建議在規劃時注意以下 3點: 

(a) 市民的共識是盡量減少填海，而填海得來的土地應多開放給市民使用，

盡量避免用作非必要的商業用途，例如興建商業大樓； 

(b) 政府應限制中環新海濱的大廈高度，以免招致市民的投訴； 及 

(c) 在交通方面，政府應引入電力運輸系統，以保護新海濱的優美環境。 

 

46. 劉國勳先生認為，因中環新海濱的規劃原意是改善交通，而原址重組

皇后碼頭會拖慢計劃的進度，所以他贊成另址重組皇后碼頭，這既可盡快改

善交通，提供更多公共空間，又可保留集體回憶。此外，他贊成陳勇先生的

意見，認為應盡量減少海濱的商業用途用地，因為商業活動會吸引人流，當

行人及交通的流量增加，政府可能又要考慮填海以紓緩交通的壓力。 

 

47. 林麗芳女士認為設計欠缺主題，只予人休憩用地的感覺，她擔心中環

新海濱將來會淪為外籍傭工的假日聚集地。既然西九龍文娛區的發展遙遙無

期，林女士建議將中環新海濱劃為文化藝術用地，以推動香港這方面的發

展。 

 

48. 藍偉良先生表示支持政府的設計概念。他認為計劃可紓緩港島區的交

通擠塞問題，並可鼓勵市民多步行，同時回應規劃署於 2002 年提出「行人為

本」的概念。鑑於政府有意重新規劃中環及灣仔一帶海濱的設施，藍先生建

議政府可藉此機會將灣仔海旁的部分政府部門遷往北區，這不但可為北區居

民創造就業機會，也可紓緩九龍與新界之間於上下班時段出現的單向交通擠

塞問題。此外，基於「行人為本」的核心價值，藍先生認為規劃署應為市民

提供連接港鐵車站的有蓋行人通道，更應為傷殘人士興建無障礙通道。 

 

49. 鄧根年先生表示支持另址重組皇后碼頭，以恢復其碼頭功能。他強調

最重要的是政府能否確定是次填海是最後一次。多次填海已令維多利亞港變

得十分狹窄，形同河流，而且污染情況日趨嚴重。他詢問政府可否作出書面

承諾，保證於是次計劃完成後不需再在維多利亞港填海。 

 

50. 羅世恩先生讚賞當局非常用心地設計有關方案，並就文件發表下列意

見: 

(a) 羅先生認為，倘原址重組皇后碼頭，碼頭只具博物館功能，但另址重

組，則可供船隻上落及停泊，市民可繼續進行往昔的活動，故此另址重

組皇后碼頭會比較適合； 

(b) 由於海濱的軍事碼頭還未作出設計，他憂慮該處日後的發展會破壞中環



 

 

新海濱整體的規劃；及 

(c) 由於預期海濱公園的遊人眾多，尤以在假日及放煙花的日子，所以羅先

生提醒當局及早考慮控制人群的措施，以及在適當位置預留泊車位及旅

遊巴士停泊專區，以方便市民及遊客。 

 

51. 黃宏滔先生建議當局在海濱設置泳場，以方便游泳人士。 

 

52. 主席表示，北區居民應會歡迎這個美麗的海濱公園。他贊成重組皇后

碼頭及重建舊天星鐘樓以保留香港人的集體回憶，他又抒發他對天星鐘樓鐘

聲的懷緬之情。 

 

53.  麥駱雪玲女士感謝議員的寶貴意見，並承諾當局會認真考慮。她強調

政府是次諮詢態度誠懇，今天出席會議的香港理工大學何巧淸博士及香港

城市大學梁以德教授都是公眾參與及收集公眾意見的顧問。她就議員的提問

作出以下回應： 

(a) 有關皇后碼頭重組的問題，麥駱雪玲女士表示當局將原址重組及在海

濱重組兩個方案一起羅列在諮詢文件中的目的，正是為了提供足夠資

料讓市民參考； 

(b) 麥駱雪玲女士指出，經發展局、規劃署及研究顧問的努力，現時的擬

議的發展密度已較原先的建議減少了共 86,235 平方米的總樓面面積，

這顯示政府履行「還港於民」的決心； 

(c) 至於議員關注的海濱建築物高度，麥駱雪玲女士表示是次研究已把建

築物減至最低，其中二號用地樓高不超過 30 層，建築高度遠較鄰近的

國際金融中心第二期的 88 層樓為低。此外，為照顧市民的需要，政府

會於海濱長廊附近撥地作興建零售店及食肆之用，而這些建築物的高

度擬議為一至三層； 

(d) 至於議員建議確立主題或將中環新海濱劃作文化藝術用地，麥駱雪玲

女士表示局方需詳細考慮； 

(e) 至於議員憂慮海濱長廊日後會成為外籍傭工的假日聚集地，影響市民

享用該處設施，麥駱雪玲女士表示整個計劃中海濱長廊佔地共 11 公

頃，長 2公里，約相等於維園面積六成，可以供很多市民同時使用； 

(f) 在行人連接網絡方面，當局的主體意念是以多層行人網絡連接及貫通

所有休憩設施及建築物，方便市民於當中穿梭往來； 

(g) 至於有議員提議將灣仔海旁的部分政府部門遷往北區，麥駱雪玲女士

表示政府需詳細考慮； 

(h) 對於有議員關注軍事碼頭一事，麥駱雪玲女士表示按照現時的規劃意

向，軍用碼頭在不需作軍事用途期間，會作為海濱長廊的一部分，開

放予公眾使用； 

(i) 至於有議員查詢會否拆卸大會堂，麥駱雪玲女士表示，由於當局認為

大會堂是香港的地標，所以決定保留其原貌，並將於大會堂側設立永

久展覽館，讓規劃署展示香港城市發展的歷史進程； 

(j) 對於有議員要求政府作出書面承諾，保證於是次計劃完成後不再在維

多利亞港填海，麥駱雪玲女士表示，議員不需擔心，因為香港已有保

護海港條例。而政府已承諾在中環填海計劃第三期工程完成後，不會

再在中環進行填海工程。 



 

 

 

54. 主席感謝麥駱雪玲女士的回應。他表示，議員既已就議題發表意見，

大會開始討論動議文件。文件第 37/2008號是由溫和輝先生動議、賴心先生和

議。 

 

55. 溫和輝先生介紹動議文件第 37/2008號。 

 

56. 主席請議員就動議進行表決。他提醒議員，根據會議常規，如文件在

投票中能得到絕對多數票的支持便可獲得通過，即在所投有效票中(不包括棄

權票)，取得超過一半票數。 

 

57. 動議的表決結果是支持者 19票，反對者 0票，棄權者 2票，動議獲得

通過。 

 

 (麥駱雪玲女士、李志苗女士、李錦生先生、楊式堂先生、何巧淸博

士、梁以德教授及葉美好女士於此時離席。) 

 



 

 

(9) Island DC (16 June 2008) 

 
Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront- Stage 2 Public Engagement 
 
  Deputy Secretary for Development (Planning and Lands) 1 said that 
Victoria Harbour was a valuable natural asset of the Hong Kong people. The 
Government had pledged that there would be no further reclamation in Central after 
the completion of Central Reclamation Phase III. The Government hoped that the 
public would fully engage itself in the consultation process, so that the vision of a 
vibrant, green and accessible waterfront would be fulfilled. References to various 
guidelines had been made in developing the design concepts of Stage 2 Public 
Engagement. Opinions received in Stage 1 Public Engagement and some submissions 
in design competitions organized by the public had also been referred to. The proposal 
to use one level of Central Piers No. 4 to 6 for retailing or catering purposes had been 
included. It was hoped that the measure would help alleviate some pressure on the 
ferry fares. As there were many project items in the design, the Government would try 
to expedite the implementation so as to complete the construction earlier.  
 
  Members were briefed of the design concepts via a short film. 
 
  Members’ opinions were summarized below:  
 
a. A member proposed the setting up of a tourist information centre on 
Site 1. 
b. A member said that there was no practical value in reassembling the 
Queen’s Pier and it was a waste of public fund. 
c. A member proposed the use of sustainable and environmental-friendly 
construction materials. The design of the harbourfront should be harmonious with that 
of the Government Headquarters. During the construction, traffic between Central and 
Wanchai should not be affected. 
d. The Vice-chairlady supported the design concept. She proposed that the 
added parts at the pier be used for convention or exhibition rather than for catering or 
retailing purposes. The Central and Wanchai could be linked by means of transport 
that were environmental-friendly. 
e. The Chairman said that the added parts at the pier should be designed for 
high-end consumption, regardless of its being used for convention, exhibition, 
catering or retailing purposes.  
f. A member said that buildings with historical values like the Queen’s Pier 
should be preserved and she did not agree that it was a waste of public fund. 
g. A member said that there was no substantial proposal in the paper with 
regard to improving the traffic between Central and Wanchai.  
h. A member enquired about how the piers would be linked with the 
Central. 
i. As the Government had pledged that there would be no more 
reclamation in Central after Phase III, a member was concerned about future solutions 
to traffic congestion in case the Central-Wanchai Bypass reached its full capacity. She 
was also concerned about the administration of public space, as it had become a 
matter of public concern. She proposed that the Queen’s Pier should be reassembled 
near the waterfront to let it function properly as a pier. 
j. Another member said that the Queen’s Pier should be relocated at 



 

 

Central Pier No. 10. The proposal of adding one more level at Piers No. 4 to 6 should 
be carried out the soonest possible. The design of the ferry pier was not congruent 
with that of the harbourfront and the Government should look into the matter. 
 
  The Deputy Secretary for Development (Planning and Lands) 1 
responded as follows: 
 
a. The Government would look into the proposal of setting up a tourist 
information centre on Site 1. 
b. The Government hoped that the levels added to Central Piers No. 4 to 6 
would help alleviate the pressure on ferry fares and thus they would be put to good 
use so that more people would be attracted to that area. 
c. The Government had pledged to consult the public on the issue of the 
Queen’s Pier, including the district councils. The views expressed were rather diverse 
with regard to the site of relocation. The Government was aware of the different 
opinions expressed, including those supportive of reassembling and those against the 
idea. 
d. One of the major goals of the Development Bureau was to achieve a 
balance between development and conservation. The Government did not have an 
established policy in that regard before July of the previous year when the Bureau was 
established. Since then, the Bureau had maintained a very good progress and work 
had been done in an orderly manner. 
e. The Government was also concerned about the traffic between Central 
and Wanchai. It hoped that the Bypass would solve the problem. An assessment had 
been conducted with regard to the capacity of the route. As such, the heights and floor 
areas of buildings in the current design concept had been reduced considerably. 
f. The Government was studying the issue of public space and relevant 
policies. 
 
  After discussion, the Islands District Council passed the following 
motion: 
 
  “The Islands District Council supports the construction of a New 
Central Harbourfront that is easily accessible. As an extension of the commercial 
centre, its lower development intensity and green environment will enable members 
of the public to enjoy the scenic beauty and quality facilities provided thereat and thus 
creating a harbour amenity belonging to all. The Islands District Council also hopes 
that the Queen’s Pier will be relocated at the side of the Central Harbour.” 



 

 

 (10) Sham Shui Po DC (17 June 2008) 
 

(d)  Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront : Stage 2 Public 

Engagement (SSP DC Paper 82/08) 

 

13.  The representative from the Development Bureau (DEVB) presented 
the refined urban design framework for the new Central harbourfront.  The 
representative from Aedas Limited presented the design concepts of the key sites 
using two illustrative Master Layout Plans. 
 
14.  Members put forth their views and questions on the following issues: 
the rationale of setting building height limit; transport arrangements during the 
construction period; materials used for boardwalks at the Pierside Corridor; parking 
facilities for coaches and private cars; covered seating facilities for the elderly; 
smoking restriction at the proposed outdoor dining area; provision of catering 
facilities; introduction of travellators and escalators; rooftop greening; and adoption of 
any design element to slow down the currents.  A Member indicated that the 
construction of Road P2 was important in addressing the traffic congestion problem 
and hoped that the work programme would not be delayed by the reassembly of 
Queen’s Pier.  Members also expressed their views on the reassembly of Queen’s Pier, 
both at its original location and by the sea to revive its pier function. 
 
15.  In response, the DEVB’s representative explained that the reassembly 
of Queen’s Pier at its original location would maintain its relationship with City Hall 
and Edinburgh Place, but would delay the completion of Road P2 and could not 
revive the pier function. Reassembling Queen’s Pier by the sea between Central Piers 
9 and 10 could revive its pier function.   Covered or shaded seating would be provided 
at the waterfront promenade.  Space would also be reserved at the promenade for the 
environmental-friendly transport mode.  The Administration would strike a balance 
between commercial factors and adding vibrancy to the promenade.  As for building 
height limit, it was based on the relevant Outline Zoning Plan; the total floor area of 
the key sites had also been substantially reduced.  In addition, the design of wave 
absorbing seawall was adopted to slow down the currents. 
 
16.    The Chairman concluded that the majority of Members supported the 
Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront with a view to resolving the 
traffic problem in the Central and Wan Chai areas.  He hoped that while developing 
business in Central District, the Government would provide quality public open space 
and uphold the principle of “returning the harbour to the people”. 



 

 

 (11) Yuen Long DC (26 June 2008) 
I. Consultation on the Urban Design Study for the New Central 

Harbourfront – Stage 2 Public Engagement                         

 

II. Motion from Councillors 

 

“This Council supports the creation of the New Central Harbourfront as a 

vibrant, green and accessible waterfront which can also preserve collective 

memories.  Apart from sustaining the development of the Central Business 

District, we also aspire for lower development intensity, greater greening efforts 

and more leisure facilities as well as re-assembling the Queen’s Pier at the 

waterfront with revived pier function, in line with the objective of “a harbour for 

the people, a harbour of life.” 

 

1.  The representatives of the Development Bureau, the Planning Department 
and the Consultant briefed Members on the consultation paper entitled “Urban Design 
Study for the New Central Harbourfront”. 
 
2.  Members expressed their views on the proposals put forth in the 
consultation paper including the design framework for a green and new harbourfront, 
the design concepts for key sites, as well as the locations for re-assembling the 
Queen’s Pier and reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower.  Most of the 
Members who commented on the issue supported in principle the six urban design 
emphases stated in the paper.  They hoped that the design proposals could be 
implemented as early as possible and the traffic congestion in the district could be 
relieved as a result.  Some Members also proposed re-assembling the Queen’s Pier at 
the waterfront to revive its function as a public pier. 
 
3.  After discussion, Members carried the following motion with an absolute 
majority of votes: 
 
“This Council supports the creation of the New Central Harbourfront as a vibrant, 
green and accessible waterfront which can also preserve collective memories.  Apart 
from sustaining the development of the Central Business District, we also aspire for 
lower development intensity, greater greening efforts and more leisure facilities as 
well as re-assembling the Queen’s Pier at the waterfront with revived pier function, in 
line with the objective of “a harbour for the people, a harbour of life.” 



 

 

 

 (12) Southern DC (26 June 2008) 
 

Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront Stage 2 Public 

Engagement  
2. Representatives of the Development Bureau, the Planning Department and the 
consultancy company attended the SDC meeting to brief SDC on the Urban Design 
Study for the New Central Harbourfront Stage 2 Public Engagement. The Stage 1 
Public Engagement of the Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront was 
launched in May 2007, seeking public views on the urban design objectives, urban 
design issues, sustainable design assessment framework, urban design considerations 
for the key sites as well as design concepts for re-assembling Queen's Pier and 
reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock Tower. A report on the Stage 1 Public 
Engagement had been completed. In response to the views collected, the Planning 
Department had refined the urban design framework for the new Central Harbourfront 
under the principle of sustainable development. The vision was to create a vibrant, 
green and accessible new Central Harbourfront.  
3. SDC received a motion put forth by Mr. LEUNG Ho-kwan before the meeting, 
which read as follows: “In order to alleviate the traffic congestion at the northern exit 
of the Aberdeen Tunnel, SDC requests the Government to proceed with the 
construction of Central – Wan Chai Bypass as early as possible to ease the traffic 
congestion in Central, Western and Wanchai and to improve the external 
transportation links of Southern District. SDC considers that in the New Central 
Harbourfront project, the Government should lower the development intensity and 
provide extensive green areas, quality open space and facilities for the public while 
supporting the development of Central as a business hub. SDC also supports the 
proposal of re-assembling Queen's Pier at the Harbourfront and reviving its public 
pier function.” After voting, SDC passed the motion. 



 

 

 

 (13) Yau Tsim Mong DC (26 June 2008) 
 

Item 12 Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront Stage 2 Public 
Engagement  

(YTM DC Paper No. 86/2008) 
  

15. The following motion was carried: 
 

“The Yau Tsim Mong District Council supports the refined urban design for the new 

Central harbourfront which is in harmony with the planning along both sides of the 

Victoria Harbour and the sustainable development of the central business district in 

Central.  The Administration should lower the development intensities of the Central 

harbourfront, create more refined public open space and re-assemble the Queen’s Pier 

(with revived pier function) on the Central harbourfront, so that it forms a linear axial 

relationship with the City Hall and the reprovisioned old Star Ferry Clock Tower; the 

objective is to create a vibrant, green and accessible new Central harbourfront.” 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

(14) Tai Po DC (8 July 2008) 

 

IV. Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront - Stage 2 

Public Engagement 
 
6. The representative of the Development Bureau (“DEVB”)briefed 
Members on the focal points of the paper and the representative of the consultant 
briefed the meeting on the six urban design emphases, the eight key sites and the 
design concepts of re-assembling Queen’s Pier and re-constructing the Old Star Ferry 
Clock Tower by showing a short video. 
 
7. Members expressed their views on the issues regarding the opening of the 
lawns, the application procedures for use of and the management over the arts and 
cultural performance facilities, the development intensity of the commercial site, the 
facilities and trees in the new harbourfront, the pedestrian connectivity, the 
reclamation of the Victoria Harbour and the solution to the traffic congestion problem 
of Central. 
 
8.  The representative of the DEVB responded as follows: 
(a) The Government had pledged that there would be no more reclamation in the 
Victoria Harbour after the Central Reclamation Phase III. 
(b) The Government had taken the opportunity of the reclamation to provide the 
public with more open space and a green harbourfront with the added land. 
(c) The Government planned to conduct a number of infrastructure works projects 
to improve the traffic congestion problem in the area, including the Central-Wanchai 
Bypass and the P2 Road.  However, the progress of the works had been hindered by 
various reasons. 
(d) The Government hoped that the New Central Harbourfront would be easily 
accessible via a multi-level pedestrian network and the proposed ancillary facilities 
such as the terminus for green minibuses and passenger pick-up/drop-off facilities for 
coaches and taxis. 
(e) To allow members of the public to visit the new harbourfront in different 
weather conditions, tree shades, landscaped platform and covered structures would be 
provided as far as possible. 
(f) The authority would consider the views on opening the lawns and the 
management of the arts and cultural facilities upon the completion of the works. 
 
9.  After discussion, the Tai Po District Council (“TPDC”) passed the 
following motion with 17 votes in favour and 7 abstentions: 
 
 “The TPDC supports the creation of a New Central Harbourfront that is 
vibrant and easily accessible, and supports, in sustaining the development of the 
Central Business District, the lower development intensity, the promotion of greening 
environment and the provision of a large number of quality leisure facilities of the 
New Central Harbourfront with a view to returning the Harbour to the people.  The 
TPDC supports the re-assembling of the Queen’s Pier at the Central waterfront and 
reviving of its pier function for use by the public.” 
 

 

 



 

 

(15) Wong Tai Sin DC (8 July 2008) 

 
III (i) Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront-Stage 2 Public 
Engagement (WTSDC Paper 45/2008) 
 
8. The Chairman asked Miss Amy YUEN, Principal Assistant Secretary for 
Development (Planning & Lands) 2 to introduce the paper. 
 
9. Miss. YUEN gave a brief introduction about the design concept behind Urban 
Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront-Stage 2 Public Engagement. Victoria 
Harbour was a precious asset jointly owned by Hong Kong people. New Central 
Harbourfront was an important part in Victoria Harbour. As such, the Government 
hoped that through territory-wide consultation and the participation of the public in 
the design that a vibrant, green and accessible New Central Harbourfront could be 
built, the main design concepts were as follows: 
 
(i) A 2 km long and 11 hectare waterfront promenade connecting Central Piers 

with Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre in Wanchai; 
 
(ii) Reducing a total of 86,235 m2 GFA for five main sites, which was 25% less than 
the original estimated GFA, inresponse to the aspirations of the public for the 
reduction in development density and building bulk along the new harbourfront; 
 
(iii) To facilitate the access of the public to and from New Central Harbourfront and 
increase its connectivity, the multi-modal transport system of the harbourfront would 
include different public transport facilities with comprehensive multi-level pedestrian 
network, including the proposed at-grade crossings, elevated footbridges,landscaped 
decks and underground connection, so that the public could enjoy harbourfront view 
with easy access. 
 
(iv) As regards the reassembly of Queen’s Pier (QP) and reconstruction of old Star 
Ferry (SF) Clock Tower, after taking into account the opinions of the public collected 
at the Stage 1 Public Engagement, the consultants put forward two design concepts.  
 
Concept A: Reassembling QP at the harbourfront by reassembling QP between Piers 
No 9 and 10 to revive its pier function. The old SF Clock Tower would be 
reconstructed on the western portion of Site 4, including a Clock Tower Gallery to 
exhibit the salvaged items. 
 
Concept B: Reassembling QP at its original location and reconstructing the old SF 
Clock Tower near the original location to maintain their connection with City Hall 
and Edinburgh Place. The reassembled QP would be used as a sitting-out area for the 
public, but its pier function could not be revived.  
 
(v) Additional floor would be added for Piers 4, 5 and 6 for alfresco dining, retailing 
and other waterfront-related uses to create the more lively Central Piers. 
 
(Miss. YUEN displayed the design concepts with short film.) 
 



 

 

10. Mr. Tony YEUNG introduced the design concepts of “Urban Design Study for the 
New Central Harbourfront-Stage 2 Public Engagement” with slideshow. The 
highlights were as follows: 
 
(i) The public held diverse views towards reassembly of QP and reconstruction of the 
old SF Clock Tower in the first stage of public engagement: 
 
(a) Some people preferred preserving QP at the original location; 
(b) Some people preferred the waterfront location and reviving the pier function of 
QP; 
(c) Some people suggested reassembly of QP and reconstruction of the old SF Clock 
Tower at other locations, or no reassembly and reconstruction; 
 
(ii) There were six urban design focuses for the New Central Harbourfront: 
 
(a) diversity and vibrancy; 
(b) development intensity in harmony with the harbourfront; 
(c) responding to the natural context and existing urban fabric; 
(d) ease of access and pedestrian connectivity; 
(e) respecting cultural heritage; 
(f) promoting environmentally friendly design and greening, 
 
(iii) The design concepts of Pierside Corridor (Site 1 and Site 2) included: 
 
(a) Additional floor be installed for Central Piers No 4 to 6 for alfresco dining, 
retailing or other waterfront-related facilities to promote the vitality of Pierside 
Corridor; 
(b) Refining Pier Walk along the waterfront; 
(c) Constructing proposed elevated walkway to connect Site 1, Site 2 and 
neighbouring area to enhance pedestrian connectivity to the pierside; 
 
(iv) The north part of 2 IFC would be used for building offices or hotels. The two 
proposed design concepts were as follows: 
 
(a) Concept A: “Hotel and Office”: a 18-storey hotel to respond to the demand for 
hotel development in Central and to add vibrancy with variety in uses in the 
waterfront; and a 30-storey office tower connecting with bus terminus to meet the 
high demand for Grade A offices in Central; 
 
(b) “Office and Office”: Two office buildings of 16 and 30 storeys (the later including 
a bus terminus ) to meet the high demand for Grade A offices in Central; 
 
(v) To meet the public aspirations for reduced building footprint and building bulk on 
this large site, the key design features of Statute Square Corridor (Site 3) included 
reduced development intensity and smaller building design with 4 to 6 separated and 
interconnected smaller blocks, while cascading design would be adopted for joining 
at-grade podium and rooftop greening, the two proposed design concepts were as 
follows: 
 



 

 

(a) Concept A: Reduced landscaped deck: a series of public open space at ground 
level to extend Statute Square Corridor to the waterfront, pedestrians went to the 
waterfront through at-grade pedestrian crossings, elevated walkways and subway; 
 
(b) Concept B: Larger landscaped deck: a continuous landscaped deck on which 
public open space was installed to promote unimpeded pedestrian movement to the 
waterfront separated from vehicular traffic; 
 
(vi) Alfresco dining, café and other leisure and tourism uses would be provided north 
of City Hall (Site 4) to add waterfront vibrancy; 
 
(vii) North of CITIC Tower: Three separate blocks of 13 to 17 storeys of Government, 
institutional and community buildings primarily for arts and cultural facilities would 
be built, which included wide landscaped deck, footbridges and at-grade crossings to 
connect the site, CITIC Tower, adjoining developments and waterfront. 
 
(viii) Land lot adjacent to Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (Site 6) 
would mainly include boardwalks, public landing steps, a floating market as tourist 
attractions, and small-scale commercial and leisure uses named “Marine Place” near 
the harbourfront for alfresco dining, outdoor seating and outdoor performance area to 
strength the arts and cultural identity of the area. 
 
(ix) Waterfront promenade (including Site 7) comprised three characteristic walking 
area, namely Pier Walk, Harbour Walk and Bayside Walk, which linked up together 
to form an approximately 2-km long new waterfront promenade. The two proposed 
design concepts included: 
 
(a) Concept A: Urban Park-Garden setting would be adopted, with the inclusion of all 
kinds of new scenic places, including ferry plaza, featured piazza, waterfront event 
plaza, viewing platform and so on, to provide more activity spaces for the public.  
 
(b) Concept B: Urban Green- Reference would be made to the “International Planning 
and Urban Design Competition on the Central Waterfront of Hong Kong” held by an 
organization and other public suggestions. Emphasis would be placed on natural 
scenery to provide a comfortable and quiet green belt for the public to enjoy harbour 
view and more greenery and passive recreational and leisure uses.  
 
(x) In relation to reassembly of QP and reconstruction of the old SF Clock Tower, the 
two proposed design concepts were as follows: 
 
(a) Concept A: Reassembly of QP between Central Piers no 9 and 10 to revive its pier 
function. The design of Central Piers No. 9 and 10 would be integrated with that of 
the reassembled QP. The old SF Clock Tower would be reconstructed west of Site 4, 
which included a Clock Tower Gallery that exhibited salvaged items. The 
reconstructed old SF Clock Tower would stand as a focal point with a linear axial 
relationship with City Hall and the reassembled QP. The said design concept 
originated from maintaining the original waterfront layout and original public pier 
function of QP, the reassembly of QP and related works would involve the 
reconstruction of seawall caissons and ground stabilization works as well as the 
refurbishment of Central Piers 9 and 10. The estimated project cost would be around 



 

 

HK $220 million. The reassembly of QP would be completed before the end of 2012, 
while the construction of Road P2 would be completed in the end of 2009 as 
scheduled; 
 
(b) Concept B: QP would be used as a sitting-out area after its reassembly at original 
location for public enjoyment with added water feature of shallow water in the 
vicinity, while the pier function could not be resumed. The old SF Clock Tower 
would be reconstructed near the original site (Site 3), including a Clock Tower 
Gallery that exhibited salvaged items. The said design concept aspired to reassemble 
QP at the original location so as to maintain the relationship with City Hall and 
Edinburgh Place, however, the original waterfront layout and public pier function 
would be lost. On the other hand, the reassembly works would involve olo/Dc[M5]_3 
11 the realignment of Road P2 northwards. The realignment required re-gazetting the 
amendment to Road P2 and the advance works of Airport Railway Extended Overrun 
Tunnel (AREOT). The related project would cost about HK$ 200 million. It was 
estimated that the advance works of AEROT and reassembly of QP would be 
completed in the end of 2012 and 2013 respectively, while Road P2 would be 
completed later. 
 
To help the public gain a better understanding of the development concept, the 
authority had made two illustrative Master Layout Plans A and B. Plan A illustrated 
concept A that combined all main proposed land uses, while plan B consolidated the 
ideas of concept B. However the public could also design their ideal option by 
combining different concepts. The authority would consider public’s views to finalise 
Master Layout Plans and other study proposals. On the other hand, the Government 
had also carried out sustainability assessment. The details could be found at the 
Consultation Paper. 
(Mr. KAN Chi-ho arrived at the meeting at 2:55pm.) 
 
11. The Chairman said that the paper titled “Views Towards the Urban Design Study 
for the New Central Harbourfront” (Annex 1) submitted by Mr. WONG Kam-chi, 
MH, JP together with other ten Members was put on table. The Chairman asked Dr. 
LAU Chi-wang, James, JP to give a brief introduction of the paper before other 
Members gave their comments. 
 
12. Dr. LAU Chi-wang, James spoke on behalf of other ten Members, including Mr. 
WONG Kam-chi; Mr. LEE Tat-yan; Mr. CHOW Ching-lam, Tony; Mr. MOK Chung-
fai, Rex; Mr. SO Sik-kin, Mr. CHAN Wai-kwan, Andie; Mr. CHOI Luk-shing; Mr. 
SHI Lop-tak; Mr. WONG Kam-chiu and Mr. CHAN On-tai. The highlights were as 
follows:  
 
(i) Pierside Corridor: They considered that option A “a 18-storey hotel and a 30-
storey office building be built” would be more appropriate. Owing to the density of 
high-rise buildings in the Central District, they supported the said proposal for 
revitalizing the commercial Central District and preventing it from becoming a “Dead 
City” on olo/Dc[M5]_3 12 weekends or public holidays. 
 
(ii) Statue Square Corridor, site north of City Hall and Arts and Cultural Precinct: 
They supported the proposed option B, the continuous public space would extend 
from Statue Square Corridor to the new waterfront, which linked up the walkway 



 

 

running from North to South. It would provide good walking network for the public, 
which ensured that people were separated from traffic and street culture would be 
preserved. In this way, the Corridor and the district that it passed would have more 
distinctive characters with added diversity and vibrancy to the New Central 
Harbourfront; 
 
(iii) Waterfront Promenade: They advocated adopting “Urban Green” as the design 
concept for waterfront promenade. At present, there were a lot of artificial designs in 
the urban area, while “Urban Green” could instill natural sight for it, which fulfilled 
the appeal of the public for a green waterfront, and provided a comfortable and quiet 
green belt for people to enjoy the view of Victoria Harbour, thus alleviating the tense 
urban atmosphere; 
 
(iv) Reassembly of QP and Reconstruction of the old SF Clock Tower: Eleven 
Members held different views towards the two options. In view of the commotion 
caused by the demolition of QP and old SF Clock Tower, the public’s awareness in 
conservation had been aroused. They considered that the preservation of heritage 
should not only aim at keeping collective memories, but also allowing more people to 
use it. They suggested that pier and clock tower should be preserved for revitalizing 
the heritage.  
 
13. Mr. LAM Man-fai, JP considered that QP, old SF Clock Tower and the clusters of 
buildings in the vicinity like City Hall and Legislative Council Building reflected the 
important history of Hong Kong and witnessed the origin and process of “One 
Country Two Systems”. As such, they deserved to be maintained at the original 
location. He commented that there was no lack of piers in Hong Kong, but if there 
was a genuine need for the construction of a new pier, new sites could be chosen 
without the need to relocate QP and then revive its functions, QP should be 
olo/Dc[M5]_3 13 preserved at its original location to bring out its features. As for 
comment that the maintenance of QP at original location would delay the completion 
of Road P2, although Road P2 could alleviate the traffic congestion at Causeway Bay, 
if emphasis was just put on the development of Road P2 while other ancillary 
facilities of Causeway Bay were neglected, the expected effect of alleviating traffic 
condition could not be achieved. As for whether the works could be commenced in 
advance or if the construction period could be shortened, the Government would carry 
out a study for the issue. 
 
14. Mr. LAI Wing-ho, Joe spoke on behalf of WTSDC (DAB) Members. In relation 
to the Consultation Paper on Stage 2 Public Engagement, they had the three following 
points: 
 
(i) If there was no other feasible solution after study, i.e, “fulfilling the overriding 
public need of the court”, DAB had no objection to the related reclamation; 
 
(ii) The Government gazetted in 2007 relating to the construction of Central-Wanchai 
Bypass. The scope of works was at typhoon shelter in Causeway Bay, and the total 
area of temporary reclamation was 10.7 hectares. Society for Protection of the 
Harbour Ltd raised objection to the temporary reclamation and sought judicial review. 
The Court ruled on 20 March 2008 that the temporary reclamation works was illegal 
in accordance with “Protection of the Harbour Ordinance”. As such, Central-Wanchai 



 

 

Bypass works could not commence. DAB suggested that the works at the road section 
of the Central District be commenced first to prevent the traffic condition in the 
district from further deteriorating; 
 
(iii) As regards the choice of site for QP, DAB supported the reassembly of QP by the 
waterfront to revive its pier function. (Mr. CHUI Pak-tai arrived at the meeting at 
3:05pm.) olo/Dc[M5]_3 14 
 
15. Mr. CHAN On-tai suggested using rubber board to pave the waterfront promenade. 
He also suggested making full use of the land and constructing underground carpark 
in the vicinity of the new waterfront to solve the problem of limited supply of carpark 
space in the Central District. He supported revitalizing heritages, without insisting on 
reassembling QP and reconstructing the old SF Clock Tower at the original location. 
 
16. Mr. WU Chi-wai, MH opined that the special historical relationship formed 
between the old SF Pier, Clock Tower and QP was geographical, not functional. If QP 
was relocated elsewhere for reassembly, it would become a common pier, as such, he 
supported the reassembly of QP at the original location and reconstruction of the old 
SF Clock Tower to present the historical outlook. On the other hand, it was suggested 
in the paper that cycling path be connected with waterfront promenade, he 
commented that the concept was good. In the past when the Planning Department 
(PlanD) consulted the public on the development of South East Kowloon, Mr. WU 
had put forward the proposal, however PlanD responded by saying that “No cycling 
path would be installed in the urban area”. The suggestion in the paper was a 
breakthrough. He hoped that PlanD could reconsider applying this concept to the plan 
of South East Kowloon by connecting the area with cycling path. 
 
17. Miss. YUEN thanked Members for giving valuable opinions, and gave her 
consolidated responses as follows:  
 
(i) People held diverse views towards the reassembly of QP and the reconstruction of 
old SF Clock Tower in Stage 1 Public Engagement. In view of the different 
considerations towards the said topic, two different proposed design concepts and 
sufficient information were thus put forward in the paper for the reference of the 
public; 
 
(ii) Central-Wanchai Bypass and the related reclamation project would constitute the 
major road links in the northern part of Hong Kong Island, stretching from the Central 
District, Wanchai to Causeway Bay. Road P2 which aimed at alleviating traffic 
congestion in the Central District and Wanchai had its urgency in construction. 
 
(iii) In relation to reclamation, the Government had undertaken that upon the 
completion of Central Reclamation Phase III, no other reclamation would be carried 
out in the Central District. As such, the New Central Harbourfront for public 
engagement would be the last harbourfront in the northern part of Hong Kong Island, 
henceforth, the Government attached great importance to the design of the New 
Central Harbourfront and would give serious consideration to the views of different 
parties; 
 



 

 

(iv) As regards temporary reclamation of the typhoon shelter in Causeway Bay, 
departments concerned would consult the public afterwards. It was hoped that 
Central-Wanchai Bypass project could commence as quickly as possible under 
legalized situation;  
 
(v) Concerning the suggestion of Mr. CHAN On-tai for paving waterfront promenade 
with rubber board, departments concerned would take into consideration different 
suggestions when designing all facilities to make the design of New Central 
Harbourfront perfect;  
 
(vi) Owing to the scarcity of land in the Central District, underground carpark would 
be incorporated in the design of the New Central Harbourfront to make the best use of 
land; 
 
(vii) Mr. WU Chi-wai mentioned connecting waterfront promenade with cycling path. 
The Consultation Paper suggested that space be reserved in waterfront promenade for 
installing environmental transport system, however study would still be required for 
working out the details and feasibility. Cycling path might not be the final decision. 
For constructing cycling path in other districts, many appeals were lodged by 
residents of different districts and the Government would study it according to their 
actual situation. 
 
18. The Chairman thanked Miss. YUEN for giving the response. He summarized that 
WTSDC welcomed the issue of Consultation Digest on “Stage 2 Public Engagement-
Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront” by the Government for 
listening to the views of various olo/Dc[M5]_3 16 sectors relating to the urban design 
framework for refined New Central Harboufront, the different design concepts for key 
sites and the design options for reconstruction of old SF Clock Tower and reassembly 
of QP at different sites. Most of the WTSDC Members who had expressed views 
hoped to see that the new design could create a world-class New Central Harbourfront 
which was vibrant, dynamic and accessible. Members supported that the Government 
reduced development density, promoted greening and provided more quality sitting-
out area and facilities for the public while aligning with the development of the 
commercial Central District. For revitalizing heritage, QP should be moved to 
waterfront for re-assembly to revive its pier function so that it could really be for the 
people. Other views would be put on record and sent to the Development Bureau for 
consideration. 
 
19. The Chairman thanked Miss Amy Yuen, Ms. Phyllis LI, Mr. LI Kam-sang, Mr. 
Tony YEUNG, Dr. K.K. YUEN and Dr. Ivan FUNG for attending WTSDC meeting. 
(Miss Amy Yuen, Ms. Phyllis LI, Mr. LI Kam-sang, Mr. Tony YEUNG, Dr. 
K.K. YUEN and Dr. Ivan FUNG left the meeting at this juncture.) 



 

 

 (16) Kwai Tsing DC (10 July 2008) 
 
Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront Stage 2 Public Engagement 
(Proposed by the Development Bureau) 
(K&T DC Paper No. 51/2008) 
 
2. Principal Assistant Secretary for Development (Planning and Lands) and a 
consultant concerned briefed members of the above paper.  In response, DC members 
recognised the Development Bureau’s effort to meet the aspiration of Hong Kong 
people in refining the Central Harbourfront and providing more open space and green 
area for the public.  A member expressed her concern over the Arts and Cultural Area 
and suggested that restriction on performance should be relaxed to increase the variety 
of activities.  Others also supported the project, but were much concerned for its 
implication on the sea channels at Victoria Harbour as well as the additional 
pedestrian flow involved.  Principal Assistant Secretary for Development (Planning 
and Lands) in reply assured that the sea channels would not be narrowed owing of the 
project.  Besides, the traffic and pedestrian flow in Central had also been taken into 
account in the design.   
 
Motion 
 
“The Kwai Tsing District Council supports the creation of the New Central 
Harbourfront as a vibrant, green and accessible distinctive waterfront promenade so as 
to provide the public with an open space of diverse arts, cultural and leisure activities 
in line with the sustainable development of the Central Business District as well as the 
integration of the superb Victoria Harbour view into people’s lives.  We hope that the 
Queen’s Pier can be re-assembled in the Central waterfront for public use again.” 
(Moved by Mr. FONG Ping and seconded by Ms LAM Chui-ling) 
(K&T DC Paper No. 52/2008) 
 
3. The above motion was endorsed by a vote of 14 in favour, 0 against and 12 
abstentions. 



 

 

 (17) Kowloon City DC (24 July 2008) 
 

Stage 2 Public Engagement for the Urban Design Study for the New Central  

Harbourfront  

 
2.  Members were glad to note that, when devising design concepts for the new 
Central harbourfront, the Development Bureau met public aspirations by setting 
low development intensity for the site. In addition, building heights would 
descend from inland towards the harbourfront to display a stepped profile so as to 
enable the public to better enjoy the superb Victoria Harbour view. To further 
perfect the development plan, Members suggested that the Government should 
consider the provision of a monorail system along the waterfront promenade plus 
a public staircase for the use of passengers of water taxis as well as the 
construction of a landmark to beautify the cityscape in the new Central 
harbourfront. The relocation of the Queen’s Pier in Central sparked fervent 
discussion amongst Members, more of whom supported the proposal of relocating 
the Pier at the seaside with the aim of reviving its function and avoiding changes 
to the original design of Central-Wan Chai Bypass, Road P2. Yet Members also 
pointed out that reassembling the Queen’s Pier at its previous location next to the 
City Hall would help preserve its look and value in history. In general, the 
majority of Members agreed that the decision of relocating the Pier should be 
made on the basis of the public views collected. If the citizens recognized the need 
for relocation of the Pier, KCDC would incline to endorse the proposal of 
reassembling it at the seaside so as to restore its function. 



 

 

 (18) Sha Tin DC (24 July 2008) 
 

Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront – Stage 2 Public 

Engagement 

 

13. Representative of Development Bureau said that the purpose of the design was to 
create a vibrant, green and accessible new central harbourfront, with a 2 km long 
Waterfront Promenade and about 11 hectare of harbourside public open space, 
extending from Central Pier to the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre. A 
comprehensive multi-level pedestrian network would be developed for easy access to 
the harbourfront. Restaurants and shopping facilities would also be built on top of the 
piers. Representative of Aedas briefly presented the design concept of New Central 
Harbourfront, including 8 pieces of landsite and the re-assembling of Queen’s Pier 
and reconstruction of Old Star Ferry Clock Tower. 
 
14. Some members supported the re-assembling of Queen’s Pier and reconstruction 
of Old Star Ferry Clock Tower and would like to revive the pier function of Queen’s 
Pier. A member said that the New Harbourfront would raise the status of Hong Kong 
as an international metropolitan and provide recreational spaces for the public as well 
as tourists. 
 
15. Representative of Development Bureau replied that the reclamation work of new 
central harbourfront had to cope with the infrastructure project of Central-Wanchai 
Bypass. She added that once the infrastructure project was confirmed, the 
harbourfront project would proceed as soon as possible in order to solve the traffic 
problem within the district. 
 
16. The Council endorsed the following provisional motion of Dr. LO Wai-kwok with 
a vote of 27 in favour: 
 
“Sha Tin District Council urges HKSAR Government to finalize the New Central 
Harbourfront Development Plan as soon as possible for building a vibrant and 
accessible New Central Harbourfront. Having considered the development of Central 
Business District, the development density should also be lowered with the promotion 
of greening and provision of substantial recreational spaces and facilities for the 
general public, aiming at returning the harbour to the public. STDC also supports the 
re-assembling of Queen’s Pier at the waterfront by reviving its pier function for public 
use.” 
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Stage 2 Public Engagement- Consolidation Forum of Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront 

1. Introduction  

 

1.1 The Stage 2 Public Engagement for the Urban Design Study for the New Central 

Harbourfront was conducted from 11 April to end-July 2008. Public views and 

suggestions were collected through various public engagement activities including 

public exhibitions, roving exhibitions, focus group workshop (FGW), community 

engagement forum (CEF), comment cards, interview questionnaires, telephone polls, 

and briefings to relevant public and advisory bodies, and the 18 District Councils 

(DCs). The public was also invited to send in their written comments. 

1.2 With a view to inviting the community to come together and to consolidate the 

public views on the design concepts and proposals pertaining to the Stage 2 Public 

Engagement of the Study, a Consolidation Forum (the Forum) was organized by the 

Task Group on Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront (TGUDS) of 

the Harbour-front Enhancement Committee (HEC) with the support of the Planning 

Department (PlanD). The objectives of the Forum are (i) to report the public views 

gathered from different channels during the Stage 2 Public Engagement; (ii) to 

provide a platform for the public to present their alternative design proposals and 

other comments/suggestions, and for the Study Team and concerned Government 

departments to respond, and (iii) to conduct a focused, in-depth and structured public 

discussion on the critical issues.  

1.3 The Forum was held on 28 February 2009 from 9 am to 6:15 pm at Auditorium, 5/F, 

North Point Government Offices. Letters were sent to the relevant public and 

advisory bodies, professional and academic institutions, concerned groups and 

organizations, and the public who had participated in the Stages 1 and 2 Public 

Engagement to invite them to attend the Forum. Letters were also sent to the 

concerned parties who had submitted their written submissions during the Stage 2 

Public Engagement to invite them to give presentations on their alternative design 

proposals in the Forum. The Forum was attended by about 140 members of the 

general public including members from HEC, Town Planning Board (TPB), Central 

& Western DC, Wan Chai DC and Kowloon City DC, professional and academic 

institutes including the Hong Kong Institute of Planners (HKIP), the Hong Kong 

Institute of Architects (HKIA), the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE), the 

Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors (HKIS), the Association of Engineering 

Professionals in Society (AES), Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK), Hong 

Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST) City University of Hong 

Kong, Chu Hai College etc., concerned groups and organizations including Harbour 

Business Forum, Local Action, Society for Protection of the Harbour, Designing 

Hong Kong, Hong Kong Urban Design Alliance (HKUDA), Hong Kong Cycling 

Alliance, Hong Kong Maritime Museum, Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts 

(HKAPA), Hong Kong Art Centre, Mass Transit Railway Corporation, Hong Kong 

& Kowloon Ferry Ltd. Kowloon Motor Bus Co. Ltd. City Bus Ltd., individual 

members of the public etc. (Appendix I) in addition to representatives from bureaux 

and departments and the Study consultants. Physical Models were provided by IFC 

Development Ltd. and HKUDA for display at the foyer outside the venue.  
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1.4 The Forum was divided into two sessions: the morning public presentation session 

and the afternoon public discussion session. The programme outline is at Appendix 

II. In the morning session chaired by Ir. Dr. Greg Wong, the Chairman of HEC 

TGUDS, the Public Policy Research Institute (PPRI) of the Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University (HKPU), the consultant responsible for collecting public opinion, 

reported the findings on public opinion collected in the Stage 2 Public Engagement, 

and Aedas Ltd., the Study Consultant, explained the initial design responses to the 

key issues raised and alternative suggestions proposed. Then, the 16 presenters 

(Appendix III) gave presentations on their alternative design proposals, followed by 

floor discussion. To conclude the morning session, the Chairman consolidated the 

public comments gathered into five major critical issues for structured discussion in 

the afternoon session. In the afternoon session chaired by Professor Lee Chack-fan, 

the Chairman of the HEC, the participants discussed the critical issues in turn, and 

the Technical Panel comprising representatives from relevant government 

departments and the Study Team explained the technical constraints of some of the 

alternative proposals, and responded to the public views and suggestions. At the end, 

the Chairman summarized the discussion, identified areas to be followed up by the 

relevant government departments and the Study Team, and gave the closing remarks.   

1.5 A comment form (Appendix IV) was distributed to all participants at the Forum to 

solicit further views and suggestions on the proposals or issues presented at the 

Forum.  A total of 17 completed forms and 3 public comments were received 

at/after the forum and they had been uploaded to the study website. A summary of 

the written comments/suggestions received at the Forum is attached at Appendix V.   

 

 
   Morning Session      Afternoon Session 
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2. Summary of Morning Session : Public Presentation  

 

2.1 Report on the Findings of the Stage 2 Public Engagement and Initial Design 

responses 

PPRI of HKPU presented the findings of the public opinion collected through 

various sources, including Focus Group Workshop, Community Engagement Forum, 

comment cards, face-to-face interviews, telephone polls, briefings to relevant public 

and advisory bodies and 18 District Councils (DCs), and written submissions for 

Stage 2 Public Engagement.  Aedas Ltd. then presented the initial design responses 

to the key sites and alternative suggestions raised in the public comments. A paper 

detailing the findings of the Stage 2 Public Engagement and initial design responses 

had been uploaded to the Study web-site and was distributed to the participants at the 

Forum, which is attached at Appendix VI.  

2.2 Public Presentation  

 Presenter 1 : Retail Development Consultants (RDC) (Poster displayed) 

2.2.1 Mr. David Groves made the following key points: : 

(a) The vision of RDC’s proposal was to develop the Central waterfront as a 

‘Gateway’. The key part of the waterfront would be the public attractions, 

such as restaurant clusters, museum and plazas, etc., which would take up 

some 30% of the planned built space in the waterfront. 

(b) A range of world-leading waterfronts including those in Baltimore, 

Singapore and London could be taken as benchmarks.  

(c) One of the key features of the proposal is an Inner Harbour centred around  

the Queen’s Pier (QP) reassembled at its original location and ringed by 

waterfront restaurants and bars. 

(d) The proposals should be considered not just on design term, but also in 

commercial term to assess their viability.  

(e) The public engagement process led by the Government was subject to 

dispute.  A process-led approach was recommended.  

(f) Other recommendations including the QP should be taken as a strategic site 

of a legacy project that should be developed first; there should be a clear 
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vision to Central harbourfront; and top priority should be accorded to the 

concept of vibrant waterfront rather than the infrastructures.  

 Presenter 2 : IFC Development Ltd. (Model displayed) 

2.2.2 Mr. Alan MacDonald made the following key points: 

 

(a) There were insufficient justifications for the proposed commercial 

developments at Sites 1 and 2. The proposed commercial developments 

would block views from the public space on the IFC podium and create a 

wall-like visual barrier at the waterfront. It would also privatize the 

waterfront area and limit public access. The proposals were contrary to the 

harbour planning principles and failed to provide public open space at the 

waterfront.  

 

(b) An alternative proposal, the ‘Central Waterfront’ Design Scheme, was 

recommended, comprising New Urban Waterfront Spaces abutting IFC 

such as Fountain Square, Festival Square, Waterfront and Central 

Esplanade with elevated circulation corridors to the existing outlying island 

ferry piers, Festival Square, Ferry Terrace, Pier Garden, the Grand Lawn, 

etc., as illustrated in the short video. The proposal would address the open 

space shortfall in Central and produce the better form of development.  

 

(c) IFC Development Ltd. had conducted a signature campaign, where a total 

of 23,563 signatures in support of the alternative proposal were collected.  

  

[Post-meeting Note :  A letter dated 17.12.2008 from IFC Development Ltd. 

providing further views and suggestions on the proposals has been uploaded to 

the study website.] 

 

 Presenter 3 : Designing Hong Kong Ltd. (DHK) 

2.2.3  Mr. Paul Zimmerman made the following key points: 

 

(a) DHK fully supported the HKUDA’s proposal, which was similar to DHK’s 

proposal made in 2006. The proposed plot sizes in Site 3 were too large and 

the sites should be broken up to a human scale. DHK also opposed massive 

vehicular infrastructure dominating the ground level and recommended 

removing the PTI from the new Central harbourfront and turning Roads P1 
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and D6 into pedestrian streets for the Statue Square Corridor so that 

pedestrian could have at-grade access to the waterfront.  DHK 

recommended provision of a tramline; turning Road P2 into a tree-lined 

boulevard and early completion of North Island Line (NIL) for the 

waterfront promenade area; and decking over roads with developments on 

top for the cultural corridor to avoid creating any dead zone. 

 (b) The proposed reassembly of QP in between Central Piers No. 9 and 10 

were considered incompatible as they were of completely different design. 

QP should be reassembled at its original location after completion of the 

underground work for NIL and Airport Railway Extended Overrun Tunnel 

(AREOT) and the adjustment to the alignment of Road P2. In addition, the 

Edinburgh Place was a place of history and should be preserved. 

(c) Other recommendations included provision of more active street-level 

interfaces near the waterfront, narrower waterfront promenades partially 

used for outdoor dining along the waterfront facilitated by adjoining 

developments, long sight lines, short distance public transit such as tram 

between the Central ferry piers and Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition 

Centre (HKCEC), etc.  

 Presenter 4 : Society for Protection of the Harbour (SPH) 

 

2.2.4 Mr. Winston Chu made the following key:  

 

(a) The present OZP for the new Central harbourfront was approved before the 

Judgment of the Court of Final Appeal (CFA), and the public consultation 

carried out leading to the present OZP was based on a wrong legal 

interpretation of the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance (PHO). It was 

inappropriate to limit the design and planning for the Central harbourfront to 

the ‘existing planning and design parameters’ as set out in the present OZP.  

 

(b) The harbour belonged to the public.  The CFA required the Government to 

demonstrate an ‘overriding public need’ for developments on reclaimed land.  

The proposed office and hotel developments along the harbourfront would 

violate the Harbour Planning Principles (HPP) of the Harbour-front 

Enhancement Committee (HEC).  There should be no tall buildings along  

the waterfront.  
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(d) SPH objected to the two tower blocks proposed in Sites 1 and 2 in front of 

the Two IFC.  The proposed developments would attract new users and 

traffic to the new harbourfront.  All reclaimed land should be dedicated 

for public use, and no land at the new harbourfront should be put up for 

land sale.  

  

 Presenter 5 : Hong Kong Cycling Alliance  

 

2.2.5 Mr. Philip Heung advocated the provision of a continuous cycle track from the 

Western District to Shaukiwan along the northern shore of the Hong Kong Island. 

 

 Presenter 6 : Local Action 

 

2.2.6 Mr. Chu Hoi-tik made the following key points:   

 

(a) The QP should be reassembled at its original location because of its 

importance as a public space and its historical significance. Its reassembly 

should not be limited to design, aesthetic and technical considerations, but 

also to honour the relations between QP, City Hall and Star Ferry Clock 

Tower (SFCT) as the symbols of civil rights. 

 

(b) The PLA berth should not be located at the harbourfront. Although the 

Government claimed that a folding gate was proposed around the berth and 

the waterfront along the PLA berth would be open for the public when it was 

not in use by the PLA , the crux of the problem was the frequency of use of 

the PLA berth, and whether the area would become a fake public space. PLA 

berth should be removed. 

 

(c) The large parcel of land zoned “CDA” at Site 3 should be broken up into 

smaller land parcels, to allow more human scale developments and avoid the 

development of this site be monopolized by major developers.  

 

 Presenter 7 : Action Group on Protection of the Harbour 

 

2.2.7 Ms. Yu Man-tuen questioned the need and scale of harbour reclamation and 

objected to any tower blocks to be built at the harbourfront. All reclaimed land 

should be dedicated for public use, not for land sale.  Victoria harbour was part 

of our heritage.  The central reclamation had lengthened the distance to the 
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piers, and the inconvenience had lowered their patronage. The Government 

should not carry out further reclamation.  There should be no skyscraper or 

groundscraper along the waterfront. 

 

 Presenter 8 : Harbour Business Forum (HBF) 

 

2.2.8 Mrs. Margaret Brooke made the following key points :  

 

(a) Only limited alternative options were proposed by the Government, and all 

were confined by the scope of the existing OZP.  

 

(b) The proposed building heights of the towers at Sites 1 and 2 were too 

excessive. 

 

(c) It was considered unacceptable from sustainable development point of view 

as there was no implementation programme for the major underground 

works such as Shatin-to-Central Link. 

 

(d) Any plans for Central, and indeed for all other harbourfront sites on 

Victoria Harbour, should be part of an overall vision for the harbour which 

should be articulated by the Government following meaningful public 

engagement with the Hong Kong community in the form of an integrated 

and holistic harbour plan. The Government should focus on the ‘scale, 

people, activities and comfort’ when designing the harbourfront.  

 

(e) Other recommendations included the provision of recreational facilities 

along the waterfront; a mix of commercial, retail, recreational, arts, cultural 

and tourism uses in different locations to enhance the vitality of the 

harbourfront; different anchoring public spaces; accessibility and 

connectivity to and within the harbourfront, etc.  

 

 Presenter 9 : Hong Kong Institute of Planners 

 

2.2.9 Mr. Thomas Lee made the following key points:  

 

(a) Concepts A and B had no distinctive difference. The Study put too much 

emphasis on the western portion of the study area, i.e. Sites 1 to 3.  Some 

floor spaces could be distributed to other sites rather than concentrating on 
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a few sites. Historical buildings should be given more focus. 

 

(b) Proposed hotel use at Site 1 was supported but the scale of development 

and building height were still too high and should be further reviewed. The 

Government should consider adopting a linked-site approach to transfer 

some GFA from Sites 1 and 2 to Site 5 or other sites. 

 

(c) North-South connectivity should be further enhanced to bring more people 

from the inland to the harbourfront. 

 

(d) For Site 3, different types of pedestrian linkages should be introduced to 

facilitate easy access from the CBD to the new waterfront. The choice 

between Concepts A and B according to the size of the landscaped deck 

was considered inappropriate. 

 

(e) Site 4 should be re-configured, i.e. reduced in width in the east-west 

direction and extended northward to bring people closer to the waterfront. 

 

(f) For Sites 5 and 6, design proposals for the eastern end of the study area 

were rather loose without much focus. To improve and enhance the 

vibrancy of this area during both day and night time, the Government 

should further study its integration with the Wan Chai North as well as the 

interaction and relationship with the “Open Space” and “Government, 

Institution or Community” zones in the immediate south. 

 

(g) For Site 7, Concept A (Urban Park) was generally preferred for the 

inclusion of more activity spaces. However, north-south pedestrian 

connections should be enhanced and properly planned to bring people from 

the hinterland to the waterfront. Landscape decks should be more 

extensively used instead of standard footbridges. 

 

(h) A survey was conducted amongst HKIP members on the re-assembly of QP. 

A total of 89 survey returns were received and 64% of them supported 

re-assembling QP at its original location on grounds of the spatial 

relationship between QP and City Hall and Edinburgh Place, and the 

historical and cultural significance of the building cluster and public space.  

For those supporting re-assembling QP by the harbour, the main reason was 

to revive its original pier function.  
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(i) Most members considered that the old SFCT should be reconstructed close 

to its original location. There were also views that reconstructing a SFCT 

was meaningless or redundant, and other measures may be used to 

commensurate its historic value. 

 

 Presenter 10 : Hong Kong Institute of Architects (HKIA) 

 

2.2.10 Mr. Tam Wai-lam said that HKIA fully supported HKUDA’s plan, and  

advocated the following major principles:  

 

(a)  The QP should be reassembled at its original location to signify its the 

historical setting.  

 

(b)  The proposed Road P2 was too wide, making the north-south connection 

difficult, segregate the inland and waterfront, and pose constraints in 

bringing people to harbourfront. Road P2 should be reduced in width and 

shifted northwards.  

 

(c) The majority of proposed developments concentrated on the western side. 

Development on Sites 1 and 2 would hinder the east-west connection 

visually and physically. The hotel and office towers at Sites 1 & 2 should be 

relocated elsewhere. The Study Consultant might work out some different 

scenarios for comparison.  

 

(d) A reasonably-sized lagoon or inner harbour should be considered in front of 

QP. 

 

[Post-meeting Note : Supplementary information providing further views and 

suggestions on the proposals was received and had been uploaded to the study 

website.] 

  

(e) The existing OZP had imposed unnecessary constraints on the design and 

planning of the new Central harbourfront. 
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 Presenter 11 : Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors (HKIS) 

 

2.2.11  Ms. Tzena Wong made the following key points: 

 

(a) For Sites 1 and 2, low-rise structures were preferred. Besides reserving land 

at the new Central harbourfront for commercial use, there were other 

alternatives of land supply to meet the demand of Grade A office, such as 

through redevelopment of Central Market and government offices in 

Wanchai North, or industrial buildings in Kowloon Bay and Kwun Tong. 

 

(b) Larger landscape deck at Site 3 with an unimpeded pedestrian movement 

segregated from vehicular traffic was supported.  

 

(c) For Site 4, the number of blocks was not the major concern. To ensure such 

space was economically viable and functionally effective, there was a need 

for a critical size of floor space. Furthermore, the design should be able to 

blend the buildings into the adjoining open space. 

 

(d) The proposal of extending the arts and cultural facilities at Sites 5 and 6 

were agreed as they could serve as an extension to the Hong Kong Arts 

Centre to satisfy the pressing demand for such facilities.   

 

(e) It was difficult to differentiate the two design concepts, Urban Park and 

Urban Green, for Site 7. An open space capable of all types of community 

activities was preferred. A passive open space might not be attractive, 

especially in the hot summer days. 

 

(f) Locating the QP by the harbour was supported to retain its pier function and 

to bring more memory. For the old SFCT, reconstructing the clock tower at 

Site 4 was supported.  

 

(g) The proposed Road P2 would segregate the inland and waterfront and pose 

obstacle to lead people to harbourfront. There should be adequate facilities 

for parking, loading/unloading and public transportation within the study 

area to cater for the need of different sectors of the community. 
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 Presenter 12 : Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE) 

 

2.2.12 Ir. Dr. Chan Fuk-cheung made the following key points:  

 

(a) For Sites 1 and 2, HKIE had no particular preference for the hotel-office or 

office-office concepts as long as the chosen concept together with the final 

designs of other sites could provide a balanced mix of facilities and enhance 

accessibility to the pier area. 

 

(b) For Site 3, Concept B (larger landscaped deck) was preferred as it would 

provide unimpeded pedestrian movement to the waterfront in a user-friendly 

manner and be separated from vehicular traffic. It could also provide more 

open space for public activities. 

 

(c) For Site 4 and the reconstruction of the old SFCT, Concept A (more separate 

blocks with SFCT) was preferred in consideration that the old SFCT could 

stand as a focal point with a clear visual connection linking the re-assembled 

QP at the waterfront and City Hall and that there was a need for a timely 

completion of Road P2. 

 

(d) For Sites 5 and 6, the design of the Arts and Cultural Precinct was generally 

supported. 

 

(e) For Site 7, major features of the two concepts (Urban Park and Urban Green) 

should be integrated to form a waterfront promenade setting that would 

comprise a great variety of facilities such as featured piazza and waterfront 

event plaza together with natural form of greenery to cater for both active 

and passive recreational uses. 

 

(f) For re-assembly of QP, Concept A (QP by the harbour) was preferred on the 

as it would revive the pier function, allow public use for waterfront activities 

and give it a new life. Besides, Concept A could facilitate the timely 

completion of Road P2 to help mitigate the serious traffic congestion in the 

Central area. 

 

(g) There should be a comprehensive traffic plan and a review of the public 

transport interchange facilities. The adoption of an Automatic People 

Movement (APM) system was supported.   
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(h) The proposals for the new Central harbourfront should be implemented as 

early as possible. 

 

 Presenter 13 : Mr. SHU Lok-shing 

 

2.2.13 Mr. Shu Lok-shing was of the view that reclamation on both sides of the harbour 

had reduced the width of the harbour, affecting the micro-climate and marine 

safety. He advocated the rezoning of Site 3 to a ‘Central Sports Ground’ and 

reassembling QP, SFCT and General Post Office at their original locations.  The 

alignment of Road P2 should be shifted northward. 

 

 Presenter 14 : Hong Kong Urban Design Alliance (HKUDA) (Model displayed) 

 

2.2.14 Mr. Peter Cookson Smith and Dr. Sujata Govada made the following points :  

 

(a) The OZP was not an urban design document and the design proposals for 

the new Central harbourftont should not be limited by the confines of the 

OZP. 

 

(b) In preparing an alternative proposal, HKUDA had taken account of the 

design concepts from the entries to the design competition organized by 

DHK and duly considered the road alignments and other infrastructural 

aspects.  

 

(c) HKUDA had applied the following 9 stated criteria adopted by the 

Government as set out in the Consultation Digest to assess its proposal 

against that of the government :  

 

� Responding to public aspirations 

� Creation of a vibrant, green and accessible waterfront 

� A refined urban design framework 

� Achievement of diversity and vibrancy 

� Development intensity in harmony with the harbourfront 

� Respecting the natural context and existing urban fabric 

� Ease of access and pedestrian connectivity 

� Respect for cultural heritage 

� Promotion of environmentally friendly design and greening 
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They considered the Government proposal can hardly meet these criteria. 

 

(d) The HKUDA put forward an alternative proposal, the “Central Harbour – 

The Happening Place”, which maintained the same amount of GFA as in 

the Government’s proposal, but the GFA would be more evenly 

redistributed to other parts of the study area.  The alternative proposal 

comprised the following key components: 

  

� Three clusters included Cultural Heritage and Transport Cluster, Civic 

and Commercial Cluster, and Arts and Marine Cluster. 

 

� Eight place destinations included: 

i.  Harbour Place at Central Ferry Piers: 3-storey mixed-use 

development over low podium block, footbridge link from IFC 

podium and landscaped trellis connecting to ferry piers, retail 

bridge links connecting low podium block to ferry piers, bus 

terminus replaced by ground level drop-off under the low podium 

structure, alfresco dining above ferry piers, etc. 

 

ii. Statue Square Esplanade: creating strong ground level access from 

Statue Square to ferry piers and reinstatement of SFCT plaza at its 

original location, Central Harbour Visitor’s Centre and Star Ferry 

Museum, restaurants and alfresco dining, shops and indoor sports 

complex and parking below the esplanade, etc. 

 

iii. Inner Harbour: reassembled QP in its original location with 

extension of Edinburgh Place, kiosks and restaurants lining water 

edge with steps leading down, light house over pumping station at 

the mouth of the inner harbour, traditional Chinese performances 

and informal theatre on floating pontoons, etc. 

 

iv. Central Waterfront Promenade: vibrant waterfront promenade 

with width of 30m from east to west with alfresco dining along, 

PLA Pier Temporary Urban Beach, Central Boulevard, PLA Pier 

LIDO (public swimming pool), tramline, cycling activities, etc. 

 

v. Tamar Green: rolling landscape open space for flexible use, City 
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Vision Urban Centre and Citizen Square, Bauhinia Plaza with the 

relocated Golden Bauhinia in front of Tamar, etc. 

 

vi. Central Harbour Hotel and Commercial Complex: 6-to-10-storey 

high hotel and commercial complex, floating hotel and harbour 

cruises, alfresco dining and restaurants, indoor sports complex and 

parking underground, etc. 

 

vii. Landscaped Eco Park and APA Arts Corner: HKAPA extension 

and visual arts corner, landscaped eco park over extended deck 

linkage, landscaped trellis connection between HKCEC and the 

eco park, HKAPA plaza for outdoor performances, etc. 

 

viii. Maritime Museum and Marine Basin: moored sail boats and tall 

ships, maritime museum, pedestrian causeway linking HKCEC to 

the floating hotel, marine centre and training facility, etc. 

 

 Presenter 15 : Mr. YEUNG Cheung-sing, Lawrence 

2.2.15 Mr. Lawrence Yeung did not support any commercial tower blocks at Sites 1 and 

2 for blocking physical connection to the waterfront. He considered that QP 

should be re-assembled at its original location for maintaining the historical 

connection with Edinburgh Place and City Hall, which was more important than 

its pier function.  He proposed to erect a sign to show the original reclamation 

limit.  He also proposed the development of ‘The New Central Praya’ at Site 4 

for waterfront-related commercial and leisure uses with the re-erection of some 

19th colonial buildings at the waterfront.  He supported relocating the Maritime 

Museum from Stanley to Central Pier No. 8. 

  

 Presenter 16 : Nomometric Design and Planning Consultants Ltd.  

 

2.2.16 As requested by Mr. Richard Yu of Nomometric Design and Planning 

Consultants Ltd., who could not attend the Forum, the Secretary of the TGHEC 

read out his written submission.  In gist, Mr. Yu did not support locating QP at 

its original location. He suggested constructing a Memorial for Return of 

Sovereignty at Site 7, locating the Final Appeal Court at Site 5 and relocating the 

Clock Tower to the Star Ferry of Tsim Sha Tsui. He supported the Tamar 

Building to form an axis to the waterfront.   
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2.3 Floor Discussion 

 

Key points raised in the floor discussion are summarized as follows :  

 

2.3.1 Mr. Brandon Kirk, member of Hong Kong Mountain Bike Association suggested 

that the Government might consider the bike sharing programme, which had the 

merits of convenience, environmental-friendly, low maintenance and low cost. 

 

2.3.2 Mr. Chan Tak-chor, Chairman of Central and Western DC (C&W DC) 

 reported that C&W DC had already formed a Task Group to deal with the 

waterfront matters. He pointed out that the C&W DC had passed a motion of not 

supporting any additional hotel/ commercial buildings at the harbourfront and 

another motion advocating the re-assembly of QP at the waterfront to revive its 

original pier function. The waterfront should provide adequate space for family 

activities, such as viewing sunset and cycling. The cycle track should be built 

along waterfront connecting to Sheung Wan. The proposed recreational and 

dining facilities should be affordable to the public.  

 

2.3.3 Mr. Chan Chit-kwai, Vice-chairman of C&W DC and representative of Central 

Western Power ( 中 西 區 發 展 動 力 ) urged the early implementation of 

Central-Wanchai Bypass (CWB) to relieve the traffic congestion problem that 

necessitated the reclamation. He also agreed with the vision of building a green, 

accessible and vibrant waterfront. He supported the elevated walkway with 

landscape treatment to bring people to waterfront. Apart from open space, he 

supported the provision of some commercial elements within the low-to medium 

rise buildings at the harbourfront.  

 

2.3.4 Mr. Paul Zimmerman, Member of TGUDS, pointed out the discrepancies 

between the findings of the Stage 2 Public Engagement presented by the study 

team and the public views presented in the public presentation session were 

mainly because different people being interviewed had different perceptions of 

the proposals.  He considered that the public views presented in the Forum were 

more thought out and should be taken as more important. 

 

2.3.5 Ms. Ho Loy called for a rethink on what should be preserved to enhance the 

sustainability of Hong Kong and which ‘value’ should not be compromised.  

She considered that there should be proper harbourfront planning and 

management, and opined that daily commuters of the ferry piers as well as the 
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pier operators should be properly consulted. 

 

2.3.6  Mr. Lee Yuet supported the reassembly of QP at the original location. In addition, 

he considered that the waterfront proposals should neither be engineering-led nor 

profit-oriented.   

 

2.3.7 Ms. Cheng Lai-king, member of C&W DC, supported protection of the harbour 

and opined that there should be no more harbour reclamation.  She considered 

that the SFCT should be re-assembled at the original location.  She raised 

concern on whether the Government would seriously consider the public 

comments gathered at this Forum upon submission by the HEC, and also how the 

public views, such as developing a sports ground in the harbourfront, would be 

dealt with in the study. 

 

2.3.8 Ms. Julia Lau commented that there was limited north-south traffic connection 

between the waterfront and the inland areas of the Central and Wanchai. It was 

doubtful whether Road P2 could help resolve the local traffic issue. In addition, 

the proposed GFA at Sites 1, 2 and 3 were so excessive, which would create 

additional traffic demand and worsen the air pollution in the area. The proposed 

towers at Sites 1 and 2 should be relocated elsewhere.  

 

[Post-meeting Note : Supplementary information provided by Ms. Lau had been 

uploaded to the study website.] 

 

2.3.9 Mr. Lee Ping-kuen, member of AES, did not support the inner harbour proposal 

as the water bodies within the inner harbour would be static and lead to water 

quality problem. The implementation of the proposal would require substantial 

resources to tackle the water quality problem, which was considered not 

sustainable.  Apart from creating a green waterfront, it was also essential for the 

Government to think about ways to bring people to the waterfront. 

 

2.3.10 Mr. Koo Yuk-shan, an engineer, shared his previous working experience in 

refurnishing the ferry pier project in Melbourne. He considered that it was 

important to attract the people to the waterfront and supported the provision of 

tramline. In addition, some sites at the waterfront should be reserved for 

recreational/sports activities, such as kite flying.  
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2.3.11 Mr. Nicholas Brooke hoped that the Forum could reach an unanimous view to 

request the Government urging the Town Planning Board (TPB) to revisit the 

OZP, as the OZP had imposed major constraint to the design of the waterfront.  

 

2.3.12 Mr. Ian Brownlee indicated that he had previously submitted a rezoning proposal 

to the TPB to rezone several sites on the OZP. While the TPB did not agree to 

the proposal, members considered that there were some merits in the schemes. 

He commented that the Study Brief for the new Central harbourfront was wrong 

in the outset and could not see any chance of reaching consensus on the basis of 

the Government proposal.  He supported Mr. Brooke’s view that there was a 

need to revisit the OZP.  HEC should help rectify the current impasse.  

 

2.3.13 Mr. Winston Chu opined that the existing OZP was prepared some 20 years ago 

and most of the information was out of date. He intended to submit a request to 

TPB later this year for a comprehensive review of the existing OZP. He asked 

the participants to cast a vote in support of his view.  He would consider taking 

legal action if the Government decided to proceed with land sale of the reclaimed 

land, instead of using it for public enjoyment. 

 

2.3.14 Other public views/comments include :  

 

(a) The Government should bear in mind that the original rationale for 

reclamation was for CWB with a view to alleviating the traffic problem. It 

was not justified to introduce further development which would add more 

traffic to this area.  

 

(b) The Government did not seriously consider the proposal submitted by the 

public, for example, the Government claimed that allowing vessels 

navigating in the proposed inner harbour might damage the CWB tunnel. It 

was doubtful if the vessels were sampan, whether it would also have such 

detrimental effect.  

 

(c) Redistribution of the GFA at Sites 1 and 2 to elsewhere could help reduce 

traffic demand, minimize air pollution, and create a more vibrant waterfront. 

 

(d) The crux of creating a vibrant harbourfront mainly depended on the human 

factor and how to bring the people to the waterfront. The Government should 

think out of the box and beyond the existing framework. 
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2.4 Consolidation of Critical Issues 

 

 At the end of the public presentation and floor discussion sessions, the Chairman 

consolidated the comments/views gathered in the morning session into five major 

critical issues (Appendix VII) for structured discussion in the afternoon session. 

 

 

3. Summary of Afternoon Session : Public Discussion  

 

The afternoon session was chaired by Professor LEE Chack-fan, the Chairman of HEC. A 

technical panel led by Deputy Director/District, PlanD comprising representatives of 

PlanD and concerned technical departments including Civil Engineering and Development 

Department (CEDD), Marine Department (MD), Transport Department (TD), Highways 

Department (HyD) and Leisure and Cultural Services Department (LCSD) as well as the 

study consultants was present to respond to the comments and queries raised from the 

participants. The key points discussed in the afternoon session based on the list of issues at 

Appendix VII are summarized as follows :  

 

3.1 Issue 1: Central Ferry Piers Corridor (including Sites 1 & 2, Central Piers No. 1-6) 

 

(a) Transfer all or most GFA from Sites 1 and 2 to Site 5 or elsewhere to reduce 

building height and bulk 

 

Key points raised by individual participants : 

�  The proposed scale of development at Sites 1 and 2 was too large. 

� There should first be a development strategy of the waterfront, before 

proceeding to discuss the location of individual land uses. 

� The proposed commercial/hotel towers should be relocated elsewhere and 

there should be a substantial reduction of the building height and GFA. 

�  The height of the proposed development at Sites 1 and 2 should be limited 

to about 2 to 4 storeys. 

� The motive behind objecting to tall buildings in Sites 1 and 2 was 

questionable.  It was only to protect the interest of the developers of the 

existing skyscraper and other high-rise towers behind. 
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Technical Panel’s Responses : 

� The Government had already conducted a comprehensive research and 

made reference to relevant studies before formulating the proposals, and the 

scale of development had already been reduced by 20% as compared to the 

proposals put forward at Stage 1 Public Engagement.  

� To address some public comments that the development scale was 

excessive, the Study Team was in the process of further investigating the 

scenario of re-distributing GFA from Sites 1 and 2. 

� To ensure stable supply of land for Grade A office in the CBD, reservation 

of commercial land was necessary.  It did not mean that Sites 1 and 2 were 

absolutely indispensable, as Sites 1 & 2 alone could not fully meet the 

demand.   

 

(b) Removal of PTI from Site 2 with the replacement by drop-offs and bus stops 

 

Key points raised by individual participants : 

� Request for total removal of PTI from the new Central harbourfront. 

� Need for a comprehensive review of public transport facilities in the whole 

district. 

� The bus routes using the current PTI in Central was mainly to/from the 

southern part of the Hong Kong Island. After the future MTR extension to 

the Southern District, it was expected that demand for these bus routes 

would be substantially reduced and the need for PTI in the Central area was 

questionable. 

� The need for the pier communters and pier operators should be duly 

considered and taken care of.  There were surveys on the need of the 

communters. 

 

Technical Panel’s Responses : 

� Over the past few months, TD had been reviewing the public transport 

facilities in the new Central harbourfront. TD agreed to relocate the PTI 

originally proposed at Site 2 to other areas in the vicinity. 

�  TD would further review the traffic demand and location of drop-offs and 

bus stops in front of the ferry piers. 

�  The PTI would be so located to take care of the need of users. 

� PlanD welcomed the submission of any survey result on the need of the pier 

commuters for consideration. 
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(c) Additional Commercial Development above the Ferry Piers 

 

Technical Panel’s Responses : 

�  Consideration was being given to adding another floor on top of the piers.  

 

3.2 Issue 2: Statue Square Corridor (including Site 3, Central Piers No. 7 & 8) 

 

(a) Re-alignment and Pedestrianization of Road P1 and D6 

 

Key points raised by individual participants : 

� Provision of an at-grade ‘road-free’ open space corridor extending from 

Statue Square to the Central Piers No. 7 and 8 (i.e. the Star Ferry Piers). 

� Doubt on the need for Roads P1 and D6 if there were no building 

developments at Site 1 and 2, and whether the need was substantiated by 

any traffic assessment. 

� There were too many roads proposed at the harbourfront and the character 

of City Hall would be adversely affected by the roads. 

� Provision of alternative routes for other transport modes such as bicycles 

and trams would reduce the traffic demand by motor vehicles and thus road 

space. 

� Car parks should be removed or reduced. 

 

Technical Panel’s Responses : 

�  TD responded that there was a need to construct Roads P1 and D6, which 

were designed for diverting traffic into the Central harbourfront and 

providing ingress/egress points for Site 3. Deletion of the two roads would 

overload the junction of Man Yiu Street/Road P2. 

� TD confirmed that the need for Roads P1 & D6 was substantiated by traffic 

assessment. Even if no development was planned at Sites 1 and 2, Roads P1 

and D6 would still be needed to cope with the traffic generated by the 

existing and planned developments. 

�  TD commented that roads were needed for long distance users.  

� Adequate parking provision would be needed. The minimum parking 

requirement had already been adopted and car parks could be located 

underground to address the visual impact. 
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(b) Re-construction of SFCT at its original location 

 

Key points raised by individual participants : 

� The response made by CEDD that ‘reconstruction of the SFCT at its 

original location would be in conflict with a major drainage culvert 

underneath, and re-diversion of the underground culvert might be required’ 

was not justifiable as the SFCT was comparatively light in weight. 

�  CEDD should make clear its stance on whether there would be 

insurmountable technical problems to re-construct the SFCT at its original 

location. 

� The importance of putting the SFCT at its original location in view of its 

historical significance should be recognized. 

� An exhibition hall should be constructed to accompany the SFCT.  

� It was not necessary to re-construct the SFCT. 

 

Technical Panel’s Responses : 

� The Clock Tower would not be an isolated structure.  A Clock Tower 

Gallery would be included as part of the development.  

� The departments would further examine the technical feasibility of 

constructing SFCT together with the Clock Tower Gallery at its original 

location. Any additional time and costs that might be incurred and the 

possible conflicts with underground utilities including the drainage culvert 

would be assessed so as to help arrive at an informed decision.  

 

(c) Breaking up developments at Site 3  

 

Key points raised by individual participants : 

�  Supporting landscape deck, possibly in the form of ‘layers’, to deck over 

the road infrastructure. 

� The site should be split into 3 plots or even smaller lots for land disposal to 

ensure diverse ownership. 

 

Technical Panel’s Responses : 

� The Government would take note of the public comments in refining the 

design proposals for the landscape deck.  

� Breaking up the sites into smaller land parcels did not represent the 

majority views. The public opinion collected revealed that more 

respondents advocated a large landscape deck connecting the inland Central 
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area to the harbourfront. 

 

3.3 Issue 3: Central Waterfront Promenade (including Sites 4 & 7, Central Piers No. 9 to 

10, PLA Berth) 

 

(a) Relocation of PLA Berth or providing the berth off-shore 

 

Technical Panel’s Responses : 

�  The current site for the PLA berth was considered the most suitable 

location in the Central District.  The proposed pier structure for the PLA 

berth might not be viable as it would involve additional reclamation and 

might not satisfy the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance. 

� The PLA berth will be integrated into the design of the Central waterfront 

with a folding gate concept to avoid creating visual obstruction to the 

harbour. The area will be open to the public when not in use by the PLA. 

 

(b) Inner Harbour Proposal 

 

Key points raised by individual participants : 

�  The concept of inner harbour was supported and cast doubt on the so-called 

technical constraints for adopting the inner harbour proposal as claimed by 

the Government 

� Even if there were technical constraints, Government should explore other 

alternatives and be more creative in design, such as adopting a smaller 

“inner harbour”, a larger “lagoon” which could have higher water level, 

shifting the “inner harbour” to avoid encroaching onto the CWB alignment, 

or more water features in the inland to complement the reassembled QP at 

its original location 

� Possibility of further lowering the CWB alignment below ground so that no 

structures would be exposed above the sea level during low-tide period. 

� The public might accept a scenario with a smaller area of waterbodies 

� The coastline should be more creative. 

� Objection to the proposal as the water bodies within the inner harbour 

would be static and lead to water quality and environmental problems.  

Using mechanical means to regularly clear up the water bodies was not 

environmentally friendly.  
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Technical Panel’s Responses : 

� HyD indicated that the proposal would not work due to exposure of the 

CWB tunnel structure across the proposed Inner Harbour. 

� HyD advised that the levels of the CWB tunnel were confirmed after 

detailed investigation which had taken into account the interface with the 

connecting roads and the nearby railway infrastructure. Further lowering of 

the tunnel at this stage would lead to substantive change to the CWB 

alignment and undesirable delay of the implementation programme. 

� The Government would further examine the technical feasibility of 

providing a ‘lagoon’ or water features to complement the reassembled QP at 

its original location subject to the CWB tunnel would not be affected.   

 

(c) Waterfront Promenade 

 

Key points raised by individual participants : 

�  Provision of alfresco dining along the waterfront promenade 

 

Technical Panel’s Responses : 

�  There would be adequate outdoor dining and restaurant facilities along the 

promenade. Such facilities in the “O” zone on the OZP could be processed 

through the planning application system. and there was no need for 

rezoning.  

�  Provision of alfresco dining would be incorporated at the detailed design 

stage. 

 

(d) Reassembly of QP 

 

Key points raised by individual participants : 

� Reassembly of QP by the harbour would duplicate the function of Central 

Piers 9 and 10 and the reassembled QP in between Central Piers 9 and 10 

would not be visually attractive and would not revive its pier function. 

� The reassembly of QP at its original location was supported to preserve its 

historical value 

� The Government should respect the majority views when making the 

decision, which was to reassemble QP by the harbour. 

� The motions passed by 16 DCs were similar in wording.  There was doubt 

on whether there was undue influence made by the Government in 

consulting the DCs. 
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� If QP could not be reassembled at its original location, some memorial 

structures might be erected in recognition of the historical significance of 

the area. 

� Both the functional and historical significance of QP should be duly 

respected. 

 

Technical Panel’s Responses : 

� MD confirmed that the reassembled QP between Central Piers No. 9 and 10 

could serve the pier function. 

� Technical issues were not the key concern when the QP should be 

reassembled at the harbourfront or at the original location. Rather, there 

was different view of the two proposals for re-assembling QP. From the 

outcome of Stage 2 Public Engagement, QP by the harbour was generally 

preferred to QP at its original location.  The 16 DCs had deliberated and 

passed motions in support of the reassembly of QP by the harbour.  There 

was no ground to dispute the motions passed.  

 

3.4 Issue 4: Cultural Corridor (including Sites 5 & 6 and Areas in front of CITIC Tower, 

HKAPA and HKCEC) 

 

Key points raised by individual participants : 

� The positioning of Cultural Corridor as compared to the West Kowloon 

Cultural District. 

�  Suggestion of providing a deck (with natural lighting to penetrate through) 

over the road infrastructure to allow a smooth connection to the waterfront 

� The proposed deck should be of interesting and innovative design 

�  Future developments in the Cultural Corridor should be compatible with 

the surroundings, and had concerns on the proposed change of use to 

commercial development at Site 5. 

� The proposed amphitheatre and maritime theme was supported.  

� There was no vehicular access serving the proposed Maritime Museum at 

Central Pier No. 8 

� Objection to relocate PTI to Site 5 

� The suggestion of a floating hotel should be put up for public consultation.  

The Government should not discard the suggestion simply based on legal 

grounds. 

�  There was a suggestion of HKAPA extension. 
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Technical Panel’s Responses : 

� Both at-grade and grade-separated facilities (including landscaped decks 

and elevated walkways) have been provided to facilitate pedestrian 

circulation in this area.  The Study Team would further examine the 

proposal of additional decks in the area. 

� Maritime Museum would be relocated from Stanley to Central Pier 8. 

� The cultural facilities in Central harbourfront and West Kowloon would 

serve different purposes. The Cultural Corridor was mainly to serve the 

existing arts and cultural venues and future extension of HKAPA and Hong 

Kong Arts Centre in Wan Chai North. 

�  The floating hotel proposal would likely involve reclamation, which might 

not satisfy the ‘overriding public need test’ under the Protection of the 

Harbour Ordinance.  The Government should ensure that all proposals 

should comply with the law.  

 

3.5 Issue 5: Transport and Other Issues  

 

Key points raised by individual participants : 

� Road P2 would cut across the original location of QP and the need for such 

road was in doubt.  

� Road P2 should be realigned.  

� New road would generate new traffic and would not solve traffic congestion 

problems.  

� Whether it was possible to reduce the width of P2 to provide more spaces 

for public use 

� Roads P1 and P2 should be realigned to provide space for a proposed 

lagoon. 

�  The provision of cycle track along the promenade was supported. In the 

long run, a waterfront cycle track should be provided from Shau Kei Wan to 

the Western District. 

� Cycling is more than a leisure activity, but an efficient means of transport. 

The Government should advocate the use of cycling. 

� Mutli-transport modes would make the area more vibrant.  

� Provision of environmentally-friendly transport mode (e.g. tramline) along 

the promenade should be considered 

�  Provision should be made for water transport mode (i.e. walawala or water 

taxi).  

�  Charges should be imposed to limit the growth of motor vehicles in the 
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areas. 

� The east-west connectivity along the waterfront from Central Pier No. 1 to 

Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre should be improved.  

� The development of the new Central harbourfront should not be constrained 

by the OZP. Maximum flexibility should be allowed to achieve the vision. 

� The need for a comprehensive revamp of the land use zonings and 

development restrictions on the relevant OZPs. 

� The waterfront sites should be designated as “Other Specified Uses (Special 

Design Area)” to give flexibility in land use and design.   

� There should be a new harbourfront authority.  

 

Technical Panel’s Responses : 

�  MD responded that the provision of water transport mode could be further 

explored if operators had expressed their interest and the operation would 

not affect, inter alia, marine safety. There are already public landing areas in 

Central. 

� TD explained that single lane for Road P2 could not cater for the future 

traffic growth. As such, there was a need to construct the road in dual two 

lanes.    

� TD considered that cycle track was mainly for leisure activities.  Both TD 

and LCSD had no in-principle objection to the provision of cycle track 

within the promenade, and the proposal would be incorporated at the 

detailed design stage. 

� The additional provision of other environmentally-friendly transport modes 

would be further examined at the detailed design stage.  

� TD did not support the proposed tramline at the waterfront with connection 

to public road and the existing tram system as it would cause serious traffic 

disruption and congestion problem. 

� Regarding the east-west connectivity along the waterfront, TD advised that 

there would be provision of public transport service along the future Road 

P2. 

� The comments/proposals received would be duly assessed and incorporated 

in the revised MLP where appropriate. Whether there was a need to amend 

the OZP would depend on the final recommendations of the Study.  Many 

infrastructural proposals had already been incorporated into the existing 

OZP. 
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3.6  Concluding Remarks 

 

 The Chairman concluded that the Consolidation Forum offered good opportunities 

for people from various background and with different interests to share and 

exchange their plans and ideas, and learn from one other in the process. The findings 

from the discussion could help government better understand the needs of the 

community and thus produce a better design to meet public aspirations for a unique 

harbourfront of Hong Kong. 
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Total participants :169 (after discounting the participants who represented more than one 

group/organization and excluding the 10 helpers from CPS and 10 helpers from PlanD) 
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 Appendix II – Programme Outline  

 

 

Morning: Public Presentation Session 

8:45am Registration  

9:00-9:05am Welcoming Remarks and 

Introduction  

Ir. Dr. Greg WONG, 

Chairman, TGUDS 

9:05-9:20am Report on the Findings of the 

Stage 2 Public Engagement  

Public Policy 

Research Institute, 

HKPU  

9:20-9:30am  Presentation of Design Responses Study Consultant, 

AEDAS Ltd. 

9:30-10:25am  Public Presentation (1)  Organizations/ 

Individuals who have 

made written 

submissions 

10:25-10:35am Break 

10:35-11:35am Public Presentation (2) -ditto- 

11:35-12:20pm Open to Floor   

12:20-12:50pm Comments and Responses  -- 

12:50-1:00pm Consolidating Critical Issues  Dr. Greg WONG, 

Chairman, TGUDS 

1:00-2:15pm Lunch Break  

 

Afternoon: Public Discussion Session 

2:15-2:20pm Introduction Pro. LEE Chack-fan, 

Chairman, HEC 

2:20-2:50pm (1) Critical Issue (1) Facilitator and 

Technical Panel 

2:50-3:20pm (2) Critical Issue (2) -ditto- 

3:20-3:40pm Break 

3:40-4:10pm (3) Critical Issue (3) -ditto- 

4:10-4:40pm (4) Critical Issue (4) -ditto- 

4:40-5:10pm (5) Critical Issue (5) -ditto- 

5:10-5:30pm Concluding Remarks Pro. LEE Chack-fan, 

Chairman, HEC 
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Appendix III – List of Presenters 
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(Mr. Alan MACDONALD and others) 

3. Designing Hong Kong 

(Mr. Paul ZIMMERMAN) 

4. Society for Protection of the Harbour 

(Mr. Winston CHU) 

5. Hong Kong Cycling Alliance  

(Mr. Philip HEUNG)  

6. Local Action 

(Mr. CHU Hoi-tik) 

7. Action Group on Protection of the Harbour 

(Ms. YU Man-tuen) 

8. Harbour Business Forum 

(Mrs. Margaret BROOKE) 

9. The Hong Kong Institute of Planners 

(Mr. Thomas LEE) 

10. The Hong Kong Institute of Architects 

(Mr. TAM Wai-lam and others) 

11. The Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors  

(Ms. TZENA WONG) 

12. The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers 

(Ir. Dr. CHAN Fuk-cheung) 

13. Mr. SHU Lok-shing 

14. Hong Kong Urban Design Alliance  

(Mr. Peter Cookson Smith and Dr. Sujata GOVADA) 

15. Mr. YEUNG Cheung-sing, Lawrence 

16. Nomometric Design and Planning Consultants Ltd.  

(Not represented. Secretary of HEC TGUDS read out the submission, as 

requested, on his behalf) 

 

 



 

 

中環新海濱城市設計研究第二階段公眾參與中環新海濱城市設計研究第二階段公眾參與中環新海濱城市設計研究第二階段公眾參與中環新海濱城市設計研究第二階段公眾參與    

綜合意見論壇意見表綜合意見論壇意見表綜合意見論壇意見表綜合意見論壇意見表    
Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront Stage 2 Public Engagement 

Consolidation Forum Comment Form  
 

如你對論壇所提出的建議/議題有任何意見/建議，請填寫這份意見表。你所提出的意見有助我們

整合公眾意見作進一步研究。 

If you have any further views/suggestions on the proposals / issues presented at the Consolidation 
Forum, please fill in the comment form. Your inputs are valuable for us to consolidate public views 
for further study.  

 

意見意見意見意見/建議建議建議建議 Comments/Suggestions 

 

中環渡輪碼頭走廊中環渡輪碼頭走廊中環渡輪碼頭走廊中環渡輪碼頭走廊 ( ( ( (包括一號和二號用地包括一號和二號用地包括一號和二號用地包括一號和二號用地、一號至六號碼頭一號至六號碼頭一號至六號碼頭一號至六號碼頭) ) ) )     

Central Ferry Piers Corridor (incl Sites 1 & 2, Piers 1-6) 
發展、公眾用地、渡輪碼頭、公共交通交匯處/上落點、連接事宜  

Development, Public space, Ferry Piers, PTI/Drop-offs, Connectivity 

__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
 
皇后像廣場走廊皇后像廣場走廊皇后像廣場走廊皇后像廣場走廊 ((((包括三號用地包括三號用地包括三號用地包括三號用地、七號和八號碼頭七號和八號碼頭七號和八號碼頭七號和八號碼頭) ) ) )     

Statue Square Corridor (incl. Site 3, Piers 7 & 8) 
發展、公眾用地、天星鐘樓  

Development, Public space, Star Ferry Clock Tower 

__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
 
中環海濱長廊中環海濱長廊中環海濱長廊中環海濱長廊 ((((包括四號和七號用地包括四號和七號用地包括四號和七號用地包括四號和七號用地、九號和十號碼頭九號和十號碼頭九號和十號碼頭九號和十號碼頭、、、、解放軍軍事泊位解放軍軍事泊位解放軍軍事泊位解放軍軍事泊位)         

Central Waterfront Promenade (incl. Sites 4 & 7, Piers 9 & 10, PLA berth) 
發展、公眾用地、園景、愛丁堡廣場和皇后碼頭、金紫荊、解放軍軍事泊位 

Development, Public space, Landscaping, Edinburgh Place and Queen’s Pier, Golden Bauhinia, PLA berthing 

__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 

Appendix IV 



 

 

文化走廊文化走廊文化走廊文化走廊 (包括五號和六號用地及中信大廈包括五號和六號用地及中信大廈包括五號和六號用地及中信大廈包括五號和六號用地及中信大廈、、、、香港演藝學院和君悅酒店前的地方香港演藝學院和君悅酒店前的地方香港演藝學院和君悅酒店前的地方香港演藝學院和君悅酒店前的地方)  
Cultural corridor (incl. sites 5 & 6 and areas in front of CITIC, APA and Grand Hyatt) 
發展、公眾用地、文化設施  

Development, Public space, Cultural facilities 
 

__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
 
交通交通交通交通  
Transport 
P2 路、北港島線、單車徑、地區交通 (電車或其他環保交通系統) 

P2, Northern Island Line, Cycle tracks, Local Transport (tram or other environmentally friendly system) 

__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
 
其他事宜其他事宜其他事宜其他事宜 
Other issues 

__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
    
聲明聲明聲明聲明 : : : : 凡個人或團體，在過程中提供意見及建議，均被當作已同意，在無須再徵詢那個人或團體同意的情況下(個人資料除外)，規劃署可完全自由

使用或公開(包括上載於適合的網頁)部份或全部所提供的意見及建議。否則，請在提供意見及建議時作出聲明。 

Disclaimer : A person or an organization providing any comments and views shall be deemed to have given consent to the Planning Department to use or 

publish (including posting onto an appropriate website) the whole or any part of the comments and views (with the exception of personal data) at its full 
discretion without the need to seek any agreement from that person or organization. Otherwise, please state so when providing the comments or views. 

*************************************************************************** 
 

姓名 Name:           機構 Organization: ________________________________ 

 

聯絡電話 Contact Telephone No.: _____________________________________________________ 

 

電郵地址 E-mail Address: ___________________________________________________________ 

 
(請把回條填妥並交給工作人員) 

(Please complete and return the completed form to the staff) 

 

共建維港委員會中環新海濱城市設計研究專責小組 

HEC, Task Group on Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront 

- 多謝多謝多謝多謝 THANK YOU -  
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Appendix V – Summary of Written Comments/ Suggestions Received at the 

Consolidation Forum  

 

A summary of the 17 completed comment forms received at the Forum is as follows :  

 

 Central Ferry Piers Corridor (including Sites 1 & 2, Central Piers No. 1-6) 

 

�  No hotels or office developments; any new commercial construction will add 

traffic to the area 

�  No objection to slightly reduce commercial GFA at this area or transferring some 

GFA to Site 5 

�  Reduction of development intensity as far as possible with building height 

restriction of 48m or below 

�  Hotel and office developments are considered desirable to bring people to the 

harbourfront   

�  Object to sacrificing public revenue to protect private developer’s interest 

�  PTI is not required  

�  Keeping PTI at the ferry piers 

�  The bus terminal outside IFC to be remained 

�  Detailed review should be conducted to assess the impact of the pier commuters in 

using the bus services before the PTI relocation. Apart from maintaining some bus 

stops in front of piers, it is suggested that terminus for several bus routes should be 

provided along the piers to facilitate the pier commuters  

�  Promoting ferry travel by providing “Automatic People Movers” system or park & 

ride facilities (for bicycles) 

�  Sites 1 and 2 should be dedicated to public use 

�  Large open space, open piazza, small-scale sport area should be provided to 

encourage leisure activities like fishing and kite flying, so as to keep the visitors to 

stay and enjoy. This will add vibrancy to the waterfront area 

�  The public open space should be 24-hour open 

�  The importance of setting up the Maritime Museum should be recognized  

�  Piers No. 2 & 3 should have the same list of permissible uses as Piers No. 4 – 6 

under the OZP.  

�  Reviewing the existing OZP to allow more commercial/ retail/ tourist-related uses 

under “OU(Pier)” zone for Piers No. 2 & 3 

�  The design for Central Piers No. 1 to 6 should be consistent 

�  Use roof top of ferry piers for alfresco dining / harbour viewing to cross-subsidize 

ferry services 
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�  At least 3 additional floors for the piers for alfresco dining use should be allowed 

�  Pedestrian connection should be provided for to the roof top of all piers 

�  Some of the floorspaces at Piers No. 2 and 3 are vacant and underutilized for a 

long time 

�  Enhancement of at-grade connectivity 

�  Provision of underground Automatic People Movers system connecting MTR 

Central Station to the ferry piers 

 

 Statue Square Corridor (including Site 3, Central Piers No. 7 & 8) 

 

�  Reassembly of QP and SFCT at their original locations to symbolize the historical 

significance 

�  Reconstruction of SFCT at the new Central harbourfront 

�  Reconstruction of SFCT should respect the findings of Stage 2 Public Engagement 

�  Retaining Central Post Office and car-park at Edinburgh Place. The roof top of the 

carpark building can be designed as a public gathering place 

�  Continuous at-grade public open space/pedestrian walkway from Statue Square 

extending to harbourfront by putting all roads underground 

�  More greening at the landscaped deck 

�  Building PTI at Site 3  

�  Review the alignment of Roads P1 and D6 

�  No commercial developments on the reclaimed land 

�  Breaking Site 3 into smaller sites for more in-scale development and avoid single 

developer 

�  Rezoning “CDA” at Site 3 to “G/IC” zone to build the Central Sports Ground 

  

 Central Waterfront Promenade (including Sites 4 & 7, Piers 9 to 10, PLA Berth) 

 

�  Too much ‘dead’ space 

�  Designers need to think carefully about access and the time and effort needed to 

walk into the space during different weather condition.  

�  No commercial building 

�  Reserved for small-scale sport area and lawn 

�  Open PLA Berth to the general public with a view to enabling the public to 

understand the military services 

�  The existing PLA berth site is supported 

�  Minimize PLA berth intrusion into the public space  

�  Removal of PLA Berth to avoid occupying precious land resources in the urban 
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area  

�  Provision of public demonstration area on the newly reclaimed land  

�  All landscaped area and public space should be easily accessible to public 

�  More large trees should be planted on site 

�  Reassembly of QP at its original location, with the provision of “inner harbour”  

�  Reconstruction of QP at the waterfront (between Piers 9 and 10) 

�  Reassembly of SFCT should respect the findings of Stage 2 Public Engagement 

�  Golden Bauhinia Statue to remain in Wanchai 

�  Golden Bauhinia Statue to relocate to Tamar site 

�  Strong objection to the inner harbour proposal that will create water pollution and 

environmental problems 

�  Investigate inner harbour concept including environmentally acceptable ways to 

avoid the water becoming “dead” water 

�  Provide more pedestrian passageways between Central & Wanchai 

�  Provide small scale retail, dining and entertainment facilities along waterfront 

�  Proposed development at Site 4 should be of low-rise to avoid blocking the views 

from Low Block of City Hall  

 

 Cultural Corridor (including Sites 5 & 6 and Areas in front of CITIC Tower, 

HKAPA and HKCEC) 

 

�  Don’t put too much emphasis on cultural activities and not to “rob” West Kowloon 

Cultural District   

�  Proposed facilities should be affordable to different classes of people 

�  More sport facilities needed 

�  Open space and cultural facilties with marine and waterfront themes supported 

�  Cultural facilities supported  

�  Objection to further extension of cultural facilities as most of them would be left 

vacant after completion and occupying the public space. There are low occupancy 

rates for many cultural activities in Hong Kong  

�  Proposed to defer the planning of Site 6 pending the completion of an integrated 

design of Wanchai waterfront 

�  Provide public area for street shows, open forum and live concert 

�  Less regulation on activities in the open area can encourage the creativity of 

different cultural activities 

�  No commercial development and more open space 

�  Redistributing part of GFA from Sites 1 & 2 to Site 5 

�  Should accommodate more commercial/hotel uses (in low to medium rise 
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buildings) to supplement CITIC Tower/Tamar 

�  Provide café and dining facilities at Site 6 

�  Should reflect the comments gathered from Stage 2 Public Engagement 

�  Increase the greening area to 70-80% 

�  Transport facilities should be decked over 

 

 Transport 

 

�  Cycle track connecting the entire waterfront is good for family entertainment 

�  Not supporting cycle track as it cannot connect Sheung Wan and Wanchai areas, 

and supporting facilities are not adequate  

�  Provide rickshaws as an experiment along the waterfront to facilitate movement of 

older and disabled people 

�  Electric tram should be introduced for east-west link 

�  Introduction of free sight-seeing tram lines along waterfront to promote tourism 

�  Extension of existing tram lines to cover the new reclaimed areas to reduce the 

road access demand  

�  Introduce Automatic People Movers system serving future Tamar Station and 

current Admiralty Station 

�  Doubt on whether other environmental-friendly transport modes could guarantee 

the traffic problem be resolved. 

�  Early completion of CWB and related road network to alleviate the serious traffic 

congestion problem  

�  Objection to Road P2 as it will lead to further traffic congestion  

�  No need for re-alignment of Road P2 

�  Road P2 should be covered by landscape deck, not to affect the public access to 

waterfront 

�  Removal of Roads D6 and P1 to enlarge public space for pedestrians 

�  The Government should consider the adoption of electronic road pricing system to 

control the vehicles flow in the Central 

�  NIL should be implemented as soon as possible 

�  NIL should be extended to Central South 

�  Preliminary works should be done for NIL – not after waterfront has been created 

 

 Others 

 

�  Bring back the reassembly of QP issue later when its position and usage have 

become clearer. 
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�  All reclaimed land should be made open to public use without any commercial 

developments  

�  More lawn and open area 

�  Provision of small scale sport facilities 

�  No hotels and office buildings in the new reclaimed land  

�  Confirmation of design proposals as early as possible to alleviate traffic congestion 

and provide a beautiful waterfront for public enjoyment 

�  Objection to Mr. Winston Chu’s call for a vote in support of the review of the 

TPB’s original design proposal as discussed in the morning session 

�  OZP should be amended as a whole 

�  Narrowing Road P2 

�  Road P2 segregates the inland and harbourfront and hinders access to waterfront, 

which does not meet the objective of ‘connectivity’. 

�  Not too many ingress/egress points for CWB 

�  Lack of attractions at waterfront but just a green area 
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Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront 

Consolidation Forum on 28 February 2008 
 

Report on the Findings of the Stage 2 Public Engagement 

and Initial Design Responses 

 

 

1.    Background 

 
1.1 The Stage 2 Public Engagement for the “Urban Design Study for 
the New Central Harbourfront (the Study)” was conducted from 11 April to 
end-July 2008.  Public views and suggestions were collected through 
various public engagement activities including public exhibitions, roving 
exhibitions, focus group workshop (FGW), community engagement forum 
(CEF), comment cards, interview questionnaires, telephone polls, and 
briefings to relevant public and advisory bodies, and the 18 District 
Councils (DCs).  The public was also invited to send in their written 
comments. 
 
1.2 The focus of the Stage 2 Public Engagement was to collect public 
views and suggestions on, inter alia, the proposed urban design vision and 
refined urban design framework for the new Central harbourfront as well as 
the design concepts for the key sites, including the design concepts for 
re-assembling Queen’s Pier and reconstructing the old Star Ferry Clock 
Tower. 
 
2. Highlights of the Stage 2 Public Engagement 

 
2.1 A Consultation Digest detailing the design proposals was 
distributed to the public through various channels.  A wide range of public 
engagement activities was held as follows: 
 
� two public exhibitions (with 13,700 visitors);  
� seven roving exhibitions (with 11,340 visitors); 
� FGW (attended by 49 participants from relevant professional groups 

and academic institutions) and CEF (attended by 142 participants from 
the general public) organized by CityU Professional Services Ltd; and 

� guided tours for 7 schools and 2 interested organizations.    
 
 
2.2 Other than the above, the Public Policy Research Institute of the 

Appendix VI 
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Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PPRI) was commissioned to collect 
public opinions through different sources:  
 
� 1,872 comment cards were collected;  
� 365 valid face-to-face interviews were completed at the public 

exhibition venues; and  
� 2,471 successful telephone interviews were conducted.  
 
2.3 A total of 64 written submissions were received from various 
organizations and individuals.  A list of these submissions is at Annex A. 
The submissions have been uploaded to the study web-site at: 
 
http://www.pland.gov.hk/p_study/prog_s/UDS/eng_v1/comments_eng.htm 
 
2.4 Briefings were provided to all 18 DCs, relevant public and 
advisory bodies, interested professional groups and organizations.  A list 
of the briefings conducted is at Annex B. 
 

 

3.     Overall Findings on the Public Opinions 

 
3.1 Quantitative data analyses were performed on the responses to 
the close-ended questions in the comment cards, face-to-face interviews, 
telephone polls and quantitative data recorded in the FGW and CEF, 
whereas qualitative data analyses were performed on any other comments 
and suggestions raised in the comment cards and face-to-face interviews, 
the FGW, the CEF, the written submissions, and records of briefings to the 
relevant public and advisory bodies and 18 DCs.  By transcribing and 
coding the qualitative data into a total of 10,203 text units (i.e. a sentence 
or a group of sentences expressing a particular view), PPRI has 
triangulated the findings of both quantitative and qualitative findings from 
different sources to outline the main profiles of public opinions obtained.   
 
3.2 Overall speaking, the results from the responses to the close-ended 
questions of the comment cards, face-to-face interviews and telephone 
polls generally corroborated with one another for most of the issues.  The 
number of positive comments from the qualitative data, in terms of the 
number of text units, on the various themes also supported the results from 
the quantitative data in most of the issues.  A summary of the findings is 
set out below. 
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Overall Design Vision  
 
3.3    There was an overwhelming support for the overall design vision 
of creating a vibrant, green and accessible new Central harbourfront.  
Based on the quantitative findings, the respondents/participants of the 
following agreed or strongly agreed to the overall design vision: 
 
Comment cards 84% 
Face-to-face interviews 90% 

Telephone polls 81% 
FGW 100% 
CEF 90% 
 
3.4 About 59% of the relevant views recorded in the qualitative 
analysis were considered positive.  The majority views were that the 
overall design vision of creating a vibrant, green and accessible new 
Central harbourfront was generally supported and the reduced development 
intensity proposed in the refined urban design framework was generally 
appreciated.  Some members of the public considered that the design 
vision lacked a distinctive identity and mix of uses.   
 
Sustainable and Balanced Approach  
 
3.5 There was general support for adopting a sustainable and balanced 
approach in designing the new Central harbourfront.  The quantitative 
data shows that the majority of the respondents/participants agreed or 
strongly agreed to the sustainable and balanced approach: 
 
Comment cards 79% 
Face-to-face interviews 85% 
Telephone polls 74% 

FGW 100% 
CEF 81% 
 
3.6   About 59% of the relevant views recorded in the qualitative analysis 
were considered positive.  The public was generally in agreement with the 
sustainable and balanced approach in designing the new Central 
harbourfront, including some who considered that the design was 
multi-functional and fit well with the surrounding environment.  The DCs 
consulted generally considered that the proposals should cater for the 
development of the Central Business District (CBD) while giving 
consideration to lowering development intensity, promoting greening, and 
providing abundant quality open space and facilities for the public.  Some 
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members of the public considered it more appropriate to concentrate 
commercial development in the CBD while others preferred more open 
space and recreational facilities.   
 
The Refined Urban Design Framework  
 
3.7 The following data presents the percentages of the 
respondents/participants who agreed or strongly agreed that the refined 
urban design framework has satisfied the following sustainable design 
principles: 
 
Sustainable design principles Comment 

cards 
Face-to-face 
interviews 

FGW CEF 

(i)  Diverse uses and activities 63% 77% 80% 59% 
(ii)  Respecting natural setting 73% 72% 73% 60% 

(iii)  Respecting existing urban 
fabric 

60% 64% 58% 43%1 

(iv) Pomoting harbourfront 
enhancement 

74% 85% 81% 81% 

(v)  Respecting cultural 
heritage 

56% 55% 44%2 36%3 

(vi)  Ease of pedestrian access 
to harbourfront 

71% 78% 44%4 52% 

(vii) Promoting Greening and 
Environmentally Friendly 
Building Design 

77% 79% 47%5 58% 

 
1 For the CEF, about 29% of the participants disagreed or strongly disagreed, and about 28% adopted 

a neutral stance. 
2 
 For the FGW, about 12% of the participants disagreed or strongly disagreed, and about 43% 

adopted a neutral stance. 
3 

For the CEF, about 31% of the participants disagreed or strongly disagreed, and about 33% adopted 

a neutral stance. 
4 For the FGW, about 24% of the participants disagreed or strongly disagreed, and about 31% 
adopted a neutral stance. 
5 For the FGW, about 47% of the participants disagreed or strongly disagreed, and about 7% adopted 
a neutral stance. 

 
3.8 The data sets show that the majority agreed that the refined urban 
design framework has generally satisfied the sustainable design principles.  
Nevertheless, there were relatively lower levels of majority agreement 
(slightly less than 50%) in the FGW that the refined urban design 
framework has satisfied the principle of “promoting greening and 
environmentally friendly building design”, “respecting cultural heritage” 
and “ease of pedestrian access to harbourfront”. 
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3.9 The majority of the respondents/participants agreed or strongly 
agreed that the refined urban design framework has met the public 
aspirations for a vibrant, green and accessible new Central harbourfront: 
 
Comment cards 54% 
Face-to-face interviews 57% 
FGW 81% 
CEF 51% 

 
3.10 About 35% of the relevant views recorded in the qualitative 
analysis were considered positive, 25% negative, and 40% were neither 
positive nor negative but making other views and suggestions (such as 
further scope for improvement in terms of vibrancy, place-making and 
suggestions on detailed design aspects). 
 

Design Concepts for Key Sites (Figure 1) 
 

Sites 1 and 2  

(CDA Site adjoining Central Piers No. 4 to 6 and Commercial Site north of 

International Finance Centre (IFC) II) 

 

3.11 The proposed design concepts for Sites 1 and 2 were generally 
supported, particularly as shown in the quantitative findings of the 
comment cards and face-to-face interviews.  However, about half of the 
participants in the FGW disliked both Concept A (Hotel & Office) and 
Concept B (Office & Office) and about another half preferred Concept A, 
or Concept B, or liked both concepts.  For those who had chosen between 
Concepts A and B, there was a clear preference for Concept A as compared 
to Concept B: 
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 Like both 

concepts 
Prefer 
Concept 
A 

Prefer 
Concept 
B 

No 
preference 

Dislike 
both 
concepts 

Comment 
cards 

9% 54% 13% 6% 14% 

Face-to-face 
interviews 
 

4% 59% 9% 11% 16% 

Telephone 
polls 

6% 31% 10% 29% 20% 

FGW 14% 31% 2% 0% 53% 
CEF 2% 37% 10% 18% 33% 

 
3.12 About 84% of the relevant positive views recorded in the 
qualitative analysis were related to Concept A, while about 16% were 
related to Concept B.  The supportive views were that commercial 
development at the sites was needed, the development intensity was 
acceptable, and the design was attractive.  The negative views were 
related to the hotel and office buildings at the sites, in particular Site 1, for 
blocking views, obstructing air flow or pedestrian circulation, or not giving 
recognition to the adjacent iconic building of IFC II.   
 

Site 3  

(CDA site north of Statue Square) 

 
3.13 The proposed design concepts for Site 3 were generally supported.  
There was more support for Concept B (Larger Landscaped Deck) as 
compared to Concept A (Reduced Landscaped Deck), though the 
preference was not clear in the face-to-face interviews and FGW: 
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 Like both 

concepts 
Prefer 
Concept 
A 

Prefer 
Concept 
B 

No 
preference 

Dislike 
both 
concepts 

Comment 
cards 

8% 22% 57% 4% 5% 

Face-to-face 
interviews 

2% 42% 42% 11% 3% 

FGW 0% 49%6 49% 3% 0% 
CEF 4% 33% 53% 6% 5% 
 
6 For the FGW, about 49% of the responding participants (i.e. 19 out of 39 participants) preferred 

Concept A.  Among them, 12 showed a clear preference for Concept A while 7 qualified that they 
preferred Concept A subject to further improvement to the at-grade pedestrian connection. 

 
3.14 About 53% of the relevant positive views recorded in the 
qualitative analysis were related to Concept B, while about 47% were 
related to Concept A.  The proposed reduction in building density, the 
breaking up of the site into smaller footprints, the provision of multi-level 
links for pedestrian choice, the provision of landscaped decks and open 
spaces, and the provision of retail facilities at the site were generally 
supported.  The negative views were generally related to the design of the 
landscaped deck and the lack of street-level activities.   
 

Site 4  

(Site north of City Hall) 

 
3.15 The design concepts had received general support.  Most 
responses in the comment cards, face-to-face interviews, and CEF were in 
favour of Concept A (More Separate Blocks with Star Ferry Clock Tower) 
as compared to Concept B (Fewer Separate Blocks without Star Ferry 
Clock Tower).  On the other hand, Concept B was preferred in the FGW. 
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 Like both 

concepts 
Prefer 
Concept 
A 

Prefer 
Concept 
B 

No 
preference 

Dislike 
both 
concepts 

Comment 
cards 

7% 43% 33% 7% 6% 

Face-to-face 
interviews 

1% 53% 31% 9% 6% 

FGW 26% 13% 38% 3% 21% 

CEF 1% 32% 15% 33% 20% 
 

3.16 About 63% of the relevant positive views recorded in the 
qualitative analysis were related to Concept A, and 37% were related to 
Concept B.  The small and separate blocks with open vista in the design 
concepts were generally supported.  The negative views were mainly 
related to whether the proposed building would match with City Hall and 
whether the small blocks would likely attract tenants.   
 

Sites 5 and 6 

(Site north of CITIC Tower and near the HKCEC Extension) 

 
3.17 For Sites 5 and 6, the majority of the respondents/participants liked 
the design concepts for the sites: 
 
Site 5 

Comment cards 66% 

Face-to-face interviews 73% 
FGW 82% 
CEF 76% 
 
Site 6 

Comment cards 79% 
Face-to-face interviews 66% 
FGW 86% 
CEF 73% 

 
3.18 For Sites 5 and 6, about 55% and 58% of the relevant views recorded 
respectively in the qualitative analysis were positive.  The proposed arts 
and cultural facilities at the sites were generally supported.  There were 
concerns on the possible duplication of such facilities with those in West 
Kowloon.  There were suggestions for further improvement to the 
accessibility and vibrancy of the area (e.g. providing retail bridges or wider 
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landscaped walkways and areas for street performance).  Some considered 
that the massing was too bulky.  
 

Site 7 

(Waterfront Promenade) 

 
3.19 The proposed design concepts were generally supported.  The 
majority of the responses in the comment cards, face-to-face interviews, 
and telephone polls were in favour of Concept B (Urban Green), while 
more participants in the FGW and CEF were in favour of Concept A 
(Urban Park).  

 
 Like both 

concepts 
Prefer 
Concept 
A 

Prefer 
Concept 
B 

No 
preference 

Dislike 
both 
concepts 

Comment 
cards 

15% 26% 47% 5% 3% 

Face-to-face 
interviews 

4% 28% 60% 4% 4% 

Telephone 
polls 

16% 21% 45% 14% 2% 

FGW 21% 31% 5% 33% 10% 
CEF 8% 47% 31% 3% 12% 
 
3.20  The majority (i.e. about 68%) of the relevant positive views in the 
qualitative analysis were related to Concept B, while about 32% were 
related to Concept A.  There were positive views on the design concepts 
which were considered to be commendable and having their own special 
characters.  The negative views were mainly relating to the design and 
themes of the proposed promenade.   
 

Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8  

 
3.21 The majority of the responses in the comment cards, face-to-face 
interviews, and CEF were in favour of Concept A (Queen’s Pier by the 
Harbour).  There was also clear support from the DCs for Concept A in 
that 16 out of the 18 DCs consulted have passed motions in support of, 
inter alia, re-assembling Queen’s Pier at the harbourfront for public use.  
The views of FGW were diverse.  While more responses were in favour of 
Concept B (Queen’s Pier at Original Location), there were also many views 
which liked both concepts, liked Concept A, or had no preference.  For 
the telephone polls, there was quite an even distribution among those who 
preferred Concept A, those who preferred Concept B, and those with no 
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preference.  The findings are as follows: 
 
 Like both 

concepts 
Prefer 
Concept 
A 

Prefer 
Concept 
B 

No 
preference 

Dislike 
both 
concepts 

Comment 
cards 

7% 49% 27% 5% 7% 

Face-to-face 
interviews 

1% 58% 26% 7% 9% 

Telephone 
polls 

10% 27% 27% 27% 6% 

FGW 20% 16% 39% 16% 8% 
CEF 1% 55% 25% 13% 6% 

 
3.22  About 61% of the relevant positive views recorded in the qualitative 
analysis were related to Concept A, while about 39% were related to 
Concept B.  Positive views on each of the proposed design concepts 
included Concept A could revive the pier function of Queen’s Pier and the 
design was symmetrical, while Concept B could respect the historical 
significance of Queen’s Pier and its spatial relationship with Edinburgh 
Place and City Hall.  On the other hand, there were concerns about the 
time and resources implications for re-assembling the pier.  A small 
number of respondents advocated no reassembly of Queen’s Pier at all.  
 
 
Reconstructing Old Star Ferry Clock Tower 

 
3.23 There was a general support for the proposed design concepts, but 
there was no obvious convergence of views on their preference.  More 
responses in the comment cards and CEF liked Concept A (Clock Tower at 
Site 4), while more responses in the face-to-face interviews, telephone 
polls, and FGW liked Concept B (Clock Tower close to Original Location).    
The findings are summarized as follows: 

 
 Like both 

concepts 
Prefer 
Concept 
A 

Prefer 
Concept 
B 

No 
preference 

Dislike 
both 
concepts 

Comment 
cards 

6% 49% 22% 8% 11% 

Face-to-face 
interviews 

1% 29% 42% 15% 13% 

Telephone 
polls 

7% 23% 39% 23% 4% 
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 Like both 
concepts 

Prefer 
Concept 
A 

Prefer 
Concept 
B 

No 
preference 

Dislike 
both 
concepts 

FGW 0% 13% 56% 26% 5% 
CEF 4% 42% 16% 10% 27% 
 
3.24 The relevant positive views in the qualitative analysis were quite 
evenly distributed between Concepts A and B. About 49% of the relevant 
positive views recorded in the qualitative analysis were related to Concept 
A, while 51% were related to Concept B.  The design concept for turning 
the old Star Ferry Clock Tower as a focal point and maintaining an axial 
relationship with City Hall and the re-assembled Queen’s Pier was 
generally supported.  There were however views that there was no need to 
reconstruct the Clock Tower and that the design did not match with the 
surrounding environment.   
 
Other Issues 
 

3.25 Other issues that were raised in many of the comments received 
included sustainable building design, greening, provision of eco-friendly 
facilities, concerns on roads and pedestrian access, a tree-lined boulevard 
along Road P2, provision of more multi-purpose facilities, the public 
engagement process for the Study, harbour reclamation, proposals for 
cycling tracks or other environmentally friendly transport modes, and 
management of the harbourfront development. 
 

4.    THE STUDY TEAM’S INITIAL DESIGN RESPONSES  

 

4.1 The Study Team’s initial design responses to the key issues and 
alternative suggestions raised in the public comments including the written 
submissions are set out below.    
 

Sites 1 and 2 

 
4.2  The proposed design concepts for Sites 1 and 2 were generally 
supported except for the FGW in which about half of its participants 
disliked both concepts.  For those who had chosen between Concept A 
(Hotel & Office) and Concept B (Office & Office), there was a clear 
preference for Concept A.  
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Issue 1 : Use and development intensity of Sites 1 and 2  

 
(a) the office and hotel developments are to meet the high demand 

for Grade A offices and hotels in Central.  The hotel in 
particular would add vitality to the harbourfront.  As 
recommended in the Hong Kong 2030 Study, it is important to 
ensure a steady supply of land for “Super Grade A Offices” in 
the CBD to sustain the growth of our financial and business 
services sector and maintain our position as a choice location 
for corporate headquarters;  

 

(b)  the suggestion to reduce the development intensities of Sites 1 
and 2 by redistributing the Gross Floor Area (GFA) to Site 5 or 
other sites as suggested in some submissions is only one of the 
options and the implications on other sites need to be examined.  
Other options are being explored with a view to improving the 
building massing and the building design and disposition of the 
proposed developments at both sites;   

 
(c)  the Study Team is investigating the scope of reducing the height 

of the proposed hotel at Site 1.  With the relocation of the bus 
terminus (see (e) below), there is scope to reduce the building 
height of Site 2;  

 

(d) the study team will further explore the appropriate development 
intensity, improve the building design and disposition of the 
proposed developments, improve the connectivity of the sites to 
the adjacent areas, and integrate all Central Piers to achieve a 
better design.  The massing of buildings can be further refined; 

 
Issue 2 : Removal or relocation of bus terminus  

 
(e)  the provision of public transport facilities would be rationalized 

with the proposed at-grade bus terminus at Site 2 in front of IFC 
relocated elsewhere.  There is however a need to maintain 
adequate public transport facilities to serve passengers 
patronizing the areas near the Central Piers or interchanging 
with other transport modes including ferry services at the 
various Central Piers along the Central harbourfront; 
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Issue 3 : More waterfront-related commercial activities at the CBD and all 

Central Piers should be included in the Study for better design 

and integration 
 

(f) Central Piers No. 4 to 6 are intended for comprehensive 
development and design.  Planning/design briefs will be 
prepared for the sites to guide future development.  The pier 
deck can be used for alfresco dining, retail and other 
waterfront-related uses.  Consideration will be given to 
increasing more retail GFA on top of the piers.  The Study 
Team will review the design of other Central Piers and make 
recommendations to achieve a more coherent design for the 
Central Piers; 

 
Issue 4 : Using the land solely for open space and other public uses 

 
(g) an extensive waterfront promenade has already been reserved 

for greening, open space and public uses in the new Central 
harbourfront.  There is no specific need to use Sites 1 and 2 
solely for such purposes.  The proposal will not be conducive 
to adding vibrancy to the harbourfront and cannot optimize the 
use of areas close to the CBD; and 

 

(h) earmarking the sites for flea market or bazaar use is not an 
optimum use of the sites close to the CBD.  Occasional or 
temporary street market and stalls can be arranged in the public 
spaces.  

 
Site 3 

 
4.3 The proposed reduction of building density and separate building 
blocks at Site 3 were generally supported, with more support for Concept B 
(Larger Landscaped Deck) as compared to Concept A (Reduced Landscape 
Deck).   
 
Issues 1 : Suggestions for ensuring public use of the landscaped deck and 

ensuring better visual corridor from inland to the new 

harbourfront  

 
(a) as Concept B (Larger Landscaped Deck) is preferred, it will be 

used as a basis for further refinements to the design by 
simplifying the form of the landscaped deck, enhancing 
pedestrian connections, promoting visual permeability of the 
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deck (e.g. providing more sunken courtyards) and improving 
visual access for the hinterland to the new harbourfront.  
Mechanisms would be formulated to ensure public use of and 
access to the proposed landscaped deck; and 

 
Issue 2 : Inclusion of different types of pedestrian linkages to facilitate 

choices and easy access from the CBD to the new waterfront  

 
(b) recognizing the Statue Square Corridor as a major north-south 

pedestrian connection, a key design concept is to provide easy 
access and a pleasant walking environment from the hinterland 
to the Piers.  At-grade crossings, deck level pedestrian 
walkways and an underground connection from the MTR 
Central Station to Site 3 are proposed for enhancing access to 
the harbourfront.  Retail provision at Site 3 will also induce 
greater pedestrian circulation to and from the harbourfront.  

 
 
Site 4 and Reconstructing the Old Star Ferry Clock Tower 

 

4.4 There was general support for developing waterfront leisure and 
commercial uses at Site 4 in particular restaurants and dining facilities to 
complement the waterfront open space and the CBD.  There was 
generally more support for Concept A (More Separate Blocks with Star 
Ferry Clock Tower) than Concept B (Fewer Separate Blocks without Star 
Ferry Clock Tower).   

 
Issue 1 : Reconstructing the Old Star Ferry Clock Tower at Site 4, at its 

original position or elsewhere 

 

(a) noting that the design concept for turning the old Star Ferry 
Clock Tower into a focal point and maintaining an axial 
relationship with City Hall and the re-assembled Queen’s 
Pier was generally supported, and taking into account some 
of the public suggestions to improve the setting of the 
reconstructed Clock Tower, it is proposed to place the 
reconstructed Clock Tower at Site 4 together with a Clock 
Tower Plaza and museum to form a focal point at the new 
harbourfront, with clear visual connection with the harbour.  
A visual corridor has also been proposed in front of City 
Hall Low Block;  

 
(b)  to reconstruct the Star Ferry Clock Tower at its original 
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position will be in conflict with a major drainage culvert 
underneath which is now under construction.  The technical 
feasibility of realigning the major drainage culvert in the 
congested area would be subject to detailed study.  Due to 
the constraint of the Airport Railway Extended Overrun 
Tunnel (AREOT) to the north and a lot of utilities to the 
south, realignment of the culvert would be practically 
infeasible;     

 
(c)  to reconstruct the Star Ferry Clock Tower at the Tsim Sha 

Tsui or Wan Chai Star Ferry Pier is not in line with the 
public aspirations for reconstructing the Clock Tower in 
Central; 

 
Issue 2 :  Developing Site 4 as an Inner Harbour area with Queen’s Pier 

and the Star Ferry Clock Tower reconstructed at their original 

locations with restaurants around and allowing recreational 

and boating uses in the Inner Harbour 

 
(d)  impact on the Central Wan-Chai Bypass (CWB) Tunnel: the 

CWB tunnel will be running underneath and approximately 
midway across the proposed inner harbour.  The top level 
of the roof slab of the CWB tunnel structure is about 0 
to –2.0 mPD across the proposed harbour whilst the low-tide 
water level is about 0.2 mPD.  With a minimum of 4.5m 
rockfill protection layer to the tunnel box structure, this 
protection layer will be exposed completely during the low 
tide.  Therefore, it is not practicable to use the area as an 
inner harbour; 

 
(e)  proposed building structures along the Inner Harbour: if mass 

structures of a few storeys high would be built along the 
waterfront of the inner harbour, the foundations of these 
structures may be in conflict with the proposed CWB, 
AREOT and drainage culvert underneath; 

 
(f)  environmental impact: the embayment at the inner harbour 

may create water quality problem; and 
 

(g)  marine impact: the proposed inner harbour is close to the 
Central Piers to the west and Central Fairway to the north.  
Since the Central Harbour is fairly busy most of the time, the 
wave-wash effect generated by vessels navigating in the 
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vicinity would make the water of the inner harbour choppy 
and not be suitable for marine-based activities. 

 
 

Sites 5 and 6 

 

4.5 The design concept for the Arts and Cultural Precinct was 
generally supported.   
 
Issue 1 :  Enhancing accessibility and vibrancy (e.g. provision of retail 

bridges or wider landscaped decks, and areas for street 

performance which are currently lacking in the eastern end of 

the new Central harbourfront); provision of a maritime museum 

or water-based hydro theatre; and integrating the design of the 

sites with the surrounding roads, open spaces and the 

waterfront. 

 

(a) the key design concepts of providing arts and cultural facilities in 
Site 5, leisure and entertainment facilities in Site 6, and an open 
piazza in the district open space are to complement the adjacent 
Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts (HKAPA) and Hong 
Kong Arts Centre.  The urban design for the area would be 
refined.  Site 6 will be designed with a maritime theme, with 
small-scale commercial uses such as alfresco dining as supported 
by the public to add vibrancy to the area;   

 
(b) the connectivity of Sites 5 and 6 would be further looked into.  

The Study Team is investigating the possibility of modifying Road 
D11 into a tree-lined boulevard with a wide pedestrian walkway 
with scope for introducing street activities performance and other 
activities; 

 
Issue 2 :  Possibility of an extension of HKAPA or Hong Kong Arts 

Centre in the vicinity 

 
(c) extension of HKAPA and the facilities of Hong Kong Arts Centre 

has been planned in the arts and cultural precinct; 
 
Issue 3 : Developing a floating hotel around Site 6 

 
(d) the proposed floating hotel would block a substantial length of the 

waterfront.  Whether they would be classified as ‘reclamation’ 
under the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance (PHO) and satisfy 
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the ‘overriding public need test’ laid down by the Court of Final 
Appeal remains to be seen;  

 
(e) the Marine Department commented that the feasibility of mooring 

or berthing arrangement, and contingency plans for fire, typhoon 
etc. should be carefully assessed;  

 
Issue 4 : Provision of a maritime museum and marine basin 

 
(f) the relocation of the Hong Kong Maritime Museum from Stanley 

has been provided for at Central Pier No. 8.  The Policy Agenda 
2008-09 stated that the Government would support the museum’s 
relocation in order to establish a larger-scale and more 
representative maritime museum, which is commensurate with 
Hong Kong’s standing as an international port city for over a 
central and as a regional cultural hub.  This would complement 
the historic corridor extending from the city core to the new Star 
Ferry Pier and is expected to enhance the vibrancy and tourism 
appeal of the Central harbourfront area; and 

 
(g) the proposed marine basin would involve harbour reclamation 

which may not satisfy the ‘overriding public need test’ under the 
PHO. 

 

 

Site 7 

 

4.6 The proposed design concepts for the site were generally supported. 
While Concept B (Urban Green) has gained greater support than Concept 
A (Urban Park), there were many requests to enhance vibrancy by adding 
more nodal attractions.  
 

Issue 1 : Enhancing vibrancy by adding more nodal attractions or 

adopting a hybrid of Concept A and Concept B 

 
(a) a hybrid of Concept A and Concept B can be adopted.  More 

greenery, such as green lawn and other green spaces, will be 
provided while the attraction nodes will be better defined to 
enhance vibrancy.  The existing and proposed public utility 
installations and other facilities, such as pumping stations and 
electricity supply buildings and Emergency Vehicular Access (EVA), 
have imposed constraints to the design of the waterfront promenade.  
Efforts will be made to come up with an integrated design of the 
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waterfront promenade; 
 
Issue 2 : Developing a mixed-use urban district with multiple clusters 

 
(b) the suggestion of creating a mixed use urban district for 

commercial, residential, leisure and entertainment uses represents a 
different concept from the general public aspiration for an 
extensive waterfront open space in the Study;  

 
(c) extensive building structures in multiple clusters would be in 

conflict with the proposed CWB tunnel, AREOT and drainage 
culvert underneath the new Central harbourfront; 

 
Issue 3 : Improving harbourfront connectivity (e.g. providing cycle tracks, 

jogging trails, tramway and automatic people mover) 

  
(d) the need for enhancing pedestrian connectivity is recognized. 

Provision can be made for cycle track and cycle station, or other 
form of environmentally friendly transport modes within the 
waterfront promenade such as trolley bus.  A tram line along the 
promenade may not be the best option as tracks and overhead tram 
lines will be required, which may obstruct view to and from the 
waterfront.  Given the design constraints and width of the 
promenade, it may not be possible to provide both the cycle track 
and environmentally friendly transport mode;  
 

Issue 4 : Providing the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) berth offshore or 

ensuring an integrated design of the PLA berth with the 

waterfront promenade and turning it into an attraction 

 
(e) the Defence Land Agreement signed by the Chinese Government 

and the British Government in 1994 requires the HKSAR 
Government to leave free 150m of the eventual permanent 
waterfront in the plans for the Central and Wan Chai Reclamation at 
a place close to the Central Barracks for the construction of a 
military dock after 1997.  The current site for the military berth 
proposed by the Administration is considered the most suitable 
location in the Central District for the berth after thorough 
considerations;   

 
(f) to better utilize the site for public enjoyment, the PLA berth will be 

open for public use as part of the Central waterfront promenade 
when it is not in use by the PLA.  A folding gate is proposed 
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around the berth which can be hidden in the ancillary buildings to 
allow the area to be easily accessible by the public and to avoid 
obstructions of the harbour view; 

 
(g) the suggestion of a pier structure for the PLA berth and the 

incorporation of a public swimming pool or ‘lido’ on the harbour 
edge may not be viable as it will involve additional reclamation and 
may not satisfy the ‘overriding public need test’ of the PHO; and 

 
Issue 5 : The design of the waterfront promenade should adopt all-weather 

attractions and energy saving and other suitable design features 

 
(h) various energy saving features have been recommended such as 

using renewable energy in building design, using water saving 
devices to achieve saving of potable water, harvesting of rainwater 
to reduce the consumption of fresh water, and providing plumbing 
and drainage systems to separate grey water from black water, and 
vertical greening. 

 
 

Re-assembling Queen’s Pier and Site 8 

 

4.7 The proposed design concepts for re-assembling Queen’s Pier and 
Site 8 were generally supported, and Concept A (Queen's Pier by the 
Harbour) was generally preferred to Concept B (Queen’s Pier at Original 
Location).  
 
Issue 1 : Queen’s Pier by the harbour to revive its historical function as a 

public pier and public waterfront use and providing memorial 

features at the original location 

 
(a) taking into account the public views, refinement would be 

made to the design concept for re-assembling Queen’s Pier at 
the waterfront and memorial elements at the original site of 
Queen’s Pier (e.g. through paving and landscaping treatment) 
are proposed.  The reassembly works will involve the 
reconstruction of seawall caissons and ground stabilization 
works as well as the refurbishment of Central Piers No. 9 and 
10; and 

 
Issue 2 : Queen’s Pier at original location in close proximity to City Hall 

and Edinburgh Place  
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(b) if Queen’s Pier is reassembled at its original position, it would 
be in the way of the proposed Road P2 and the AREOT.  
Road P2, which is scheduled to be opened by end 2009, will 
need to be realigned northwards.  About 700 metres of the 
road would be affected.  The cost for the abortive works 
involved would be in the order of $30M and it would result in 
a substantial amount of construction wastes.  Also, advance 
works for the AREOT will have to be carried out before the 
reconstruction of Road P2 and the re-assembly of Queen’s Pier.  
Advance works for the AREOT would take about two years to 
complete.  Allowing time for funding arrangement, detailed 
design and construction etc, Queen’s Pier would be 
reassembled in 2014, i.e. about 1 year delay as compared with 
its re-assembling by the Harbour.  

 
 

Other Issues 

 
4.8 Other general issues not specific to the 8 key sites are set out 
below. 
 
Issue 1 : Calls for early implementation of the new Central harbourfront 

and concern on the need for an appropriate management 

approach to deliver a really vibrant and high quality 

harbourfront 

 
(a) it is the Government’s intention to implement the project as 

soon as possible.  Advance protection works of the CWB to 
minimize the impact of the project on the waterfront 
promenade is being actively pursued.  Also, a Task Group on 
Management Model for the Harbourfront has been set up 
under the Harbourfront Enhancement Committee (HEC).  
The Government is working with the Task Group in exploring 
a framework for the sustainable management of the 
harbourfront, with a view to coming up with practicable 
proposals for the Government’s consideration;  

 
Issue 2 : Reduction in width of Road P2 

 
(b) in the short term, Road P2 will provide an alternative access to 

the existing developments in the Central Reclamation area and 
relieve the existing serious traffic congestion around the 
Connaught Road Central and Connaught Place junction;  
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(c) in the medium to long term, after the completion of the CWB, 

Road P2 will serve to distribute traffic from the strategic 
east-west traffic corridor formed by CWB and Rumsey Street 
Flyover to the neighbouring areas which include Central, 
Central Reclamation, Admiralty, Mid-levels, Wan Chai and 
Wan Chai North, and vice versa from these areas to the 
corridor;  

 
(d) the reduction of development intensities of future 

developments in the new Central harbourfront will not affect 
the present need for Road P2.  More landscaping features 
would be introduced to turn the road into a landscaped 
boulevard as far as possible;  

 

Issue 3 : Preserving the Fenwick Pier building cluster 

 
(e) in the new Central harbourfront, the waterfront promenade 

will be extensively landscaped and integrated with various 
marine facilities. Public piers, e.g. Central Piers No. 9 and 10 
and public landing steps are for berthing passengers carrying 
vessels and embarkation/disembarkation.  Marine access at 
the new waterfront could be arranged for the Servicemen’s 
Guides Association and waterfront related commercial and 
leisure uses (similar to the Fleet Arcade) would be provided in 
Site 6;  

 
Issue 4 : Introducing greening ratio 

 
(f) for designing public open space, general greening guidelines 

are stipulated in Chapter 4 of the Hong Kong Planning 
Standards and Guidelines about the percentage of soft 
landscaping and large tree planting areas in active and passive 
open space.  Such guidelines would be followed in the 
waterfront promenade at the detailed design stage;  

 
(g) in  the  Design  Concepts  for  Site 7 (i.e. the Waterfront 

Promenade), the percentages of soft landscape for Concept A 
(Urban Park) and Concept B (Urban Green) are about 40% 
and 50% respectively.  For the whole study area, the current 
percentage is above 20% and further enhancement would be 
envisaged; and 
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(h) our design vision to create a vibrant, green and accessible 
harbourfront is in response to the community aspiration for 
extensive greenery and high quality public open space.  We 
welcome public comments on the appropriate coverage of 
greenery for the waterfront promenade and will further 
examine the matter in the refinement and preparation of the 
Landscape Strategy Plan and the planning/design briefs. 

 
 

5. Way Forward 

 

5.1  Public views and suggestions collected from the Stage 2 Public 
Engagement for the Study (including this Consolidation Forum organized 
by the Task Group on Urban Design Study for the New Central 
Harbourfront of the HEC on 28 February) will be considered and 
incorporated for further refinement of the Urban Design Framework for the 
new Central harbourfront.  

 

 

 

 

Planning Department 

February 2009 
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Annex A of  

Appendix VI 

 

 

Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront 

Stage 2 Public Engagement 

 

List of Written Submissions 

 

No. Individuals/Organizations Date of 

Submission 

1 Doris Liu 11.4.2008 

2 Tammie Chan 12.4.2008 

3 Tay Wing Kit, Paul 12.4.2008 

4 Icy Hung  13.4.2008 

5 Eric Kwan  15.4.2008 

6 Richard Ho 9.5.2008 

7 Lam Tsz Leung 15.5.2008 

8 Suet (signature illegible) 19.5.2008 

9 Jacqueline Wong 20.5.2008 

10 Hong Kong Cycling Information Net, The Hong 
Kong Cycling Alliance and Ho Loy 

20.5.2008 

11 Cheung Chau Bela Vista Villa Owners’ Incorporation 
(Kwok Cheuk Kin) 

21.5.2008 

12 Margaret and Nicholas Brooke 28.5.2008 

13 Peter Wood 6.6.2008 

14 Wilson Chao 9.6.2008 

15 Dakota Smith 10.6.2008 

16 Save Our Shorelines (John Bowden) 23.6.2008 

17 The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (Ir Dr Lo 
Wai Kwok) 

26.6.2008 

18 Angela Spaxman 26.6.2008 

19 Yu Kin Chun 27.6.2008 

20 Wong Sai Kit 28.6.2008 

21 Eric Larson 1.7.2008 

22 Lau Kin-Yee, Miriam (Legislative Councillor) 2.7.2008 

23 MTR Corporation Ltd (Steve Yiu) 4.7.2008 

24 Society for Protection of the Harbour (Christine Loh) 4.7.2008 

25 Raymond Tam 7.7.2008 

26 Trevor Lu 8.7.2008 

27 Hong Kong Resort Company Limited (Wilson 
Cheung) 

8.7.2008 
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No. Individuals/Organizations Date of 

Submission 

28 Centre for Environmental Policy and Resource 
Management, Department of Geography and 
Resource Management, The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong (Dr. Joanna Lee) 

8.7.2008 

29 Lo Shing Kai 9.7.2008 

30 The Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors (Yu Kam 
Hung) 

9.7.2008 

31 Civic Party  9.7.2008 

32 Chan Ka Hon 9.7.2008 

33 Green Sense (Roy Tam) 10.7.2008 

34 Paul Zimmerman (Report on the ‘Make the Central 
Waterfront Everyone’s Favourite Destination’ Public 
Workshop) 

9.7.2008 

35 Nomometric Design and Planning Consultants Ltd 
(Richard Yu) 

10.7.2008 

36 The Conservancy Association 10.7.2008 

37 Shu Lok Shing 10.7.2008 

38 Hongkong Land Ltd (Y.K. Pang) 10.7.2008 

39 Democratic Party, C&WDC Councillors (Kam Nai 
Wai, Wong Kin Shing, Yuen Bun Keung, Ho Chun 
Ki, Yeung Sui Yin and Cheng Lai King) 

10.7.2008 

40 Chow Mung Har 10.7.2008 

41 Action Group on Protection of the Harbour (Cheng 
Lai King) 

10.7.2008 

42 Designing Hong Kong Ltd (Paul Zimmerman) 10.7.2008 

43 Local Action (Chen Yun Chung, Szeto May and Ip 
Lam Chong) 

10.7.2008 

44 Kam Nai Wai (Democratic Party, C&WDC 
Councillor) 

10.7.2008 

45 The Hong Kong Institute of Planners (Kim Chan) 10.7.2008 

46 United Social Service Centre Ltd (Cheng Lai King) 10.7.2008 

47 The Hong Kong Institute of Architects (Dr Ronald 
Lu) 

10.7.2008 

48 IFC Development Ltd (David Dumigan) 10.7.2008 

49 Hong Kong Urban Design Alliance (Dr. Peter 
Cookson Smith / Paul CHU Hoi Shan) 

10.7.2008 & 
18.8.2008 

50 Jonathan 10.7.2008 

51 Benny Wai 10.7.2008 

52 Yomei Shaw 10.7.2008 

53 The British Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong 10.7.2008 
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No. Individuals/Organizations Date of 

Submission 

(Brigadier Christopher Hammerbeck) 

54 Harbour Business Forum (Jon Addis) 11.7.2008 

55 Chinese-Scottish Band (Cheung Yue Pau) 9.7.2008 

56 Yeung Cheung Sing, Lawrence 9.7.2008 

57 Alexander M. Duggie 10.7.2008 

58 Wong Yui Hin 17.7.2008 

59 Keith Ng 20.7.2008 

60 Doug Woodring 25.6.2008 

61 Lau Siu Wah 25.7.2008 

62 Retail Development Consultants 13.8.2008 

63 Hong Kong & Kowloon Ferry Ltd (April Lam) 28.8.2008 

64 Tony Chan (plans only) 24.5.2008 
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Annex B of 

Appendix VI 

 

 

Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront 

Stage 2 Public Engagement 

 
Briefings to Relevant Public and Advisory Bodies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Briefings to the 18 District Councils (DCs) 

 

Date DC 

24 April 2008  Eastern  

6 May 2008  Tuen Mun  

6 May 2008 Kwun Tong 

15 May 2008  Central & Western 

20 May 5008  Wan Chai  

27 May 2008  Sai Kung  

27 May 2008 Tsuen Wan  

5 June 2008  North  

16 June 2008  Islands 

17 June 2008  Sham Shui Po 

26 June 2008  Yuen Long  

26 June 2008 Southern  

26 June 2008 Yau Tsim Mong  

8 July 2008 Tai Po  

8 July 2008 Wong Tai Sin 

10 July 2008  Kwai Tsing  

24 July 2008  Kowloon City  

24 July 2008 Sha Tin  

 
 

Date Public and Advisory Bodies 

11 April 2008 Legislative Council (LegCo) Home Affairs Panel 

11 April 2008 Town Planning Board (TPB) 

22 April 2008 LegCo Development Panel 

23 April 2008 Harbour-front Enhancement Committee (HEC) 
Task Group on Urban Design Study 

29 April 2008 HEC 

29 May 2008 Land and Building Advisory Committee (LBAC) 

26 June 2008 Antiquities Advisory Board (AAB) 
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Briefings to the Interested Organizations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Date Organizations 

15 April 2008 The Hong Kong Institute of Architects 

23 April 2008 The Hong Kong Institute of Planners 

14 July 2008 The Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce 
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Appendix VII – List of Five Major Critical Issues after the Morning Session 

 

Issue 1: Central Ferry Piers Corridor (including Sites 1 & 2, Central Piers No. 1-6) 

 

o Transfer all or most GFA from Sites 1 and 2 to Site 5 or elsewhere to 

reduce building height and bulk. 

o Removal of public transport interchange (PTI) from Site 2 with the 

replacement by drop-offs and bus stops 

o Additional commercial development above the ferry piers 

o Improve connectivity of ferry piers  

  

Issue 2: Statue Square Corridor (including Site 3, Central Piers No. 7 & 8) 

 

o Reconfiguration and street level orientation of the Statue Square Corridor 

developments 

o Breaking up development at Site 3 for land disposal to ensure diverse 

ownership  

o Re-alignment and pedestrianization of Roads P1 and P6 

o Re-construction of old SFCT at/close to its original location 

  

Issue 3: Central Waterfront Promenade (incl. Sites 4 & 7, Piers 9 to 10, PLA Berth) 

 

o Reinstatement of Edinburgh Place including re-assembly of QP  

o Redistribition of gross floor area to Site 4 and waterfront open space and 

reconfiguration into multiple clusters with an inner harbour  

o Hybrid of Urban Park and Urban Green concepts with waterfront seating 

and alfresco dining areas 

o Relocation of Golden Bauhinia Statue to the front of Central Government 

Complex at Tamar 

o Relocation of PLA Berth to elsewhere or PLA berth as a protruding pier 

 

Issue 4: Cultural Corridor (incl. Site 5 & 6 and Areas in front of CITIC Tower, HKAPA 

and HKCEC) 

 

o Deck and developments over roads/infrastructures  

o Maritime Museum and cultural uses at the northern part of HKAPA  

o Extension of Hong Kong Arts Centre and HKAPA 

o Commercial/hotel use for Site 5 



Stage 2 Public Engagement- Consolidation Forum of Urban Design Study for the New Central Harbourfront 

  

 

Issue 5: Transport and Other Issues 

 

o Narrowing the width of Road P2  

o Introduction of cycle tracks and environmental-friendly transport modes 

o Comprehensive review of OZP 

o Reviewing the findings of Stage 2 Public Engagement  

 

 

 




